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Abstract 
A variety of discoveries, inventions and new experimental and theoretical results 
characteristic of high-precision devices are discussed in connection with the 
Canterbury ring laser and with optical supercavities in general. 
Cavity losses of a few ppm define one fundamental limit for precision 
measurements. We report a ringing phenomenon in the responses both of the 
Canterbury ring cavity and of commercial (Newport SR-130) supercavities under 
excitation by an external laser, whenever the laser frequency and the cavity 
resonance cross in time. The temporal waveform or ringing profile for any cavity is 
defined by two parameters. We invent an efficient, inexpensive and competitive 
"ringing" method for measuring losses of supercavities, and demonstrate its 
accuracy of 1 ppm. It was found that the asymmetry in the output profile of a 
scamling Fabry-Perot interferometer is much more significant than formerly 
realised, despite the long history of sllch interferometers. For the output profile of 
a scanning Fabry-Perot cavity to have an asymmetry of less than 5%, for instance, 
the cavity resonance scanning time should be more than 100 times the cavity decay 
time. Another method for measuring the cavity loss by simply scanning the cavity 
is presented with a resolution of and system bias of 1 ppm and 4 ppm respectively. 
Backscattering of a few ppm at the su permirrors induces significant beat 
frequency pulling in a cavity. A totally novel method based on the measurement 
and Fourier analysis of the instantaneolls beat frequency is presented to determine 
the frequency pulling and related fll ndamental parameters for our ring laser. 
The origins of the beat frequency shifts induced by the dispersion of the 
laser medium and by mode competition are discussed. A new method is presented 
to stabilize the beat frequency by using a transverse magnetic field, in view of the 
empirical observation of such an effect. Its theoretical origin is shown here to be a 
significant puzzle, since such an effect seems to be forbidden by time-reversal and 
parity selection rules for any matter-radiation interaction effect for any 
polarisation state of the ring, in any mllltipole of interaction and even with 
allowance for the possible partial orientation of the plasma by the applied field. 
A detailed account of the construction and operation of the Canterbury ring 
laser facility is given. Our results from the Canterbury ring laser itself demonstrate 
a precision of frequency resolution of 11 ttHz (a fraction 2.32 x 10-20 of the 
He-Ne laser frequency, corresponding to a sensitivity of 1.6 x 10-7 DE in earth 
rotation measurement). This is of the same order as the quantum limit for beat 
frequency linewidths, given the present losses of our ring laser, and is at least two 
orders of magnitude greater than the sensitivities of existing laser gyroscopes. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Commercial and military applications of ring lasers have advanced supermirror and 
ring laser gyroscope technology. Devices a few square centimetres in area are 
already in commercial use for inertial guidance of aircraft for the measurement of 
the absolute rotation rate (Chow et al. 1985, Stedman 1985). These advances have 
not been reflected in a corresponding advance in pure scientific research. 
Commercial applications have outstripped fundamental research, partly because of 
commercial and military secrecy. The Canterbury ring laser project aims to redress 
the imbalance by developing non-military scientific applications of this technology. 
The ring laser constructed at Canterbury has attained, as we shall report, a 
fractional frequency resolution of 2.32 x 10-20 (l1/tHz in 474 THz). This opens a 
new window of precision measurement for any effect which results in a different 
optical path length for counterpropagating beams around a ring. This includes, but 
is not limited to, the detection of rotation as in a gyroscope, and has a number of 
potential applications in applied sciences as well as in fundamental experiments in 
physics. For example, such a laser could be used as a seismometer and would 
sense microseisms as they affect the observed earth rotation rate, at a precision 
better than 1 ppm. Exploiting this possibility clearly assumes, as for a standard 
seismometer, a highly stable mechanical environment for the device. Again, 
nonreciprocal optical effects giving absolute phase shifts of 10-10 rad between 
counterrotating beams would be detectable (Stedman et al. 1993). This would 
allow sensitive tests of nonlinear optical effects in gases associated with the chiral 
effects of electric and magnetic fields. Field-induced magnetic linear dichroism in 
gases is one obvious candidate. A popular application of the precision of a ring 
laser is in tests of special relativistic effects in the dragging of light in moving 
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media. Detailed discussions about the potential applications of the Canterbury ring 
laser are presented in appendix C. 
Not surprisingly, the struggle to produce a ring laser with such high 
resolution itself has uncovered new physics and offers novel challenges. There is a 
number of factors each of which appreciably would change the scale factor, or 
alter the bias of the beat frequency, in such precision measurements. These 
challenges make the ring laser a doubly interesting device. 
1.1 Canterbury ring laser 
Professor Stedman of the Physics Department, in cooperation with Professor Hans 
Bilger of Oklahoma State University's School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, has initiated over recent years a new experimental research project: 
the construction of a 1 metre square high-precision ring laser. This permits a wide 
variety of basic experiments in physics. Lasers of different sorts and at different 
frequencies currently hold the record for frequency stability and resolution because 
of the enormous difference between the frequency of the relevant electromagnetic 
radiation (in our case the helium-neon laser line at a frequency of 4.74 x 1014 Hz) 
and the frequency stability achievable for this optical frequency. Ring lasers permit 
a certain characteristic class of measurements, in which minute non-reciprocal 
optical effects in media can be detected with high accuracy. 
The combination of large area and supercavity mirrors in the Canterbury 
ring is believed to be unique. We have been most fortunate in securing at almost 
nominal cost some state-of-the-art cavity super mirrors from the firm (Ojai 
Research) who supply the world's best supermirrors. These have a measured 
reflectance of 99.9985%. In return the Canterbury group including Professor Bilger 
has been able to offer collaboration by way of theoretical investigation of mirror 
design technology, and have suggested ways of improving mirrors further which 
Ojai Research has been able to implement in practice. The major component of 
this improvement is to suggest ways of reducing birefringence (polarisation 
anisotropy in the phase shift of reflected beams) by etching the uppermost layer of 
the multidielectric mirror coating. This method was the basis of a New Zealand 
. Patent Application No 235614, lodged on 7 October 1990. This matter is the topic 
of another student's research, and is not otherwise discussed in this thesis; see 
Bilger et al. (1990) for the first publication of details. 
One of the major expenses in this ring laser project is the mounting of the 
laser on a block of Zerodur, or very low-expansion ceramic glass with a thermal 
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expansion coefficient of the order of 10-8, to reduce thermal fluctuations. With 
Zerodur, a one-degree temperature change will affect the length of the big ring by 
a sizeable fraction of a wavelength. Maximum sensitivity therefore requires a site 
with thermal as well as mechanical stability. 
When the ring laser research group was searching for a suitable site in the 
South Island of New Zealand, New Zealand Television Network made public the 
existence of a bunker (Fig. 1.1) under the Cashmere Hill which had been built in 
1940s as a High Command retreat in the event of invasion. The site was ideal, and 
negotiations with the owners of the cavern site and access areas secured the use of 
this cavern to the ring laser project; both the private famHy and the Hospital 
Board (part owners of the cavern area) have been generous in their cooperation, 
to the point of a legal agreement. This has given the University as a whole access 
to a uniquely suitable site for a high-stability laboratory. Geology students also 
regularly conduct studies of the rock structure in the cavern. 
Fig. 1.1. The cavern is 30 m under the Cashmere Hill of Christchurch, whose floor has 
dimension 23 m X 34 m and whose height is 5 m. 
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The ring laser group then built a double room (Figs. 1.2 and 1.3) including 
simple clean room facilities, dehumidifier etc., so as to make the cavern habitable 
for man and machine. The design has been kept to minimal size and cost. The 
clean room design, drawn up after inspection of some far more expensive facilities 
in the Royal New Zealand Air Force and after discllssion with our US ring laser 
consultant, is again a judicious compromise. 
Fig. 1.2. The ring laser room under construction in the Cashmere cavern. 
Fig. 1.3. Overview of lhe Cashmere cavern and the ring laser room (right). 
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The use of Zerodur for thermal stability, together with the cavern sitting 
(the temperature should vary by less than a millidegree when the cavern is 
thoroughly sealed), should ensure thermal stability as well for data collection over 
long periods. Now the Canterbury ring laser is successfully operating in the 
Cashmere cavern (Figs. 1.4) and the ring laser team is smiling (Fig. 1.5)! 
Fig. 1.4. The Canterbury ring laser is under testing in the Cashmere cavern. 
Fig. 1.5. The ring laser team ( the Canterbury part) in the Rutherford building . From left 
Morrie Poulton, Professor Geofr Stedman, Peter Wells, Ziyuan Li and Clive Rowe. 
Professors Hans Bilger, Frank Kowalski and Brian Wybourne are absent. 
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1.2 Thesis layout 
My Ph.D project was defined initially as that of participating with the ring laser 
major project and in particular establishing techniques and applications for 
measuring the finesse of the ring, and more generally the finesse of an optical 
super-cavity, itself a function of the losses in the probe cavity. 
The major discoveries and contributions I made to the Canterbury ring laser 
research group are listed as follows: 
a. The invention of the ringing profile method for the measurement of the 
supercavity finesse; 
b. The discovery of the asymmetric response profile of a scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometer; 
c. A new method for determination of the frequency locking parameters 
of the ring laser by studying the instantaneous beat frequency of the 
ring laser as a function of time; 
d. The effects of a transverse magnetic field on the beat frequency of the 
ring laser; 
e. An analysis of the origins of frequency pulling and pushing in the 
Canterbury ring laser; 
f. Development of appropriate strategies for aligning the elements of the 
large ring. 
This work, in addition to some minor contributions of mine to the development 
and implementation of the ring laser project, is described in detail in this thesis. 
Sufficient extra material is included at parts to make the whole a reasonably 
cohesive summary of the principles and practice of the construction and operation 
of this facility, although a more detailed manual on many practical points is 
available separately as an in-house report (Stedman 1993a). 
Some of this research has already been presented in four papers which have 
been published through the duration of my thesis work. These four papers are 
presented in appendices A to D and are, in order of pUblication: 
Appendix A. Ziyuan Li, R.G.T. Bennett and G.E. Stedman (1991); 
Swept-frequency induced optical cavity ringing, Opt. Commun .• 86, 
51-57. 
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Appendix B. H.R. Bilger, G.E. Stedman, M.P. Poulton, C.H. Rowe, Ziyuan Li, 
P.V. Wells (1993); Ring laser for precision measurement of 
nonreciprocal phenomena, IEEE Transactions, Instrumentation 
and measurements, 42, 407-411. 
Appendix C. G.E. Stedman, H.R. Bilger, Li Ziyuan, M.P. Poulton, C.H. Rowe, 1. 
Vetharaniam and P.V. Wells (1993), Canterbury ring laser and test 
for nonreciprocal phenomena, Aust. 1. Phys., 46, 87-101. 
Appendix D. Ziyuan Li, G.E. Stedman and H.R. Bilger (1993), Asymmetric 
response profile of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer, Opt. 
Commun., 100, 240-246. 
In chapter 2, I will review the various measurement techniques used until 
now for determining the overall reflection power losses of supermirrors. This is 
important because the quality of cavity mirrors is one of the most critical elements 
in the active ring laser gyroscopes, and the newest generation of high-accuracy ring 
laser gyroscopes requires state-of-the-art optical coatings (Thomas 1978, Kalb 
1986). The optical properties of the mirrors in the ring laser affect gyroscope 
performance in a number of different ways. Two effects whose limitations are of 
importance in practice are backscattering-induced locking and quantum noise. 
First and foremost, non-specular scattering of the incident laser light by the 
coating causes a phenomenon known as lock-in (Aronowitz 1965, 1971). A 
proportion of the scattered light adrrllxes with the counterrotating beam, and so 
causes the clockwise and counterclockwise beams of the ring laser to couple 
together. At low rotation rates the two beams become locked in frequency, and 
the ring laser ceases to produce meaningful output. Furthermore, near the lock 
band, severe scale factor variations occur; the scale factor is defined simply as the 
gyroscope output frequency for a given rotational rate. For high accuracy ring laser 
applications the scatter coefficient (Iscattmd/I'ncident) must be less than a few ppm, 
i.e. a few parts in 106• Backscattering from the mirrors largely determines the lock 
band and so the useful rotation range of the ring laser for detection of rotation. 
The total power losses (transmission, scattering and absorption) at the 
mirrors determine the quality factor Q of the cavity, and so the level of quantum 
noise of the ring laser and the limit of the sensitivity of the system to small 
changes in any nonreciprocal effect, or an effective rotation rate. All of these loss 
mechanisms for the incident radiation in the multilayer stack affect the cavity 
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quality factor, and so broaden the laser linewidth. The effect on gyroscope 
performance is an increase in white noise. Typical requirements for high accuracy 
ring laser gyroscopes set absorption below 20 ppm (Kalb 1986). 
Therefore, the development of fast, sensitive optical measurement techniques 
to determine the cavity quality factor and the associated performance factors is of 
prime importance in the development of the mirror coatings for ring laser 
gyroscope applications. Before the advent of this new measurement technology, 
only the visible spectrophotomenter was available for the measurement of 
absorption loss and transmission. While it is a good tool in the development of 
low-quality coatings, the spectrophotometer has an intensity resolution only of 
approximately 0.05% (Kalb 1986). Since ring laser gyroscope coatings have 
transmissions below 0.01%, this is clearly inadequate. 
In chapter 3, I will present an analysis for a "ringing" method (U et al. 1991) 
for determination of cavity quality factors. We have successfully demonstrated this 
new method for the measurement of cavity losses. Development of this method is 
based on the observation of a ringing, or beating, phenomenon in the output of 
both a ring cavity and Newport SR-130 interferometer when excited by an external 
laser source. The ringing profile of the output is caused by the beating between 
the laser frequency and the cavity resonant frequency when either is swept in a 
time comparable to the decay time of the cavity. The standard phase shift method 
(Herbelin et al. 1980, 1981, Kwok, Herbelin, and Ueunten 1982, Elleaume et al. 
1985) of measuring quality factor is severely limited in precision because of the 
effect of the random vibrations which detune the laser cavity and the test cavity 
during the time of the measurement. The ringing profile method which we discuss 
does not suffer from the noise problem inherent in the phase shift method, since 
the detuning is automatically utilised in performance of a measurement. The 
detuning noise is also avoided in another standard method, the so-called ringdown 
measurement (Anderson, Frisch, and Masser 1984) in which the exponential decay 
of an optical pulse is monitored. However, the ringing profile method presented 
here avoids the very considerable cost of the ringdown technique since fast optical 
switching and electronics are not required. 
In chapter 4, I discuss the asymmetry of the temporal response profile of a 
Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) under a frequency-scanned input or with cavity 
scanning. This is discussed also in U et al. (1993). This constitutes another novel 
part of our research on supercavity mirrors, despite the fact that the FPI was 
invented about a century ago. In high resolution spectroscopy using a FPI the 
extraction of the real input spectrum from the output is of great importance. Most 
of the literature on this subject uses the symmetric Airy function in the 
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deconvolution algorithm. However, the Airy function for the intensity distribution 
in the fringe pattern is strictly valid only for a source of constant brightness and 
spectral distribution and for a nonscanning FPI. For a scanning FPI, the limitations 
on scanning speed were discussed by Greig and Cooper (1968). They estimated a 
time to establish the interference pattern as approximately 1.4 FT (= 2.8 7rte ), 
where F is the finesse, T is the round trip time of the FPI and te its power decay 
time. However, their analysis was based on the Lummer-Gehrcke plate (Born and 
Wolf, 1964), and is relevant only for the steady-state multiple beam 
interferometer. The profile of FPI output is still symmetric in that case. 
The analysis given in this thesis shows that the asymmetry in the output 
profile of an FPI is inherent to its character. We find that significant asymmetry 
appears in a fringe profile for a scanning FPI even when the time interval which is 
required for scanning over the probe frequency was as large as 100te• This is 
particularly important for spectral measurement using a supercavity FPI. In using 
the Newport SR-130 supercavity (whose free spectral range is 6 GHz and finesse 
- 60,000) to measure the mode spectrum in our 1 m2 ring laser, we can see the 
asymmetry of the fringe profile of the interferometer output over a large range of 
the FPI scanning rates, from 3 GHz/s -50 GHz/s. 
In chapter -S, I will review recent progress in the use of various ring laser 
devices and associated techniques. Since our ring laser is designed for precision 
measurements of inertial rotation, the sensitivity of the ring laser is a major factor 
to be consider in the project. Therefore, in this review, I will, in particular, 
compare the sensitivity of various optical rotation sensors in Sec. 5.1l. 
In chapter 6, I describe the facilities of the Canterbury ring laser system and 
present our major experimental results for beat frequency determinations. 
In chapter 7, I discuss the effects of backscattering on the beat frequency of 
the ring laser, which is one of the most important error sources in ring laser 
measurement. The backscattering in a ring laser is caused by imperfections of the 
dielectric mirrors (Thomas 1978, Haus 1985) or by impurities (dust etc.) on their 
surfaces. In general, backscattering can give rise to frequency locking and pulling 
phenomena in ring lasers (Aronowitz and Collins 1966, Aronowitz 1971, Aronowitz 
and Lim 1977, Statz et al. 1985, Chow et al. 1985). In this case, the average beat 
frequency Ib is given by Ib = (f - 1,2)1/2, where I is the nominal frequency 
difference of the counterpropagating beams in the ring laser and I, is the 
frequency locking threshold caused by the backscattering. I, is the function of the 
resultant backscattering which are not only dependent on the amplitudes but also 
the phases of the each individual backscattering center (Statz et al. 1985). Since 
the phases of these backscattering vary with the lengths of each arm of the ring 
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laser, the phase of the resultant backscattering is variable even if the total path 
length of the ring is controlled by a servo system. 
Therefore, for precision measurements, the effect of the frequency pulling 
on the beat frequency must be determined accurately. We invent and implement 
an entirely new method to determine the parameters of this frequency pulling. 
Unlike the method of counting the average beat frequency (Aronowitz 1971), we 
collect data on the profile of the interference fringes, and explore from the 
derived Fourier spectrum or instantaneous beat frequency the most important 
parameters, including the frequency pulling in our ring laser. 
In chapter 8, I give an analysis for dispersion effects, with or without the 
saturation, of the gain medium on the laser beat frequency. This is another very 
important error source for the ring laser measurements. The different cases, such 
as, natural neon mixture, single neon isotope and equal isotope mixtures are 
discussed. Our discovery of the effect of transverse magnetic field effects on the 
stabilization of the frequency splitting is presented in this chapter. 
Brief conclusions. from my analysis and experimental research are presented 
in chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2 
Review of nleasureluent techniques 
We will review the techniques for measuring the losses in an optical supercavity, 
i.e. a cavity incorporating supermirrors, in this chapter. In our context, 
"supermirror" is a traditional term associated with the development of mirrors 
whose reflectance is enhanced to the level of say 99.998% or more by a sequence 
of quite recent technical developments. This has greatly enhanced the capabilities 
of Fabry-Perot instruments, and of ring laser gyroscopes, as we shall demonstrate 
in an instrument of uniquely large area and quality factor. Unlike the standard 
methods (e.g. cathode sputtering, E-beam sputtering) for making mirrors (e.g. 
metallic coatings, conventional dielectric coatings) used until recently in all 
standard lasers, a special mirror coating technique - the ion-beam deposition 
process - has been developed independently by a number of ring laser gyroscope 
manufacturers (Kalb 1986). The supermirror technique takes advantage of 
advanced polishing techniques and ion-beam coating technology to provide the 
highest reflectivity and lowest loss of any commercially available mirrors. When 
used in etalons or optical cavities, these mirrors can provide finesses in excess of 
30,000, approximately 30 times better than m:irrors manufactured by standard 
techniques. A selection of ion beam deposited coating covers the spectral range of 
558 - 1705 nm. 
The supermirrors used in the Canterbury ring laser have 0.016 nm rms 
surface microroughness (Le. the substrates are smooth to atomic dimensions), 
achieved through ion beam milling with argon and nitrogen beams. The ion-beam 
sputter coated Si02/Ti02 A./4 layers give losses of - 4 ppm due to scattering 
(TIS), 4 ppm from transmission, and absorption of 7 ppm, approaching the losses 
of the bulk materials. The observed total reduction in reflection is then 15 ppm, 
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corresponding to a reflectivity of 99.9985% (Stedman et ai. 1993). 
We will explain why such low losses in the supercavity are necessary for the 
high performance of ring laser gyroscopes in Sec. 2.1, following the discussions of 
various techniques for measuring the losses of the supercavity in Sec. 2.2 - 2.7. A 
comparison of the different measurement schemes will be presented in Sec. 2.8. In 
Sec. 2.9 we shall highlight the competitive performance of a new method which we 
analyse and demonstrate, in which the temporal waveform or profile of the cavity 
response to a chirped input is used to determine the supercavity loss and decay 
time. 
2.1 Laser gyroscope quantum limit 
In general, the uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics imposes limits on all 
measurements performed on an atomic scale. Macroscopic measurements, on the 
other hand, suffer from measurement uncertainties that mostly are not quantum 
mechanical in nature. However, the multioscillator ring laser gyroscope is one 
exception. Dorschner et ai. (1980) have reported that the multioscillator ring laser 
gyroscope can operate at the quantum limit. In contrast, optical rotation sensors 
which suffer from extraneous noise, such as that induced by dither in a 
two-frequency ring laser gyroscope or by mode coupling effects in passive sensors, 
cannot attain this ultimate fundamental limit. Dorschner et ai. (1980) have proved 
that the fundamental uncertainty in the measurement of the rotation rate of a 
laser ring gyroscope can be derived from a general quantum mechanical 
uncertainty principle. Also, the same relationship can be obtained from a 
spontaneous emission noise formulation as shown in the following derivation 
(Dorschner et ai. 1980, Statz et al. 1985): 
In a ring laser where each mode is occupied by, on the average, (n) 
photons, the ratio of the spontaneous to the stimulated transition emission rate 
nsp/list is l/(n). In the steady state, the stimulated emission rate is (n)/te, where te 
is the ring cavity photon lifetime (or cavity decay time). Therefore, the 
spontaneous emission rate is l/te per mode. Consider a particular polarisation 
component in the following. The electric field E 1 of each spontaneously emitted 
photon, unlike that of the stimulated photons, adds randomly in phase or in 
quadrature (with equal probability) to the pre-existing optical frequency electric 
field E". Let E 1q be the quadrature part of E 1. We have then for the small phase 
perturbation (!::J.¢12) = «E1Q/E,,)2) = ~E//E,,2 = 1/2(n). These perturbing phase 
jumps add to give a random walk in phase that amounts to (rms measure) 
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b.¢(t)l'IIl$ (b.¢(t)2)1/2 = [(t/tc )(b.¢12)FI2 after a til11e t. In the steady state, the 
power loss of each mode Ploss = hv(n) ltc, where v is the frequency of the laser. 
Considering the two modes in the ring laser are independent, we then find the 
uncertainty in the beat frequency of the ring laser gyroscope by adding the 
uncertainties in the frequencies of the two modes, 
(2.1) 
The beat frequency resolution of the Canterbury ring laser, which we will discuss 
in chapter 6, indeed reaches the quantum noise limit calculated by Eq. (2.1). 
Eq. (2.1) shows that the rms frequency fluctuation. b./rms, of the beat 
frequency of a ring laser is inversely proportional to the photon lifetime tc. For an 
optical cavity, the quality factor Q. the linewidth (or FWHM) L 1I2, the finesse F, 
the round trip losses in the cavity r, the mirror reflectivity R and the cavity decay 
time tc are related as follows: 
Q = 27rvte = V/LlI2 
F = b.VFSR /L l12 = 7r1R/(1-R) 
te 1/(b.VFSR r) = 1/(27rL1I2 ) 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
where b.VFSR = c/P is the free spectral range of the cavity, c is the speed of light 
and P is the optical path of the cavity. This stimulates the development of the 
various measurement techniques. 
Eq. (2.2c) shows that the beat frequency fluctuation b./rnls will be 
proportional to the losses r in the cavity. This is why a ring laser gyroscope 
requires low losses (or high Q, long te , high R. high F. narrow L I12 ) in the ring 
cavity. Since the losses (absorption plus transmission plus scattering) in the cavity 
are proportional to 1 - R. the development of accurate measurement techniques 
for determining the mirror reflectivity is very important in the development of ring 
laser gyroscopes (Sanders 1977). By measuring anyone of these parameters, the 
other parameters can be calculated through the Eqs. (2.2). 
2.2 Linewidth measurement 
The simplest technique to determine an optical cavity quality factor is directly to 
measure the linewidth (or fringe width) L1I2 of the cavity as in a scanning 
Fabry-Perot interferometer. The test mirror is made part of a two (or more) 
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mirror cavity, with the other mirrors being of known reflectivity. A probe laser 
beam is injected and transversely mode matched into the cavity, and swept in 
frequency through the test cavity resonance. The output of the test cavity is 
recorded, and fringe width (or linewidth) of the cavity output is determined. This 
fringe width can be converted to any other related parameters by using Eqs. (2.2). 
This technique works well with high loss cavities, where the linewidth is very 
broad. Kalb (1986) mentioned that as the mirror deposition process was further 
developed, and cavity losses decreased, the technique began to be plagued by 
errors associated with thermal noise, as well as the speed and repeatability of the 
frequency scan. Kalb (1986) points out that this technique will require 
improvements if it is to remain useful in the future, since lower loss coatings 
decrease the sensitivity and resolution of the measurement results. Because this 
method is very simple, it still is utilized somewhat today. For example, this method 
is used for the measurement of finesse of the supercavity optical spectrum analyzer 
SR-130 developed by Newport Corporation. 
However, there are some problems in this finesse measurement as used by 
Newport. For example, as we will show in chapter 4, the fringe width of a scanning 
cavity will increase with the scanning rate of the cavity, so that the measured 
fringe width will be larger than that of the nonscanning cavity. Again, the profile 
of the output of a scanning cavity can not be described by the Airy function. In 
chapter 4 we will present a theoretical analysis and experimental results, as well as 
an improvement of this method. 
2.3 Loss comparison technique 
Early in the development of ion-beam sputter deposition process for ring laser 
gyroscope applications, Sanders (1977) claimed that most of the established 
vendors of multilayer dielectric mirror coatings had some means of measuring 
transmittance to ± 0.0001, but none had the means, with the equivalent high 
degree of accuracy, to measure reflectivity. Thus, when specifying reflection 
parameters to a laser mirror vendor one specified a particular transmittance and 
could only hope for minimum loss to absorption and scattering. Sanders invented a 
method to directly measure the reflectivity of mirrors. His experiment setup is 
shown in Fig. (2.1). 
\ 
The technique involves two intralaser cavity measurements, one with the 
sample mirror in the cavity and one without. Fig. (2.1) indicates two laser 
geometry configurations: first without the sample mirror; second with the sample 
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mirror. Mirror #2 remains fixed for both configurations, and mirror #1 is removed 
to position #2 for the second measurement and configuration. The rotatable 
window serves as a measurable loss or calibrated leak for the cavity. The window 
is first oriented nominally at Brewster's angle relative to the laser beam axis and 
then rotated until laser action is quenched as a result of the induced reflection 
loss. This measurement is made twice: first without the sample mirror 
(configuration #1) using only mirrors #1 and #2, then with the sample mirror. 
The difference in the measured losses required to quench laser action is the 
amount of loss introduced by the sample mirror. 
rotable 
mirror #1 
in 
configuration #2 
9 
I 
I 
rot!ltable I mirror #1 
wmdow I 
mh'oror #2 plasma tube ? : 
-1--------1\( ---~~Ple 
wmdow 
in 
configuration #1 
is in 
configuration #2 
only 
Fig. 2.1. Reflectance measurement apparatus (two laser cavity configurations) . From 
Sanders 1977. 
There are two necessary restrictions associated with the geometry of the 
laser cavities and sample mirror which ensure equivalent gain and loss to the two 
lasers - the over-all laser cavity length of the two configurations must be the same, 
and the sample mirror must be plane. This ensures the same mode geometry and 
thus the same gain and diffraction losses associated with the plasma tube. 
In this method, the accuracy and repeatability of the measurement is a 
function of the sharpness and stability of the lasing threshold. An effort must be 
made to hold the gain and losses constant from one measurement to the next. The 
reproducibility is limited by the quality of the optics, stability of the current 
flowing through the plasma discharge, precision angle reading associated with the 
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rotatable window, dust that might fall unnoticed on a piece of the optics, and to 
some extent mechanical and thermal stability of the setup. The accuracy of the 
reflectivity measurement in Sanders's device was ± 100 ppm. 
2.4 Phase shift method. 
Herbelin et al. (1980, 1981) developed a phase shift method to determine the 
reflectivity by measuring the cavity decay time of an optical resonator. This 
approach uses a continuous laser beam with intensity modulation. This modulated 
beam is matched transversely into the probe cavity and then passed through this 
cavity. The light beam that emerges from the resonator is also modulated but is 
shifted in phase by an angle a, related to the time the photon spends in the cavity 
ta by an expression given by Herbelin et ai. (1980). 
(2.3) 
where f,,, is the frequency of the intensity modulation of the laser beam. We 
should mention here that Eq. (2.3) was derived by the summation of the 
intensities, rather than of the amplitudes, of the subwave components which are 
bouncing in the cavity. In principle, this is not correct for a coherent laser source. 
The phase difference a between the input and output beams was measured by a 
lock-in amplifier. Herbelin et ai. (1981) claimed that the reflectivity resolution of 
50 ppm was achieved at wavelength in the visible-to-near-infrared, where the 
mirror reflectivity was 99.975%. This method was also used at mid-infrared (from 
2.7 to 4.0 ttm)(Kwok, Herbelin, and Ueunten 1983), and a reflectivity resolution of 
500 ppm was obtained, where the mirror reflectivity was not so high (99.20%). 
They predict that if the mirror reflectivity is 99.9% or better, this method can 
achieve an accuracy of 100 ppm at mid-infrared wavelength. 
Elleaume et ai. (1985) have used this phase shift method for the 
measurement of the degradation of mirrors used in a ring free-electron laser 
where the total round trip gain of laser is quite low ( -0.1 % ). Due to its low gain, 
the ring free-electron laser necessitates the use of high reflectivity mirrors. The 
reflectivity measurements obtained by using a laser were compared with those 
obtainable by using the synchrotron radiation, as well as with the results of directly 
measuring the cavity decay time by simply switching off the ring free-electron laser 
itself, which we will discuss in Sec. 2.7. For new or weakly degraded mirrors, the 
three techniques gave similar results when operated one after the other in exactly 
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the same experimental conditions. For highly degraded mirrors discrepancies 
appeared with a spread of estimated losses as high as 100%. 
There are two problems in this phase shift method. One of them, as we 
mentioned previously, is the noisy character of the transmitted laser intensity. The 
accuracy of the determination of the phase of the transmitted beam is limited by 
this noise. The noise present in the transmitted beam is intrinsic to this technique. 
Fabry-Perot analysis shows that transmission will occur only when one of laser 
modes (which occur at integer multiple frequencies of c/P) matches the frequency 
of the one of the cavity modes. The noise in the transmitted beam results from the 
independent vibration of the two cavity lengths. Let us assume we can solve this 
problem by mechanical and thermal stabilization of the cavity lengths, and lock the 
laser frequency to the cavity resonance. The second problem still exists in this 
method, because this phase shift is dependent on the detuning of the cavity 
resonance (Billardon et al. 1991). As a solution of this problem, Billardon et al. 
(1991) demonstrate that the best measurement results are obtained using an 
incoherent or moderated coherent light source (coherent length is low with respect 
to the cavity length) to avoid this problem. However for the measurement of 
He-Ne laser mirrors, the incoherent source with appropriate wavelength is not 
available. 
2.5 Ring-down technique 
Anderson, Frisch, and Masser (1984) developed a technique to determine the 
losses in the cavity by directly measuring the decay time. This method relies on the 
fact that, with no light incident on the cavity, its output is determined only by its 
transient response which is characterized by an exponential decay of the intensity 
with a time constant which in turn is determined only by the round trip losses in 
the cavity, the round trip path length of the cavity, and the speed of light. 
Therefore if light is injected into the cavity and then the source is quickly shut off, 
the decay time can be measured directly. As the cavity losses decrease, the cavity 
decay time increases, increasing measurement sensitivity and resolution. 
This technique measures the cavity decay time directly in a straightforward 
manner using relatively simple instrumentation. In this approach, a continuous 
laser beam is injected into the probe cavity. When the cavity is clearly in 
resonance for a reasonable amount of time, light will build inside the cavity and 
be transmitted throughout the mirrors of the cavity. A detector senses the intensity 
of the light transmitted through one of the mirrors; when the transmitted light 
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reaches a predetermined level, the laser light is switched off via a Pockels cell or 
an acousto-optic modulator. The decaying light level is monitored by the detector 
and recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope. 
The optical switch is the most critical part of this method simply because it 
must be fast. Typical decay times of low loss cavities may be from 0.1 to 50 ps. 
The precision of the measurement is directly determined by the speed of the 
optical switch. Anderson et ai. (1984) report that their apparatus has a decay time 
resolution of 10 ns and has demonstrated a total cavity loss resolution of 5 ppm. 
This method was used for probing a standing electromagnetic wave in a 
laser ring cavity by Abromson and Bickel (1990). They inserted a quartz fibre with 
a diameter of 0.4 pm into an optical cavity. The losses in the cavity induced by the 
fibre varied with its position in the cavity. By observing variations in the cavity's 
irradiance decay time, they observed the longitudinal shape of the laser standing 
wave. 
One problem remains in this technique. Anderson et ai. (1984) argue that 
motions of the mirrors due, for example, to mechanical vibrations are usually small 
over time scale of the cavity decay time. Once the light is switched off, motion of 
the mirrors cannot significantly change the decay time since the fractional change 
in cavity length is negligible. Indeed, the noise level of the transmitted beam is 
greatly reduced compared with the phase shift method. However, occasional 
nonexponential decays of the cavity output exist on the measurements (O'Keefe 
and Deacon 1988). This problem results from the mirror motion during the cavity 
decay time. Billardon et at. (1991) have proved and demonstrated that the mirror 
velocity in certain range has an influence on the exponential decay of the cavity. 
This is because the light intensity in the cavity and so the output will depend on 
the summation of all components of the amplitudes which have different 
frequencies arising from multiple internal reflection on the moving mirrors of the 
cavity. In this case, the transmitted intensity can be expressed as the product of the 
normal exponential decay R2" and.a time dependent function F(n). i.e. I" = R2n 
F(n) (Billardon et ai. 1991), where R is the reflectivity of the mirror and n is an 
integer. The properties of F(n) are dependent on several parameters: the laser 
linewidth, velocity of the mirror motion, mirror reflectivity and cavity length. 
2.6 Pulse ring-down scheme 
A pulse ring-down approach is developed to measure low losses in the cavity 
(O'Keefe and Deacon 1988, Ramponi et at. 1988). In this scheme, a short pulse 
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(10 ns) is used to replace the continuous laser beam. This short light pulse is 
coupled into a linear or ring cavity from which a small (a few parts per million) 
portion is output in each transit cycle. The rate of decrease in the output signal is 
determined by the total cavity loss. The loss measurement is then based upon the 
measurement of a signal decay and a numerical fitting to the loss rate. 
This technique avoids the problem associated with the requirement of 
achieving longitudinal mode coincidences in matching a continuous input signal by 
using short pulses so that every pulse of the probe laser enters the cavity with no 
additional intensity fluctuation or time delay. As a result, the sensitivity and data 
rate are improved, and technical requirements of the system are greatly relaxed. 
Since the coherence length of the laser pulse is so short that no interference 
can become established in the test cavity. In this short pulse regime, the 
Fabry-Perot theory breaks down, permitting any frequency to be injected into the 
test cavity. Therefore continuous frequency scanning becomes possible without 
jumping from mode to mode as the frequency is scanned. The detailed analysis of 
this short pulse approach has been presented by O'Keefe and Deacon (1988). 
With this advantage, a frequency tunable dye laser configured in an 
oscillator-amplifier arrangement, which is pumped by a frequency-doubled 
Nd:YAG laser or nitrogen pulse laser, is used to combine a test cavity for 
measuring the absorption spectra of water vapour near 1.1 tlm by Ramponi et al. 
(1988) and gaseous molecular oxygen around 0.68 tlm by O'Keefe and Deacon 
(1988). 
This technique can also be used to distinguish surface contamination and 
bulk loss of mirrors (O'Keefe and Deacon 1988). The reflection bandwidth of a 
multilayer dielectric mirror is narrowed by surface or interlayer contamination. 
Bulk losses, on the other hand, are independent of wavelength. The contribution 
of surface (e.g. pollution-related) and bulk (defect-related) losses can be separated 
by a measurement of the spectrum of the loss. 
The pulse ring-down technique is also used to measure the reflectance of 
multilayer high reflectance mirrors directly deposited on fibre ends by Stone and 
Stulz (1990). The pulse source used in this experiment was a pulsed diode laser 
operating at a wavelength of 1.53 tlm. There are two requirements on the laser. 
One is that it must have sufficient power to make it possible to resolve the output 
pulse above the noise. Second, the pulses must be short enough to be resolvable in 
time. They use a mirrored fibre length of 5 In, so that the spacing of output pulses 
is about 33 ns and the probe laser pulse width is 25 ns. The measured results 
demonstrated by Stone and Stulz (1990) are in excellent agreement with 
theoretical expectations. 
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A cavity lossmeter based on this technique has been developed commercially 
by Deacon Research, Palo Alto, Calif. The fractional precision and the absolute 
accuracy of the loss measurement in their instrument are 1% and 1 ppm. 
2.7 Laser ring-down measurement 
When the mirrors have been installed in a laser, it is often important as well as 
convenient to measure directly the decay time of the cavity by using the laser 
itself. For most lasers operating in TEMoo mode, an aperture in the cavity is 
required to prevent the higher order modes from oscillating. For a He-Ne laser, 
the discharge tube with a diameter of a few millimetres has the same effect as an 
iris in achieving TEMoo mode operation. In this case, it is difficult to use an 
external laser source to measure accurately the decay time of the cavity because 
the aperture will induce an extra loss for the probing laser injected into the cavity 
owing to any mismatching of the transverse mode. For a ring laser cavity, the 
effective radius of curvature of a mirror for horizontal and vertical axes are 
different (Verdeyen 1989). This results in astigmatism and so an elliptical laser 
beam spot and, in general, different positions of the waists of the laser beam in 
these two orthogonal axes of the cavity. Baxter et al. (1982) have demonstrated 
that two cylindrical lenses with different radii of curvature are necessary to 
accomplish mode matching in a ring laser. Any mismatching of the external laser 
beam into the cavity caused by mechanical displacement or thermal fluctuation 
will induce an extra loss for the measurement of the cavity losses due to the 
aperture effect of the discharge tube in the cavity. This requirement makes the 
cavity loss measurement very difficult for a He-Ne ring laser when using an 
external light source. 
However, this cavity decay time can be measured by directly using the 
oscillating laser itself. When a laser is operating, the oscillating mode is exactly 
matched with its cavity. By quickly ceasing pumping, one can reduce the gain 
essentially to zero in a time shorter than the cavity decay time. Then the laser 
detection system records an exponential decay which can be used to estimate the 
cavity decay time. For the Canterbury ring laser, the cavity decay time is expected 
to be greater than 15 f.lS, which is much longer than the lifetime of the metastable 
state of Ne (about 10-7 s). Therefore the accuracy of the measurement is mainly 
limited by the quenching time of the plasma discharge. This time depends on the 
speed of the electronic system and the characteristics of the gaseous discharge. 
Elleaume et al. (1985) used this method to measure the cavity losses, where 
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the free-electron laser oscillation was switched off by changing the rf frequency. 
The measurements agree with the phase shift method when the cavity loss is less 
than approximately 600 ppm. 
2.8 Comparison of measurement techniques 
In principle, then, the reflectivity of the supermirrors can be determined by any 
one of three approaches: directly measuring the losses in the cavity, measuring the 
linewidth of the cavity and measuring the cavity decay time, we assume that the 
effect of the mirror flatness can be ignored. For convenience in the discussion, we 
summarise the precision of different measurement techniques published prior to 
this thesis in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of measurement methods 
Parameter of Measurement Precision Reference 
losses 100 ppm Sanders (1977) 
Phase shift 50 ppm Herbelin et at. 
(1980) 
Cavity decay time 5 ppm Anderson et at. 
(by external cw source) (1984) 
Cavity decay time 1 ppm O'Keefe & Deacon 
(by external pulse source) (1988) 
Cavity decay time 10 ppm Elleaume et at. 
(by laser itself) (1985) 
Table 2.1 shows that recent techniques developed for determining the high 
reflectivity of the supermirrors are mainly based upon the measurement of the 
cavity decay time. This is because the cavity decay time increases with the 
reflectivity of the mirrors and becomes progressively easier to measure. 
The precision of the cavity loss of 1 ppm is obtained by using the pulse 
ring-down technique (O'Keefe and Deacon 1988). However, this device is too 
expensive (NZ$200,000) to be used in our research. The ring-down technique with 
a precision of 5 ppm in cavity loss measurement by using an external continuous 
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laser source is also a practical method, but this scheme need a fast optical 
modulator (rise time of 10 TIS). An acousto-optic modulator with such fast speed 
costs about NZ$18,000 (e.g. Newport N17440 ultra-fast digital modulator), and an 
electro-optic modulator with a bandwidth of 100 MHz is still about NZ$8,000. 
The phase shift method (Herbelin 1980) is also based on the cavity decay 
time but by measuring the phase shift of an intensity modulated beam. The major 
problems are the noise characteristic in the output signal and the dependence of 
the phase shift on the detuning of the test cavity. Owing to these two problems, 
the scheme only achieved a precision of 50 ppm in cavity loss measurement. 
As for the approach of directly measuring the cavity loss (Sanders 1977), 
since the parameter of the measurement is the cavity loss itself, the precision of 
the measurement is determined by the sharpness and stability of the lasing 
threshold. This in turn is a function of the discharge -current through the laser 
tube, and losses caused by several optical elements in the cavity, such as the two 
windows on the laser tube and the rotatable window for measuring the loss in the 
cavity. It is difficult to maintain the same condition during the measurements. 
Therefore, the accuracy of the cavity loss measurement of this scheme is limited to 
100 ppm. This method is therefore no longer used; the resolution and repeatability 
are both poorer than those achieved by the ring-down technique. 
Although the method of measuring the linewidth of a cavity recommended 
by Newport is valid for low finesse cavities, it is not suitable for supermirror 
cavities without improvements (Kalb 1986), and it has not been used by any 
manufacturers of the supermirrors so far. 
2.9 Introduction to our methods 
To perform the cavity loss measurement, we invented the ringing profile method 
(U, Bennett and Stedman 1991), which we will discuss in this chapter, and 
modified the method for directly measuring the linewidth by scanning the probe 
cavity, which will be discussed in chapter 4. Our experiment results demonstrate 
that these two techniques are simple, reliable, sensitive and less expensive for the 
measurement of the reflectivity of the supermirrors. The equipment required for 
these two techniques are similar to a simple scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer 
system. The accuracy of the cavity loss measurements achieved by ringing profile 
method is 1 ppm. For the improved linewidth measurement, the resolution of the 
measurement is 1 ppm, but with the system error of 4 ppm, which is mainly caused 
by the broadening effect of the laser linewidth on the cavity output profiles. 
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To explain why the cavity loss measurement techniques based upon the 
measurement of the linewidth of the test cavity can also achieve the same 
precision as those obtained by the measurement techniques based on the cavity 
decay time, let us examine more closely their sensitivities. 
From Eq. (2.2c), we obtain relations between changes in the decay time and 
:in the linewidth of a cavity resulting from a small change of the round trip losses 
:in the cavity of the form 
or 
Ote = (P /e r2) or 
oL 1I2 = (e/27rP) br 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
(2.4c) 
where Ote, OL 112 and bf represent the changes of the cavity decay time, the 
linewidth of the cavity and the losses in the cavity, respectively. Eq. (2.4c) shows 
that the requirements of the fractional uncertainties for the cavity decay time and 
the linewidth measurements are the same. For the cavity with a loss of 100 ppm, 
for instance, to achieve a precision of 1 ppm in this loss estimate, the fractional 
uncertainties bte/te and OL lIz/L1I2 should be within 1% for the two methods, 
respectively. Therefore, the key point for a successful measurement is that the 
measurement device should be very sensitive to the small change of the cavity loss 
when this loss is itself very small. 
Eq. (2.4a) shows that in the cavity decay time measurement, the sensitivity of 
the device will be proportional to the cavity path length P. This is because the 
decay time lengthens with the cavity path. The sensitivity of the measurement also 
depends on the total losses in the cavity; the cavity decay time will increase with 
the decrease of the losses in the cavity. A longer cavity is therefore preferable in 
cavity loss measurements when using the ring-down technique. On the other hand, 
any fluctuations of the test cavity length during the decay measurement will induce 
nonexponential decay, in turn giving new errors in the loss measurement 
(Billardon et aZ. 1991). This problem limits the measurement precision for a long 
cavity decay time. Therefore, a balance has to be struck between the sensitivity 
and stability by choosing a suitable cavity length. For example, Anderson et aZ. 
(1984) used a cavity of length 10 m and a fast optical modulator (with a turn-off 
time of 10 ns) in the experiment. For a low loss case (180 ppm), the measured 
cavity decay time was 185 p,s ± 1.4%, where the error was the rrns deviation from 
the mean of twenty consecutive measurements. For the high loss case (1270 ppm), 
the cavity decay time was measured as 26.24 p,s ± 0.2%. In the latter case, the 
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sensitivity of the measurement is lower, but the fractional uncertainty is better 
than the former case. 
For the linewidth measurement of the cavity, the sensitivity of the device is 
inversely proportional to the cavity optical length. This is because the free spectral 
range of the test cavity increases with the decrease of the cavity path. Eq. (2.2b) 
shows that the finesse is independent of the change of the cavity path length, but 
the linewidth of the cavity increases with the free spectral range of the cavity. 
Therefore, for the linewidth measurement of the cavity, a short cavity path length 
is more suitable. For example, the Newport supercavity has a total cavity loss of 
about 100 ppm. and the cavity length is 25.3 mm (corresponding to a free spectral 
range of 6 GHz). By using Eq. (2.2c), L1I2 = 6.VFSR r /27r, we obtain the linewidth 
of the cavity is about 100 kHz. From Eq. (2.4c), we can see that the resolution 
required to detect a cavity loss change of 1 ppm using the linewidth measurement 
is about 1 kHz, whereas the linewidth of the cavity measured in our experiments is 
96.5 ± 1.0 kHz. For a Newport SR-200 series sup ercavi ty, whose length is 20 f.tm 
and free spectral range is 7.6 THz, and under the same condition on the mirrors, 
the resolution required to detect a cavity loss change of 1 ppm is 1.3 GHz. This 
confers an advantage, as we see below, for precision measurements of supercavity 
loss. 
The probe laser frequency jitter (owing to the phase fluctuation of the laser 
field) also adds significant error to the cavity linewidth measurement. In chapter 4, 
we will deal with this problem. Our analysis there shows that the measured 
linewidth of the test cavity will depend on the scanning rate of the cavity. To 
reduce the error of the measurement to within 1 %, a very low scanning rate is 
required. The time required to scan over the resonance of the cavity should be at 
least 100 times the cavity decay time. However, it is in the case of such a low 
scanning rate that the probe laser frequency jitter becomes large compared with 
the linewidth of the test cavity and gives a noisy output signal. We encountered 
this problem in our experiments. A solution is given in chapter 4. In principle, the 
linewidth measurement of the cavity requires a coherent light source. The coherent 
time of the laser source should be longer than the cavity decay time to achieve a 
good ratio of signal to noise in the cavity output. This coherent time of the probe 
laser is related with its spectral linewidth, which is proportional to the mean 
square phase jitter of the laser (see appendix A). Therefore, the upshot is that 
laser frequency stability considerations also suggest a preference for short cavities 
in linewidth measurement techniques. 
In our experiment, we used a Newport NL-1 frequency-stabilised He-Ne 
laser as a probe light source in the ringing profile method. It has a linewidth of 
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about 4 kHz over a time interval of 0.1 InS. When this was used for the 
measurement of loss in a Newport SR-130 supercavity, the line width of the cavity 
output profile has been broaden about 4%. For a Newport SR-200 series 
supercavity (which is not available to us), a fractional uncertainty in the loss of less 
than 0.4% or absolute accuracy less than 0.4 ppm, are predicted for this technique. 
This is because the laser frequency fluctuation is far smaller than the required 
resolution, of 1.3 GHz, for achieving a precision of 1 ppm when the cavity loss is 
100 ppm. 
In the ringing profile measurement technique, the most important single 
parameter for defIning the profIle is al = !/3I,e2, where /3 is the scanning rate of 
the cavity, and leis the amplitude decay rate of the cavity and is defined by 2, e = 
lite (see chapter 3). By using Eq. (2.2c), we obtain the fractional change of this 
parameter with the losses in the test cavity in the form 
(2.5) 
Eq. (2.5) shows that the tolerance in the measurement of the cavity losses 
for the ringing profile method is twice as much as that of the ring-down 
techniques or the linewidth measurement. For instance, for a test cavity with the 
losses of 100 ppm, the fractional uncertainties in the loss measurement of the 
cavity required for achieving a precision of 1 ppm are 2% for the ringing profile 
method and 1 % for either the ring-down techniques or the linewidth 
measurement. 
The second advantage of the ringing profile method is that the time interval 
required for the probe laser frequency to scan over the resonance of the cavity is 
the order of tens of microseconds. In this short time, the effect of the laser 
frequency jitter on the precision of the measurement makes an extra contribution 
to the rate of frequency scanning. The composed rate of frequency scanning can 
be calibrated in our experiment by the intensity modulation of the laser source, 
which provides a scale for the relative frequency scanning. Therefore the laser 
frequency jitter does not affect the precision of the measurement of the cavity 
losses in the ringing profile technique. This has been demonstrated in our 
experiment (see chapter 3). 
In practice, the normalised scanning parameter a 1 should be chosen in the 
range 1-10 to maximise the characteristic effects of cavity loss on the profile and 
so minimise errors in data analysis. This can be achieved easily by adjusting the 
cavity scanning rate /3. With this adjustment, the length of the test cavity, and so in 
turn the cavity decay time do not affect the fractional precision of the 
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measurement. Hence the ringing profile method measures the losses in a long or 
short cavity with the same relative precision. 
In summary, we have discussed the advantages and problems of each 
supercavity loss measurement method. For a long cavity, ring-down techniques are 
suitable. The longer cavity in turn means a longer decay time, making the 
ring-down measurement easier. For the linewidth measurement approach, a short 
cavity is preferable since it reduces the coherence length requirements for the 
probe laser. This choice also makes the measurement device more compact. The 
ringing profile method can be used in a wide range of the test cavity lengths. Each 
of these two methods is less expensive than the ring-down technique. 
Measurement of the loss in an active laser cavity is conveniently done by 
measuring the ringdown time directly on stopping pumping; otherwise matching 
problems with an external light source induce extra loss in the laser discharge tube 
or in cavity apertures by incipient vignetting. This extra loss will add to the total 
cavity losses and can not be allowed for in the measurement. 
In our experiments, the ringing profile method is used to measure losses 
both in the Newport SR-130 supercavity and in our 4 m passive ring supercavity. 
An improved linewidth method is also used for the Newport SR-130 supercavity 
for comparison with the ringing profile method. The results from the two methods 
are in excellent agreement. The laser ring-down technique is also used to measure 
the cavity loss of our ring laser (Stedman et al. 1993), and the measurement result 
is consistent with the result from the ringing profile approach and with the 
precision attained for measuring the laser beat frequency in gyroscope mode. 
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Chapter 3 
Ringing Response of a Scanned Resonator 
We discuss in this chapter an optical ringing phenomenon when a high finesse 
cavity is excited by an external laser source which is not frequency-locked to the 
cavity, and so has a time-varying or swept relative frequency shift. Our early report 
(Li et at. 1991) gave results whose precision is greatly improved by the results of 
this thesis. We find that thIs simple and inexpensive technique is capable of 
yielding super cavity finesses or quality factors with the very competitive accuracy 
of 1 part per million. Some variations on this theme are discussed in this and in 
later chapters. In particular, appllcation is made to the ring laser cavity, so 
determining quality factors which may be compared with other and somewhat 
crude ringdown estimates. Also, the presence of significant asymmetry in the 
profile at relative frequency scanning speeds which are too low to generate 
significant ringing is discussed In chapter 4. 
In Sec. 3.1, we will give a brief introduction to ringing phenomena in various 
fields and to our observations in the high finesse cavities. A theoretical analysis 
applying to the general case is given in Sec. 3.2. The description of the 
experiments are presented in Sec. 3.3. Finally, the comparison between the 
experimental results and theoretical fitting is shown in Sec. 3.4. 
3.1 Ringing phenomena and applications 
The ringing of a resonant system under swept frequency excitation has been 
investigated and applied in a wide variety of problems, whenever the frequency of 
a signal and the resonant frequency of the system cross over in time. Observations 
of such phenomena have been lIsed to perform a frequency analysis of ocean 
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waves by Barber and Ursell (1948), Barber (1849) and Storey (1958), and to 
measure the quality factor of a superconducting cavity by Bennett (1970). They 
have been noted in acoustic waves by Avenel et al. (1983). Rothenberg and 
Grischkowsky (1985) and Rotherbery (1986) sent a frequency-swept ultrashort 
optical pulse through a resonant vapor, determining from the observed ringing the 
time-dependent phase of the ultrashort pulse. Loy (1977) observed ringing in a 
Stark-switching optical experiment when the resonant frequency of the medium 
was swept rather than the pulse frequency. Ioannidis et ai. (1988a, 1988b) 
observed ringing in an optical fibre ring resonator, phase modulation being 
induced by a piezoelectric cylinder around which is wrapped a length of optical 
fibre. 
In any experiment displaying these phenomena, the system must be linear, 
the input frequency must sweep through the system resonance within a time which 
is smaller than the decay time of the resonant system, and the coherent length of 
the source must be long compared to the temporal width of the ringing pulse. 
We first observed this ringing phenomenon for optical cavities by chance in 
our mode-matching experiment. A He-Ne laser (Melles Griot 05LLR 831, with an 
output beam power of 5 mW, unpolarized and without frequency-stabilization) was 
matched transversely by a conventional lens and injected into the main ring. The 
latter is a square cavity with a perimeter of 4 m and with supermirrors whose 
reflectivities were approximately 99.9985%, giving a free spectral range of 75 MHz 
and a finesse - 104• The output of the cavity was detected by a photomultiplier 
(PMT) and recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope. There were no locking loops 
between the laser cavity and the test cavity, so that the relative frequency 
variations arise from independent variations of the two cavity lengths caused by 
mechanical and thermal fluctuations, including atmospheric micro turbulence in the 
(unsealed) ring cavity. 
The output of the cavity appeared as a series of the pulses with irregular 
shapes as a consequence of the relative frequency variations between the two 
cavities. We noticed an interesting phenomenon with these pulses: the leading 
edges of some pulses rose smoothly, but the trailing edges have pronounced 
oscillatory envelopes with the characteristic of a chirp with ascending frequency. 
The origin of this ringing phenomenon was confirmed in discussions with 
Dr. RG.T. Bennett (University of Canterbury) and Professor F.Y. Kowalski 
(Colorado School of Mines, Boulder, Colorado, USA), who provided some 
valuable references and suggestions. 
A further experiment was performed using a Newport SR-130 supercavity or 
scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer in place of the square ring resonator, and a 
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Newport NL-1 frequency-stabilized He-Ne laser in place of the Melles-Griot 
general laboratory laser. We observed very stable, highly repeatable ringing 
profiles from the output of this interferometer (Li et at. 1991). The ringing 
waveform depends significantly and characteristically on each of three 
considerations: the quality factor of the probe cavity, the functional form of the 
relative frequency scanning, and the laser linewidth. Oversimplifying somewhat, we 
can separate the role of each parameter as follows. The ratio of the cavity 
resonance width to the (linear part of the) scanning rate determines, and so can 
be estimated from, the overall ringing pulse width. Several orders of the nonlinear 
terms in the scanning rate may be estimated from the temporal distribution of the 
interference maxima; the random variations in the nonlinear coefficient cause the 
difference in waveform between pulses. The linewidth of the laser line can be 
estimated from the visibility of the ringing osciJIations. 
3.2 Theory of the ringing pl'orHe 
Although the Airy formulae II/I, = T 2/[(1-R)2 + 4Rsin2(b'/2)] and fr/ft = 
4Rsin2(b' /2)/[(1-R)2 + 4Rsin2(b' /2)], or filter functions for intensities, are used in 
standard theoretical studies of the scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer (e.g. 
Cooper 1971, Zipoy 1979), they are inadequate for the analysis of ringing. It is 
vital to include the phase shift information in the amplitude response, since ringing 
is a consequence of interference between the instantaneous laser amplitude and 
the cavity amplitude response function. Our analysis therefore avoids the Airy 
function description of an optical response. 
Let A,(t) be the incident complex wave amplitude for one choice of linear 
polarisation of the beam incident in an optical cavity. Its Fourier transform will be 
written as v'6t(w). 
In the simplest approximation of a wave with constant amplitude, 
At(t) = Aoexp[i<p(t)]. The effect of residual laser jitter needs inclusion; we use a 
stochastic model for phase noise and write the input field at time t as 
A,(t) = Ao exp[i<p(t)] exp(-Itl/Ts), (3.1) 
where Ts is an effective decay time, and <P(t) = f w(t)dt. wet) is the instantaneous 
angular frequency. A derivation is given in appendix A The angular frequency can 
be expanded in a Taylor series: wet) = Wo + wo't + ~wo/lt2 + (1/6)wo"'t3, where 
the expansion coefficients are wo, the injected frequency at t = 0, wo', the (linear 
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approximation to the) relative scanning rate, and where WO", wow represent 
nonlinearities in the relative scanning rate. wet) - Wo is to be interpreted as the 
instantaneous difference between the laser frequency and the cavity resonance, 
arising from scanning of the SR-130 and from micro turbulence of the air and 
motion of the cavity mirrors for the ring cavity, after taking a short-time 
(sub-millisecond) average over jitter. Over the microsecond time scale of the 
experiment we may expect the linear term wo' to dominate, so that the response of 
either the SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perot cavity or the 1 m2 ring cavity to a 
monochromatic wave will be similar to the response of a stable cavity to a wave 
with linear FM. We shall determine the quadratic and cubic terms won, WolN as 
well as the linear term wo' applicable in any particular run, together with the 
effective laser linewidth and the cavity finesse, from the profile of the system 
response. 
The amplitude transfer function of the optical cavity is H(w) = 
T/[(1 - Rexp(-IDc)]. T is the power transmissivity of the cavity mirrors, and R their 
reflectance; typically T - 4 ppm, while 1 - R - 15 ppm, the difference 
representing the effects of absorption and scattering in the multilayer dielectric 
coatings (Bilger et at. 1990). The round-trip optical phase shift Dc = (w - we) P /e 
where We is the resonant frequency of the cavity, P is the optical path of the cavity 
and c is the speed of light. 
In such a supercavity with finesse F of order 10\ De will be of order 10-4 
modulo 271" when the transmitted field ";c1(W) = ";c1(W) H(w) is significant. Hence 
(Anderson et at. 1984) we may expand the exponential in H(w), and retain only 
the linear term: H(w) = B/[l'e + l(w - we)] where B == cT /RP and the amplitude 
decay rate of the cavity l' e == e(l - R)/RP. We work in the time domain, where 
the transmitted amplitude AI(t) is the convolution of AI(t) and the impulse 
response h(t), the inverse Fourier transform of H(w), so that 
h(t) = BS(t) exp(-l'ct) exp(iwet) (3.2) 
where Set) is Heaviside's unit step function (Bracewell 1965): Set) = 0 for t ~ 0 
and Set) = 1 for t > O. Then: 
00 
At(t) = J dt' AI(t')h(t - t'). (3.3) 
o 
We choose the origin of time so that Wo = We and obtain from the above 
equations, with the change of variables T == I'ct', t == I'ct, b == 1/(l'cTs), al==!wO'/I'/, 
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I 
At(t)=Cexp(-t)exp(iwct)! dTexp(T-b I T I )exp{i[T2(al +a2T +a3T2 )]}. (3.4) 
-00 
This equation encapsulates the ringing phenomenon. The final complex 
exponential (sinusoidal) factor represents the beating of the amplitudes 
(particularly for T > 0, i.e. t > 0; and so for the decay of the pulse, since the 
accompanying exponential factor then enhances the contribution), its nonlinear 
form characterising the spacing of interference maxima; the resulting oscillations 
are damped by the term involving b, and the overall envelope is provided by the 
remaining real exponential pulse terms. The parameter b represents the ratio of 
the laser linewidth to the probe cavity width since b == l/('YcT Q) 'YQ/'Yc == 
.6.. v d L 112, where 'Y Q, 'Y c are the amplitude decay rates of the laser and the cavity, 
and 'YQ/2rr = ~.6..VL, 'Yc/2rr = iL 12, .6..1/L is the laser linewidth and L1I2 is the cavity 
full width at half maximum. 
We perform a least squares fit of the model parameters al, b, a2 and a3 to 
the our preliminary experimental pulse waveform, and in doing so find this 
parameterisation to be both adequate and informative. This is demonstrated by 
the curves (a), (b), (c) of Fig. (3.1), which give the predictions of Eq. (3.4) when 
each of b, a2 and a3 respectively are varied over a certain range. 
Fig. 3.1 (a), (b) and (c): the predictions of Eq. (3.4) when each of the laser linewidth 
parameter b, and lhe nonlinear scanning rate parameters 02 and 03 respectively 
are varied. 
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A comparison of these figures gives further emphasis to our earlier 
qualitative discussion. The major effect of the (renormalised) effective laser width 
parameter b is on the visibility of the ringing. The nonlinear coefficients az, a3 
squeeze the oscillations on the tail, as observed experimentally, but their variation 
affects ringing in the precursor (Le. the profile for times prior to the main peak), 
some evidence of which can be seen in the experimental profile. 
In our more recent experiment for SR-130 supercavity, the averaging 
function of a digital storage oscilloscope has been used, so that the distortion and 
noise, causing by the random frequency vibrations between the laser and cavity 
resonance, on the ringing profiles are greatly reduced. In this case, the ringing 
profile is basically dominated by the linear frequency scanning parameter at. 
The dependence of the ringing profile on the parameter at is shown in Fig. 
(3.2), where we assume the parameters b, az and a3 to be zero. The extent of the 
ringing on a cavity output profile is visible from the solid lines in the diagrams. In 
(b) and (c) of the Fig. (3.2), the dashed and dotted lines represent the real and 
imaginary parts respectively of the amplitude of the cavity output. 
3.3 Experimental description 
3.3.1 Preliminary experiment 
We have already reported preliminary experimental results of this nngmg 
phenomenon in optical cavities (Li et al. 1991). A copy of the paper is presented 
as appendix A. In fact, the preliminary experiment was completed on our 1 m2 
ring cavity and the Newport SR-130 supercavity in a limited time (two weeks), 
owing to the very restricted period at that stage over which we were given the loan 
of a suitable digital storage oscilloscope. 
The experiment setup is a standard arrangement of scanning interferometers 
as shown in Fig. (1) in appendix A. A He-Ne laser (Melles Griot OSLLR 831 or 
Newport NL-l) is used as an external light source. The TEMoo mode of this laser 
is injected through an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) as isolator and a matching 
lens (focal length of 300 mm) into probe supercavities: 1 mZ ring cavity with a 
finesse of -104 and Newport SR-130 interferometer with a free spectral range of 6 
GHz and with a finesse which quoted as greater than 20000. The output of the 
probe cavity is detected by a photomultiplier (PMT) and recorded by a digital 
storage oscilloscope (Hitachi Denshi Model VC-627S) an item we were later able 
to purchase. 
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Fig. 3.2. Dependence of the ringing profile on lhe parameter a 1. a1 = 20, 8.0 and 0.6 
in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The solid lines in the diagrams are the intensity of the 
cavity output. The dashed and dotted lines represent the real and imaginary parts 
respectively of the amplilude of the cavily output. 
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Some aspects of our preliminary experiment needed improvement. At first, 
the data processing was rather complicated: the ringing profiles of the cavity 
output were recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope, the screen then being 
photographed; the pulse profile on the photographic print was scanned and 
transferred into a computer; the profiles were digitized using specially written 
software and the computer mouse; finally, another specially written program in 
TurboPascal carried out the data fitting. Each step contributed an error to the 
measurement. The second source of error came from the detector noise. The 
photomultiplier we used in the preliminary experiment had an efficiency of 0.1% 
at the wavelength of 633 nm, and we had to adjust the signal/noise ratio and its 
sensitivity to the detection scheme by adjusting the time constant in the PMT 
detector circuit. Owing to the above error sources, measurement of the cavity loss 
had a systematic bias of 30 ppm in our preliminary experiment. 
3.3.2 Improvements in experiment 
We have now made some significant improvements in our more recent 
experiments: 
• the ringing profile recorded by the digital storage oscilloscope is directly 
transferred into a computer to perform the data fitting; 
• the calibration of the scanning rate of the cavity is provided by the frequency of 
the intensity modulation with a fractional frequency precision of 10-7; 
• the output signal is monitored by a more efficient (~3% at wavelength of 633 
run) PMT with a bandwidth of 100 MHz. 
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. (3.3). The intensity of the Newport 
NL-l frequency-stabilized He-Ne laser is modulated by the acousto-optic 
modulator (Newport N24080) inserted between the He-Ne laser and the 
supercavity to supply a calibration for the frequency scan which is useful since the 
relation between voltage and expansion of the piezoelectric material is in general 
not exactly linear (Aschauer, Asenbaum, and Gerl 1990). In principle, we could 
use an AM or FM calibration of the scanning rate. Since the nonlinearity of the 
frequency sweep provided by the driver of the acousto-optic modulation signal in 
this AOM is 15% (as quoted by Newport), we chose AM modulation in our 
experiment. A modulation signal of 2 MHz is used as input to the modulator 
driver and a frequency counter is used to monitor the modulation frequency. 
When the intensity of the laser beam is modulated through the acousto-optic 
modulator, two side bands will appear on the output of the probe cavity. The 
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separation of these two side bands is exactly twice the modulation frequency. This 
provides a precise frequency scanning calibration for our measurement. 
The SR-130 supercavity is scanned at 25 Hz and its frequency scanning rate 
is controlled by adjusting its frequency scanning range. For example, when its 
frequency scanning range equals its free spectral range (6 GHz), the frequency 
scanning rate of the SR-130 supercavity fJ/27r = 150 GHz/s. The output of the 
scanning cavity is detected by a photomultipHer (Thorn EMI Type 9214) with a 
nominal bandwidth of 100 MHz, and its output is sent to a digital storage 
oscilloscope (Hitachi Denshi Model VC-6275) with a maximum sampling rate of 
200 million samples per second and a fractional precision of time scale reading of 
10-4 • Some details about the NL-l frequency-stabilised laser and the acousto-optic 
modulator are given as follows. 
3.3.3 NL-l frequency-stabilised laser 
The principle of this stabilized laser is described by Niebauer et al. (1988). The 
laser has internal mirrors. Adjacent longitudinal modes are separated in frequency 
by c /2L where L is the length of the laser tube and c is the speed of light; for the 
NL-l laser (where L -:= 21 cm) this frequency difference is - 700 MHz. Adjacent 
longitudinal modes have orthogonal polarizations (Balhorn, Kunzmann, and 
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Lebowsky 1972). Near the symmetric tuning position, only two such adjacent 
longitudinal modes fit within the Doppler width (1.5 GHz) of the neon emission 
line at 474 THz (633 nm). Thus, as the cavity is tuned, the intensity of one 
polarization increases while the intensity of the orthogonal polarization decreases. 
High frequency stability is obtained by locking the cavity length to keep the ratio 
of the intensities constant as suggested originally by Balhorn et ai. (1972). There 
are two possible locking points, which differ by interchanging their polarization. 
Since one polarization is selected for the output beam (using a polarizing beam 
splitter), the frequency of the laser output changes by -700 MHz when the 
locking position is switched. The output polarization mode can be locked either on 
red side (lower frequency) or the blue side (higher frequency) of the centre 
frequency of the neon emission line. 
The fractional frequency drift of the Newport NL-l He-Ne laser is less than 
2 x 10-9 per day. For our experiment, the short term (microsecond) frequency 
stability is more important for the cavity loss measurement. The rms frequency 
fluctuations of NL-l laser are quoted as 100 kHz in the short term (5 ms), 5 KHz 
in the medium term (100 sec) and 20 KHz for long term (1 hr). In our 
measurement, the time for the laser frequency to be scanned through the probe 
cavity is the order of a few microseconds. For such short periods, information on 
the laser stability has not been provided by Newport. 
In our experiment, we have observed the effect of the laser frequency jitter 
on the ringing profile of the output of the probe cavity. The results of data fitting 
in next section shows that the experimental data are in excellent agreement with 
our theoretical prediction. This provided a novel method to determine the 
frequency fluctuation of the probe laser over such short periods. 
3.3.4 Optical isolation 
In our experiment, a Newport N24080 acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is used to 
provide the isolation of the NL-l laser from the feedback arising from the laser 
beam reflection at the probe cavity mirror. Feedback among optical elements must 
be minimized for a frequency stabilized laser. Feedback amplitudes will coherently 
add to and subtract from the laser field, so as to induce frequency fluctuations of 
the laser. Salomon, Hill, and Hall (1988) point out that for a frequency-stabilized 
laser to reach 1 Hz locking accuracy, an isolation of _10-5 in intensity (lOo-dB 
isolation) is needed. 
There are several methods for achieving adequate optical isolation. A simple 
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isolator can be constructed from a polarizing beam-splitter cube and a quarter 
wave plate (e.g. Chartier et ai. 1989). Light in a forward direction is polarized by 
the cube, then circularly polarized by the quarter wave plate. Back reflections will 
change left-circular polarized light to right-circular (or vice versa). Upon passing 
through the quarter wave plate, the returning beam is linearly polarized and is 
blocked by the polarizing cube. In practice, this type of isolator can attenuate the 
returning beam by 30 dB (as quoted by Newport). Magneto-optical 
(Faraday-effect) devices (e.g. Carlisle and Cooper 1989) are also popular tools for 
achieving optical isolation. This method utilizes crystals that rotate the plane of 
polarization by 45° when they are placed in a magnetic field. The rotation is 
independent of direction. Thus, returning light will be rotated by 90° with respect 
to the input. If input and output polarizers are oriented at 45° to each other, the 
returning beam will be strongly attenuated. For example, a series optical isolator 
made by Newport is based on this method. For critical applications, Newport's H 
series isolators deliver either 60 dB or 90 dB isolation, and are designed for diode 
laser wavelengths, at a cost of - NZ$10,000. Isolators available at the He-Ne laser 
wavelength have multi-wavelength tunability and provide isolation better than 35 
dB (as quoted by Newport). 
The optical isolation achieved by means of the acousto-optic modulator 
(Smith 1973) is different from the beamsplitter/waveplate and magneto-optical 
isolators. The isolation properties of the acoustooptic modulator are based upon 
the fact that the light deflected by an acoustooptic modulator is shifted in 
frequency by an amount equal to the acoustic frequency (Gordon 1966, Korpel 
1981). Further, the reflected beam passing through the modulator a second time is 
again shifted in frequency by the same amount and in the same sense, if the 
modulator is operating in the Bragg mode, and hence the reflected light returned 
to the laser is shifted in frequency by an amount 2va, where Va is the frequency of 
the acoustic wave. Provided the frequency of the light returned to the laser is not 
close to any resonant frequency of the laser cavity, it will not pull the laser and 
will simply be reflected from the output mirror of the laser. Salomon, Hils and 
Hall (1988) also use an acousto-optic modulator as an isolator for the 632.8 nm 
laser frequency stability and an isolation of - 70 dB is achieved. Chartier et ai. 
(1989) also use this technique for the frequency stabilization of the 543 nm He-Ne 
laser. 
The acoustic frequency of the Newport N24080 AOM used in our 
experiment is 70 MHz. The frequency of the reflected light from the cavity mirror 
is then shifted by 140 MHz, which is far outside of the cavity resonant profile (of 
width -1 MHz) of the NL-1Iaser, so that the frequency stability of the NL-11aser 
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is not affected by the optical feedback. 
The deflection angle 0 of the incident laser beam in an acousto-optic 
modulator is given by (e.g. Korpel 1981) 
(3.5) 
where). is the wavelength of the incident laser, fa and Va are the frequency and 
velocity of the acoustic wave, respectively. The Newport N24080 acousto-optic 
modulator is made from flint glass. The acoustic velocity and frequency are 3.51 
km/sec and 70 MHz in the modulator respectively. At the He-Ne wavelength, the 
deflection angle of the incident laser beam is approximately 12.4 mrad. 
Eq. (3.5) shows that the deflection angle is dependent on the frequency of 
acoustic wave. When a sine voltage modulates the acoustic wave to perform an 
intensity modulation of the laser beam, the frequency, fa, of the acoustic wave 
splits three components: fa, fa + fill and fa - fill where fill is the modulation 
frequency. Therefore, when the laser beam is modulated in intensity, two 
sidebands appear with a differential frequency shift ± fill with respect to the carrier 
frequency of the laser beam. The change 6.0 in the deflection angle of the 
sidebands can be calculated from Eq. (3.5) as 6.0 = ± ). f,,,/v a • Assuming f", = 1.5 
MHz, we get 6.0 ~ ± 0.27 mrad. This small amount of change in the deflection 
angle is detectable in our experiment: the sideband magnitudes in the output of 
the supercavity are very sensitive to the deflection angle of the sidebands, which is 
proportional to the modulation frequency of the acousto-optic modulator, owing to 
the angular misalignment of the sidebands respect to the probe cavity (We aligned 
the carrier component of the laser beam to be normal to the probe cavity, which 
is nonfocal cavity and has a preferred axis.). We find that the sideband 
components in the cavity output disappear when the modulation frequency fill is 
greater than 6 MHz. In this case, the deviation angle, 6.0, of the sidebands from 
the carrier is about 1 mrad and this indeed corresponds to the order of magnitude 
of the precision necessary to align the SR-130 Fabry-Perot interferometer. 
3.4 Experimental results 
New and more accurate experimental observations of the ringing profiles for the 
SR-130 supercavity than those we published earlier (appendix A) and at different 
scanning speeds are presented in appendix E. The main task for determining the 
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Fig. 3.4. Illustration of the calibration of the frequency scanning rate. Only two side 
bands of a AM laser beam are shown in this picture and the central component is 
suppressed by adjusting the dc offseL of the AOM driver. 
probe cavity losses is that of fitting the experiment data of the ringing profile to 
the theoretical model governed by Eq. (3.4). We developed a program in Turbo 
Pascal, which is attached in the thesis as appendix F, to perform the fitting. While 
the numerical techniques used are unsophisticated, this program is particularly well 
adapted to the task in hand, given the velY different effects (some linear and some 
nonlinear) of changes in the fitting parameters. 
Fig. (3.4) illustrates the calibration of the frequency scanning rate of ringing 
profiles. In our experiment, the frequency f, .. of the laser intensity modulation 
provided by the AOM is 2.00232 MFlz, so that the frequency interval between the 
two sidebands is 4.00464 MHz. We can read the time interval b.t between the two 
side bands with a fractional uncertainty of 10-4• Then the frequency scanning 
speed is given by f' = 2f,,,/b.t. 
We noticed that the carrier magnitude of the modulated laser beam in the 
output of the Fabry-Perot cavity was dependent on the DC offset of the AOM 
driver in our. experiment. For a AOM, no ultrasound, no Bragg reflection. The 
intensity of light reflection is therefore a function of the ultrasound wave 
amplitude which however nonlinear goes zero. AM of the ultrasound amplitude 
translates into AM of the light intensity. If the DC level is nonzero, and the AM a 
small fraction, the intensity is C + Acos27rfmt, and (as an amplitude for the optical 
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carrier cos27f It) so give central carrier and sidebands. If the DC level is zero, the 
optical intensity falls to zero each half cycle of the AM, when the latter passes 
through zero, and so its FIT harmonics have double the frequency spacing. In this 
case, the light amplitude-V curve is linear through the origin, so that the phase of 
the AM variation of the optical frequency is correlated and changes by 180 
degrees as the input voltage of AOM driver changes sign. Hence the pure AM 
variation in the amplitude of the light beam gives no carrier at the optical 
frequency for the amplitude in principle. While the detector only measures an 
intensity, the Fabry-Perot cavity has the function' of detecting frequency 
components of the amplitudes, which do not include the carrier as shown in Fig. 
3.4. 
In the following theoretical fitting, we assume the parameters a2 and a3 to 
be zero. Fig. (3.5) shows typical fittings of the experimental data to three ringing 
profiles with different frequency scanning rates, where each ringing profile is the 
average of 64 runs for averaging out the noise on the profiles. In the diagrams, the 
solid lines are the theoretical fits using Eq. (3.4) and the broken lines present the 
experimental data of the ringing profiles. The theoretical curves are so close to 
coincidence with the experimental profiles that the differences between these 
profiles is often not apparent. Suppose that we take, for each ringing profile, 600 
experimental data lei' and ,the corresponding numerically calculated predictions I tl , 
where i = 1 to 600. The typical residual error in the least square fitting 
/I 
S = [1/(n-2) ~ (Iii - Iel)2]112 is 0.004, in units where the maximum of the ringing 
I = 1 
profile is unity. For example, for the ringing profile of Fig 3.5(b), taken with a 
frequency scanning rate of 50.2 GHz/s, the maximum is 300 scale units and s = 
1.09 units. To further distinguish the tiny differences in the fittings of the ringing 
profiles, we have magnified the five experimental ringing profiles with their 
theoretical fits in appendix G, Figs. G(l) - (5). 
From this fitting procedure we determine the parameters a 1 and b for each 
run of the experimental ringing profiles. Then we can calculate the cavity FWHM 
by 
(3.6) 
since al == ~(31, c 2 using the definitions in which the angular frequency scanning 
rate (3 = 27f r and the cavity intensity decay rate 2, c = 27f L 12. 
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Fig. 3.5 Experimental results and theoretical fits for three runs on the SR-13O supercavity 
with different frequency scanning rates. The solid and broken lines are the experimental 
data and the theoretical fits from using Eq. (3.4). 
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The one round trip loss r in the cavity is obtained by r = 2/cT = 27rL1I2T, 
where T = Pie, and is the round trip time of the cavity. The finesse F of the 
cavity is given by F = 6.vFsnIL1I2 =1/(TL l12 ) and the quality factor of the cavity is 
Q = v I L 1/2 = (v I 6.v Fsn)F, where 6.v FSU is the free spectral range of the cavity 
and v is the laser frequency of 474 THz. The laser line width 6.v[, can be obtained 
by 6.v[, = bL1/2. 
The fitting results of five ringing profiles for SR-130 supercavity, which are 
shown in Figs. G(1)-(5) in appendix G, with the frequency scanning rate range 
from 38.36 to 185.8 GHz/s, and derived constants are listed in table 3.1. The 
cavity mirrors have a separation of 25.3 mm, give a free spectral range 6.1)Fsn 
equal to 6.0 GHz 
Table 3.1 Fitting & calculating results 
Parameters (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Units 
t 185.8 115.6 79.77 58.89 38.36 GHz/s 
a1 6.40 3.95 2.70 2.10 1.33 dimensionless 
b 0.20 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.05 dimensionless 
Ll/2 96.2 96.5 97.0 96.5 96.4 kHz 
6.v[, 19.3 9.65 3.88 3.86 4.82 kHz 
F 6.24 6.22 6.19 6.22 6.22 104 
Q 4.93 4.92 4.89 4.92 4.92 1012 
r 100 100 101 100 100 10-6 
From table 3.1, we can see that the fractional uncertainty of the 
measurement of the round trip losses r (100 ppm) in the SR-130 super cavity is 
less than 1%, and the absolute uncertainty of the measurement is 1 ppm. 
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Chapter 4 
Asymmetric scanning profile measurement 
of cavity linewidth 
Through the long history of the scanning Fabry-Perot cavity, it has been assumed 
that its response to a monochromatic wave is a symmetrical peak corresponding to 
the Airy function or spectral response. This has been widely used to describe the 
characteristic of a Fabry-Perot cavity as a spectrometer. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, the method for directly measuring a Fabry-Perot cavity linewidth 
by scanning the cavity through a monochromatic source has also been used for a 
long time (Kalb 1986). However we show in this chapter that the finite scanning 
speed of a Fabry-Perot interferometer induces significant asymmetry in the shape 
of the peak, that is its temporal response profile when subjected to a 
monochromatic input beam. The amplitude of this profile is mathematically 
equivalent to that of a fixed interferometer subjected to an input beam which is 
chirped in frequency at an appropriate rate. In each case, the response is related 
to the complex error function. The extent of the asymmetry then depends on a 
single parameter, 17 = (3t~, where (3 is the frequency scanning rate and tc is the 
power decay time of the interferometer. We show that obtaining an asymmetry of 
less than 5% in the profile obtained from scanning a monochromatic beam 
requires a scanning time as much as 100 times of the decay time tc of the 
interferometer. This is a much more stringent requirement than has been 
contemplated previously in the literature. Since the width of the peak as well as its 
shape is dependent on the parameter 17 and by a commensurate amount, 
corresponding care must be taken in the measurement of the source spectrum or 
the cavity linewidth from scanning Fabry-Perot data. 
In the previous chapter, we discussed a ringing phenomenon in the output of 
an optical cavity, that is, oscillations in intensity at times later than that of the 
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peak of the profile. These intensity oscil1ations depend for their existence on the 
finite scanning rate of the optical cavity. In this chapter, we will show theoretically 
and experimentally that asymmetry in the output of a scanning optical cavity is 
significant even at scanning rates which are too low to generate significant ringing. 
The symmetric Airy function describes only the limiting case where the scanning 
speed of an optical cavity is zero. In Sec. 4.1, we will briefly discuss the previous 
problem and our findings. In Sec. 4.2 and 4.3, we will prove the formal 
equivalence of the two physical problems: we relate the response of a scanning 
optical cavity to a monochromatic wave to that for a fixed cavity with a frequency 
scanned, or chirped, input beam. This turns out to be very useful in our analysis of 
peak asymmetry. In Sec. 4.4, we derive a general expression for the output of a 
scanning optical cavity, and then in Sec. 4.5 an analytic solution within a 
reasonable approximation for determining the asymmetry in the profile. The 
experimental results and discussions are given in Sec. 4.6. 
4.1 Limitation of the Airy function 
In high resolution spectroscopy with a Fabry-Perot interferometer, the extraction 
of the input spectrum from the output profile is of great importance. Most of the 
literature on this subject uses the symmetric Airy function in the deconvolution 
algorithm (Ballik 1966, Hernandez 1966, Day 1970, Cooper 1971, Zipoy 1979, 
Vaughan 1989). However, the Airy function for the intensity distribution in the 
fringe pattern is strictly valid only for a source of constant brightness and spectral 
distribution and for a non-scanning interferometer. For a scanning interferometer, 
the limitations on rapid scanning were discussed by Greig and Cooper (1968). 
They estimated the obselvation time for establishing the interference pattern to be 
approximately 1.4 Fr, where F is the finesse and r is the round trip time of the 
interferometer. We can rewrite this expression as 1.4Fr = 2.81Ttc since F = 
Lly FSR/ L ~ and r = 1/ Lly FSR, where LlIJ FSR is the free spectral range of the 
interferometer and L ~ is its power FWHM (full width at ha1f maximum) in 
frequency; L! 1/2rrtc where tc is the decay time of the power in the cavity. 
However, their analysis was based on the Lummer-Gehrcke plate (Born and Wolf 
1980), and is relevant only for the steady-state multiple-beam interferometer. 
We find that asymmetry in the temporal response profi1e of a scanning 
Fabry-Perot cavity can be significant even when the time interval which is required 
Jor scanning over the probe frequency is as large as lOOle; the cavity linewidth also 
increases with the scanning speed. This is particularly important for both the 
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spectral measurements using a supercavity interferometer and the determination of 
a supercavity linewidth. In using the Newport SR-130 supercavity to measure the 
mode spectrum in our 1 m2 ring laser, we can see the asymmetry of the fringe 
profiles of the interferometer output over a large range of interferometer scanning 
rates, from 3 GHz/s - 50 GHz/s. The output FWHM of the SR-130 supercavity 
increases from 106 KHz to 302 KHz in the above range. When we further increase 
the scanning rate of the interferometer, the ringing profile discussed in the 
previous chapter becomes conspicuous. 
The response of a scanning interferometer can be expressed as a series of 
field amplitudes corresponding to various intracavity components. The asymmetry 
of the fringe profiles might be expected to depend on the three parameters: the 
reflectivity R of the mirrors, the round trip optical path P of the reflected beams 
in the interferometer and the scanning rate of the interferometer. While the 
influences of these three parameters on the asymmetric line profile could be 
determined by numerical calculations, its physical significance would be obscured. 
We will prove that the response of a scanning interferometer to a signal of 
constant frequency is equivalent to the response of a fixed interferometer to a 
frequency which is scanned in a certain linear manner. This allows an analytic 
development and solution to the point of relating the response to an error 
function, and shows that in general the asymmetry of the profiles depend on the 
single parameter 17 where 17 == (3t/. 
4.2. Response of scanning cavity to monochromatic field 
Let us consider a monochromatic wave AII/(t. z) = Ao exp i(koz - wot) to be 
injected into a scanning interferometer. The mirrors are separated by a length 1; 
one of these mirrors is moving at a constant speed v so as to increase 1. The 
frequency of the transmitted wavelet AII(t, z) will be Doppler shifted on each 
reflection; after the nth reflection, the wave has a frequency w" = wo(l - mv /e) 
and wavevector k" = wlI/e to first order, where e is the speed of light. The output 
of the scanning interferometer is the sum of the waves AII(t, z). Although the 
cavity length is modified by /:).[ = VT within one round trip of a light pulse, we 
take a snapshot picture of the infinite wave trains at the given time t when the 
moving mirror is at z = 0, and demand only that the boundary conditions be 
satisfied at each reflection in order to determine the phases of the components. 
Applying the boundary conditions for reflection and transmission in each mirror 
rest frame, and wrentz transforming where necessary to the laboratory frame, we 
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can obtain the transmitted field. 
Assume the wave Aln(t, z) is incident on the back, stationary mirror of a 
scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer (Fig. 4.1). Within the interferometer the 
waves reflected from the front (and moving) mirror gave the form Ao' = 
Aorqexp{ -i[klz + Wit]}, At' = Aor3qexp{ -i[k2z + W2t - 2k11]}, etc. The transmitted 
wave has the components Ao" = Aoq2exp{i[koz - wot]}, At" = Aor2q2exp{i[k1z -
wit + 2kll]} , A 2" = Aor4q2e>t.'p{i[k2z - w2t + 2(kl + k2)]}, etc., where q is the 
transmission coefficient of the wave amplitude at each reflection. These give rise 
to a total transmitted amplitude of 
AolII(t, z) = Aln(t, z)(l-R){l + Rexp{i[(kl-ko)z-(Wl-WO)t + 2kll]} 
+ R2exp{i[(k2-ko)z-(w2-wo)t + 2kl1 + 2k21]} + ... } 
00 
= AIII(t, z)(1-R) E R"exp(i<[>n) 
n=O (4.1) 
where 
(4.2) 
and Bo = -C = 21/c :: T, Bl = 2, B2 == -2(z + l)/c and R == r2. 
z A; / A f / Ai / 
Fig. 4.1 A snapshot of a scanning FPI at time t. The incident wave Aoexp W,oz - Wot] gives 
rise to transmitted waves Ao" = Aolexp i[koz - Wot], At" = Aor2lexp i[klZ - Wit + 
21<1/], A2" = Aor4q 2exp i[k2Z - W2t + 2(kl + k2)/], etc., where q is the transmission 
coefficient of the wave amplitude, and within the FPI the wave reflected from the moving . 
mirror have the form Ao' = Aorqexp-i[k1z + Wit], Ai' = Aor3qexp-i[k2Z + W2t - 2kll], 
etc. 
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Bo represents the phase shift from repeated internal reflections with a 
stationary mirror, and would in isolation lead to the Airy function. B 1 arises from 
a combination of effects associated with the Doppler shift, including both its direct 
effect on the phases of the emerging partial waves and its indirect effects on the 
phase shift accumulated in internal reflections. On its own B1 simply modifies the 
effective cavity length by a velocity-dependent amount, without affecting the 
symmetry of the Airy profile. Part of the indirect effect of the Doppler shift is to 
induce a term in the exponent which is quadratic in 11 (the term C) since on the 
nth bounce the frequency is shifted by n steps; it is this term which will induce 
asymmetry in the interferometer profile. 
4.3 Response of steady-state cavity to a FM field 
Let us consider an input field which is ramped in frequency: 
A ill(t, z) = Aoexp{-i[wo + !fi(t-z/e)](t-z/e)}. (4.3) 
(J is the frequency scanning rate; the instantaneous frequency w = Wo + (J(t - z/e) 
and is related to the time derivative of the phase (Siegman 1986), and because of 
the dependence on t and z through (t - z/e) the above form satisfies the wave 
equation with k = w/e. The amplitude transfer function of a fixed interferometer 
may be written H(w) = (l-R)E IIR"expinwr, and its Fourier transform is given by 
h(t) == (1-R) E"R"I)(t-llr) where I) is the Dirac delta function (Olesen and 
Jacobsen 1982). The output of the interferometer is given by the convolution of 
the input field and the impulse response of the cavity: 
Amit, z) = (1 - R)EIIR"A'II(t-llr) 
=(l-R)Aoexp i(koZ-wot + (Jtz/e - ~fit2 - fi z2/2e2) E"R"exp i<fl" (4.4) 
where 
<flit == wo(n[Bo + (fir /2wo)(Bjt + B2)] + n2(JrC/2wo). (4.5) 
Apart from the complex factor, which does not affect the magnitUde of the 
temporal profile, this has the form of Eq. (4.1) for the scanning interferometer 
under constant excitation, where (fir /2wo) now plays the role of v Ie and as before 
the parameters Bo == -C = T, B j = 2. B2 = -a/e and is now different to that for 
the scanning interferometer case; however this difference amounts merely to a 
change in the origin of time. Hence the cases of a linearly scanned interferometer 
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with fixed input frequency and a fixed interferometer with a linearly ramped input 
frequency give indistinguishable intensity profiles at the output. 
4.4 Intensity profile of cavity 
We have proved the formal equivalence of the two problems: we can express the 
output of a scanning interferometer as that for a interferometer with a frequency 
scanned input beam. Neither equation 4.1 nor its counterpart (equation 4.4) for 
the fixed interferometer is easily solved; a series of the form L,lIa"b"2 is involved. 
Instead, we use the equivalence described above to derive an alternative solution. 
We can rewrite the amplitude transfer function of an optical cavity as 
H(w) = (l-R)/(l-Rexpioe) , where be = (W-Wo)T is the phase delay in a round trip 
of the injected wave in the interferometer relative to that (a mUltiple of 2IT: Wo = 
2ITN /T, N/\ = 2Z) for exact resonance, and as before T = 2l/e. For small 
detuning: W ~ Wo, this may be approximated by H(w) = 1/[1 - 2i(w-wo)/fe], where 
the power rate of decay in the cavity is fe = l/te = 2ITL!; note that fe is twice 
the amplitude rate of decay Ie. The quality factor Q = wte, the free spectral range 
(FSR) is e/2Z, the finesse is F = ITR/(l-R) =Q/\j2Z, and the power full width at 
half maximum L! = IJO/Q = e(1-R)/2ITZR. 
The input field AIII(t, z) defined by Eq. (4.3) has the Fourier transform: 
AIII(W, z) =Aoexp[i(koz - (3z2/e2)] 
xLOOdt exp{i[(w - Wo + /3z/e)t - ~/3t2]} 
00 
(4.6) 
and with the change of variable t -} U = (/3 /2)![t - (w-wo)/ /3 - z/e], this gives 
(4.7) 
where I = Joo du exp( -iu 2) = IT! exp (-iIT /4). Multiplying this by the response 
-00 
function of the fixed interferometer and Fourier transforming, we obtain 
1 Joo . Aout(t, z) = 2IT dw exp(-lwt) AIII(W, z) H(w) 
-00 
1 JOO 1 
= Ao/(2IT(3)'1. -00 dw 1 _ 2i(w-wo)j f e x 
x exp i[(W-WO)2/2(3 + (w-wo)(z/e - t)-wot + koz - IT /4]. (4.8) 
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This can be cast into closed form using the complex error function in the form 
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) 
. Jco ~ w(O = ~ dv e( __ -~ =exp(-(2) erfc(-iO 
-co 
(1m ( > 0). (4.9) 
To this end we now change variable w -} v where 
v G exp(-i1r /4)[(w-wo)/(2,6)! + (,6 /2)!(Z' /e-t')] , (4.10) 
and the sign factor G :: -sgn[1 + [!J ~(z' /e - t')], where z' = reX, t' = I'J, 17 = 
f3 /r c 2; this is chosen so that the expression 
(4.11) 
always has a positive imaginary part. We then have the closed form for the 
resultant amplitude: 
A011t(t, z) = _Ge- I1'/<I [8~P Ao exp i[koz-wot-i,6(z/e-tY~] w«). (4.12) 
Hence the correspbnding intensity ratio 1011/ (I A 0111 1 2), 10 (I Ao 12) of the outgoing 
and incoming beams is then given by 
(4.13) 
Fig. (4.2) shows this calculated intensity response (solid line) of a scanning 
interferometer for three values of the normalized scanning rate: 11 = 0.5, 0.1, and 
0.01. The dashed line and the dotted line in Fig. 4.2(a) represent the real and 
imaginary parts respectively of the transmitted amplitude. The definitions of the 
characteristic parameters of an asymmetric transmission profile are shown in Fig. 
4.2(b); {iD is the deviation of the profile peak from the ideal case. I::l, and I::lr 
describe the half-width of the intensity profile on the left and right side 
respectively. For convenience of discussion, we define the deviation parameter I::ld 
= 2{iD/Lj and the asymmetry parameter in the frequency domain of I::la = 
2(I::l, -I::l,.)/L~. For the case 11 = 1% as shown in Fig. 4.2(c), the corresponding 
scanning time over the probe frequency is 100 times the decay time of the 
interferometer, and the asymmetry parameter I::la is less than 5%. 
As the normalized scanning rate increases, the profile of the transmitted 
intensity of the scanning interferometer varies in four ways: the asymmetry and the 
peak shift of the profile change, the relative FWHM increases, and the transmitted 
intensity decreases. 
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Fig. 4.2 Amplitude and intensity profiles fmm numerical evaluation of Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) 
at various normalised scanning rates 1/= (a) 'T] 0.5, (b) 17 = 0.1 and (c) 'T] == 0.01. 
Throughout, the solid line represents the intensity profile, and in (a) the broken and dotted 
lies represent the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude. Here and in following figures 
the normalised time t I == r cf. 
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Fig. 4.3. Variation of the output intensity ratio Iout/lo and the peak deviation 0 with the 
normalised scanning rate I} from numerical calculation of Eq. (4.13). 
Fig. 4.3 shows numerical calculations of the variations in the intensity ratio 
10111/10 at the peak shown the dotted line and the peak deviation 0 D via the 
noralised scanning rate 7}. For 7} = 0.01 and 1, the 101u/ To = 0.93 and 0.48, 
respectively. On the other hand, the peak deviation OD increases with the 
normalized scanning rate 7}. The deviation parameter 6.d is changed from 0.04 to 
1.42 when 7} is changed from 0.01 to 1. 
4.5 Analytical formulae for limiting case 
We expand Eq. (4.13) for low values of the normalized scanning speed 7}. In the 
limit that the scanning rate j3 (and therefore 7}) tends to zero, and omitting an 
unobservable overall phase, we find 
(4.14) 
where e = V7} (. The denominator factor may be rewritten as 
exp(V7} v /e + ~7}v2/e2) to 0(r}V2), and on completing the square of the Gaussian 
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integral and expanding the result to O(qv2) we obtain A 0111/ Ao 
= 1 - Tl/2e, b = V17/e; 
53 
a 
(4.15) 
A comparison (in the case that Tl = 1%) of the results of eqs. 4.13 and 4.15 
shows that even for this relatively large parameter value the approximation is good 
to - 10%. In the time domain the asymmetry parameter 6.a = 2(2T 0 - T + - T_ 
)/(T + - T_), where the maximum of 10llt is at t' = To == -&/(2Tl) , and the 
half-power points are the solutions T± of 10llt = Vo, giving ~TlTf + 3(217)~T±- 1 
= O. Hence T + + T_ = -12~(81l), (2To - T + - T-) = &/(217), and T + - T_ = 
4~(72Tl3+17)/17. We obtain 
(4.16) 
This equation (to be plotted in Fig. 4.4) shows that Tl values of 1 %, 5% and 10% 
translate into asymmetry parameters of approximately 6%, 26% and 43% 
respectively. 
4.6. Comparison with experiment 
All experimental cases discussed in the previous chapter are in the fast scanning 
rate range, so that the output of the cavity has a ringing profile. The experimental 
results to be presented in this section are obtained at low scanning speed; the 
moralised scanning rate 17 of a cavity is less than 4. The experimental setup is the 
same as shown in Fig. (3.3). The emphases of our experiments are on the 
measurements of the asymmetry in the output profile and of the FWHM of the 
cavity when the scanning speed of the cavity varies. 
4.6.1 Asymmetry in profile 
We use the deviation parameter 6.d defined in section 4.4 to define the asymmetry 
in the peak of the temporal output profile of a scanning cavity. First, the output of 
the cavity (Newport SR-130) is detected by a photomultiplier (Thorn EMI 9214). 
It is averaged and recorded in a digital storage oscilloscope (Hitachi Denshi 
VC-6275). Then the data for the profile intensity so digitized is transferred into a 
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Fig. 4.4. Variation of the asymmetry .6.a of the prolile with the scanning rate (the 
normalized rate 17 used in the calculation being plotted on the upper axis, and the absolute 
value (3 for the experiment on the lower). The solid (broken) line is the numerical 
prediction from the full (approximate) theory (Eqs. 4.13 and 4.16 respectively). 
PC computer. We then measure the deviation, 8D , of the profile peak from the 
ideal case, the right and left half-widths of the intensity profile, .6.r and .6." and 
finally the asymmetry .6.d and the FWHM of the profile, by fitting 17 in Eq. (4.13) 
to the observations. 
In Fig. (4.4), the experimental data for the asymmetry parameter .6.d is 
represented by the squares, the full numerical calculation given by Eq. (4.13) is 
plotted as the solid line and the analytic approximation obtained by Eq. (4.16) is 
described by the broken line. 
4.6.2. FWHM of scanning cavity 
Kalb (1986) mentioned that while the technique of measuring the FWHM of an 
optical cavity by simply scanning over a laser source works well with a low finesse 
cavity, it was plagued by errors associated with thermal noise, as well as with the 
speed and repeatability of the frequency scan for cavities of higher finesse. Kalb 
(1986) pointed out that this technique will require improvements if it is to remain 
useful in the future. 
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In our experiment, we find that the main source of error is coming from the 
frequency jitter of the probe laser. Frequency jitter in the output of the NL-l 
frequency-stabilized laser is evident when the resonance of the interferometer is 
scanned over this probe frequency. The effect of this frequency jitter on the 
calibration of the scanning rate increases as the scanning rate is decreased. Fig. 
(4.5) gives an extreme example of the effect of jitter for a very low scanning rate 
(0.93 GHz/s). Fig. 4.5(a) shows that the separations of the side bands from the 
central peak differ by more than 20%. Fig. 4.5(b)is a typically ragged shape of the 
output profile of the scanning cavity at such low scanning rate. 
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Fig. 4.5 A profile obtained at very low scanning rate (0.93 GHz/s). (a) Unequal spacing of 
sidebands caused by jitter during collection of the profile. (b) Ragged shape of the profile 
for one such peak, reflecting shorter-term frequency jitter of the NL-llaser. 
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In our experiment, this problem is overcome by two means. First, we average 
over runs to reduce the effect of noise on the profile of the cavity output. Fig. 
4.6(a) and (b) show profiles from the average of 64 runs with the scanning rates 
9.29 GHz/s and 3.46 GHz/s. The variation of the FWHM of the sidebands reflects 
the frequency jitter of the NL-1 laser. The FWHM of the profile is dependent on 
the scanning speed. In Fig. 4.6(a), the FWHM of the profile is 123.2 kHz with the 
cavity scanning rate of 9.29 GHz/s. This FWHM reduces to 104.0 kHz when the 
scanning rate is lowered to 3.46 GHz/s (Fig. 4.6b). For even lower scanning 
speeds, the sideband profiles become more noisy even when averaging is 
performed; this increases the error on the calibration of the frequency scanning 
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Fig. 4.6 Joint effect on the proftle of probe frequency jitter and frequency scanning rate is 
shown in (a) and (b). The averages of 64 runs at scanning rates of 9.29 GHz/s and 3.46 
GHz/s respectively, wiLh the oscilloscope triggering on the central peak. The larger width of 
the side peaks reveals the variation in scanning rate and so averaging of non-coincident 
peaks. 
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111erefore we incorporate a second procedure, by fitting the measured values 
of the profile FWHM at different scanning speed to the theoretical curve 
predicted by Eq. (4.13) so as to determine the limiting value of FWHM of the 
cavity when the scanning speed tends to zero. 
In Fig. (4.7), the scales have been chosen for best fit, and this choice 
together with the value of the known absolute frequency scanning rate /3 gives a 
FWHM LA = (l/21f)(/3/1})~ = (v' /21f1})1/2, since 1) = /3t} = 21fv't}, te = 1/21fL! 
for the SR-130 sllpercavity. The squares represent the experimental data. The 
FWHM is determined by LA == 2f,,/~t~/!:::.t, where fill is the modulation frequency 
of the laser beam, !:::.t is the time interval between the two sidebands and !:::.t! is 
the FWHM in the time domain. The experimental data are in excellent agreement 
with the numerical calculation from equation (4.13). 
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Fig. 4.7. Increase of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the profile with the 
scanning rate. The broken line is the theoretical prediction and the solid line is a fit to the 
experimental data. 
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From Fig. (4.7), we obtain that the FWHM of the Newport SR-130 
super cavity is 100 ± 1 kHz. This result of the linewidth measurement is larger than 
that we determined by our ringing profile method by 3.5 kHz. The origin of this 
difference may come from that we did not take account for the effect of the laser 
linewidth on the measurement of the linewidth in this chapter. 
In principle, the probe laser linewidth will increase the FWHM value of the 
cavity output profile. The ragged shape of the cavity output profile shown in Fig. 
(4.5b) reveals that when the SR-130 supercavity is working at low frequency 
scanning rates (e.g. 0.93 GHz/s in Fig. 4.5b), the coherence time of the NL-l 
frequency-stabilized laser is already shorter than the time period which is required 
crossing over the FWHM of the cavity. The coherence time ts of a laser is given by 
ts = 1/2rrtws where D../Js is the linewidth of the laser, as defined before. For NL-l 
Laser, the coherence time ts is about 37 jI,S, corresponding to the averaged 
linewidth of 4.2 kHz as we measured and given in Chapter 3. For SR-130 
supercavity, the cavity decay time tc = 1.6 I'S (= 1/2rrLlI2)' In Fig. (4.5b) the 
FWHM of the cavity output profile in time domain is about 200 ItS, which is more 
than 5 times longer than the coherence time of NL-l laser. In this case, the laser 
linewidth will broaden the width of the cavity output profile. 
Therefore, we can conclude that for precisely determining the linewidth of a 
cavity by directly measuring the cavity profile width, the both of laser linewidth 
and the frequency scanning rate should be carefully taken into account. 
In our measurement, the laser linewidth is much less the cavity linewidth. In 
this case, the resolution of our measurement in linewidth is 1 KHz, corresponding 
the losses of 1 ppm in the cavity for SR-130 supercavity. The system error induced 
by the laser linewidth is 4 ppm. 
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Chapter 5 
Summary of recent progress in ring laser 
technology 
We will review the recent progress in laser ring gyroscopes in this chapter. Optical 
rotation sensors may be classified into two types: passive and active. The passive 
scheme includes the Sagnac interferometer, optical ring cavities, fibre-optic ring 
resonators, and fibre-optic coil interferometers. The active approach concerns the 
planar cavity ring lasers, nonplanar cavity or multimode ring lasers, and fibre ring 
lasers. 
Each of these rotation sensors is discussed briefly in the following sections 
with the emphasis on their historical background and present status. Little 
emphasis is placed on their principles and theoretical description since these have 
been fully presented in the review literature (Post 1967, Aronowitz 1971, Chow et 
ai. 1985). 
5.1 Problem of Sagnac interferometer and its solutions 
The basic priciple for understanding the operation of an optical rotation sensor is 
the so-called Sagnac effect, first discussed by G. Sagnac in 1913 when he 
demonstrated the feasibility of using an interferometer to sense rotation. The 
effect is a direct consequence of the finite speed of light. Classical physical optics 
consideration show that light propagating along the direction of rotation of a ring 
requires a slightly greater time to complete each full circuit, relative to the ring, 
than does light propagating along the same path but against the direction of ring 
rotation. 
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Post (1967) presented a good review of the Sagnac effect, in which historical 
and theoretical background information was presented, and various Sagnac-type 
experiments were described. Of these, a major optical achievement was the 
Michelson-Gale experiment (Post 1967). They succeeded in measuring the rotation 
rate of the earth by means of the Sagnac effect. To obtain the required sensitivity 
for detecting the earth rotation they had to choose an unusually large size for the 
surface area enclosed by the light beam. The interferometer was rectangular with 
sides 0.4 x 0.2 miles! 
Obviously, an optical rotation sensor with such a large area is not practical 
for applications. The measurement of rotation is of considerable interest in a 
number of areas. For example, inertial navigation systems as used in aircraft and 
spacecraft depend critically on accurate inertial rotation sensors. The allowable 
errors in rotation sensor performance depend on the particular application. Typical 
requirements for aircraft navigation lie between 0.01 and 0.001 deg/h (Ezekiel 
1984). In terms of the earth rotation rate with an angular frequency (nB = 15 
deg/h ) this corresponds 10-3 to 10-4 ns. 
The difficulty in using a Sagnac-type passive interferometer as a practical 
device for these applications arises from its lack of sensitivity, since the phase 
difference for the two waves travelling in the two directions is too small to detect 
at such a rotation rate for rings of manageable area. Light in a ring interferometer 
with an area A rotated at an angular speed n experiences a differential time delay 
!:::.t = 4 A .n/c2 (Aronowitz 1971), where c is the speed of light. The round trip 
optical path difference !:::.L = c !:::.t = 4::4 .n/ c. The phase difference between the 
counterpropagating beams after one round trip is therefore given by 
!:::.W = 81rA.n/(cA) 
= spn (5.1) 
where the scale factor Sp = 871Acos(O)/cl\, 1\ is the wavelength of the light beam 
and 0 is the angle between the two axes of the ring cavity plane and the rotation. 
The effectiveness of the Sagnac interferometer is limited by the fact that this 
phase difference is just too small to be detectable. For instance, for a Sagnac 
interferometer with an area 1 m2 rotating at 10-3 ne , which is the sensitivity 
required for aviation applications as mentioned previollsly, the differential time 
delay!:::.t = 3.23 x 10-24 s, !:::.L = 9.7 x 10-16 m, and the phase difference, given by 
Eq. (5.1), !:::.W 9.62 x 10-9 rad. where we assume that the axis of the cavity 
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rotation is normal to the plane of the interferometer. The resolution of early 
Sagnac-type interferometers was no better than 0.001 of an interference fringe 
(Heer 1984), which corresponds a phase shift of 6 x 10-3 rad, and is about 6 
orders of magnitude worse than the required sensitivity. 
Therefore, although the Sagnac effect had been well understood for many 
years, the Sagnac interferometer was not even considered as an alternative to 
conventional mechanical gyroscopes until the development of the laser in the early 
1960s. The sensitivity of optical rotation sensors is greatly increased by using lasers. 
Herr (1984) gives an interesting historical account of the ring laser gyroscope 
development. Laser ring gyroscopes allow two advances in increasing the sensitivity 
of optical rotation sensors. 
The first of these is associated with the use of a resonant system in laser 
gyroscopes. Either an active laser medium is introduced into the ring resonator or 
a laser is llsed as an external source injected into the ring resonator. The 
advantage of using a resonant system in ring laser gyros is that the 
rotation-induced phase differences of counterpropagating beams in the ring 
interferometer are transmuted into a frequency difference between the beams. 
This frequency difference 6.[ is given by 27r 6.[ = 6. iJ> / T, where T is the round trip 
time in the ring and is defined by T = C / P, c is the speed of light and P is the 
perimeter of the ring resonator. 
The second advantage is the possibility of increasing the total round-trip 
path length by the use of a kilometre-long optical fibre as the cavity of the 
interferometer, which may be wrapped many times around a small cylinder. From 
Eq. (5.1) we see that the phase difference, 6.\.11, between the cOllnterrotating beams 
is given by 
6.\]1 = 47rLQn/(cA), (5.2) 
where we assume the axis of the cavity rotation is normal to the plane of the 
cavity, Q is the radius of the fibre coil and L is the total optical fibre length. This 
represents the important result that the phase difference induced by the rotation 
of a multi-turn fibre coil increases linearly with the total length of the optical 
fibre. At the present time, a typical fibre-optic interferometer gyro contains an 
optical fibre of length 1 km with a loss of 2.3 dB/km (Moeller, burns and Frigo 
1989), and a rotation sensitivity of 3.2 x 10-4 deg/h was obtained. 
I will discuss various laser gyros of these two schemes in the following 
sections. Since the active ring laser design gave the first laser gyroscope in the 
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world and is still the only scheme used in the commercial optical gyroscopes for 
navigation applications, I start my discussion with the active ring laser. 
5.2 Active ring laser gyroscope 
Macek and Davis (1963) demonstrated the first ring laser, barely two years after 
the first helium-neon laser had been demonstrated at Bell Laboratories, and its 
unique potential as a rotation sensor via the Sagnac ~ffect. The ring laser was 1 
metre long on each side and had a helium-neon gain tube in each leg. The lowest 
frequency splitting they could measure in their ring laser was a few kHz, 
corresponding to the laser cavity rotation rate of the order of 102 nE • 
Generally, in the stationary laser gyro, there are two oppositely directed 
travelling waves oscillating in a symmetric cavity. The optical paths are identical 
for both beams and the beams therefore oscillate at the same frequency I, which 
satisfies the condition I = me/P, where III is an integer. When the cavity is 
rotated, the degeneracy· of the optical path for each beam is removed. The 
clockwise (CW) and counter clockwise (CCW) modes in the cavity will have 
different frequencies because of the difference in the effective round-trip optical 
path lengths caused by the rotation of the cavity. Therefore the Sagnac phase shift 
is transmuted into a shift in the resonant frequencies proportional to the rotation 
rate for the cOllnterpropagating modes of a ring laser. This frequency difference is 
measured by heterodyning counterpropagating beams and directly counting either 
the beat frequency or the motion of the interference fringes. The frequency 
difference between the CW and CCW beams is given by (Aronowitz 1971) 
~I = 4,4 .O/(/\P) 
= sn, (5.3) 
where S = 4Acos(O)/I\P and 0 is defined as the same as in Eq. 1. Note that the 
scale factor S is a factor of e/(27r P) greater than S p given by Eq. (5.1). For the 
Canterbury square ring cavity with perimeter P = 3.4771 m and the He-Ne 
wavelength, this factor is about 107 S-l. The phase shift of 9.62 >< 10-9 rad quoted 
in Sec. (5.1) corresponds to a differential frequency shift of the order of 0.1 Hz for 
an active ring laser with the same size as the above ring interferometer. This 
increased scale factor together with the relative experimental ease associated with 
small frequency difference measurements makes the active ring laser much more 
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attractive. 
After 20 years of development, the first commercial optical gyroscope - the 
active ring laser gyroscope - is presently used for aviation inertial guidance systems 
in aircraft (e.g. the Airbus 320), also in various missiles (e.g. the Patriot system). A 
ring laser gyroscope with an area of the order of square decimetres has a 
sensitivity to rotation rates of order 10-<1 OE (Chow et al. 1985). Martin (1986) 
gives an overview of commercial ring laser gyroscopes and their applications. The 
optical gyroscope's greater reliability, wide dynamic range, and ability to withstand 
high acceleration and harsh environments make it superior to", mechanical 
gyroscopes, with their spinning rotors and complex gimballed mounts. Martin 
(1986) predicted that the complete replacement of mechanical gyroscopes in many 
applications seems inevitable. 
Although the active ring laser is sllccessful, it has problems associated with 
having the gain medium inside the cavity itself! For example, in an active ring 
laser, for small rotation rates, the cOllnterpropagating beams tend to lock together, 
which is so-called frequency lock-in, as a result of the backscattering in the laser 
cavity, so that even for nonzero rotation rates the frequencies of the two beams 
are degenerate (Aronowitz 1965, 1971; Haus et al. 1985). Another problem 
associated with having the gain medium in the cavity is the variation in the 
refractive index of the gain medium, which causes the variation of the scale factor. 
These problems may be eliminated in a passive ring cavity. 
5.3 Passive ring cavity 
Ezekiel and Balsamo (1977) first reported on the operation of a passive ring cavity 
gyroscope as a means of avoiding the lock-in problem. The basic characteristic of 
a pa~sive ring cavity is that the lasing medium is outside of the ring cavity so that 
the mode structure of the laser light in the cavity is determined by a cavity 
external to the ring cavity. The expression for the frequency difference of the 
counterpropagating beams given by Eq. (5.2) is also applicable to passive ring 
resonators. In their experiment, light from a laser of a single frequency fo is split 
into two beams, each of which is shifted in frequen~y by an acousto-optic shifter 
before entering the resonator. The polarization of the light is aligned with one of 
the polarization axes of the resonator. The beam propagating in the CW direction 
is shifted by a fixed frequency f1 and the CCW beam is shifted by f2. The CW 
resonance of the cavity is automatically locked to fo + f1 by means of a primary 
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feedback loop driving a PZT controlled cavity mirror while another feedback loop 
is used to adjust f2 so that fo + fz is locked to the CCW resonance. The presence 
of a rotation generates a difference lJ.f between the CW and CCW resonance 
frequencies of the cavity, which is determined by the difference between fz and tI. 
The rms fluctuation in the output of their experimental setup was 10 deg/h in an 
integration time of 10 sec. A later report (Ezekiel et al. 1978) showed that with a 
square cavity of about 17 cm on a side, and a 1 mW external laser, the rms 
fluctuation in the measurement of rotation was 0.45 deg/h for an integration time 
of 1 sec. 
For a passive cavity, the fundamental limitation to the measurement 
precision is derived by considering shot noise at the photodetector. The 
uncertainty in the rotational measurement is given by Ezekiel, Harrison and 
Sanders (1978) in the form 
(5.4) 
where the n is the number of photons per second at the detector, 17D is the 
photodetector quantum efficiency, t is the averaging time and L Jl2 is the linewidth 
of the passive cavity. For a cavity with given reflectivity of the mirrors, the 
linewidth and the area of the cavity will increase with the cavity path length. 
Therefore the uncertainty limitation in the measurement can be reduced by using 
a big ring. Sanders et al. (1981) further studied the performance of the passive 
cavity rotation sensor with a larger size ( 0.7 m >< 0.7 m). As they expected, the 
sensitivity was improved. For an averaging time of 10 sec, the random drift was 
1.1 >< 10-2 deg/v'h, which was consistent with the shot-noise limit for their 
experiment setup. For a longer averaging time (90 sec) the random drift was 5.6 >< 
10-3 deg/ v'h, this results an uncertainty of ring laser in the rotational measurement 
3.7 >< 10-4 nE • 
In principle a passive ring cavity could be built of the order of 30 m >< 30 m 
or even greater, and the sensitivity of the measurement of rotation rate could 
reach 3 >< 10-11 nE in an integration time of 1 hour (Sanders et al. 1981). 
However, such a development of a passive ring cavity faces a number of problems. 
For instance, the beam misalignment caused by thermal and mechanical stresses 
generates high-order transverse modes in the cavity that tend to pull the resonant 
frequency of the TEMoo mode that is used as a reference. In this way, unequal 
CW and CCW beam misalignment generate nonreciprocal frequency errors. So far, 
passive ring cavities have not become practical rotation sensors. 
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In fact, a program (Rotge et ai. 1986) for the development of a passive 
resonant ring laser gyroscope with a area of 60 m2 was initiated at Frank J. Seiler 
Research Lab., USAF Academy, in 1982. The predicted sensitivity of this large 
device was about 10-10 OR' The resonant ring was supported by a 205,000 kg 
reinforced concrete isolation test platform. The platform was floated on pneumatic 
isolators on a seismic base and actively controlled to provide isolation from 
vibration in six degrees of freedom to about 10-8 g and two axis tilt attitude 
stabilization (with respect to local vertical) to better than 10-3 arc seconds. This 
was a large project and there were over 20 support projects performed by 
university researchers, USAF Academy faculty, Air Force reservists, USAF 
Academy cadets, and Air Force Institute of Technology students. In November 
1985, after reviewing costs required to complete this ambitious project and 
near-term Air Force inertial sensing requirements, the Air Force Office of 
Scientific Research, the sponsoring organization, terminated the program. 
5.4 Resonant fibl'e-optic gyroscopes 
The first experiment using a resonant fibre-optic gyroscope was performed by 
Davis and Ezekiel (1981). The principles and techniques used in the resonant 
fibre-optic gyroscope are almost identical with those in a passive cavity. In 
addition, because the fibre llsed was not polarization conserving, several 
polarization controllers were used to compensate for fibre birefringence. In the 
Davis and Ezekiel experiment, the length of the fibre was 200 ro, and the coil 
diameter was 19 cm. They achieved a sensitivity of 0.1 deg/h in measuring rotation 
rate. 
In principle, the passive fibre-optic resonator gyroscope needs a high 
coherence optical source (Iwatsuki et ai. 1984) because it consists of an optical 
ring resonator. From 1981 to 1986, experiments on the fibre-optic resonator 
gyroscope were limited to the use of highly stabilized He-Ne laser (e.g. Meyer et 
al. 1983) owning to the status of semiconductor lasers at that time. However, in a 
practical passive fibre-optic resonance gyroscope, a senUconductor laser must be 
coupled to a low loss optical fibre ring resonator if the system is to be adequately 
miniaturized and stabilized. 
With the development of semiconductors, OhtS11 and Araki (1987) firstly 
used a semiconductor laser with a linewidth of 13 MHz as a coherent source in a 
passive ring fibre resonator with a area of 0.46 m2, The rotational sensitivity they 
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obtained was 1.5 deg/h with the integration time for measurements of 100 sec. 
The fibre-optic resonance gyroscope has the advantage of reducing a fibre 
length over a conventional fibre-optic interferometer gyroscope (which will be 
discussed in the next section) because it makes use of the sharp resonant 
characteristics of a fibre-optic ring resonator. However, this scheme has severe 
problems to be solved if it is to achieve highly sensitive detection of the rotation 
rate. 
The first problem is the effect of backscattering due to splices in the fibre 
and to Rayleigh backscattering from the fibre itself on the drift characteristics of 
fibre-optic resonance gyroscope (Iwatsuki, Hotate and Higashiguchi 1984, 1986b; 
Carroll and Potter 1989, Takahashi, Tai and Kyuma 1990). Generally, the 
backscattering contributes to a nonreciprocal phase shift of the travelling beams in 
the fibre-optic resonator. For example, Rayleigh backscattering gives rise to an 
apparent rotation rate of (for circular loops) (Chow et ai. 1985) 
(5.5) 
where Cl's is the Rayleigh scattering attenuation coefficient of the fibre, G is the 
scattering directivity along the fibre (1~ G ~ 1.5), and s is the acceptance angle of 
the fibre core. In order to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of DMAX we 
choose ;\ = 633 run, L = 100 111, Q = 1 m, s = 0.1 rad, G = 1.0, and Cl's = 
1O-5/m. Using these values in Eq. 6.5 yields an approximate upper limit to the 
apparent backscatter-induced rotation rate of 98 deg/h. 
In order to reduce the effect of backscattering the optical phase modulation 
technique (Sanders et ai. 1981) is widely employed (e.g. Takahashi et ai. 1990). 
The principle of operation is based on the phase modulation of one beam (CW or 
CCW waves) with a frequency 1m and an appropriate amplitude so that the carrier 
is suppressed and the interference light between the signal and reflected lights has 
only alternating components ± I"" ± 2/"" ... . Since these alternating components 
can be decoupled at an electronic filter, the effect of reflections can be mitigated. 
By using this method, Takahashi et ai. (1990) achieved a rotational detection 
sensitivity of 3 x 10-5 rad/s (6 deg/h) in a fibre-optic resonator gyroscope with a 
10 cm fibre-ring diameter and an external-cavity laser diode as a high coherent 
light source. 
The second problem is associated with the polarization and birefringence 
(Chow et ai. 1985, Iwatsuki et ai. 1986a) in an optical fibre. A single-mode fibre 
permits the transmission of modes of two orthogonal polarizations through the 
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fibre. Disturbances, such as temperature fluctuations and mechanical stresses, 
cause power to be transferred from one polarization mode to the other. Light in 
one polarization mode has a velocity different from the light which is being 
propagated in the other polarization mode. This energy transfer between the two 
polarization modes causes a drift of the beat frequency of a passive fibre-optic 
resonance gyroscope. To solve this problem, single polarization-maintaining fibres 
have been developed. One method to achieve this is the introduction of high 
birefringence into the fibre coil, far exceeding the birefringence induced by small 
temperature fluctuations and mechanical distllrbances which are responsible for 
the undesirable energy transfer (Chow et ai. 1985). Fibres with a high 
birefringence can be produced by drawing the fibres so that they have an elliptical 
core or by introducing a high anisotropic internal stress. Any resonator has two 
eigenstates of polarizations. In a polarization-maintaining fibre resonator, the 
eigenstates are identical to the linearly polarized modes of the fibre. Therefore, by 
setting the fibre polarizers at the lead portions of the resonator, one can excite 
only one eigenstate of polarization in the resonator. Takiguchi and Kazuo (1992) 
give a further discussion Oil the bias of an fibre-optic resonant gyroscope caused 
by the misalignment of the polarization axis in the polarization-maintaining fibre 
resonator. 
The third problem is the optical Kerr effect in the optical fibre. Recently 
work has been done which indicates that a nonreciprocal phase shift due to the 
Kerr nature of the fibre resonator is a significant source of error in a fibre-optic 
resonant gyroscope (Iwatsllki et ai. 1986c, Lamollroux et ai. 1990). To understand 
why this is so, a brief discussion of the optical Kerr effect in the fibre-optic 
gyroscope will be given here. A Kerr medium is defined as one in which the 
susceptibility of the medium is given by £ = £0 + ~£NL, where in the simplest case 
~£NL = \E(X)\2, and E(x) is the total electric field at location x. If the 
amplitttdes Eland E2 of the counterpropagating beams are different, E(x) = E 1 
eikx + e-ik.V• Then the effect of this nonlinear law for susceptibility in the 
relation PE = £E is to give unequal susceptibility coefficients A+, A_ for the 
counterrotating waves: 
(5.6) 
where the terms are of higher order in elks and correspond to the harmonic 
generation. Substituting these relations in the susceptibility law (Kaplan and 
Meystre 1981) gives that 
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(S.7a) 
and 
(S.7b) 
Hence, in the presence of two counterpropagating waves of different amplitude, 
the nonlinear components A + and A- are different for opposite direction. If is 
sufficiently different from zero and the beam splitter does not split the laser beam 
into equal parts then the nonreciprocal ph~se shift induced by the optical Kerr 
effect can become the limiting factor in the sensitivity of the fibre-optic 
gyroscopes. For example, in the experimental setup used by Bergh et al. (1981), if 
the ratio of the intensities of the two beams is maintained to 0.5 ± 10-4 the 
apparent rotation rate induced by the Kerr effect in the fibre is 10-3 deg/h. 
The performance of the fibre-optic resonator gyroscope has been limited by 
the previous problems. Two types of passive fibre-optic gyroscopes currently under 
development: interferometers and resonators. To date, the published performance 
of interferometric fibre-optic gyroscopes has far exceeded that of resonant-ring 
fibre-optic gyroscopes. 
5.5 Interferometric fibre-optic gyroscopes 
the passive fibre-optic interferometer gyroscope uses Sagnac's original procedure 
of exciting an interferometer from an external optical source and directly 
measuring the light wave's phase shift after it traverses a closed path. But the path 
is an optical fibre instead of free space, and the effective sensitivity is multiplied 
by using many turns of fibre. The first demonstration of such a system was made 
by Vali and Shorthill (1977). This scheme is attractive because the fibre-optic 
gyroscopes can be very small and extremely rugged. They turn on instantly, have 
long shelf life, and are virtually maintenance-free. Fibre gyroscopes could use 
integrated-optic guide-wave circuits, which can be mass-produced. The resulting 
low cost would be a major advantage. Some predict more than an order of 
magnitude cost reduction compared with ring laser gyroscopes (Kim and Shaw, 
1986). 
Contrary to the fibre-oplic resonator gyroscope, the interferometric 
. fibre-optic gyroscope needs a laser with a broad line-width as the external light 
source to reduce the backscattering effect since a small portion of the 
backscattering light is capable of interfering with the primary beam. Bergh, 
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Lefevre, and Shaw (1981) demonstrated this technique of reduction of laser 
coherence length to reduce the Rayleigh backscattering effect. In their experiment, 
they used a 58Q m coil, with a core radius of 2 tLm wound on a 7 cm radius spool. 
It was found that the rms value of the phase error with a He-Ne laser as the 
source was 1 x 10-3 rad for a 1-sec integration time. This value was reduced to 5 
x 10-5 rad for the same integration time when the He-Ne laser was replaced by a 
GaAs-diode laser (which has a small coherence length). This is equivalent to a 
rotation rate of 0.5 deg/h for the parameters given above. Using an integration 
time of 30 s, the minimum detectable rotation rate was found to be 0.2 deg/h. 
Kim and Shaw (1986) presented an overview of the interferometric 
fibre-optic gyroscopes. They mentioned that the experimental fibre gyroscope had 
demonstrated a sensitivity equal to that of the active ring laser gyroscope. At the 
present, however, mllch of the commercial effort is addressing applications that 
can tolerate relatively low sensitivity and accuracy - of the order of 1 to 100 
degrees an hour. For example, oil well logging, determining the direction and 
distance the drill bit travels, is one of several applications that require a 
significantly different set of gyroscope characteristics. High sensitivity and accuracy 
for small rotation rates are required, but not wide linear dynamic range or great 
scale factor stability. Well-logging gyroscopes measure the earth's rotation vector 
components with sensitivity up to 0.01 deg/h. 
The passive fibre-optic interferometer gyroscope has some similar problems 
encountered in the resonant fiber-optic gyroscope. For example, the bias 
associated with birefringence in the fiber when the counterpropagating waves have 
different states of polarization, and the problem associated with backscattered 
waves in the fibre arising from Rayleigh scattering also reappear. Both of these 
phenomena lead to noise, instability, and drift in the beat signal in response to 
environmental effects sllch as vibration and thermal variation. To further increase 
the sensitivity to present levels, a number of other physical phenomena had to be 
identified and accommodated, including the Faraday effect in the fibre material in 
the presence of the earth's magnetic field and the nonlinear optical Kerr effect in 
the fibre material. 
Much effort has been done to improve the performance of the 
interferometric fibre-optic gyroscopes. Mackintosh and Culshaw (1989) showed 
that the Rayleigh backscattering noise in a fibre-optic gyroscope can be nulled by 
adjustment of the coupling ratio of the loop coupler and the state of polarization 
in the gyroscope loop. They expected that the sensitivity of the rotation 
measurement by this method would be less than 10-2 deg/h. Ono, Nishiura, and 
Nishikawa (1991) presented a signal processing approach to a wide dynamic range 
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and linear scale factor rotation sensing based on the basic open-loop 
phase-modulated interferometric fibre-optic gyroscope. Contrary to the 
dosed-loop one, the open loop configuration does not need a nonreciprocal phase 
shifter in the fibre coil to achieve a wide dynamic range (Kim and Shaw, 1986). A 
preliminary experiment showed that their approach provides good linearity over a 
wide dynamic range for rotational rates up to 10-3 deg/s. Moeller, Burns, and 
Grigo (1989) demonstrated an open-loop all-fibre gyroscope with 
polarization-holding fibre with a low insertion loss (14 dB) and good polarization 
extinction (20 dB) throughout the optical circuit. As a consequence, this gyroscope 
has low noise and low bias drift. They utilized a feedback circuit to control peak 
detected power and to stabilize the scale factor. Although the scale factor was 
found to depend on physical parameters of temperature and source current, these 
dependences could be modelled and the rms deviation of the scale factor was 
found to be 32 ppm or less over 12 days, for a maximum rate of 4 deg/s. They 
mentioned that this was the first time scale-factor stability approaching inertial 
quality had been achieved in interferometric fibre-optic gyroscopes. 
Jin and Culshaw (1992a) presented a 2-D frequency-division multiplexed, 
interferometric fibre-optic gyroscope system since most applications of gyroscopes 
involve the use of a cluster of instruments measuring rotations along orthogonal 
axes. The system used a single light source and a single detector and had been 
successfully implemented in a laboratory demonstrating system as there are 
obviolls potential economies in components when all the gyroscopes in a cluster 
are energized from a single source, However, the use of a single source for several 
gyroscopes does introduce the possibility of crosstalk between the signals detected 
from each of the gyroscopes. Jin and Culshaw (1992b) demonstrated that the 
crosstalk noise induced by backscattering was reduced from 5 deg/h to 0.2 deg/h 
by proper choice of modulation depth and frequency of the each modulator 
positioned in the coupled ends of the two fibre loops. 
5,6 Active fibl'e laser technique 
We have discussed the passive fibre-optic gyroscopes. One might think that an 
active all-fibre gyroscope would be interesting to further improve the performance 
of the fibre gyroscopes. Indeed, the possibility of an active fibre ring resonator 
gyroscope based on stimulated Brillouin scattering was first suggested in the 
literature by Thomas at al. (1980). The primary attraction of the optical fibre 
Brillouin scattering ring laser gyroscope is that a direct frequency read-out of the 
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rotation rate is obtained from an all-fibre system. It was further postulated that 
the gain medium is decoupled and some of the errors common to conventional 
ring laser gyroscopes, such as lock-in and mode pulling would not be readily 
observed. Kadiwar and Giles (1989) reported preliminary results on the 
observation of rotation rate sensitivity for the Brillouin scattering ring laser 
gyroscopes. In their experiment, a 1.4 mW single longitudinal mode He-Ne laser 
(A = 633 nm) was used as the pump source. The pump light was coupled to both 
directions of the ring resonator by means of a 50/50 beam splitter. The resonator 
has a finesse of 240 and a loop length of 4.16 m. The frequency of the stimulated 
Brillouin scattering light was shifted about 26 GHz from the pump frequency. The 
output of the gyroscope passed a Fabry-Perot to filter out the pump light. 
Although the beat frequency was observed in the experiment, the sensitivity of the 
experimental setup was not mentioned by the authors. Huang et al. (1993) 
provided a synthetic heterodyne detection scheme for ring laser gyroscopes to 
sense both rotation rate and direction. This scheme is compatible with the 
sinusoidal push-pull pbase modulation technique for suppressing frequency locking. 
The good experimental results show the potential of this detection scheme in 
applications. 
5.7 Multioscillator ring laser gyroscope 
So far, the active ring laser gyroscope we have discussed is assumed to have a pair 
of linearly polarized modes counterpropagating in a planar cavity. Contrary to this 
"conventional" two-mode laser gyroscope, the multi oscillator ring laser has four 
modes in the ring cavity: a pair of right-circularly polarized (RCP) modes and 
another pair of left-circularly polarized (LCP) l11odes. Statz et al. (1985) presented 
a review of the l11ultioscillator ring laser and mentioned this scheme is the second 
generation laser gyroscope, which is under development in Raytheon Company, 
USA. The multioscillator was conceived as a simple, purely optical means for 
circumventing the lock-in problem of the conventional two-frequency ring laser 
gyroscope. The concept is to establish two independent laser gyroscopes operating 
in, a single optical resonator, sharing a common optical path, but statically biased 
in opposite senses with high apparent rotation rates by common passive optical 
elements. Unlike the conventional two-mode ring laser, it requires a nonplanar 
cavity structure for generating four independent lasing modes. When the outputs 
of these four frequencies are taken differentially, the bias appears as a 
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common-mode signal and cancels, whereas the rotation-generated signals are of 
opposite sense and add. The differential operation avoids the usual problems due 
to drifts in static bias, and results in a sensitivity to rotation that is twice that of 
conventional two-modes ring laser. Because the bias is not dithered, there are no 
dither-induced errors to limit instrument performance. 
Fig. (5.1) indicates the essential elements of a multioscillator ring laser 
gyroscope. Fig. (5.2) illustrates the resulting spectrum. In the absence of inertial 
rotation or of polarization elements in the ring, each longitudinal mode of the 
resonator would be four-fold degenerate. The CW and CCW propagating modes, 
each of two possible orthogonal polarizations, would all resonate at the same 
frequency. 
The natural optical activity of certain solid optical materials is one means of 
realizing reciprocal polarization rotators. An example is crystalline quartz oriented 
with its optic (e) axis aligned with the laser resonator axis. This reciprocal 
polarization rotator induces a reciprocal (propagation-direction independent) 
difference in the optical path length, often via a difference in the refractive index 
seen by orthogonally (e.g~ right- and left-circ~larly) polarized modes. These 
orthogonal modes experience slightly different frequencies. The polarization 
rotator forces the resonant modes to be nominally RCP or LCP, since only circular 
polarization is unchanged in state by propagation through a polarization rotator 
and can therefore reproduce itself upon each transit of the ring, the condition for 
resonance. It simultaneously splits the frequencies of the RCP and LCP modes 
. because a polarization rotation Orp is equivalent to a differential phase shift 20rp 
between the modes. The reciprocal polarization frequency shift, 6.fr/" between the 
orthogonal polarizations of either propagation sense is given by 
(5.8) 
where elP is the free spectral range of the empty cavity. For the case of a 90° 
polarization rotator, the modes are split by one-half the free spectral range and 
therefore are equally spaced in frequency. This opens the possibility of operating 
two ring lasers in the same cavity simultaneously, one in RCP, and the other in 
LCP. However, in the absence of inertial rotation, the cOllnterpropagatlng modes 
of each polarization would still resonate at the same frequency and therefore be 
subject to lock-in and the resulting nonlinear rotation rate readout. 
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Fig. 5.1. Elements of a multi oscillator nng laser gyroscope resonator. The reciprocal 
polarization rotator may represent a crystalline quartz rotator or the lumped equivalent 
image rotation of a nonplanar ring. The nonreciprocal polarization rotator may be a distinct 
element, such as a Faraday rotator, or may be incorporated into one of the other elements, 
as with a magnetic mirror or a Zeeman-split discharge. From Statz et al. (1985). 
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Fig. 5.2. Frequency shifts of the four lasing modes of a multioscillator RLG. The original 
(fourfold degenerate) longitudinal mode at fo is split into LCP and RCP modes (thinner 
broken lines) by the reciprocal polarization splitting !J.frpo Each polarization is further split 
by the nonreciprocal (Faraday) biases !J.Fr.., and D.FR , resulting in four distinct lasing 
frequencies (thicker broken lines). Rotation of the ring shifts each of these four frequencies 
by !J.f, in the senses shown, to yield the four lasing frequencies (solid lines) in the presence 
of inertial rotation. Spliltings are greatly exaggerated. From Statz et al. (1985). 
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The nonreciprocal polarization rotator acts to introduce a nonreciprocal 
(propagation-direction dependent) differential phase shift between modes of a 
given polarization propagating in opposite directions. This further splits the 
resonant frequencies. The nonreciprocal frequency splitting of the modes are 
(5.9a) 
and 
(5.9b) 
where OF is the nonreciprocal rotation angle. Here I\L and I\U are the average 
wavelengths of the LCP and Rep modes, respectively. This splitting is usually 
referred to as the Faraday splitting and the rotation OF as the Faraday rotation, 
because the most common realization of the nonreciprocal polarization rotator is 
the Faraday rotator. 
Application of a rotation rate n about the ring laser cavity axis further shifts 
the four frequencies. The magnitude of the rotation-induced frequency shift for 
each of the four modes is given by 
(5.10) 
The results of the various frequency shift on the four resonant modes are given 
(Statz et al. 1985) as follows: 
h = fo - ~~f,.p - ~~F L - ~f 
h = fo - ~~f,.p + ~~F L + ~f 
f3 = fo + !~f,.p - ~~FL + ~f 
f4 = fo + ~~f,.p + !~FR - ~f 
(5.11a) 
(S.l1b) 
(S.11c) 
(S.lld) 
where fo is the frequency of the original (fourfold degenerate) longitudinal mode, 
h, h, hand f4 are the frequencies of the CW LCP, CCW LCP, CCW RCP and 
CW RCP modes, respectively, as shown in Fig. (5.2). If the differential output, 
fb = (f4 - h) - (f2 - h), is taken, the Faraday biases subtract, while the 
rotation-generated shifts add. Thus, the beat frequency 
(5.12) 
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The resulting scale factor for the multioscillator ring laser gyroscope is twice that 
for the two-frequency gyroscope, giving a rotation sensitivity twice that of a single 
two-frequency gyroscope. 
In principle, the multioscJllator ring laser gyroscope needs botl1 the 
reciprocal and the nonreciprocal polarization rotators in the cavity to get the four 
modes oscillating in the cavity. However these intracavity parts will cause the 
backscattering problem as previollsly mentioned. Two important techniques are 
under development for removing these optical elements from the cavity. One of 
them is the use of a nonpJanar ring (Chow et al. 1985, Statz et al. 1985) to achieve 
the reciprocal polarization splitting, instead of an intracavity element. Nonplanar 
rings have the inherent property of image rotation which mimics the reciprocal 
polarization rotalion in establishing and splitting lhe frequencies of RCP and LCP 
modes. The amount of image rotation imparted to the beam depends on the 
geometry of the ring. 
Another technique IS replacing one of the cavity mirrors by a magnetic 
mirror (Statz et al. 1985) for nonreciprocal polarization rotation of the modes. 
This technique is to combine the magneto-optical material of the Faraday rotator 
with one of the existing cavity mhrors and use the Kerr rotation resultant upon 
reflection for bias. This approach offers the prospect of realizing a multioscillator 
ring laser gyroscope with no extraneous optical elements in the beam path. Tn the 
multioscillator ring laser gyroscope, the polar Kerr effect is advantageous for 
circularly polarized modes. The magnetic field is applied normal to the reflection 
plane, and the magneto-Kerr effect causes the reflection coefficients for modes of 
the same handedness but propagaling in opposite directions to differ in phase, 
thereby giving rise to a splitting of the resonance modes exactly as in the case of 
the intracHvily Faraday rotator. 
The mul tioscillator ring laser gyroscope is an attractive approach. The lack 
of mechanical dither results in an inherently low-noise instrument, as is needed for 
applications requiring fast response, rapid alignment or calibration, or high 
resolution. It also enables more than one gyroscope to be mounted in a single 
instrument and it is not necessary to isolate the individual gyroscopes to avoid 
cross-coupling. However, performance of the multioscillator ring laser is limited by 
the characteristic of the magnetic mjrrors. 
This limit arises from the fact that bare metallic magnetic mirrors are poor 
reflectors at the He-Ne wavelength. Typical reflectivities lie in the range 0.4 - 0.7 
(Krebs et al. 1980). These reflectivities are inconsistent with the optical loss 
requirement of the ring laser gyroscopes. In order to reduce the loss associated 
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with the magnetic mirrors, one can overcoat the opaque metallic mirror with a 
multilayer dielectric stack which is tuned to be highly reflecting at the wavelength 
and angle of incidence used. However, this multilayer coating will reduce the 
nonreciprocal polarization rotation induced by the magnetic field. Statz et al. 
(1985) give an example of the magnetic mirror. A thin layer of manganese bismuth 
(MnBi) is deposited onto a mirror substrate and a multilayer dielectric mirror is 
deposited over the magnetic layer. The dielectric indices used are 2.3 and 1.35, 
corresponding to high-index layers of zinc sulphide and low-index layers of 
magnesium fluoride. The trade-off between reflection loss and magneto-optic bias 
is apparent. With four layer pairs, the nominally 50% loss of the bare MnBi is 
reduced to about 1%, at the Kerr rotation is simultaneollsly reduced from about 
1.5° to about 1.5 min. Different dielectric coatings can be used for other loss level 
(or Faraday bias levels), but all feasible overcoating are expected to have the same 
quality factor of about 1.3 min of rotation per % of loss. This corresponds to 
about 143 kHz bias per % loss for the MnBi mirror and a 25 cm-pathlength ring 
laser gyroscope. The reflectivity reduction of the magnetic mirror reduces the 
sensitivity of a ring laser· gyroscope as we will discussed later. This inherent 
problem of the magnetic mirrors has not been solved up to now (Bilger 1992) and 
no further report about the progress of the multioscillator ring laser gyroscopes is 
available. 
Another means of realizing a nonreciprocal polarization rotation without the 
addition of optical components to the ring is to use the Faraday rotation of the 
excited laser gain medium (e.g. Sanders, Anderson, and Scully, 1978). One need 
simply introduce a magnetic field component along the axis of the gas discharge. 
External permanent magnets or electromagnets can be used. This field induces a 
Faraday rotation by means of a splitting of the laser transition known as the 
Zeeman effect. 
Some special problems are encountered with the Zeeman-biased laser (Statz 
et al. 1985). One is that the output bias, as shown in Eq. (5.12), /j,F R - /j,F L, 
depends upon the gyroscope centre frequency, the average frequency of the 
counterrotating modes, and in particular on the detuning of (or difference 
between) this average frequency of ring laser with respect to the centre of the gain 
curve. Statz et al. (1985) shows that the bias of the beat frequency of a ring laser 
is approximately 100 Hz when the averaged frequency of the ring laser has a 
detuning per MHz with respect to the centre of the gain curve, with a magnetic 
field of 3.5 x 10-3 T. In general, the higher the magnetic field, the larger this 
sensitivity on mode frequency becomes. The average mode frequency, which would 
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change as the ring expands under temperature changes, is normally stabilized using 
a servo loop and a movable mirror to compensate the pathlength changes. To 
maintain the output bias stable to within 10-2 Hz, about 100 Hz stability of the 
centre frequency is necessary even with a relatively low Zeeman splitting of 100 
kHz while the magnetic field is about 3.5 x 10-3 T. For a ring laser with the cavity 
length of 25 cm (corresponding to the free spectral range of 1.2 GHz), this 
o 
requires stabilizing the cavity length to 5 x 10-4 A, which may be difficult. 
This stabilisation constraint may be seen as follows. To maintain o[ = 100 
Hz, for the Newport SR-130 supercavity (6v = 6 GHz), the cavity length change 
01 = (/\j2)(0[/6//) = (633 x 10-9/2)(102/6 x 109) = 5.1 X 10-15 m. For the 4 m 
ring (6v = 86 MHz), this requires a cavity length change {j[ = 633 X 10-9 (102/ 86 
X 106) = 7.3 X 10-13 m. Assuming a frequency stability of 1 MHz as the lowest 
requirement for the beat frequency stabilization, the cavity length change should 
be less than 01 = 7.3 x 10-9 m. In an experiment where we locked the NL-1 laser 
frequency to the resonance of the Newport SR-130 supercavity (with a linewidth 
of 100 kHz), the requirement for the cavity length is that the change be less than 
01 = (633 x 10-9/2)(105/6 x 109) = 5.1 X 10-12 m. This may explain why the 
device was then microphonic. 
Even if the path length can be maintained, there is still a four-frequency 
bias contribution for large magnetic fields which itself depends upon temperature 
because the Doppler linewidth, and hence also the gain and dispersion, are 
functions of the temperature. 
5.8 Self-biased ring laser gyroscope 
Self-biasing a ring laser (Scully et al. 1978, Anderson et al. 1979, 1980) is another 
approach to overcome the problem of niode locking in conventional ring laser. 
This theoretical work led to the conclusion that the presence of an additional pair 
of modes oscillating in the cavity could significantly reduce the lock-in threshold 
because of nonlinear coupling effects. In this scheme one would have, for example, 
a pair of TEMoo/l counterpropagating modes,' and then a pair of (in general 
weaker) TEMo1/1 modes; or the second pair could have a different longitudinal 
mode number. An internally generated bias was expected to occur when the laser 
was pumped hard enough that the second pair of modes was brought above 
threshold. Experiments (Scully et al. 1978, Anderson et at. 1979) indeed show a 
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reduction of lock-in in this type of laser. In one particular experiment (Anderson 
et al. 1980) the lock-in region vanished. A self-induced bias was observed that 
changed sign when the direction of rotation was changed. 
The interest of this approach is obvious, because it may lead to the simplest 
practical laser gyroscope so far, with no moving parts, no intracavity elements, and 
no applied external magnetic fields or complicated mirror arrangements. The 
authors did not point out the disadvantage of this scheme in the literature. Tn our 
experiments, we find that this self-bias depends on the intensities of the modes, 
which will be discussed in Chapter 8. Since this bias is induced by the coupling 
between the four modes, the fluctuation of the intensities of the modes caused by 
the competition between the modes is a major problem. 
5.9 Pulsed ring laser gyroscopes 
A pulsed ring laser gyroscope (Buholz and Chodorow 1967, Wax and Chodorow 
1972) used another scheine to overcome the lock-in problem caused by the 
backscattering of the counterpropagating beams on the cavity mirrors. The idea is 
to isolate the counterpropagating beams by operating the ring laser in many axial 
modes, and phase locking them using intracavity loss or phase modulation 
techniques. When phase locked in such a manner, the two beams travel in pulses 
which are much shorter than the optical path of the cavity; thus the 
counterpropagating pulses are only coincident when the pulses overlap, and better 
isolation between them is achieved. Buholz and Chodorow (1967) used an 
acousto-optic modulator in a ring cavity with the perimeter P = 411 cm giving a 
round trip time Pie = 1.4 x 10-9 sec. The pulse duration was roughly 1/15 (100 
ps) of the round trip time of the cavity. The threshold of the lock-in frequency 
was reduced to 150 Hz, which is two orders of magnitude better than the same 
system without modulation. Theol'etical (Wax 1972) and experimental (Wax and 
Chodorow 1972) studies of the phase modulation technique in a ring laser showed 
a similar result, where a 4 m-Iength ring was used and the limit of rotation sensing 
was about 15 deg/h. 
In general, the lock-in band, the range of rotation rate n for which the beat 
frequency goes to zero, of a pulsed ring laser is given by (Christian and Rosker 
1991) 
(5.13) 
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where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient for the scattered light, TD is the 
pulse duration, and T' = sic where s is the separation between the scatterer and 
the pulse overlap point. From this relation, it is easy to see that the lock-in band 
is greatly reduced when the pulse duration is a small fraction of the cavity 
perimeter. 
The development of ultrashort pulse lasers made possible a new approach: 
the ultrashort pulse ring laser gyroscope. Christian and Rosker (1991) 
demonstrated a 100 picosecond pulsed diode ring laser gyroscope, which is 
attractive for gyro applications since diode lasers have many desirable properties, 
such as small size, high efficiency, reliability, low cost, and low power consumption. 
Within the lirnits of the system resolution (- 20 kHz), Christian and Rosker have 
observed no frequency locking behavior in the device. 
Gnass et al. (1991) demonstrated the Sagnac effect in a colliding pulse 
mode-locked (CPM) dye ring laser. The laser was a six-mirror, two-prism CPM 
dye laser that produces 100 MHz pulse train near 610 nm. The pulses had a 
bandwidth of 2 11m (1.5 THz), corresponding to 195 fs pulse duration. With a 
cavity area A = 0.18 m2, the perimeter P = 3 111, a sensitivity for the rotation rate 
of 10-3 Hz, corresponding to a rotational sensitivity of 1.3 x 103 deg/h, is achieved. 
In principle, the resolution of a pulse ring laser is affected by its spectrum 
width. For a gaussian pulse E(t) = exp(-O't2)expi(wot + /3t2), its time-bandwidth 
product T pI;:"fp = (21n2/7I")[1 + (/3/0/]1/2, where T p is the pulsewidth defined in 
usual FWHM fashion and related to the parameter 0:' by T p = (2In2/ayl2, LJ.fp is 
the FWHM spectral width and LJ.f/J = (2102)1/2/11"(0:'2 + /32)1/2 (Siegman 1986). 'The 
minimum or ullchirped (/3 = 0) value of the time-bandwidth product is thus T pLJ.fp 
~ 0.44. For a gaussian pulse with a pulse width of 100 ps, the FWHM of its 
spectrum LJ.fp 4.4 GHz, which is about 12 orders in magnitude larger than that 
of the Canterbury ring laser. Therefore, the resolutIon of a pulse ring laser is 
much lower than the continuous wave laser with the same area cavity. 
5.10 Argon ion ring laser 
An experimental result of an argon ion ring laser with 1.4 m2 as a gyroscope has 
been reported by Hbling (University of Southern California, Los Angeles, USA), 
Leuchs (Nanomach AG, Buchs, Switzerland), Ruder (Universitiit Tubingen, 
Tubingen, Germany), Schneider (Technische Universitat Munchen, Munchen, 
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Germany) (1992). One of the purposes of their developing an argon ion ring laser 
is the potential application in astronomy. Fluctuations of the Earth's rotation 
which are of the order of 10-8 to 10-9 o'E are measured today by simultaneous 
data taking runs of several radio telescopes on a long baseline and over periods of 
hours to days. If ring laser gyroscopes could be improved to a sensitivity of 10-9 
nE or better, they would provide a much easier method for carrying out these 
measurements in real time. 
Eq. (5.3) shows that the scale factor S is proportional to the area of the 
cavity. Besides, the fundamental sensitivity limit D.f,.",s is inversely proportional to 
the square root of the power of the ring laser. In order to design a ring laser with 
a higher accuracy, I-Iming et af. (1992) decided to both enlarge the area to above 
1 m2 and to choose as the lasing medium argon ion gas which should provide a 
circulating power of the order of 100 W inside the cavity, which is larger than that 
of He-Ne lasers by two orders of magnitude. 
Several serious problems have been encountered in their experiments. The 
first is the beat frequency shift, which they attributed to the flow of the medium 
inside the plasma tube causing a frequency difference of the counterpropagating 
waves due to the Fresnel-Fizeau effect (Aronowitz 1971). Four different 
configurations have been tested. Of these, two setups use two discharge tubes with 
opposite polarities, in turn, with opposite currents in the two discharge tubes to 
cancel the bias each other, as used in He-Ne ring lasers (Chow et ai. 1985). 
However, it turned out that in none of the four configurations could the expected 
beat frequency of about 100 Hz due to Earth's rotation be detected. Instead there 
was a beat frequency from 15 - 45 kHz with a linewidth of 0.5 - 1 kHz. 
The gas inside the plasma tube consists mainly of argon atoms at a pressure 
of 0.25 Torr of which approximately several percent are ionized. Not only ions and 
electrons are flowing, but also the neutral argon atoms exhibit a drift since they 
are dragged by the charged particles. The magnitudes of these flows depend 
critically on parameters such as the geometry of the discharge tube, its bore radius, 
and the exact percentage of ionized argon atoms. In addition, for a quantitative 
calculation of the beat frequency shift due to the Fresnel-Fizeau effect, the index 
of refraction due to argon atoms, ions, and free electrons needs to be determined. 
In the case of the argon ions with whose lasing transition the light is in resonance, 
further uncertainties come into play. The total losses of the resonator affect the 
popUlation inversion and therefore the index of refraction due to the argon ions as 
can be seen by the Kramers-Kronig relation (Bennett 1977). For all reasons given, 
the phenomena inside an argon plasma tube are so complex that a quantitative 
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determination of the contributions caused by argon atoms, ions, and electrons to 
the beat frequency due to Fresnel-Fizeau effect cannot be given, and a 
comparison with the experimental results is not possible (Holing et al. 1992). 
The second major problem is the large frequency lock-in region as two or 
four Brewster windows for the discharge tubes, and an etalon for selecting the 
single longitudinal mode have been used in the cavity in their different 
configurations. The frequency locking thresholds for the four configurations are 
from 2 - 7 kHz, which is much larger than the nominal beat frequency (- 100 Hz) 
of their ring laser frequency expected by the earth rotation. 
As a result, the sensitivity of their argon ring laser is about 2-3 Oli" 
5.11 Comparison of laser gyroscopes 
The development of ring laser gyroscopes is an active field. Potential markets for 
these instruments range from commercial applications in navigation system for 
marine, land, general and commercial aviation vehicles, to space and military 
applications (Stowell et al. 1978, Martin 1986, Kim and Shaw 1986). With these 
incentives, the ring laser gyroscope field is quite competitive. There are as many as 
seven major United States corporations (e.g. Honeywell Inc., Sperry Corp., Litton 
Industries.) as well as additional European (e.g. Thomson CSF in Orsay, France; 
Standard Elektril Lorenz in Stuttgart, Germany) and Japanese companies (e.g. 
Mitsubishi Electric Corp.) which are lmown to be active in the ring laser field 
(Statz et al. 1985, Martin 1986, Kim and Shaw 1986, Takahashi et al. 1990). 
Many universities in laser and optics worldwide are also involved in ring 
laser research, such as the Optical Sciences Center, University of Arizona at 
Tucson, AZ (e.g. Chow et al. 1980, 1985), the Institute for Modern Optics, 
University of New Mexico at Albuquerque, NM (e.g. Chow et al. 1985), the 
Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, MA (e.g. Sanders et al. 1981), University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 
(e.g. Christian and Mandel, 1988), Stanford University (e.g. Kim and Shaw 1986) 
etc. 
Each of the different types of the laser gyroscopes discussed here has 
different advantages and problems, induced by different mechanism. The ring laser 
constructed at Canterbury is for high precision measurement, therefore high 
sensitivity of the instrument is particularly important for the project. The 
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sensitivities achieved in the various laser gyroscopes are summarised as shown in 
the Table 5.1. It should be pointed out that few conferences are dedicated to ring 
laser gyroscopes because most work and data are regarded as proprietary 
information by the ring laser manufacturers. All the data presented in this table 
are from an exhaustive search of the open literature of science and engineering. 
Table 5.1 Comparison of laser gyroscope sensitivity 
Type 
Planar active ring laser 
Passive ring cavity 
Passive fibre resonator 
Passive fibre coil 
Multioscillator ring laser 
Pulsed ring laser 
Argon ion ring laser 
Canterbury ring laser 
Sensitivity 
(deg/h) 
10-3 
5.6 >< 10-3 
4.8 >< 10-3 
3.2 >< 10-4 
2.7 ><10-3 
1.3 >< 103 
30 - 45 
2.4 >< 10-6 
Reference 
Chow et al. 1985 
Sander et al. 1981 
Takabashi et al.1990 
Moeller et al. 1989 
Statz et al. 1985 
Gnass et al. 1991 
Holing et al. 1992 
Stedman et al. 1993 
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Chapter 6 
Ring laser experiments 
This chapter is concerned with the major focus of this thesis and of the ring laser 
research program at the University of Canterbury, conveniently termed the 
"Canterbury ring laser". Much of my course work for the Ph.D. thesis has been 
spent in experimental development on this and on related topics. There are several 
topics to be covered here, which overlap in many ways with each other and with 
the other chapters of this thesis. Somewhat more rounded if relatively brief 
overviews of the ring laser program are given in the recent group publications (e.g. 
Stedman et ai. 1993 and references therein). 
This part of the thesis is a further (and often more specific) announcement 
of the success of this project than is given in the group's publications. Together 
with those publications, our account makes an interesting and reassuring contrast 
with recent negative statements about the usefulness of large ring lasers for 
precision purposes. For example, a highly respected worker in ring gyroscopes 
(Rodloff 1989) has stated that useful (precision) rings with a perimeter greater 
than 60 cm are essentially impossible to achieve: "Aber bereits an dieser Stelle 
wird deutlich, dass der in der Literatur haufig diskutierte «Superkreisel» mit 
vielen Metern Umfang ziemlich sinn10s ist. So laesst sich z.E. zeigen, class del' 
Einfluss des Quantenrauschens bei Resonatoren mit Laengen von mehr als 50-60 
cm durch eine weitere Steigerung der Abmessungen kaum noch verbessert werden 
kann ... trotz aller Geometrle-Regler so kompakt und solide wie irgend moglich 
aufgebaut werden muss. Eine Resonatorlaenge von 60 cm bei einer Blockdicke 
von 44 mm scheint hier ein guter Kompromiss zu sein." Or, roughly translated: 
"However, already at this level the often-discussed "Supergyro" with a path length 
of several metres makes no sense ... The influence of quantum noise can hardly be 
improved by increases in the length of the resonator beyond 50-60 cm ... in spite 
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of all possible regulation of the geometrical shape .. A resonator of length 60 cm 
on a 44 mm block is a good compromise." Certainly a simple polygon with an area 
of the order of square metres will never be a field instmment. However, more 
than this objection is implied by the above sweeping dismissal of large rings. 
In tracing the source of and reasons for Rodloffs arriving at this assertion, 
Professor Bilger has noted (private communication) that Rodloffs basis for this 
claim is in part a conference article which he references (Simpson 1988). Simpson 
makes the above point that an instrument of greater size than say 60 cm is likely 
to be unwieldy, and that is not disputed. However the statements by Simpson and 
Rodloff to the effect that for rings with a perimeter greater than 60 cm quantum 
noise falls off slowly appear to be derived from a curious error of interpretation. 
Figure 1 of Simpson (1988) plots quantum noise against ring perimeter, and the 
knee of this curve corresponds to perimeters of a few tens of centimetres. It thus 
seems that the position of this knee is one origin of the Simpson-Rodloff claim. 
Indeed Simpson explicitly says: "The quantum limit is found to improve sharply for 
small cavity lengths and less sharply for lengths over 23 cm." However, the position 
of this knee is itself purely an artefact of the choice of scale; the curve is a graph 
of y = kx! and by suitable expansion of the scale of the y axis, the knee can be 
moved to any perimeter. Quantum noise itself does not dictate an intrinsic length 
scale of this kind. 
The successful operation of the Canterbury ring laser shows that it is 
possible to achieve mechanical stability to a level at which the advantages of the 
long path length of the previously hypothetical "supergyro" derided by Rodloff in 
the above words are achieved in practice for quantum noise. 
As another, we note again (see chapter 5) the total failure of what in some 
ways was a very similar project at a prestigious and much better funded laboratory 
(Holing et at. 1992), incidentally for a variety of reasons which were obvious to 
Professor Bilger from the principles of their design as dooming that laser from the 
outset. (For example, their use of very high excitation current density of the order 
of 1000 A/cm2 for their Ar laser, partly with the aim of reducing quantum [shot] 
noise, induces a complex flow of the laser medium and enormous dispersion 
effects which would swamp the desired observations. As another example, one of 
their ring mirrors is designed to have 'nearly 00 incidence so as nearly to 
retroreflect the beam and so to induce a cancellation of drag effects on the beam. 
This strategy has a catastrophic effect on backscatter and so locldn. This 
cautionary tale points to the value of the detailed description given in this chapter. 
The combination of high finesse and high area achieved in the Canterbury ring 
laser has yielded a working instrument which we believe to be unique at the 
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present time. This is reflected in the unprecedentedly high capabilities for 
frequency resolution in this instrument which are reported in this chapter. 
In this chapter I describe relevant aspects of the major experimental project 
itself, in which I shared and of which this thesis forms a part; in particular, the 
construction, basic operation and initial results of the ring laser. Further results in 
connection with the parameters of frequency pulling are discussed in chapter 7. 
The period of my study for the Ph.D. degree overlaps with all the major stages of 
this project. 
In Section 6.1 I describe the components and construction of the ring laser. 
This is a brief record of some major features not previously documented for 
archival purposes, regardless of the workers involved. There is special emphasis on 
those matters in which I participated as one of the team. The operational 
techniques are discussed, in particular the alignment procedures in whose 
development I played a major part. Also incorporated here are some general 
operational notes adapted from those compiled initially by Professor Stedman. 
In Section 6.2 I discllss the methods and results of the analysis of the beat 
frequency data from the Canterbury ring. In particular, I show that not only does 
the Canterbury ring laser facility have the capability of unprecedentedly high 
resolution, but our present method of signal analysis has an additional and 
significant advantage over current practice in ring laser gyroscopes. We record the 
waveform, as sampled several times in one period, rather than merely count 
fringes; subsequently we use numerical methods based on the fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) and the Hilbert transform or analytic signal. I show that as a 
direct consequence we are able to improve very considerably on the precision of 
measurement attained in otherwise identical systems where fringe counting 
methods are employed. In particular, we consistently measure the beat frequency 
between counterrotating modes in a single run of say 320 s duration at a precision 
which corresponds to the magnitude of the quantum limit on the beat frequency 
linewidth; there is no need to average over many such runs. The improvement in 
measurement resolution attainable by this method as compared to that obtained 
by counting beats is typically a factor of 30 or greater. 
In Section 6.3 I describe some preliminary measurements of ring lasers. A 
line position in the Fourier spectrum of the ring output gives the value of a beat 
frequency. This has been measured routinely with an accuracy of better than 1 
mHz in runs whose typical duration is 16 s, and in one favourable case an 
accuracy of 11 pI-Iz in a run lasting 320 s. This last measurement corresponds to a 
fractional accuracy of 0.16 ppm in the measurement of a beat frequency when 
expressed as a ratio with the earth-rotation-induced frequency of 68.75 Hz, and 
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suggests that the system has the potential to be sensitive to changes in rotational 
frequency at the level of 1.6 x 10-7 of the beat frequency (68.75 Hz) 
corresponding to the projection of the earth rotational rate DE on the area of the 
ring. As a fraction of the frequency of the laser radiation itself, this level of 
precision corresponds to parts in 1020 • In practice, however, and for reasons 
discussed in Chapter 8, the drift in beat frequency between runs is at present very 
much greater than this figure, and longer-term gyroscope-type measurements are 
likely to have rather greater errors, approaching the 1 mHz (or 100 ppm) level, 
with the present system. The cause of this is not an intrinsic limitation (say from 
mechanical instability, as envisaged by Rodloff) of a ring with such a long 
perimeter, but the present problems with fully baking out the ring components and 
so maintaining long-term gas purity. Nevertheless, a figure of 1 ppm for beat 
frequency precision is a realistic indicator of the capabilities of the Canterbury ring 
laser system for certain Ultra-precise measurements of nonreciprocal optical 
effects. For example, field-induced effects similar to but much weaker than the 
effect whose observation is discussed in chapter 5 could be detected by combining 
the above numerical techniques with phase sensitive detection techniques. 
For achieving a stable beat frequency of a ring laser, the single longitudinal 
mode operation is necessary. This is particularly important for our ring laser as the 
free spectral range of our ring is very small (only 86 MHz) compared the gain 
linewidth (~2 GHz for equal isotope mixture of Ne20 and Ne22). The mode 
structure of the Canterbury ring cavity is monitored by using the scanning 
Fabry-Perot supercavity (model SR-130 from Newport, Fountain valley, Calif. 
USA). The work reported in other chapters of this thesis on the dynamic 
response of a scanning Fabry-Perot cavity represents material relevant to this 
second approach. 
6.1 Ring laser facility 
6.1.1. Basic construction and equipment of the ring laser itself 
The Canterbury ring laser is sited in the Cashmere war bunker, serendipitously 
revealed on national television in the early stages of this project. As a group, we 
are most grateful to members of the Cracroft-Wilson family and to the Canterbury 
Hospital Board for permission to use this facility and for access to electricity, 
telephone and water. 
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According to the standard theory of the Sagnac effect (Section 5.2), the beat 
frequency induced by earth rotation has the form 
(6.1) 
In this equation the earth rotation rate OB is 7.2722 X 10-5 rad S-l. The (vacuum) 
wavelength ;'\ is 633.0 nm, corresponding to a frequency of the lasing transition is 
473.6 ± 0.1 THz. The area A of the ring is defined by the integral !pr x dl around 
its contour. In our case it was determined by direct measurement of the lengths of 
the arms to an accuracy approaching 1 mm, and then adjusting these lengths 
minimally within the measurement errors so as to conform with the more 
accurately known perimeter P of 3.47710 ± 0.00010 m, itself determined from the 
measured beat frequency between adjacent longitudinal modes of 86.218 ± 0.002 
MHz. This beat frequency was obtained by using a low (50 n) resistor in the final 
dynode of the PMT detector, whose output was then mixed in a transformer with 
an oven-controlled 60 MHz signal of ppm accuracy. The beat frequency of 26.218 
MHz was detected by a suitable radio receiver. This gave linear dimensions of 
900.0 ± 0.2 mm, 838.5 ± 0.2 nun, and an area 0.7547 ± 0.0005 m2 • This in turn has 
to be projected on the equatorial great circle, which requires a factor cos(A + hr) 
where A is the latitude. The geographic longitude and latitude of this site is 
estimated (to 5", from Lands and Survey maps with neighbouring grid points at 5' 
intervals) to be 172°37"20" E, 43°34'37" S. Hence the projected area at this rate 
of rotation induces a beat frequency of 
~f = 68.75 ± 0.06 Hz. 
The error in this value reflects principally the accuracy of adjusting the table to be 
horizontal, and ignores pulling and dispersion effects (chapters 7, 8). 
The Canterbury ring laser is designed to realise the potential of the recent 
advances in supermirror technology. So that the cavity finesse is maximised, the 
beam paths are entirely in the helium-neon gas and intersect no interface. Once 
however one has such high-quality rings, in principle, the Rayleigh scattering of 
neutral neon gas is a significant and ultimate limiting factor on finesse. We 
reproduce here some unpublished work of Professor H R Bilger on this matter. It 
is assumed that dipole scattering off individual atoms dominates; the atomic 
dimensions are small compared to the wavelength, and the mean free path is large 
compared to the wavelength at a pressure of a few torr (they become comparable 
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at - 135 torr). The total scattered power off one induced dipole is . 
(6.2) 
where the dipole moment Wo = aEo = a~2 E RMs in an electric field Eo with a 
polaris ability 
(6.3) 
with n 2 = c as the macroscopic relative dielectric constant of the gas, and Nil is 
the volume density of scatterers ([or an ideal gas p = NllkT). Hence the total 
scattered power on a beam of area A traversing a length L is 
(6.4) 
from which, together with the Lorentz-Lorenz formula n-1 ex Nil, the extinction 
coefficient can be calculated as 
_-1_327r 3 T op( 1)21 
", - 3 \ 4 N n - )../>0 To 
1\ 0 P 0 (6.5) 
At standard conditions (Po = 101 kPa = 1 atm, To = 273 K, p - 300 Pa, nair - 1 
= 2.79 X 10-4, 'hIe - 1 = 0.3500 X 10-4, No (Lodschmidt number) = 2.687 X 1025, 
this translates into an upper bound for the quality factor Q of order 1014, about 
two orders of magnitude above the level expected for the present ring with mirrors 
of the quality supplied. 
The limitations are therefore entirely in the mirror quality. Supermirror 
coatings were generously provided by Tony Louderback of Ojai Research, Ojai, 
Calif., USA. Zerodur blanks were used which have 0.1 nm rms surface roughness 
(Le.· smoothness to atomic dimensions), achieved through ion beam milling with 
argon and nitrogen beams. The ion-beam deposition process coated Si02/Ti02 
),,/4 layers give losses which were measured to be 4 ppm due to scattering (TIS), 
4-10 ppm from transmission (as designed, by the choice of the number of layers), 
and absorption (by difference) of 7 ppm, approaching that currently measured for 
the bulk materials; however it has recently been argued (Bilger et al. 1993, 
submitted for publication) that the true limits on mirror reflectance in principle 
are set by other and more fundamental loss mechanisms- the Urbach tails of the 
ultraviolet absorption dominating - and the thermodynamic limits on density 
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fluctuations, which together point to a fundamental limit of the order of parts per 
billion in reflection loss. At the present time, the observed total reduction in 
reflection is then 15 ppm or less, corresponding to a reflectivity greater than or 
equal to 99.9985%. After extended use in our environment the total losses 
increased significantly; mirror cleanliness and the associated problem of laser gas 
purity have been our most severe problems. 
A novel feature of ollr design, as far as ring laser gyroscopes are concerned, 
is the use of radio frequency excitation. This is operated by an RF Power 
Laboratories M150M radio-frequency system incOlvorating an RS Components 
LSG-17 signal generator and an rf amplifier. In our application it was tunable over 
20 - 50 MHz and with powers of 0 - 50 W. This was fed into a cylindrical drive 
unit encircling one side of the ring cavity (itself defined by a fused silica tube of 
inner diameter 4-5 mm, which served also as an aperture to help to isolate 
longitudinal modes of the ring cavity). The structure of the RF discharge is 
schematically presented in the upper figure and its matching circuit is shown in the 
lower figure of Fig. (6.1) .. 
BNC 
slot 
Input .......... - ...... ---. 
Copper ahield 
220 DIm 
60mmDIAM 
A 
9 turns 
B 
170 pF 
Fig. 6.1. Schematic of the RF discharge device and its matching circuit. 
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The drive unit consisted of a coil with 90 turns of 1 mm enamelled copper 
wire on a PTFE former with OD 1.175" and length 8.3". Both ends are earthed on 
metal cheeks. The input r.f. is supplied through a matching optimiser (LC 
adjustment, ldndly loaned by Dr T J Seed) via a BNe connector to a tap 2 turns 
from the return lead (at one end). The whole winding is surrounded by a 2" ID 
copper shield containing some slots for viewing the plasma. This system with the 
exterior box containing the optimiser for fine tuning the (7r) matching proved to 
have reasonable r.f. resonance properties, with a quality factor greater than 10. 
This item has now gone through several redesigns, and the latest is yet to be 
tested. The r.f. frequency was initially taken as 27 MHz, but more recently with 
the advent of different drive units was raised to approximately 48 MHz. One-way 
power transmission was measured on an RF Power SWR meter #612-221 (1.80 -
200 MHz). The use of radio frequency avoids the Fresnel-Fizeau effect (Aronowitz 
1971, Holing et al. 1992) on the beat frequency which is associated with dc 
excitation. The laser gas is a 7:1 mixture of He:Ne with a nominal total pressure of 
2.3 Torr (300 Pa); however this total pressure can successfully be varied over an 
order of magnitude, and the proportion of neon also can be varied quite 
significantly, typically by a factor of 2. This RF discharge system works well and 
shows no noticeable bias or null shift in the beat frequency in our experiments; 
the expected beat frequency arising from earth rotation agrees with the upper 
limiting value of the observed beat frequency, when enriched neon is used to avoid 
mode pushing, to within 1 Hz. 
Our design aimed to achieve single mode operation of the ring by reducing 
the 'gain so that all longitudinal modes except one would be starved, and with it 
the transverse modes. This was amenable to a simple but absolutely vital check of 
the feasibility of our design, one of the first vital design calculations by Professor 
Bilger in contemplating the project: would the relatively small spacing of the 
longitudinal modes, compared to the width of the gain curve of the HeNe plasma, 
mean that amplification would he reduced to such a level that - given the low 
transmission of our mirrors - output power would be reduced to a level at which 
detection became impossible and/or quantum noise dominated? It was shown by 
Professor Bilger that in fact for a ring of our size this is by no means a danger at 
least in principle. Starving all modes near the wings of the gain curve should mean 
that the one remaining mode in the centre would have sufficient net gain, thanks 
to the curvature in the gain curve, to produce an output beam at each mirror of 
30 n W, when conventional detectIon techniques are perfectly adequate. Nor was 
quantum noise predicted to inhibit the potential of the ring, so that the strategy of 
using maximal power to lower quantum noise with all the attendant complexities 
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resulting from multimode instabilities was unnecessary. We comment in Sec 6. 3 
how well this prediction worked out in practice. 
For further mechanical and thermal stability the mirrors are mounted in 
superinvar holders, which rest on a 1 x 1 m2 Zerodur plate, itself on a granite 
base. From the Schott Mainz catalogues we glean the properties of Zerodur. In 
the temperature range 0 - 50 DC the mean linear coefficient of thermal expansion 
is guaranteed to be less than 15 x 10-8 1(-1 for the third (worst) expansion class. 
Typically the figure is much lower than this, and a typical plot of longitudinal 
expansion with temperature is given in Figure (6.2). The differential thermal 
expansion coefficient plotted in Figure (6.3) reveals a minimum at approximately 
the temperature of the Cashmere Cavern (13-15 DC) of -5 x 10-8• 
The mean specific heat of Zerodur (20 - 1000 C) is 0.S21 J g- I ICl, its 
thermal conductivity (SO-100° C) 1.64 W m-1ICI, thermal diffusivity (20°C) S x 
10-7 s-l, and its maximum operating temperature to avoid hysteresis and 
degradation of the expansion coefficient is recommended as 150°C. These figures 
were useful to us in indicating the possible limits on bakeout temperature, which 
ultimately was limited by the stability of the Viton O-rings, and as contributing to 
the thermal stability of the ring system. 
The helium permeability of Zerodur at 20°C of 1.6 x 106 atoms per 
cm s bar was perfectly adequate in our sheet (1.2 m x 1.2 m x 25 mm, from 
Schott Garscho Pty Ltd, Terrey Hills NSW Australia; of unspecified expansion 
class) to act as the bottom cover of the corner boxes. 
The high dielectric constant of Zerodur (c,. = 7.4) and loss (tanb = 0.0155 
at 1 MHz, 25°C) made it unsuitable in the near vicinity of the radio frequency 
exciter, which for this and other reasons needed shielding from the base plate. 
The density (2.53 x 103 kg m-3 ) and Young's modulus (9.1 x 1010 N m-2) of 
Zerodur with those (estimated) of granite were of interest also in the design of the 
mounts for these basal plates; they were suspended on four worm-screw-adjustable 
pantographs, so that the table tilt could be altered with the ring in situ. The aim 
here was to minimise the droop of the base plates around the localised pressure 
points of these mounts. 
The bending tensile strength of Zerodur, typically of 5 x 107 N m-3 for a 
90% chance of breakage, meant more to us after an attempt to avoid sealing 
problems with O-rings by using Ton'Seal to bond one stainless steel corner box to 
the Zerodur. The subsequent baking out had the unforeseen effect of shattering a 
chunlc of the Zerodur at that corner on account of the expansion of the stainless 
steel, with attendant loss of usefulness of this corner area and the enforced 
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Fig. 6.2. Thermal expansion of Zerodur as a function of temperature in comparison to 
fused silica. From Scholt Garscho Ply Ltd. 
--+-----+----- --
Fig. 6.3. The differential thermal expansion coefficient, which gives information on the 
longitudinal constancy of Zerodur during temperature changes within the 'temperature range 
of _2710 C to 1500 C. From SchoU Garscho Ply Ltd. 
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reduction of the dimensions of our laser to those quoted elsewhere in this thesis. 
Subsequently though belatedly, it was found that similar problem'! were found at 
the Mount John telescope facility, where (fortunately small) chunks had been torn 
out of the rear of the (Zerodur) telescope mirror by thermal expansion of certain 
mechanical items when so bonded to the mirror. 
111e index of refraction of Zerodur is inferred to be 1.5398 at 633 nm (more 
generally, 1.5398 - 5.06 x 10-5(/\(11111) - 633)) over the range 540 - 660 11m); this 
was most useful in determining the refractive transverse displacements on 
transmission at a mirror when the angle of incidence was 45°. The Rayleigh scatter 
R90 was of the order of 5 x 10-1 Ill-I, and the intensity transmission of a 5 mm 
and a 25 mm slab at 633 nm are approximately 88%, 76% respectively; this 
represents a significant but not serious loss within the output mirror. 
From the thermal expansion coefficient of Zerodur '(taken now to be a 
conservative figure of 10-7 IC l ), we find a change in the optical path length P of 
the Canterbury ring laser with temperature change of the order of 0.4 Itm K- 1, 
Hence a temperature rise of the order of 0.5 K will take the laser through one 
free spectral range (oP ::::/\/4), which is a far greater change than is tolerable for 
stable ring performance, inducing as it would not only major dispersive shifts 
(Chapter 8) but even the collapse of lasing in the longitudinal mode under study, 
This points the need for a thermostatically stabilised environment, such as the cave 
(whose diurnal temperature fluctuations could in principle be reduced to 
millikelvin). Even this assumes that the Zerodur plate is mechanically isolated 
from the granite. In fact, no lubricant is applied to the Zerodur-granite interface 
at this stage; various possibilities have been contemplated (teflon, roller bearings), 
but the mechanical complications and the effects of fine dust or grease in the 
environment has inhibited experimentation in view of our mirror contamination 
problems. To the extent that the Zerodur is mechanically restricted by the granite 
base, then, this ultimate stability will be degraded in practice; the granite 
expansion coefficient is estimated to be of the order of 10-5 IC t, and if this were 
unchecked by the Zeroclur base, this would give rise to path length variations of 50 
Itm K"t, or a free spectral range shift corresponding to a 10 mK temperature 
change. This would have a quite disastrous effect on the stability of our ring 
output over the period of time in which the temperature changed by this amount. 
In the Rutherford building this would make the gathering of any significant data 
impossible, and in the Cashmere cavern under present conditions, where 
incomplete thermal sealing for the adits etc. is presently achieved, this would limit 
runs to a few seconds or perhaps minutes at best. Our observations (reported later 
in this chapter) show that runs of 16 s length achieving 1 mHz precision in the 
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beat frequency can be achieved in the Rutherford building, and that within the 
Cashmere cavern the ring laser perimeter changes by the order of a quarter 
wavelength on the typical time scale of hours. It was observed during alignment 
phases that once interference fringes were achieved, they were stable in the 
Rutherford building for seconds at least and under good conditions for minutes, 
and in the cave for minutes, under good conditions for hours. Either the Zerodur 
is largely serving its intended purpose, and tends to be mechanically decoupled 
from the granite, or (since that is unlikely in view of the high coefficient of friction 
between such rough surfaces, and the relatively thin plate of Zerodur we employ) 
the thermal conductivity and capacity of the granite-Zerodur system make it 
respond relatively slowly to changes in ambient temperature. 
The superinvar holders were machined from hot rolled slabs of 32.5 
Pe-Ni-Co solid solution austenite from Scientific Alloys Inc. Westerly RI USA, 
and have a thermal expansion coefficient of approximately 2 x 10-7 K-1• Since the 
mirror holder is mounted directly on the Zerodur plate, and its linear dimensions 
are of the order of a few centimetres, the effect on the ring laser path length of 
the extra thermal expansion induced by the relatively poor properties of superinvar 
is negligible in comparison with that of the Zerodur base. Indeed, we have 
recently used stainless steel for the mirror holders, as a compromise (on account 
of its more ready machinability) while fighting the rather more severe problems of 
gas-handling and vacuum cleanliness. If the cavern were to approach its ultimate 
thermal stability and if the expansion of the stainless steel holder were measured 
from a point whose horizontal position was defined (by a suitable weight-bearing 
pin contacting the Zerodur base) to be less than a millimetre from the pole of the 
mirror, stainless steel mirror holders could in principle be an adequate permanent 
solution; but these conditions are not currently achieved, and would in any case 
have been utterly impossible of fulfilment for the measurements taken in the 
Rutherford building. 
The stainless steel corner boxes avoid mechanical contact with the mirrors; 
their bottom and top surfaces are open, and are sealed by Viton O-rings against 
the Zerodur plate below and against plate glass lids above. The Viton A material 
is quoted by Holland et al. (1974) to have a superior outgassing rate of 2.7 x 10-7 
W S-1m-2 after a 200a C bakeout. In practice, we were advised and also found in 
experience that such high baking temperatures were intolerable, at least for some 
of the supposedly high quality rings we were sold (locally and via colleagues in 
USA) and in later phases of this project we restricted bakeout temperatures to 
80a C. The Viton rings have always been under suspicion as possible contributors to 
our still-continuing problems with gas purity, though not 
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as much as formerly. All components of the hardware in contact with the laser gas 
- the stainless steel corner boxes, the mirror holders, the Viton O-rings, were 
routinely given a thorough cleaning before assembly, being steamed in hot/boiling 
water and following that in hot distilled water, each for several hours. 
A triangular ring was llsed in earlier lasers such as that of Bilger and Stowell 
(1977). We have used a square ring because of its optimal performance in such 
experiments as we envisage. To be specific, a square ring optimises the parameter 
G = A/PN, where A is the area, P the perimeter of a ring cavity and N the 
number of mirrors. Given the dependence of the quality factor Q on mirror losses, 
G is proportional to the signal/noise ratio of the system. Another reason for 
favouring a square ring over a triangular ring is that since there is an odd number 
of reflections in the latter case, each of which reverses handiness of the beam, a 
triangular ring cannot be put in circularly polarised mode. A square ring could be 
put in circularly polarised mode, should applications require it, for example by 
introducing nonplanarity (Bilger et al. 1990), itself another impossibility with a 
triangle. Another advantage of a square ring over the triangular ring is the 
considerable increase in the angle of incidence of the beams at the mirrors. This 
reduces backscatter, and helps to avoid frequency locking. Such matters are 
discussed in more detail in Bilger et al. (1993). 
Partly to preserve the advantages sought from a simple open design with 
mechanical and thermal isolation for the mirrors, and partly on account of cost, no 
feedthroughs are installed at this stage in the corner boxes. Hence adequate 
alignment in angle and position has to be achieved before adding vacuum sealed 
covers to the corner boxes, pumping down, gas handling and initiating the lasing. 
The necessary precision has itself been the focus of some contention, with some 
respected workers (R. Rodloff, communication to the. 16 March 1993 Conference 
on Geodesy at Wettzell, Bavaria, in discussion with H. Bilger) suggesting that arc 
second accuracy, and with this an extremely high cost (say $500000 per mirror) 
would be required. In this project we took the requirement to correspond to the 
tolerances on misalignment needed to provide stability according to the analysis of 
Bilger and Stedman (1987), which translate in our case (sides of - 1 m, curvature 
radii of - 6 m or CD) to 20 arc sec in angle and 10-20 pm in position. Mirror 
holders were machined to locate the poles to this precision. External beams from 
a green and from a red helium-neon laser were overlaid to survey the ring and to 
assist in mirror alignment. The output interferometer was mounted on top of the 
glass cover for one corner box. These topics are covered in more detail in Section 
6.1.2. 
The vacuum and gas handling system of our ring laser is shown in Fig. (6.4). 
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Fig. 6.4. Schematic diagram of the gas handling system and the manifold of the 
Canterbury ring laser 
The helium, natural neon and (from March 1993) isotopically enriched neon 
gases were housed in separate cylinders. Zero grade helium gas was obtained from 
NZ Industrial Gases (Christchurch). Zero grade helium is specified as 99.995% 
pure and with contamination specifications: 0: < 5 ppm, N: < 30 ppm, CO, CO2, 
hydrocarbons: < 0.5 ppm each, H 20: < 5 ppm; total: < 50 ppm. A cylinder of 
similar purity natural neon gas was obtained from the medical physics project at 
Canterbury. Isotopically enriched neon (70%) was obtained from Cambridge 
Isotope Laboratories, Woburn Mass. USA in all cylinder at a pressure of 34 atm. 
These were dispensed through pressll re regulating valves into a system controlled 
by toggle valves so as to isolate a volume of each of these three gases which was 
appropriate for the required final partial pressure, ready for injection into a 
manifold and so the ring itself. The manifold consists of a cylindrical enclosure of 
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stainless steel, with side arms communicating with two adjacent corner boxes for 
double pumping action, and with the quadrupole mass spectrometer head, the 
turbopump system, the Barocel vacuum gauge and of course the gas input system. 
The manifold functioned as ballast for the ring gas and as attachment for a 
pressure transducer, vacuum pumps and leak detectors. The pressure transducer 
was a Barocel transducer (Datametrics, Wilmington Mass USA) Type 600AB, a 
capacitative pressure gauge set for the range 10-3 - 10 torr. Until August 1992 the 
leak detector comprised a rebuilt Leybold Heraeus AG leak detector Ultratest F 
incorporating a diffusion pump and a D8A roughing pump, which with much of 
our vacuum-related equipment was obtained from Duniway Stockroom, Mountain 
View, Calif., USA Oil from the diffusion pump proved to be one major source 
of contamination, alleviated but not removed by the insertion of cold traps in the 
connection to the manifold. In the period August-October 1992 this was replaced 
by a Leybold TMP150 Turbomolecular pump, with a D16 backing mechanical 
pump from Duniway Stockroom, and a SpectraMass DataQuad 100/DXS 
microprocessor controlled quadrupole mass spectrometer gas analysis system which 
also served as a leak detection system (from Christchurch Scientific Instruments 
Ltd.). 
A piezoelectric transducer was obtained from Physics International Co., San 
Leandro, Calif., USA, consisting of a stack of 10 prepoled ferroelectric disks, the 
stack having overall dimensions of diameter 0.75" and length 0.152" (3.86 mm), 
terminated with low carbon (1018) steel. with a tolerance of up to -200 V at 1 
kHz and a resulting movement specified to be 1 II,m but in practice rather less and 
somewhat nonlinear; its vac.llum compatibility (chlorine outgassing, corona 
discharge) was a concern but seems not to be a problem. 
The beat signal was monitored by a photomultiplier tube (Thorn EMI type 
9214), The system is 7% efficient at 633 nm and has a high bandwidth; this was 
useful for a variety of reasons. It was possible to beat two adjacent longitudinal 
modes, thus obtaining the perimeter (3.4771 m) to relatively high accuracy. In 
normal practice the bandwidth was reduced first to 1 MHz in the final dynode 
circuitry, and then to the order of 1 kHz before digitisation. The output signal of 
the PMT was used in several ways (Fig. 6.5). For quick display and monitoring, the 
signal was displayed as either directly or as a Lissajou pattern (Fig. 6.6) (by 
beating with a local oscillator) on the Hitachi digital storage oscilloscope (Model 
V-522/5 from Hitachi Denshi Inc.) used for the work of Chapter 4. This 
old-fashioned and simple method is apparently novel in this connection. The 
diagnostic information provided by the Lissajou pattern was quite remarkably 
prolific, and was a substantial antidote to the unavailability of a state-of-the-art 
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spectrum analyser. 
Lissajou pattern 
Beat 
slgnal 
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RFpower 
Fig. 6.5. Schematic diagram of the beat signal measurements and the servo system. 
Fig. 6.6. A typical Lissajou pattern of the beat signal of the ring laser by beating with a 
local sine wave generator. Note that the beat signal is not sine wave owing to the 
backscattering and in turn the Lissajou pattern is not circle. The variation of the Lissajou 
pattern reveals the beat frequency change induced by the minute vibration of the ring 
cavity. 
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When the laser was operating in multimode state, the effect on the lissajou 
pattern was one of extreme complication, and so conspicuous and characteristic. In 
this manner it was immediately apparent which adjustments of the cavity length 
(by addition of a piezoelectric transducer, or by adding weights to bend the 
Zerodur plate) or of the rf power gave combinations and conditions which 
favoured single mode operation, and at which points instability arose. If the ring 
were unlocked, very light finger pressure on the table would cause the pattern to 
rotate; under locking, the display would be insensitive to such mechanical rotation. 
The shape of the Lissajou pattern gave immediate information on the harmonic 
content of the signal; as shown in chapter 7, this is of great interest in connection 
with the frequency pulling. Drift or momentary instabilities in the beat frequency 
were readily obvious even at the sub-hertz level. And finally quantum (photon 
shot) noise regimes were also obvious through their effect in giving a jagged and 
randomly varying form to the Lissajou figure. Jumps of up to 10% (3 nun) in the 
radius (30 mm) of the Lissajou circle were then conspicuous. Even under 
apparently stable conditions, the pattern sometimes shows unexpected jumps; 
possibly due to microseisnls, or possibly chaotically unstable behaviour of the laser, 
a topic which has been studied recently in some depth (McNamara et al. 1988, 
Zeghlache et al. 1988, Shelby et a/. 1988, Chang et al. 1991, Merkle et al. 1991, 
Milovsky and Tkachyov 1993). 
The signal was also fed to one of several AID systems for recording and 
processing. One of these was essentially a frequency cOllnter, geared for very long 
runs, but results given in this thesis used the Strobes Acquisition-PC system for the 
measurements of the beat frequency of the ring laser by FFf. This system, also 
marketed in USA as Rapid Systems #380, is a 14 bit 2-channel AID converter 
with a PC package for display, Fourier transforming etc., and samples at 2 ms 
intervals or more, and for sample sizes of up to 16K (or 8K if FFfs are required). 
The Nuttall window (with 93 dB attenuation of side lobes) was incorporated in the 
package for optional use, and was employed in all the results reported here; a 
description of and compensation for its effects is given in Stedman and Bilger 
(1992). This performance data was fortuitously and remarkably compatible with 
our application; Nyquist frequencies of 250 Hz or even 100 Hz were tolerable for 
production of data whose interest often lay in the 0-75 Hz range, given the high 
signal/noise ratio of 40 dB or greater. In the higher precision runs, the data 
collection times for such samples were of the order of 16 s. Often shorter runs 
were taken, partly to use the system as a real-time poor-man's spectrum analyser 
(FFf processing was not done in the background but between runs, and on the 
XT or AT PCs employed took a similar time to the data collection and serial 
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transfer times) and partly to raise the sampling rate for closer study of the 
harmonics of the interferometric waveform. A related software package, 
CHARTPC, also originating from Strobes Engineering, Lower Hutt, New Zealand, 
uses the same AID converter and is able to record 64K samples; its availability 
enabled us to take the longer data runs of 320 s. 
A photograph of the ring laser itself is included in Fig. (6.7), at the site (8th 
floor of the Rutherford building) at which it was first assembled and operated. 
Further photographs (Figs. 6.8, 6.9) indicate the more recent setup in the 
Cashmere cavern, differing by the installation of an improved gas-handling and 
vacuum pumping system and also of external laser alignment systems. 
Fig. 6.7. The Canterbury ring laser at the site (8th floor of the Rutherford building). The 
RF excitation section is in the tOPlllost leg, and the superinvar mirror mounts are visible 
through the glass lids of the corner boxes. 
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Fig. 6.8. The Canterbury ring laser installed in the Cashmere cavern. 
Fig. 6.9. The Cffilterbury ring laser under test in the cavern by Morrie Poulton (left) and 
Clive Rowe (right). 
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6.1.2 Alignment procedures 
I mention at this stage several matters which while not on the main interest of this 
thesis are vital for an understanding of the design and operation of the ring laser 
and which occupied a considerable amount of time for myself as well as for the 
team during the preliminary phases of the project. Some of these aspects involve 
fairly basic and standard mechanical or optical procedures, or methods which have 
now proved obsolete, although for a novel application. Nevertheless, since this 
thesis is the first such document from the ring laser project per se, it seems 
appropriate to give at least a brief summary of a number of such matters. Some of 
the following material is culled from a variety of internal reports prepared by 
various members of the group. 
On arrival at Canterbury I participated in several minor projects, for 
example the surface preparation of a 300 kg granite block which was being ground 
(eventually to an nns deviation of 14 p,m). This is the base for the Zerodur plate 
on which the optical elements and stainless steel corner boxes rest. 
At various stages' of the project I contributed significantly to the 
development and implementation of adequate alignment procedures. It was 
necessary to establish alignment techniques which were sufficiently robust to cope 
with the required tolerances of 10 IIIn in position and 20 arc seconds in angle for 
mirror alignment, taking into account the severe limitations imposed by the lack of 
maneuverability of the mirrors once under vacuum. Such mirror position and angle 
adjustments have consistently been done by releasing the vacuum and reexposing 
the cavity to the ambient, manually adjusting the mirrors with whatever mechanical 
and optical surveying aids and cavity alignment tests are feasible, resealing the 
boxes, pumping down, refilling with helium and neon and testing for lasing. 
In describing the alignment procedures, we note that the positions of the 
mirror poles were imposed by careful machining and positioning of the holders to 
20 /.lIn, and that the major work was connected with two variables for each mirror: 
its tilt from the vertical (the corresponding degree of freedom being a rotation 
about a horizontal axis through the pole) and its azimuthal angle (corresponding 
to rotation about a vertical axis). The aim was to define position, and then to 
adjust the tilt and then the azimuthal position of each mirror. As shown by Bilger 
and Stedman (1987), the first order effects of tilt and azimuthal adjustment are 
separable; tilt affects only the vertical component of the closure requirement and 
azimuthal only the horizontal component. 
With the superinvar mirror holders llsed from May 1991 until May 1993, it 
proved possible (after considerable experience) to adjust the azimuth, or to rotate 
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a mirror about a vertical axis, using an external magnet to lift most of its weight 
and provide the necessary torque while gently tapping the Zerodur nearby, all 
while the system was still under vacuum. In this manner many alignment attempts 
were salvaged and further mirror surface contamination avoided. This has recently 
become more difficult with the replacement (for other reasons) of these superinvar 
holders by stainless steel holders. Since stainless steel is not magnetic, it was 
necessary first to add a piece of iron at the top of the holder as the magnetic 
component. While it proved possible to rotate the holder under consideration, it 
was found difficult to avoid moving the remaining mirror holders disastrously out 
of alignment at the same time. 
The ring was rendered optically stable by choosing two mirrors to be flat, 
and two to have a curved profile of radius 6 m; this certainly satisfies the stability 
requirements of Bilger and Stedman (1987). The two flat mirrors are mounted 
diagonally opposite one another (in the southwest and northeast corners 
respectively), and one of these (SW) is used for the output mirror, since heam 
deviations are not a function of position. 
First we consider the situation with the original superinvar holders (Fig. 
6.10). These had been designed so that the rear, rather than the front, of the 
mirror was oriented against a reference surface carefully machined in the body of 
the holder. 
I 
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Fig. 6.10. Schematic diagram of the mirror holder for the Canterbury ring laser. 
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This was to allow a piezoelectric stack to be inserted at a later date between the 
mirror and the holder, with a spring loading on the edge of the front face of the 
supermirror allowing bodily movement of the mirror. However since the mirrors 
obtained were found to have a variable thickness or a wedged cross section, it 
became necessary to add shims at the back surface to compensate for this 
wedging. Furthermore, adjustment of the tilt required repositioning the shims. This 
was an extremely arduous task. We would repeatedly have to insert the mirror and 
holder in position in the ring, test the tilt of a mirror by checking the round trip 
closure of an injected sUlvey beam, remove the holder and remove the mirror 
from the holder, reposition the s11ims and reassemble. This added hours (initially, 
days) to the alignment time for a ring, with consequent risk to the mirror surface 
cleanliness. It is mainly for this reason that these holders were recently replaced. 
To facilitate the alignment procedures, initially an external 633 nm BeNe 
(laboratory) laser beam was injected (with suitable beam matching) into the cavity, 
and fringing was sought for various mirror configurations: the linear laser, the L 
laser (three mirrors, the end ones being retroreflecting and the middle one having 
a 450 incidence angle), the U laser (one more intermediate mirror with a 450 
incidence), and finally the ring or 0 laser. Some mirrors designed for 00 incidence 
were bought for this purpose. However, the red beam was difficult to inject, 
precisely because the mirrors were of high quality, and it was difficult to use this 
method alone. The last mirror for insertion would always be the one at the corner 
where injection was made. Especially in the later stages of this it became essential 
to use a well-matched beam from the stabilised laser to assist with the surveying, 
and to utilise the retroreflected beam to ensure alignment of the mirrors by 
adjusting their holders until the retroreflected beam was overlaid with the input 
beam in each of this variety of geometries. (After a few months' practice, 
experience with the intermediate shapes proved unnecessary.) Knife-edges 
mounted horizontally in machined holders were valuable for accurate (10-20 p,m) 
monitoring of the parallelism of the beam with the Zerodur plate, and were used 
in all forms of the alignment technique. For both a completed ring and a 
retroreflecting situation, it proved useful to employ an iris consisting of a small 
(few mm diameter) hole in a piece of paper; upon repeated circuits of a survey 
beam, one could check with its aid and with fair accuracy whether the beam path 
was closed. If an injected red beam induced visible fringing at the mirrors, the ring 
was certainly sufficiently well aligned to lase. Much of the initial work was 
performed by and with Professor F.V. Kowalski while on sabbatical leave, 
especially with regard to his design and manufacture of a simple and effective 
beam recombiner at the output mirror, with myself and others also 
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assisting. 
Later it became possible to purchase a green (543.5 nm) "GreNe" ReNe 
laser (from [formerly] Melles-Griot, San Marcus, Calif, USA) which allowed 
much improved injection over a 633.0 nm beam for injection at such 
high-reflectance mirrors. (However, since the loss at each reflection was initially -
90%, it was very difficult though not impossible to see multiple circuits of the 
beam. With the recent change to new mirrors, the reflectance in green light was 
found to have increased to 25%, and multiple circuits as well as fringing in green 
light became somewhat easier to recognise.) 
This acquisition lead to the development of several different alignment 
techniques. One is briefly described in Stedman et at. (1993) and is shown in Fig. 
(6.11). In this a green beam and a red beam were each injected but at diagonally 
opposite corners (NE and SW respectively; the beam recombiner works from the 
beams transmitted by the SW mirror, and the piezo is installed on the SE mirror). 
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Fig. 6.11. Schematic diagram for the Canterbury ring laser alignment and detection system. 
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The green beam was injected at the NE (northeast) corner and travelling in the S 
(South) direction through the appropriate (NE) mirror, which was placed in 
approximately its final position. This beam was retroreflected off the SE mirror 
with knife edge tests to check the tilt of the mirror. In later stages this SE mirror 
was piezo-driven, and the most cllmbersome to adjust; hence this test was made at 
an early stage. The SE mirror was then rotated by approximately 45° till the green 
beam, travelling W, emerged at the SW corner, where no mirror was placed and 
also where the red beam was injected in the opposing (E) direction. The red and 
green beams were independently surveyed with knife-edges to be aligned with the 
Zerodur on the S leg and by eye to be aligned with each other on the Sand E 
legs. The red beam then was reflected off the NE (initial) mirror and surveyed by 
knife-edges into alignment on the N leg, so checking the tilt of the NE mirror. 
The tilt of the NW mirror was then checked by knife-edge and iris studies of a 
retroreflected beam in the Nand E legs. The NW mirror was then rotated 
azimuthally, and the beam overlaid with the green and red beams at the position 
of the (still missing) SW mirror, adjusting tilts further as necessary. Finally the SW 
mirror was inserted (immediately blocking any effective use of the red beam). Its 
tilt was adjusted, with a check by retroreflection of the green beam and knife-edge 
tests on the Sand E leg, and its azimuth being the final variable to initiate a 
closed circuit of the green beam around the ring. 
At present the technique being followed initially uses a Hilger-Watt 
autocollimator calibrated by retroreflection off its own calibrated flat mirror lock 
to check the tilt of the two diagonally opposite flat mirrors (SW, NE), also the tilt 
of the NW mirror holder (which is sufficiently accessible, as opposed to the 
piezodriven SE mirror) for insertion of a test flat. (It is impossible to get clear 
images of the cross hairs and so use the autocollimator effectively on the curved 
mirrors, even though their radius of curvature - 6 m - is so large.) In the process it 
is clear that (as expected from a study of the elastic deformation of the Zerodur 
on the supports) there is a measurable curvature in the Zerodur plate itself, and 
(which is more significant) a tendency to cylindricality rather than sphericity of the 
surface with attendant errors of the order of 10 pm, which is tolerable for this 
purpose. The SW mirror is then inserted at the beginning of the exercise, 
dispensing with the red alignment laser beam; also the NE mirror, to allow for the 
refractive lateral displacement of 1.4 mm in the position of the E beam. (For 
much of the project, this had been "compensated" for by manufacturing spacers of 
this width for displacement of the knife-edges, but the complications associated 
with the curved face of the SE mirror have forced the reintroduction of the NE 
mirror at the start. The tIlt and azimuth adjustments are then done by a 
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modification of the above using only the green beam. 
The situation is complicated by the unavailability of antireflection-coated 
lenses throughout the injection optics, with multiple reflection patterns propagating 
round the ring, the need to devise strategies to deal with lateral shifts of alignment 
beams when a mirror was inserted at an intermediate stage, etc. 
I also designed the present beam recombiner as shown in Fig. (6.12), an 
adaptation of the design of Professor Kowalsld. The two beams transmitted by one 
a flat mirror are reflected by small mirrors of flat contour and elliptical shape 
(Edmonds Scientific) vertically through the plate glass sealing cover of that comer 
box, and then reflected a further 90° so as to combine at a half-silvered mirror. 
The various adjusters permit the orientation and overlaying of the output beams to 
the required precision of 0.3 mrad. 
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Fig. 6.12. Schematic diagram of the beam recombiner for beat frequency detection. (a) This 
diagram shows that the displacement in z axis can adjust the height of a reflected beam. 
(b) The configuration of the beam recombiner. 
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6.1.3 The advantages of the cavern 
The ring laser was induced to operate, although for relatively short periods, in the 
Physics Department building. It is now installed 30 m underground in a cavern, 
whose floor has dimensio~s 23 m x 34 m and whose height is 5 m, under the 
Cashmere Hill of Christchurch. The concrete socket on which the ring laser is 
mounted is anchored by stainless steel rods into the volcanic basalt as shown in 
Fig. (6.13). 
This cavern provides our ring laser with two unique advantages for high 
precision rotational sensing and for other applications. The first is high stability of 
the temperature for the ring laser long term operation. 
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Fig. 6.13. Schematic diagram of the ring laser support installation. 
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The thermodynamics of the cavern has been investigated by the ring laser 
group (Rowe and Bilger 1992). By collecting ideas, calculations and measurements 
since February 1987, the nature and sources of temperature fluctuation have been 
qualitatively and quantitatively determined. The findings are, in short (Rowe and 
. Bilger 1992): 
1. Daily fluctuations are negligible in the cavern, if the leaks to the surface, 
(shaft, ad its) are properly sealed. 
2. Under the same conditions, seasonal variations are expected to produce a 
peak-to-peak temperature variation of about 1 mK. 
3. Intracavern heat power sources - lights, dehumidifiers, electronics, humans, 
determine by and large the temperature fluctuations of the ring base and the 
cavern at large. 
4. Changes of temperature (Fig. 6.14) at any point in the cave, including the 
ring base, 
diffusion 
appear on time scales of days and weeks, due to the rather small 
constants in the materials (concrete and basalt). 
Caslunere Cavern Thermal Stability 
5~---------~----------------------.----------.--------. 
Caver/! left undisturbed durins tllis lime 
« .~ 
Standard 
I'~ Devlatlonl 
72 11K 
;~ 
·1 '---------' 
o 10 20 30 
Time (hours) 
27-29 July 1992 data 
Fig. 6.14. Temperature change in the cavern. 
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For the Canterbury ring laser, the stability of the temperature in the cavern 
IS very important to achieve a high precision (10 llHz or better) of the beat 
frequency of the laser for long term measurements. As we will discuss in chapter 8, 
the beat frequency of the ring laser is a function of the laser frequency detuning 
subject to the gain curve. For the stabilization of the beat frequency of the ring 
laser, the cavity length must be stabilized, which is partly achieved by using of 
Zerodur plate for supporting the mirrors. Given the thermal expansion coefficient 
of Zerodur as approximately 10-8 (see Section 6.1.1), and the cavity length of our 
ring laser is approximately 3.48 m, for stabilizing the cavity length within the 1/4 
wavelength (1.58 x 10-7 m), which corresponds to a laser frequency shift from the 
centre of the gain curve to a position where the laser mode could be quenched 
and replaced by another longitudinal mode, the fluctuation of the temperature in 
the ring laser laboratOlY should be less than 50 mK. 
The second advantage is that of a uniquely stable site for mechanical 
vibration. The ring laser is very sensitive to any mechanical vibration of the 
environment which may produce a tiny torsional motion in the ring laser cavity 
through the coupling of ring laser base. When the ring laser was located in the 
sixth floor in the Department of Physics, tiny mechanical vibrations, which were 
caused by the lift motion, walkers or wind, changed the instantaneous frequency 
randomly, and in turn broadened the spectrum width of the beat frequency of the 
ring laser. Fig. (6.15) is a typical waveform (the upper figure) of the beat signal 
with minute vibration of the ring cavity, recorded on the sixth floor of the Physics 
Department (Rutherford building). The FFT of the beat signal is shown in the 
lower figure of Fig. (6.15). Its features are fully discussed in Stedman and Bilger 
(1992). After installing the ring laser in the cavern, the problem of mechanical 
vibrations is essentially solved. Fig. (6.16) is a typical waveform of the beat signal 
of the ring laser in the cavern, the noise components can not be seen from this 
picture, since the ratio of the beat signal to the noise is about 60 dB. The spectral 
components include a signal at the mains frequency (50 Hz), possibly mechanically 
transmitted from transformers in the building, and the second harmonic of the 
beat frequency. This reflects a combination of effects, including frequency pulling, 
which is caused by the backscattering and will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Fig. 6.16. The waveform and FFr spectrum of the beat signal of the ring laser after 
installing in the cavern. 
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6.1.4 Operation of the ring laser 
The rJ. power is applied at up to approximately 15 W. A servo system is used to 
adjust the rJ. power in accord with the d.c. level of the PMT signal, lowering the 
power 'as the d.c. level is raised. The signal from the anode of the PMT is passed 
through a 0.22 ttF capacitor to the Strobes Acquisition PC system; this capacitance 
with the input divider resistors gives a high-pass filtering action time constant of 
approximately 7 s. It is also fed through a 1.5 Mn resistor to the positive input of 
an LF356 operational amplifier, this input also being connected to ground through 
a parallel combination of a 10 p.F capacitor and a 1 Mn resistor. The negative 
input is connected by a 470 n feedback resistor to the output and by another 470 
n resistor to an adjustable reference voltage. The output is sent to a LED whose 
optical output is input to an LDR which controls the rJ. amplifier gain. This saves 
an immense amount of continuous adjustment. When for example room lights are 
on, adding to the d.c. signal from the PMT, the action is to reduce the r.f. power. 
As the gas purity degrades, the signal level falls and the d. power is automatical1y 
adjusted, preserving the stability of the lasing mode. 
The backing pump for the turbopump is activated for extraction of the 
pumped gas. The SpectraMass quadrupole mass spectrometer can be used before 
or after the run, provided no charge of gas is present in the manifold; typically 4 x 
lE-6 torr is achieved for the head pressure, and the major species of atoms/ions 
present have the following mass numbers A. 
A = 1 corresponds to H, visibly dependent on rJ. power and so cracked by 
the r.f. discharge. A = 2 corresponds to Hz. A = 12 for C, also cracked by the r.f.; 
and A = 13 to CH. An important signal was A = 14 or N for air contamination, 
N being a seriolls inhibitor of lasing. A = 15 for CH3, A = 16 for 0, 17 for OH, 
18 for HzO represent common contaminants. The last three are often dominant; 
HzO is adsorbed by our pyrex laser gas tubes connecting the corner boxes in the 
r.f. section rather than would be the case for quartz, and the llse of heating tapes 
on these tubes has limited effectiveness. A = 20, 22 gives almost (there are other 
contributors) direct information on the ratio of the Ne isotopes. A = 28, 32 give 
molecular Nz, O2, and A = 40 for Ar is a very useful indicator - if sizeable, an 
indicator of air leaks; if low, a reassurance. 
The quadrupole mass spectrometer is totally turned off; without gas, the r.f. 
should give no more than a very faint blue glow plus glass fluorescence at most in 
r.f. region. If so, this glow gives sufficient ionisation for the discharge to Hght up 
without the use of an ionising gUll. The turbopump is also shut off. The main 
valves on each (He, Ne) cylinder are opened and shut to admit gas to the feed 
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lines for the gas plumbing system, from which 40 or so fills of the laser are 
possible using the toggle valves. The He gas is admitted first, and if necessary the 
pressure (read off the Barocel) being brought to 2.0 torr by use of the turbopump. 
A recognisable blue-white-orange glow is an indicator of gas purity, and further 
checks for Ho, water, etc. with a hand spectroscope are useful. With admission of 
Ne, the plasma contracts and goes bright red-orange. If alignment is correct, the 
system may well lase directly at this stage. The overall pressure is usually set to 
2.3 torr or even less. The PMT voltage should be limited to 900 V, and the coarse 
range of the PMT is set to 0.500 kYo Room lights generate a d.c. signal in the r.f. 
servo system and shut the laser down; as the EHT or room lights are increased, 
laser power decreases. 
With the aid of the oscilloscope, the next requirement is that of unlocking 
the ring. A local oscillator is set to 70 Hz or so, and the beam path adjusted in a 
search for a suitable point on the mirrors and for the cavity mode in the gain 
curve, using a heavy (of order a few kilograms) weight or weights on the Zerodur 
(inducing elastic deformation) as a coarse control and jointly changing the voltage 
on the piezoelectric transducer as a fine control. With the servo system of the d. 
power, this when successful generates single mode oscillation and so a Lissajou 
pattern on the oscilloscope, whose diagnostic value has already been discussed. At 
the same time the loudspeaker should signal the earth's vitality. Further 
adjustment is made to maximise the fringe amplitude. 
If the ring is unlocked, light finger pressure on the side of the table will 
immediately rotate the Lissajou pattern. Another black art is that of placing the tip 
of a screwdriver on the table and tapping it, often shocking the mirror 
aligrunent/plasma/Jaser system into a new mode; the Lissajou pattern may well 
collapse completely on trying this. All variables need tinkering to find a suitable 
region of stability. 
On efficient lasing, the r.f. power should have fallen to a few watts, and 
from this point should look after itself via the servo system. If long-term pumping 
has been applied (of the order of months) since the last major disassembly of the 
ring, the laser can run for several hours without refill starting at 2.5 - 3 W, and 
finishing at 5-7 W. An annular magnet adjacent to the r.f. section helps in 
stabilising the discharge for the case of natural neon. The output power through 
the spare port for high-precision single mode behaviour is typically 23 n W, which 
can be increased to 200 n W if the EI-IT fine control was taken to its upper limit. 
Optical- beam powers are measured via a Newport 820-SL-Ol power meter whose 
lowest range has a scale 0-100 nW, using a 633 nm interference filter with a 
transmission factor of 2.5 (Le. the 23 n W sjgnal would be 91 n W without the 
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filter). If we take the mirror transmission to be T = 4 ppm and allow for the 8 
ports at which this transmission takes place, the circulating power would then be 
0.02 - 0.2 W. 
As mentioned, the shape of the Lissajou pattern is a powerful diagnostic 
tool. Its rotation rate directly measures instantaneous frequency. With a 1:1 
frequency ratio it can have a classical near-elllptic shape. Budding around the 
pattern denotes harmonic structure. Sometimes the Lissajou pattern is obtained 
only when the system was on the point of breaking into multimode oscillation (a 
sudden complication as the frequency jumped by factors - 2-3, verified by 
changing the local oscillator frequency) amI this was precursored by increasing 
harmonic structure over a fraction of a second. 
In collecting data, it was usual to set the sample rate at 200, 500 and 1000 
for a Nyquist frequency of 100, 250 and 500 Hz respectively. For an 8K (8192) 
sample size - the largest that will FFf within the Strobes APC package - the 
collection time T is 40.96, 16.384 or 8.192 s, respectively, and the corresponding 
bin resolution is 0.024414, 0.061035 and 0.12207 Hz respectively; so slower sample 
rates allow better frequency resolution. Faster sampling rates are less affected by 
drift, clear the alias problem and get more detail for the instantaneous frequency, 
e.g. for the effects of pulling. A sample size of 16384 is possible on time mode 
only. With one channel collection and 8K sample size we get an uncompressible 
binary DOS file *.SDT of about 17 Kb (two 8-bit bytes covering the 14 bits for 
each data point). The Chart program appears to store the corresponding data less 
efficiently (4 bytes per data point) taking 264Kb per 64K sample. In using the APC 
package, the choice of SAVE OPTIONS and FAST (or possibly AUTO with the 
number > 100), is recommended, followed by going to SAVE AS and give a 
header of up to 4 characters for the file series. Arming the system then enables 
the taking of data, which can be interrupted before but not during the transfer 
stage. 
The Fourier transform is based on the integrals 
00 
Y(f) = 3IV(t)] = f V(t) e-211ifr dt 
-00 
00 
V(t) = y-l[Y(f)] = J Y(f)e211ifr df 
-00 
(6.6a) 
(6.6b) 
The discrete transform used in tIle FFf (fast Fourier transform) takes a signal 
sampled at a rate of Rs samples/sec. For N points labelled by 11, corresponding to 
a total sample time of Ts = N / Rs: VII = V(I1/ Rs) and has the form 
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N-l 
r k = LV,. e -21tink IN (6.7) 
" 0 
Hence (comparing the exponentials) the bin index k of the FFf corresponds to a 
frequency I of the continuous transform given by I = kRs/N = kiTs; k = Tsi. 
The Nyquist frequency Y (the maximum frequency I of the Fourier 
component in the discrete FIT transform) is Y :::; Rs/2 Hz; one can detect 
frequencies I without aliasing only when I < Rs/2, that is then they are sampled 
twice per cycle. We get a spectrum Vk ranging from 0 to the Nyquist frequency Y 
(that is, the bin range Ie = 0 to N /2). For a real signal the negative frequencies in 
the continuous spectrum give no new information (r(-/) = V(/), and 
corresponding to this the above FIT algorithm throws up an exact reflection of 
this about the frequency Y in the range of Fourier frequencies from Rs/2 = Y to 
Rs; this is suppressed in the Strobes and MA TLAB displays and in the MA TLAB 
FFT routines as written by Prof. Stedman. In addition the Strobes (and MATLAB, 
in general) screen displays show (and the Strobes FFT numbers give) only the 
absolute or power spectrum: the (real, positive) square modulus or absolute value 
of the Fourier coefficient Vk • Since the Strobes system input voltage is related to 
the intensity of the interferometer signal, the conversion to decibels should be 
using 5 10glo(X) where X is the square modulus of the Fourier coefficient. 
Aliasing is of special importance in determining the harmonic content of a 
signal, and (because of the expected harmonic performance) in obtaining 
confirmatory evidence for a signal and indeed increased accuracy in the 
measurement of its centroid frequency. If any frequency I is greater than Y, it will 
be aUased, i.e. replaced by a frequency in the Nyquist range 0 - Y Hz. The 
replacement amounts to alternate reflections in the upper (Y) and lower (0) ends 
of the range as many times as are necessary. If the signal is cos 27fln/R, and if I 
= R - f' where f' < Y, then the signal is effectively replaced by one at the 
'reflected' frequency f' = R - I which is then the natural interpretation of the 
sampled signal. If R < I < 3R/2 we write I = f' + R, giving f' as the aliased 
frequency. In general when I = (n + p )Y, 1l is an integer and when 0 ~ p ~ 1, 
for the cases where n is odd/even, the aUased frequency is 
10 = (n + l)Y - I, n odd; Ie = I - nY, It even (6.8). 
The odd and even aliases involve alternate reflection and translation; this is 
reflected in the sideband disposition. The FFT resolution r (bin spacing) is then 
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determined by having ~N points in ~R Hz, and so is given by r = R/N Hz - the 
sampling rate divided by the number of samples. An alias-frequency computing 
routine is incorporated in our processing software, which has the capability of 
searching a plain text file of Fourier frequency coefficients for peaks and 
determining their properties. The present peak decision algorithm is to keep a 
running mean over the order of 1 Hz, look for a peak within an adjustable bin 
range, fit the peaks to a Gaussian and order and check for aliases of the strongest, 
also fitting the harmonics so detected to a geometric progression. 
6.1.5 Noise limits 011 the ring laser 
The fundamental limits of the resolution attainable with a ring laser are 
determined by quantum noise (Dorschner et ai. 1980, Statz et ai. 1985) and l/t 
noise. The transition between these two noise sources is clearly evident in the 
earlier work of Bilger and Sayeh (1986), and when l/t noise takes over, further 
time averaging does not iIhprove the data. However, both of these are reduced by 
a factor of order 1/ pll, where P is the perimeter and n - 2-3 (Stedman et al. 
1993), by using larger rings through the increasing finesse and decreasing solid 
angle in backscatter of the laser beams. When this is done, as in our present ring, 
l/t noise is essentially eliminated in that the ultimate resolution is restricted by 
other considerations such as quantum noise or the. drift in the beat frequency 
induced by variation of the operational characteristics of the laser plasma and/or 
beam geometry. 
If we assume that such presently experienced beat frequency drifts can be 
solved by the thermal stabilization and servo systems of the cavity length, the 
resolution of the ring laser will be essentially limited by quantum noise. Even with 
drifts of the order of 0.3 I-Iz over the duration of a run (300 s say), it is possible to 
find relatively narrow lines in the Fourier spectrum of the beat frequency, 
corresponding to regions of relative stability within the drift, and to measure the 
widths of these lines to precisions of a few tens of microhertz. In this case also, it 
makes sense to study the fundamental limitations imposed on our resolving power 
by quantum noise as a very practical limit. 
As already discussed in Section 2.1, with a measurement time of T, the 
contribution of quantum noise to the rms frequency fluctuation of the beat 
frequency is given by 
(6.9) 
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where tc is the ring cavity intensity decay time, h is Planck's constant and Ploss is 
the power loss of each laser mode. Eq. (6.9) shows that 6.ffllls is inversely 
proportional to the cavity decay time t c , which is proportional to the quality factor 
Q = wtc, the finesse F = (6.IJ FSR /IJ)Q = 27r6.IJFsRtc and inversely to the round trip 
losses r = T ftc = 1/(6.IJFsRtc), where 6.'JF,m is the free spectral range and T is the 
round trip time of the ring cavity. 
Another important factor to be considered in the design is frequency pulling 
by backscattering, which we will discuss in chapter 8. The backscatter in the ring 
laser mainly is caused by the imperfection on the coatings of the mirror or on any 
intracavity surfaces. 
6.1.6 Resolution of beat frequency measurement by FFT 
The beat frequency of a ring laser is normally measured by counting the beat 
notes (Aronowitz 1971, Chow et al. 1985). As we mentioned, the fundamental 
limits on the resolution of the beat frequency measurement are determined by 
quantum noise. The fundamental limit imposed by quantum noise on the rms 
fluctuation of the count rate for the beat frequency signal is given by Eq. (6.9). 
For the case of the Canterbury ring laser with new mjrrors (whose scattering etc. is 
that of their manufacture and not subsequent contamination), with the round trip 
losses of the cavity r = 60 ppm (total losses of the four mirrors), the power loss 
Ploss = 0.5 tl,W and t = 1 h, a frequency fluctuation of 15 tlHz can be achieved. 
Other noise sources, prindpally 1/ f noise, will be important at low frequendes. 
For the case just defined, 1/ f noise will be negligible in the Canterbury ring laser. 
Indeed the noise apparent in the Strobes APC spectra obtained from the ring 
directly reflect all sources of noise, and in particular demonstrate the dominance 
of white noise in the spectrum as well as a reasonably conspicuous 1/ f component 
under certain conditions. 
Determining the expected level of quantum noise demands from Eq. (6.9) a 
knowledge of the cavity decay time tc and the power loss Ploss in the ring. In order 
to determine these parameters several measurements are available to us. First, we 
have the possibility of measuring the cavity decay time directly by turning off the 
r.f. power and monitoring the output beam intensity. This yields figures of 15 Its 
upwards (Stedman et al. 1993). For new mirrors at their design specification, the 
power loss can be assumed in view of the relative unimportance of scattering at 
the mirror and in the gas to be detenruned by the transmitted power, which is also 
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measureable. 
In a single run of length T, there is the possibility of additional noise arising 
from the finiteness of the sampling time. I note here that this has fundamentally 
different effects, depending on the method of data collection and analysis. If beat 
fringes are merely counted, as is standard practice in all commercial gyroscopes, 
there is a truncation error in determining the nearest integer N as a fringe count 
for the given observation time T. In sampling the waveform more often in the 
same time interval T and Fourier transforming, one may fit a Gaussian line to any 
spectral feature and determine its centroid more accurately; truncation error in the 
counting method translates into one frequency bin in the Fourier domain. While 
this error is not as fundamental as quantum noise etc. - it is readily overcome by 
taldng more counts - and while beat counting methods have the same potential to 
measure quantum noise lirnits, it is worth mentioning that higher precision in the 
determination of a beat frequency is possible using the Fourier transform of a 
waveform than by fringe counting in a given time interval T. In this sense our (in 
this context) novel method of data analysis has a natural advantage. For simplicity 
of discussion, we assume that the Fourier transform r(f) of the beat signal V(t) 
has a lineshape with Gaussian distribution 
(6.10) 
We obtain the mean of this spectral distribution to be fb and its rms fluctuation 
6.f,.",s = (J. The FWHM of the spectrum, h, is then given by 
(6.11) 
6.2 Fourier anaJysis of the beat signal 
6.2.1 An example 
Fig. 6.17(a) shows a typical FFT spectrum of the beat signal with sample rate of 
500/s and the Nyquist frequency of 250 Hz. The beat frequency is 72.99 Hz. Its 
second and third harmonics are at 146.0 and 219.0 Hz, respectively. We will 
explain the origin of these harmonics in Chapter 7. These frequency components 
are less than the Nyquist frequency and are not aliased. Fig. 6.17(b) shows the 
FFT spectrum with the aliasing. The sample rate is 200/s and Nyquist frequency is 
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then 100 Hz. The beat frequency is 76.26 Hz and its second and third harmonics 
should be 152.5 and 288.8 Hz, respectively if not aliased. Since the harmonic 
frequencies are larger then the Nyquist frequency, the aliased frequency for the 
second harmonic is 47.48 Hz. and the third aBased harmonic frequency is 28.78 Hz 
given by Eq. (6.8). 
It is clear that the observed frequency is indeed principally the bias induced 
by earth rotation; as mentioned in Section 6.1, additional table motion by finger 
pressure is conspicuous in its effects and gives a direct confirmation of the sign of 
the signal as being appropriate for the Southern Hemisphere (a clockwise rotation 
increasing the beat frequency). However the departure of the observed magnitude 
of the signal frequency is many standard deviations removed from the naive 
estimate based on the Sagnac formula. Several factors are responsible for making 
the FFT spectrum complicated. The major factors are the frequency pulling 
induced by backscattering in the cavity, the frequency modulation of the beat 
frequency caused by the dithering of the ring and the bias and scale factor changes 
induced by the dispersion and saturation of the laser medium. We will deal with 
the frequency pulling problem in chapter 7 and the dispersion effects on the beat 
frequency in chapter 8, respectively, since they are very important for the precision 
measurements of the ring laser. Here we only introduce as much discussion of 
these topics as will pennit an appreciation of the resolving power of the ring laser. 
6.2.2 Sinusoidally dithered ring signal 
In our experiment, the slightest mechanical vibration could produce a torsional 
motion to the ring cavity; it will be transmitted most readily at the resonant 
frequency Wd of the granite table. This torsional motion is sometimes deliberately 
introduced to change the locking range, and in particular lower the lockin 
threshold, and is then called dithering. We use the term for brevity for any 
periodic modulation of the rotation rate. 
Let us consider the beat frequency of the ring laser at the earth rotational 
rate n£ to be modulated at a frequency Wd. The phase difference between the cw 
and ccw beams may be written as 
(6.12) 
where S /27r is the scale factor (Section 5.2), and ad, Wd are the magnitude and 
angular frequency of the frequency modulation. The beat signal Vet) is then 
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00 
= R{ exp(iSDEt) E JIll(O:d/Wd) exp(miwat) (6.13) 
III -00 
On Fourier transforming, 
00 
= 27f E Jm(O:d/W(I) 8(27ff + mwd) 
III ~-oo 
(6.14) 
where f = SDE /27f. This results tell us that with single frequency dithering there 
will be an infinite series of satellites above and below the earth line, separated 
precisely by /11Wd , and with amplitudes controlled by the Bessel function. 
Fig. (6.18) is a typical FIT spectrum of the beat signal with the ring cavity 
under dither. The beat frequency is 136.35 Hz and the dithering frequency is 10.9 
Hz . 
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6.3 Experimental results 
6.3.1 Mode structure of the ring laser 
Since the gain curve for natural neon and enriched isotope neon mixtures are 
about 1.5 and 2 GHz respectively, several longitudinal modes could readily be 
excited, and of course the intermediate transverse modes. Following the strategy 
described in Section G.1, it was attempted to starve out all modes but one by gain 
reduction. In practice, we were pleasantly surprised at the ease at which such gain 
control achieved single mode excitation of the ring. Typical RF powers for single 
mode excitation were 5-7 W, and output beam powers were then indeed of the 
order of 30 n W. For higher exdtation power, say 30 W, output beam powers 
reached 2 Il,W, which corresponds (since the mirror transmission is 4 ppm) to a 
circulating power of 0.5 W. Although high circulating powers reduce quantum shot 
noise, the multimode rings give new branches in the beat-frequency-rotation-rate 
plot (Chow et al. 1985), which will be discussed in chapter 8. Mode structure was 
monitored with a Newport SR-130 Scanning Fabry-Perot. 
6.3.2 Resolution limits on the beat frequency 
The ring cavity decay time has been measured to be approximately tc = 15 ItS by 
monitoring lasing output as the radio frequency pumping is turned off, using a 
digital storage oscilloscope; this aspect of my work was reported in Stedman et al. 
(1993). The result translates into a quality factor Q = wtc = 4.5 x 1010. The 
fractional power loss 
1/ (D..VPSRtc); 1/ D..ll pSR 
decay time ({jJ /1 (jt = 
of one beam on one circuit of the ring cavity r = 
P /e and is the time for one round trip and tc is the power 
l/te, see Chapter 3). From these figures, r = 770 ppm, 
noticeably below the ideal value of GO ppm or 4(1 - R) where R is the power 
reflectance at any mirror; the 4 arises because of the 4 mirrors in a round trip. 
The causes of this long-term contamination of mirror coatings are being identified, 
and within our limited budget we are working towards their elimination. initially 
the oil from the Leybold Hereaus leak detector diffusion pump and the 
performance of the Viton O-rings were serious suspects, and justifiably so; 
however the advent of a turbopump all but eliminates oil as a possible 
contaminant, and it is clear from the output of the quadrupole mass spectrometer 
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that impurities of all mass numbers are outgassing seriously the moment the ring 
cavity is sealed off. It appears that much more refined bakeout systems and 
clean-room mirror installation procedures are vital for further progress. A vacuum 
bakeout facility and a mini-clean room are being built at the present time. 
Nevertheless the above results permit a very significant advance in the 
resolution of ring laser systems. In the above case we can calculate the rms 
frequency fluctuation D.frms of the beat signal by using Eq. (6.9). The power loss 
Ploss can be obtained by Ploss = (f/T)PoIl1 , where T is the transmission of one 
mirror and POIiI is the output power at that mirror. For our ring laser, with T = 4 
ppm and POUI = 30 nW, we obtain Ploss = 5.8 ItW, D.frms = 3.48 x 10-3 ri Hz and 
the FWHM of the beat frequency f! = 5.81 x 10-3 r~, where t is the 
measurement time. With a measurement time of 16.384 sec., we obtain an 
expected rms fluctuation of the beat frequency (Eq. 6.9) of D.fnlls = 0.860 mHz 
and the corresponding FWHM of a peak in the Fourier spectrum (Eq. 6.3) of fi 
= 1.43 mHz. 
We have already reported some relevant experimental results (Bllger et at. 
1993. Stedman et al. 1993 as Appendix 2 and 3 in this thesis). In summary, it was 
found that the FWHM of the beat frequency was 32.7 ± 1.7 mHz for the runs of 
16.384 s duration. The line profile was fitted to a Gaussian and the position of the 
centre of the line obtained to a precision of 1.0 mHz; some complications in this 
analysis are described in the cited references, and it was valuable to include the 
corresponding determinations from higher harmonics to reduce the errors. 
Although the linewidth of the beat frequency in our preliminary experiment is 
about 30 times larger than the D.fl'lllS! the resolution of our measurement of line 
position is of the same order of magnitude as the quantum limit expect for the 
linewidth. In this sense, even these preliminary measurements show that frequency 
resolution at the quantum limit are possible. 
The broadening of the beat frequency spectrum in our preliminary 
experiment is due to beat frequency drift during the measurement duration. The 
mechanism for this drift will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. 
In more recent and unpublished experiments of December 1992-March 1993, 
the system is in the Cashmere cave and so more stable thermally. Data was taken 
for longer periods using the newly-acquired CHART-PC system. The Lissajou 
pattern was even used to monitor the instantaneous beat frequency and as a signal 
to the operator to compensate manually for drifts in the beat frequency by 
controlling the EHT voltage. With a measurement time of 320 s, in one run a 
Fourier spectrum was obtained (Fig. 6.19) in which a line position could be 
resolved to a precision of 11 IlHz. In this case, using the same decay and loss 
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Fig. 6.19. (a) The FFT specLrum of the heat signal with a measurement time of 320 s. (b) 
An expanded view of the lineshape of the beat frequency signal. 
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parameters as before, the expected quantum limit on the line width from Eqs. 
(6.9) and (6.11) give i:J.fl'ms = 200 pHz and h = 330 MHz. This suggests that even 
the linewidth is much closer to the quantum limit for this situation. This is further 
experimental evidence that the Canterbury ring laser is operating at the quantum 
limit given by Eq. (6.9), and that only drifts of the beat frequency, principally 
those associated with ou tgassing and laser gas degradation, prevent our finding 
linewidths of this magnitude routinely. 
The method we llsed for evaluation of the FFT line locations and width of a 
beat signal of a ring laser is presented by Stedman and Bilger (1992). In processing 
the FFT of a beat signal a Nuttall filter is used with an excellent sidelobe rejection 
(93 dB min. ) and we assume the line shape of the beat frequency to be a 
Gaussian (Stedman and Bilger 1992). Therefore the line shape of FFT spectrum of 
the beat signal is the convolution of the Gaussian and the Nuttall window, whose 
Fourier transform is given by (Stedman and Bilger 1992) 
. x2 x2 x2 W(x) = a smc(x)(l + b 1 2 + c 4 2 + d 9 2)' 
-x -x -x 
(6.15) 
where x = fT, a = 0.355768, b = 1.369983, c = -0.405410 and d = 0.0354276. By 
numerical calculation of the deconvolution, we obtain that the linewidth of the 
beat frequency (Fig. 6.16) is 1.087 mHz, which is about 3 times bigger than the 
quantum limit (h = 330 pHz) at present status of the Canterbury ring laser. 
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Chapter 7 
Frequency Pulling in Rillg Lasers 
In 1865 Christiaan Huygens, while confined to bed with an illness, noticed that the 
pendula of two clocks in his room invariably locked into synchronism if the clocks 
were hung close to each other, but became free-running when hung further apart. 
He eventually traced the coupling mechanism to mechanical vibrations transmitted 
through the wall, thus providing one of the first observations of the coupling of 
two oscillators by injection locking. Injecting a weak signal into a more powerful 
free-running oscillator can produce an interesting and useful set of injection 
locking effects, not only in clocks, but also in lasers and almost any other kind of 
self-sustained periodic oscillator. These injection-locking effects, besides having 
important practical applications, provide an excellent illustration both of laser 
theory and of the fundamental principles of oscillator dynamics. The frequency 
locking or pulling caused by the backscattering of the mirror imperfections in the 
ring laser is a most important problem that has to be overcome in order to have a 
high precision rotation sensor. 
We will briefly introduce the effects of the backscattering in ring lasers in 
Sec. 7.1. A theoretical analysis of the freciuency locking or pulling in the ring laser 
is presented in Sec. 7.2. Methods of avoiding the frequency locking problem in a 
planar ring laser are described in Sec. 7.3. Finally, we present a novel method of 
determining the frequency pulling ill the ring laser in Sec. 7.4. 
7.1 Effects of backscattering 
The effects of backscattering in ring lasers have attracted a great deal of interest 
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during the past two decades and still are under active study. Backscattering in the 
ring laser means that, due to imperfections in the optical path, a small fraction of 
the wave is scattered back in the direction of the oppositely travelling wave. A 
scattering event itself might be expected to be more or less uniform in a solid 
angle of about 41f steradians; more accurately, one might expect a Lambert's law 
dependence, which incidentally cancels right angle scattering and so favours a 
square rather than a triangular ring laser. In any case, only the light which falls 
into the solid angle of the counter-rotating beam contributes to coupling the two 
waves. The resulting coupling coefficient is usually very small, yet it becomes a 
dominant effect on the ring laser at low rotation rates. 
Generally, backscattering can give rise to frequency locking or pu1ling 
phenomena in ring lasers (Aronowitz and Collins 1966, 1970, Aronowitz 1971, 
Aronowitz and Lim 1977). Backscattering can also modify the intensity correlations 
of the counterpropagating beams (Christian and Mandel 1986, 1988; Pesquera 
1989) and can cause in particular oscillatory instabilities or intensity oscillations 
(Aronowitz 1972, Kuhlke 1982, Christian et al. 1988, Chyba 1989). 
The first observation of frequency locking in ring lasers is given by Macek 
et al. in 1963 (Aronowitz 1966). When the rotation rate of a ring laser cavity is 
reduced below some critical value (so-called frequency locking threshold), the 
frequency clifference between the oppositely directed travelling waves vanishes. 
Thus, for rotation rates below the lock-in threshold, the laser is not responsive to 
rotations. 
Aronowitz (1966) first presented a model for analyzing the frequency locking 
in ring lasers. He assumed that the frequency locliing in a ring laser is caused by 
the scattering of laser beams from one mode il1to the other. This mechanism 
reminds one of locking of an oscillator on to an externally injected signal which 
has been described in an important paper by Adler (1946). Unfortunately, the 
Adler formalism does not straightforwardly apply to the locking of two interacting 
oscillators. In the Adler formalism, the phase of the injected signal is prespec1fied 
and it determines the phase of the locked oscillator. The frequency locking of two 
free-running oscillators to each other is more complicated. Neither of the two 
phases is prespecified. The final phase relationship between the two oscillators is 
establlshed self-consistently from the equations describing the mutual phase 
pulling, 
Backscattering in a ring laser is predominantly caused by imperfections of 
the dielectric mirrors (Thomas 1978); in our application (Chapter 6, 7) 
contamination of the surface is an important contribution. Haus et al. (1985) 
further defines two kinds of mode-to-mode scattering: conservative and 
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nonconconservative. Their choice of the word "conservative" is to be understood 
rather narrowly. If the amount of energy added per unit time to oscillator 1 is 
equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign, to the energy given to oscillator 2, then 
this coupling energy is called conservative. Conservative scattering of the mirrors 
leads to no locking, to a high degree of approximation. Examples of conservative 
scatterers are nonabsorbent particles, small compared to a wavelength, and 
loss-free objects of larger size that represent only a weak perturbation of the 
dielectric constant in the cavity. The presence of two types of scattering makes it 
impossible, in general, to calculate the frequency locking threshold of a ring laser 
from measured scattering intensities from optical components such as mirrors. 
A similar conclusion is also given by Christian and Mandel (1986). They 
have studied the coupled third equations of motion of the ring laser with 
spontaneous emission noise in the presence of detuning and backscattering. The 
steady-state solution is shown to depend on scattering only through the sum 
Rl + Rz*, where Rh Rz are complex backscattering coefficients and Rz* is the 
conjugate of R z. The important conclusion they obtained is that when the sum 
Rl + Rz* = 0, then the steady-state time-independent solution of the laser-field 
equation is the same as if backscattering were completely absent. Christian and 
Mandel (1988) have measured the intensity fluctuations and the intensity cross 
correlation between the two cOlinterpropagating modes as the pump parameter 
and the phase of the backscattering are varied. The experimental results confirmed 
their prediction above. 
Christian et ai. (1988) observed random phase jumps of ±7[ in the phase 
difference between the two counterpropagating modes of a ring laser whenever the 
complex backscattering coefficients Rl and Rz satisfy the condition Rl + Rz' = 0. 
Similar discussions about the phase and frequency jumps and intensity instabilities 
in ring lasers were also given by Hoffer et al. (1988), Pesquera and Blanco (1989), 
Abraham and Weiss (1988), Pesqera et al (1989), Chyba (1990) and Cheng (1991). 
The ring laser facility at University of Canterbury is designed to extend the 
horizons of experimental and theoretical work on ring lasers for a variety of 
fundamental measurements in relativity and in quantum mechanics. The resolution 
of our ring laser has reached 1111Hz. In order to achieve a precision of the beat 
frequency at the same order in magnitude, the frequency pulling effects on the 
beat frequency, caused by the backscattering in a ring laser, is clearly a very 
important problem that has to be overcome. 
7.2 Initial theoretical analysis 
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The problem of frequency locking caused by backscattering in ring lasers has been 
theoretically studied by a number of authors. Before the discovery of the 
frequency locking in the ring laser, Aronowitz (1963) presented a formal treatment 
of a ring laser, by applying Lamb's theory to the ring laser, in which an assumed 
electromagnetic field in a rotating cavity, obeying Maxwell's equations, nonlinearly 
polarizes the moving gaseous atoms. The interaction is treated quantum 
mechanically in the frame of the moving atom. The resultant polarization, 
statistically summed· over all velocity ensembles, is used as a source term in 
Maxwell's equations to calculate a reaction field. Self-consistency gives a set of 
equations which determine the amplitudes of oscillation of the modes of the 
independent oppositely directed travelling waves in term of parameters of the 
system. This theory did not predict the experimentally observed frequency locking 
in the ring laser. 
Aronowitz (1966) extended the model of the ring laser to include a coupling 
between CW and CCW waves in the form of a mutual backscattering of energy 
from each beam into the direction of the other. Self-consistent equations are 
obtained by introducing a· fictitious backscattering conductivity and treating the 
effects of backscattering as a source term in Maxwell's equations. These equations 
and their alternative forms have been used in most later literature about ring 
lasers (Aronowitz 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1974; Christian and Mandel 1986, 1988; 
Christian et al. 1988, Abraham and Weiss 1988, Pesquera and Blanco 1989, 
Pesqera et al. 1989, Chyba 1990, Cheng 1991). 
On the other hand, Siegman (1986) presented a phasor analysis for the 
injection locking of a laser oscillator, where a very weak or low-power external 
signal is injected into this laser oscillator via some suitable coupling method, at a 
frequency which is close to but not exactly coincident with the free-running 
oscillation frequency of the laser. The advantage of this model is that the 
injection-locking behavior of a laser cavity with an external signal can perhaps best 
be understood from this simple phasor analysis. 
In Siegman's formalism, the phase of the injected signal is prespecified and 
it determines the phase of the locked oscillator. However, the locldng of two 
free-running oscillators to each other is more complicated. Neither of the two 
oscillators is established self-consistently from the equations describing the mutual 
phase pulling. Therefore Siegman's formalism does not straightforwardly apply to 
locking of two interacting oscillators. 
In the following analysis, we intend to give a clear physical interpretation of 
the frequency locking and pulling in a ring laser when there is a backscattering in 
the cavity, by applying the phasor model to ring lasers. 1n this Section, we give the 
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general equations for the laser system and then confine attention to a particular 
and often-used set of approximations which justify a complete analogy with Adler 
pulling, This shows all the results at least qualitatively, Its inadequacies will be 
discussed in Section 7.4, and then to some extent remedied. 
7.2.1 Fundamental Equations 
We assume that the laser field amplitude will be quasi-sinusoidal quantity, with 
slowly varying amplitude and phase referenced to some carrier frequency w, which 
can be writen in the form E(/) = HE (/)e1wt + c.c]. The frequency-locking 
behaviour of a ring laser with backscattering can be understood from a simple 
phasor picture such as that shown in Fig. (7.1). As shown in this model, let E1(1) 
and 11,2(1) be the complex phasor amplitudes of the CW and CCW waves travelling 
around the cavity, respectively. For each of them the real field (5, = 
Re[E,(t)exp(iwtf)], where i = 1, 2. Let E 12 be the phasor amplitudes of a 
backscattering coupling from E 1 into E 2, and 11,21 be the amplitude of the 
backscattering coupling from E2 into E 1. 
These waves must satisfy two separate physical conditions. First, at 
every instant of time these complex phasor amplitudes must by definition satisfy 
the condition that F; ,(I) 11, rl(/) + E }/, where j = 1, 2. The second is that the 
reflected phasor amplitude 11,,.1 (t) at any time 1 is derived from the total 
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Fig. 7.1. Analytical model for frequency pulling of ring laser. 
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circulating field E,(t-r) which left that same plane one transit time r earlier 
multiplied by the net gain, loss and phase shift for one round trip inside the ring 
cavity. In detail, we assume that Er,(t) = E,(t-r)exp[o"roc,-ir(w,-wo)]. Therefore, 
at every instant of time t these complex phasor amplitudes should satisfy the 
condition that 
E 1(t) = £1(t -r) exp(0"'1 - Ocj + ir~w1) + E21 
E 2(t) = E 2(t - r) exp(0"'1 - OcJ + ir~w2) + E12 
(7.1a) 
(7.1b) 
where 0", and Oc are the round trip gain and losses in the ring lasers, respectively, 
r is the round trip time, ~W1 = W1 - Wo and ~W2 = W2 - woo Equation (7.1) is 
strictly true only if the gain and loss factors 0", and Oc do not change during one 
round-trip time r. However even in a rapidly changing situation Equations (7.1) 
will be approximately valid if average values of 0", and 0 c are used. 
The phasor model gjven by Eq~. (7.1) can be readily converted into an 
approximate but generally adequate set of differential equations. In this section we 
ignore saturation effects and suppose that the net round-trip gain is very small: 
10", - Oc + ir~w I « 1 (this restriction will be removed in Section 7.4.4). This 
allows an approximation (Siegman 1986): E 1(t) c::: (1 + 0",1 - Od + ir~w1)E1(t) -
rdE1(t)/dt + E21 and £2(t) c::: (1+0"'2-oc2+ir~w2)E2(t) - rdE 2(t)/dt + E 12. Then 
Eqs. (7.1) converts to 
dE 1(t)/dt + [(ocj - 0",1)/r - ic.wl] E1(t) = E 2J/r, 
dE 2(t)/dt + [(Oc2 - (5"'2)/r - ic. w2] E 2(t) = En/r. 
(7.2a) 
(7.2b) 
These two equations are essentially the phasor amplitude equations for a ring laser 
with backscattering. It is useful in our discussions to break these phasor equations 
into separate equations for the amplitudes and the phases of the phasors. In this 
modification the complex signal phasors in the equations are unravelled into their 
magnitudes and phases by the replacements E 1 (t) == E 1 (t)expi¢ 1 (t), E 2(t) == 
E2(t)expi¢2(t), E12 == E12 expi[¢1(t) + Cl] and E21 == E21 expi[¢2(t) + C2], where Cl 
and C2 are respectively the phases of the backscattering of the two bearns. 
By substituting these expressions into Equations (7.2) and separating the real 
and the imaginary parts of the equations, we get four coupled purely real 
equations which consist of equations describing the dynamics of the phase and 
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amplitude of the electric field phasors, namely: 
dE1(t)/dt + (Oel - oml)E1(t)/r == (E2I/r) COS[C2 + 1jJ(t)] , 
dE2(t)/dt + (Oe2 - om2)E2(t)/r == (E1dr) COS[C1 - '~(t)], 
d<P1(t)/dt - ~Wl == [E2I/rE let)] sin[C2 + ~,(t)], 
d<P2(t)/dt - ~W2 == [E12/rE2(t)] sin[C1 - ~J(t)], 
133 
(7.3a) 
(7.3b) 
(7.3c) 
(7.3d) 
where 1/J(t) <P2(t) ... <P l(t) and corresponds to the phase difference between the 
CW and CCW waves. Then we can get the expression for the beat frequency of 
the ring laser in the forms 
(7.4) 
In this equation, the term W2 - WI represents the angular frequency difference of 
CW and CCW beams in the ring laser induced by the laser ring cavity rotation. 
The last two terms on the right side of the equation describe the 
frequency-locking or pulling caused by backscattering. 
For the general case, E1dE2 f- E2dE2' Aronowitz and Collins (1970) 
presented numerical results for some particular values of the amplitudes and 
phases of the backscattering. A special case where the backscattering coupling 
from each beam into another is the same, ego E IdE 2 == E 21/ E J. has been 
discussed by Haus et al. (1985), where an expression for the connection between 
the frequency-locking range and the relative phases is given for this special case. 
For convenience of discussion in the general case, we rewrite Eq. (7.4) in an 
explicit form as 
1/J'(t)/21f = / + /lsi11[co - 1/J(t)] 
where 
/1 = [a2 + b2 + 2ab COS(CI +C2)]1/2/21f, 
Co = tan-l(asinc1 - bsinc2)/(acosc1 + bCOSC2) 
(7.5) 
(7.6a) 
(7.6b) 
and / = (W2 - w1)/21f, a == E12/rE2 and b = E 2I/rE I . We take a, b to be 
constants, and in Section 7.2-7.4.3 assume that the PMT signal from the 
interferometer essentially measures the relative phase 1/J, and that the intensities of 
each countercirculating beam is a constant. These assumptions will be avoided in 
Section 7.4.4. 
From Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6). one can estimate the frequency-locking range and 
study the frequency-locking behaviour in the general case. Eq. (7.5) is the same as 
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Adler's (1964) pulling equation, except for the expressions defining II and eo. This 
will allow us to study the frequency-locking behaviour of the two self-sustained 
oscillations in a ring laser in the same way, as that of solving the other injection 
locking problems where one self-sustained oscillation controlled by an injected 
weak signal, with some interesting but different results. 
7.2.2 Steady~state solution 
a) Limiting cases for the beat frequency 
The primary equation that describes the frequency-locking behaviour is the phase 
difference Eq. (7.5). The requirement for a steady-state frequency-locked ring 
laser where the frequencies of two beams lock up together, or 7jJ'(t) = 0, is 
equivalent to the condition that 
(7.7) 
Since I sin[eo - 7jJ] ::: ,I'II ~ 1, this condition can be satisfied if the beat frequency, 
I = 12 - ft, remains within the range 
(7.8) 
If represents the frequency locking threshold of a rlng laser at a low rotation rate. 
II can be calculated by Eq. (7.6a), where II is related to the backscattering phases 
and is then different from the Adler equations (Adler 1946). In Adler's expression, 
II == (vo/Q)(EdEo), Q is the quality factor of the oscillator, /10 and Eo are the 
frequency and amplitude of the oscillator respectively, and E 1 is the amplitude of 
the injected external field (Siegman 1985). That is, in Adler's analysis, II is 
independent of the phase of the injected signal. From Eq. (7.6a), the maximum 
and minimum of II are obtained 
'IMAX = (a + b )/27r 
IIMIN = I a - b 1/27r 
when el + e2 = 2n7r 
when el + C2 = (2n-l)7r 
(7.9a) 
(7.9b) 
where n is an integer, and parameters a and b are defined in Eq. (7.6b). In the 
simplest case where the backscattering coupling from each beam into another is 
the same, a = b. Eq. (7.6a) then becomes to We., = 2acos[(Cl + e2)/2], which is 
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the same result given by Haus (1985). 
Figs. (7.2) and (7.3) are illustrations of phase diagrams for CW and CCW 
beam and their backscattering. Fig. (7.2) shows two typical cases where the 
backscattering phase sum t:l + t:2 is equal to 7r and to -7r, respectively, in (a) and 
(b). In both situations, the backscattering of the two beams changes the phases of 
the beams with respect to each other, but in the same direction. In this case the 
phase difference between the CW and CCW beams is minimally affected by 
backscattering. 
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Fig. 7.2. Phase diagram for CW and CCW beams and their backscattering when the 
backscattering phase sum is equal to (211 + 1)7r where 11 is an integer. 
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Fig. (7.3) shows two opposite cases where the backscattering phases £1 = £2 
= 0 in (a) and £ 1 + e 2 = 27r in (b). In both situations, the backscattering of the 
two beams will shift the phasor of each beam closer to the other, changing the 
phase difference 1/J. In these cases, the beat frequency of the ring laser will be 
maximally changed by the backscattering. 
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I 
Fig. 7.3. Phase diagram for CW and CCW beams and their backscattering when the 
backscattering phase Slllll is equal to 2l11f where 11 is an integer. 
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b) Phase difference of ring laser beams in lock-in range 
In the Adler formalism, the phase angle ?/J(WI) of the output signal Eo with respect 
to the injected signal E J will shift through 7r as the injected signal is tuned across 
the locking range, as given by the formula ?/J(WI) = sin-l[(wo - WI)/Wt.,] (Siegman 
1986), where Wo is the angular frequency of a free-running oscillator, WI is the 
angular frequency of the injected signal and WL = 27r/,. The phase difference 
between the output of the oscillator and the injected signal depends only on the 
frequency difference between the injected signal and the oscillator in the 
free-running case. This dependence of phase shift on frequency can have useful 
applications in the use of locked oscillators or phase-locked loops as frequency 
demodulators and in other situations (Siegman 1985). 
For a ring laser operating in the locking range, however, the phase 
difference between the two beams will depend on the backscattering phase. From 
Eq. (7.7), we get the phase difference 
(7.10) 
This shows that the phase difference of the CW and CCW beams will depend not 
only on /, the beat frequency of the ring laser, but also on the resultant 
backscattering phase eo which is defined by Eq. (7.6b). 
c) Frequency of ring laser in lock-in regime 
For a single oscillator in the locking range, the frequency of the oscillation will be 
locked onto the frequency of the injected signal (Siegman 1986). In the ring laser 
case, the frequencies of the counterpropagating waves are synchronized, as 
expressed in Eqs. (7.3c) and (7.3d), drPl(t)/dt = drP2(t)/dt = Ws - Woo In this case, 
the synchronized frequency of the ring laser can be determined either by Eq. 
(7.3c) or Eq. (7.3d), but where the phase difference ?/J is given by Eq. (7.10) and 
no longer varies with time. 
An interesting finding is that the synchronized frequency Ws does not always 
fall within the range Wi < Ws < W2 when Wi < W2, or Wi > Ws > W2 when WI > W2. 
This synchronized frequency may in some conditions be located outside the range 
defined by the two free-running frequencies. 
Let us discuss the frequency of the ring laser in the locking range. From 
Eqs. (7.3c) and (7.3b), we get the equations, WI + bsin(C2+?/J) = Ws and 
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W2 + asin(Cl-7,b) = WS' By eliminating 7,b between these two equations, we get the 
equation 
(7.11) 
From Eq. (7.11), we get the conditions for the synchronized frequency Ws to 
colncide with either W1 or W2: C1 + C2 = sin- I [(w1 - w2)/a] (note that this quantity 
then < 0) when Ws == W1, and C1 + C2 = sin[(w2 -wl)/b] (> 0) when Ws = W2' For 
the frequency Ws to fall into the range W1 < Ws < W2, the backscatter phase sum 
should satisfy the condition 
(7.12) 
where (Ws-w2)/a > -1 and (ws-wI)/b < 1. (In the above, relatively small pulling is 
assumed so that the trigonometric functions are all of acute angles, making the 
sine monotonic.) Now let us discuss the case Ws > W2. From Eq. 7.12, the 
maximum of Ws is found to be W2 + a. Then we find that the condition for W2 + 
a > Ws > W2 is given by 
(7.13) 
Similarly we get that the minimum value of Ws is W1 - b and that the condition on 
the backscatter phase sum for web < Ws < W 1 is 
(7.14) 
7.2.3 Solution outside frequency-locking range 
For a working ring laser, some particularly complex and interesting phenomena 
occur in this range, 112-f11 > f,. For example, the frequency pulling of the ring 
laser operating in this range wlll affect the accuracy of the beat frequency of the 
ring laser. 
Eq. (7.5) is a standard differential equation and its solution olltside the 
frequency-locking range is given, on changing to the variable W = 7,b - co, by 
(7.15). 
where 
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- f 2 i [b = [ - [, p (7.16). 
Eq. (7.16) shows that the phase difference between the CW and CCW beams is no 
longer a linear function of time. This in turn predicts that the instantaneous beat 
frequency [, should itself vary in time. It is obtained by calculating the derivate of 
Wet), namely 
t. - f_f,2 
,- [+ [,sin(27r!'d + E) (7.17) 
where E = tan-l(f,l[b)' (Note that the numerator is [b2.) Eq. (7.17) shows that the 
instantaneous beat frequency of a ring laser with backscattering is a periodic 
function of time. Its maximum and minimum values are respectively given by /llIIax 
= [ + [, and [im'" = [- [,. From these relations, we obtain the nominal beat 
frequency [ and the frequency locking threshold [, in the forms 
[ = (flllla." + /lm;II)/2 
[, = (f'lIIa." - /1111111)/2 
(7.18a) 
(7.18b) 
We define the average period Tb of the beat signal as Tb = 1/[". By substituting 
Eqs. (7.18) in Eq. (7.16), we can obtain the average period of the beat signal as 
(7.19) 
Substituting Eqs. (7.18) and (7.19) in Eq. (7.17), we can rewrite this equation as 
(7.20) 
where Cl = (/lma." + /I 111111) I (2['IIIa.'< [;m'"), C2 = (['ma." - [IIII,")/(2['ma.'< ['m'") and 
Wb = 27r[b = 27r(f'ma." [IIII'")~' Eqs. (7.18)-(7.20) show an important fact that the 
nominal beat frequency [ and the frequency locking threshold [" in turn the 
instantaneous beat frequency function, can be determined by the extremes of the 
instantaneous beat frequency. This is one of the basic ideas which we use for 
determining the frequency pulling. We will further discuss this method and give 
our experimental results in Sec. (7.4). 
The average beat frequency is that determined from gyroscope output counts 
or by the frequency of the fundamental in the Fourier spectmm, the pulled 
frequency [I: 
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(7.21) 
where we have changed variable to ¢> = 271" fbt + E and used the integral 
J2II 1 o (f + f,sin¢>t 1d¢> = 271"/(f - f,2)~ (Chow et al. 1985), where the average beat 
frequency fb is defined by Eq. (7.16) and fb is always less than f. This shows that 
the fringe counts of the ring laser output or the average beat frequency fb is 
pulled down by the backscattering in the ring cavity. Fig. (7.4) shows the variation 
of the average beat frequency fb versus input rotation rate n. For precision 
measurements of a ring laser, this beat frequency locldng problem and the beat 
frequency pulling error must be solved by different means for different ring laser 
designs. 
Beat 
frequency 
Frequency 
lock-In range 
sn 
Fig. 7.4. Variation of the average beat frequency fb (solid line) versus input rotation rate n. 
The broken line is nominal frequency f (in the case of absence of the backscattering). 
Fig. (7.5) shows the variations of the instantaneous beat frequency predicted 
by Eq. (7.17) versus time t at different frequency locldng thresholds. In these 
diagrams, the frequency locldng threshold f, = 10, 30, 50 and 65 Hz in (a)-(d), 
respectively, with the nominal beat frequency f = 70 Hz. Fig. (7.5) shows that with 
an increase of the frequency pulling, the difference between the extremes of the 
instantaneous beat frequency will increase and the average beat frequency fb will 
decrease. 
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Fig. 7.5. Varialion of the instantaneous beal frequency versus time at different frequency 
locking thresholds: (a) il := 10 Hz, (b) II = 30 Hz, (c) II = 50 Hz and (d) II = 65 Hz. 
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7.2.4 Evaluation of backscaUering 
From Eqs, (7.6a) and (7.6b), we can estimate the frequency locking threshold I"~ 
which is a function of the fnlctional amplitude scattering coefficients, 
a = E12 /E2T, b = E 21 /E 1T, and the backscattering phases, C1 and C2. In current 
ring laser designs, the dominant source of the lock-in threshold is the multilayer 
dielectric mirror coatings. Eg. (7.6a) gives the maximum value ['"Ia,V = (a + b )/27r 
when C1 + C2 = 2n7r. 
An estimate of the fractional amplitude scattering coefficient a or b can be 
made with the following assllmptions (Aronowitz 1971). Let us for this purpose 
avoid any particular model of backscattering such as Lambert scattering and 
assume that a percentage r/ of the light from one of the beams, when it strikes a 
mirror, is uniformly scattered into 47r radians. Only the part of the light which is 
scattered in the solid angle of the oppositely directed beam is effective in the 
coupling. Thus (Eli/rsEI)2 = dn/4if where subscripts i, j represent 1, 2. The solid 
angle determined by the diffraction angle of the beam is dn = 7r0 2 where 0 is the 
diffraction angle of laser beam. For a ring laser, the TEMoo mode is required and 
its diffraction angle in far field is given by (Siegman 1986) 0 = >'/7r(Jo, where>. is 
the wavelength and 0'0 is the spot size at the beam waist. Then we get Elj = 
rsE I >'/7rdo where do = 20'0, is the diameter of the beam at the waist. Substituting 
Elj in the expressions of the fractional backscattering coefficients, we get 
a = (EdE2)(rs1,\j7rdo)(c/P), 
b = (EdE1)(rs2,\j7rdo)(c/P), 
(7.22a) 
(7.22b) 
where c / P = T, C is the speed of light and P is the perimeter of the ring cavity. 
Eqs. (7.22a) and (7.22b) show that the fractional backscattering coefficients 
are proportional to l/P. Therefore, the larger the perimeter of a ring cavity, the 
less the latter is affected by backscattering for given quality of the mirrors. This is 
one of the reasons for our interest in a ring laser with an area of order 1 m2 • The 
perimeter of our ring cavity is about 10 times bigger than those of commercial 
laser gyroscopes, so that the lockin band of our ring laser will be one order less 
than that of commercial rings for equivalent mirror quality. 
For our 0.633 Jtm He-Ne ring laser with a average beam diameter do of 
1.31 mm ( do = (d,v + d),)/2 since the, beam spot is elliptical in our cavity) at the 
beam waist, and with a perimeter of 3.47 m, we obtain the backscattering 
coefficients a = b = 1.3 X 10-4 rs where we assume E 1 = E2 and rs1 = rs2 = rs. 
For a total round-trip mirror scattering of the order of 16 ppm (there are four 
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mirrors in our cavity, and each one has a minimum scattering - 4 ppm), 
corresponding to rs = 4 x 10-3, we get a = b = 54 radian/sec, which is equivalent 
to a frequency locking threshold f, = 17 Hz where we assume €1 + €! = O. In this 
case, we obtain an average (pulled) beat frequency fb =: 65.8 Hz, whose fractional 
shift relative to the nominal beat frequency f (the beat frequency without 
backscattering) is of/f == 3.2%. 
In our experiments, scattering at a mirror can reach 100 ppm, and in 
extreme cases of contamination 1000 ppm. in such situations, ff will increase to 
132 Hz under the same phase condition. In this case, the frequency locking 
threshold f, is larger than the nominal frequency f, the frequencies of the CW and 
CCW beams are locked together, and the interference pattern is frozen. This is 
readily visible in practice by searching for a fringe pattern in the overlaid beams. 
The advantage of a long perimeter is pointed by the feasibility of using earth 
rotation to bias a fibre-optic gyroscope in an analysis of circular dichroism in 
high-temperature superconductors by Spielman et al. (1990), the only other case 
known to us of this technique. However, their precision for measuring the earth 
rotation rate is of the order of a few percent at best, and the phase resolution of 
their interferometer is many orders of magnitude less precise than that of our ring. 
On the other hand, a commercial ring laser operating under the earth's 
rotation, even with nunimal backscattering of 60 ppm, would suffer frequency 
lock-in at the threshold of ~300 Hz (Aronowitz 1971), since those ring lasers 
have much smaller areas than our ring laser. Therefore different techniques are 
needed to overcome the frequency locking problem. 
7.3 Methods for the avoidance of lock-in 
7.3.1 Constant bias 
The most straightforward technique to avoid lock-in and the "dead band" about 
zero rotation rate is to introduce a constant, externally controlled null shift or 
"bias," large enough so that the laser is always in the unlocked region. The 
frequency difference will then be given 
7/J'(t)/2rc == Sft + O'b (7.23) 
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where CJb represents the bias, from which one can recover SO by subtracting the 
known constant bias. A difficulty is immediately apparent here: the bias to be a 
large number to avoid lock-in, and yet known with very high accuracy, so that no 
significant errors are introduced when subtracting it from the measured frequency 
difference. For example, to get 0 with an accuracy of 10-3 deg/h, with a bias of 
104 deg/h, the latter has to be known, and kept constant, to within one part in 
107 • Note that a very large bias is required, not only to overcome locking, but also 
to be allowed to treat the scale factor as a constant, that is, to linearize Eq. (7.23) 
to a sufficient accuracy, namely 
(d1/J(t)/dt) /27f = [(SO+ O'b)2_f/] 112 
~ (sO+a:b){l-Hf,/(SO+a)f}. (7.24) 
This means that a bias of the order of 102_103 times the frequency locking 
threshold is needed to get scale factor to an accuracy of 10-5. 
Many methods have been suggested to provide a constant null shift. Macek 
et ai. (1964) suggested a fixed offset of the beat frequency in a ring laser using 
Fresnel drag introduced by a spinning glass disc, flowing liquids, and flowing gases. 
Langmuir flow and cataphoresis effects were suggested by Dessus, Catherin, and 
Migne in 1966, Batifol and Pecile in 1966 (Heer 1984), and investigated in some 
detail by Podgorski and Aronowitz (1968) for their use in ring lasers. Thomson 
and King (1966) used a constant rotation rate to keep the beat frequency away 
from small values. In practice all of these methods suffer from the same problem: 
the accuracy with which they have to be known and kept stable is simply too high 
either to attain or to be economically practicable. 
Another scheme providing a constant beat note offset uses the Faraday 
effect (Lee and Atwood 1966, Chow et ai. 1980, 1985; Statz et ai. 1985). The 
application of an axial magnetic field to an amorphous, isotropic material placed 
in the ring cavity splits the cavity frequencies of the two counterrotating laser 
modes. The beat note is proportional to the product of the magnetic field and the 
material length. The constant of proportionality is the Verdet constant of the 
material. Using this technique, a bias on the order of 105_106 deg/h can be 
obtained. To keep it as stable as possible, it has been found convenient to use 
ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic materials, with a low saturation magnetization. An 
external magnetic field is used to saturate the material, thus maldng sure the bias 
is not affected by stray magnetic fields (including the earth's own). There still 
remains the problem of measuring it with enough accuracy to compensate for it in 
the output. 
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7.3.2 Alternating bias 
In this scheme, the bias is operated in both the positive and negative rotation rate 
direction. Over each of these cycles, the net bias averages to zero, so that the 
output of the ring laser, being intrinsically an integrated magnitude, would only 
reflect the net rotation rate. The most successful alternating technique to date is 
the mechanical one (Aronowitz 1971, Chow et ai. 1985), in which the laser 
gyroscope is rotated alternately in one direction and the opposite. This process has 
come to be known as "dithering." It is usually done by mounting the laser on a 
rotational spring system which is oscillated by means of a piezoelectric transducer. 
The effect of an alternating bias that changes sinusoidally in time may be 
described by the modified phase equation ( Aronowitz 1972, Chow et af. 1980, 
1985) 
7jJ/(t)/27r = I + l,sin(7jJ) + O'ocos(wot) (7.24) 
where aD and WD are the amplitude and angular frequency, respectively, of the 
oscillating bias. The bias amplitude 0'0 is made large so that the ring laser is 
unlocked most of the time. Assuming 7jJ(t)/27r ~ It + O:D/WD sin(wot) and 
substituting in Eq. (7.24) we find 
7jJ'(t)/27r = I + l,sin[27r(ft + (O'D/wo)sinwot)] + O'ocoswot (7.25) 
Using 
00 
cos[(O:o/lo)sinwDt] == JO(O'O/ID) + 2~ .J211(Cl'0/lo)cos(2nwot) 
II = 1 
and 
00 
sin [(O:o/Io)sinwot] = 2~ .J211 - 1(O:D/ID)sin[(2n-1)wof] 
II =1 
where JII denotes the nth Bessel function and ID = wD/27r, we rewrite Eq. (7.25) 
as 
00 
7jJ/(t)/27r = I + I, sin27r/t{.Jo(O'D/lo) + 2~ J2,,(O:D/lo)cos(2nwDt)} 
II =1 
00 
+ I, cos27rlt{2~ J211 - 1(aD/ID)sin[(2n-1)wDt]} + O:D coswDt (7.26) 
" =1 
Since the beat note measurement time is greater than a dither period Eq. (7.26) 
reduces to 
7jJ'(t)/27r = I + I,.JO(O:D/lo) sin(27r It) (7.27) 
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Therefore, whereas without dither, locking occurs when [ ~ II, with dither locking 
occurs only when [~ f,Jo(an/[n). Furthermore, if Cl'n/[n is a root of Jo (i.e. an/[n 
= 2.405, 5.520, ... ), we have 'V)I(t)/27f = [, i.e. lock-in vanishes. In practice this is 
usually not accomplished because the dither may be constrained to a ring laser at 
only certain resonant frequencies and amplitudes. What can be done is to choose 
an/[n as large as possible, since for large arguments an/[n the Bessel function 
Jo(an/[n) can be written as (Chow et al. 1985) 
(7.28) 
and therefore the width of locking band goes to zero. In commercial ring laser 
with mechanical dither, one my have an = 190 kHz and [n = 200 Hz give an/[n 
= 950 and .1o(an/ [n) 0.02. 
The Faraday effect can also be used to induce an alternating bias, by 
periodically reversing the magnetic field applied to the Faraday cell (Chow et al. 
1985). In addition to the characteristic already mentioned, of having a low 
saturation magnetization, it is desirable for the magneto-optic material used to 
have short switching times, again so that the laser spends as little time as possible 
in the loc1dng region. Most importantly, the inclusion of any external element in 
the cavity (such as, in this case, the Faraday cell and optionally the quarter-wave 
plates) may increase the losses and especially the backscattering problem. 
As an alternative to the Faraday effect, the so-called transverse 
magneto-optical Kerr effect has been suggested as a means to achieve the 
alternating bias in the ring lasers (Krebs et al. 1980). In this case the magnetic 
field is perpendIcular to the direction of propagation of the waves, rather than 
parallel (or antiparallel ) to it, as was the case for the Faraday effect. The related 
technique is that of so-called "magnetic mirrors" (Statz et al. 1985), in which the 
magneto-optic layer is incorporated into one of the mirrors in the cavity. The 
magnetic field is therefore applied in the plane of the mirror, and perpendicular to 
the plane of the cavity. The phase shift for the reflected p fields of the 
counterpropagating waves on the magnetic mirror of is proportional to the vector 
of the magnetic field (Freiser 1968). The magnetic field is switched periodically to 
effect a magnetic-optical dither. Tbis results in a nonreciprocal phase shift and 
leads an alternating bias in output of a ring laser. 
To be a useful bias element for the ring lasers, a magnetic mirror must 
satisfy a number of special and stringent requirements. In brief, the magnetic 
mirror must be a low-loss device.. because the losses of a ring laser are a 
determining factor for the noise level of the instrument. Higher losses give rise to 
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increased quantum noise, the dominant source of noise for the limitation 
measurement of a ring laser. The bare metallic magnetic mirrors are poor 
reflectors at the He-Ne wavelength. Typical reflectivities lie in the range 0.4 - 0.7 
(Krebs et al. 1980). In order to reduce the loss associated with the magnetic 
mirror one can overcoat the opaque metallic mirror with a multilayer dielectric 
stack which is tuned to be highly reflecting at the wavelength and angle of the 
incidence used. However, this multilayer dielectric coating will reduce the effect of 
the magnetic field on phase shift of the reflected fields (Statz et al. 1985). 
Therefore, one has to balance the development of a sufficiently large phase shift 
and the concomitant reflection losses at the magnetic mirror. 
7.4 Measurement of frequency pulling 
7.4.1 Importance of the frequency pulling measurements 
As discussed in Sec. (7.2) on the frequency-locking theory in the ring laser, the 
frequency pulling phenomenon is always to be expected, since it is not possible to 
completely remove all sources of coupling between the two beams. This frequency 
pulling wi1l affect the precision of the measurements of rotation rate or 
nonreciprocal effects in ring laser, particularly when the ring laser is operated at a 
low rotation rate. Even for the state-of-the-art supermirrors, which have a few 
ppm backscattering for each coating, they still cause a significant error on the beat 
frequency. As we mentioned previously, with the backscattering of 4 ppm for each 
mirror, the frequency locking threshold fl = 17 Hz and the fractional error of the 
beat frequency 8flf =3.2% for our ring laser cavity with the earth rotation. 
In practice, the mirror backscattering will be larger than this ideal case as 
any dust and contamination on the mirror coatings during alignment and use will 
increase the amount of backscatteri ng. In the present status of our experiment, the 
estimated total backscattering of our four mirrors is from one to several hundred 
ppm. In this case, this backscattering at the mirrors provides the largest error 
source on the beat frequency accuracy. For instance, with a total backscattering of 
200 ppm in our ring cavity, the frequency locking threshold fl = 60.3 Hz; this in 
turn predicts an average beat frequency fb = 33.1 Hz given by Eq. (7.16) and a 
fractional error 8 f If on the nominal beat frequency f (68.8 Hz for the earth 
rotation), 8flf = 48%. 
The determination of frequency pulling is not simple. Although the 
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scattering of mirrors can be measured by a scatterometer (Thomas 1978), it is 
impossible, in general, to calculate the frequency pulling from measured scattering 
intensities from mirrors. We base this on the following facts. 
In principle, the fractional backscattering coefficients and the backscattering 
phases in above analysis are uncontrolled. In our case the ring cavity consists of 
four mirrors. Let us label the scattering sites on these four mirrors by n = 1, ... ,N. 
The individual backscattering fields provided by these scatterers may interfere; the 
total backscattering coefficient should be the sum of the individual backscattering 
amplitudes, Le. S/j 'E';; =1 S/;'11 exp(-ikz,,), where Zll is the distance as measured 
around the perimeter. Therefore the phase and amplitude of the total 
backscattering will depend on these positions ZII of the backscattering events. 
Movement of a scattering centre will then lead to changes both in the amplitude 
and the phase of total backscattering, which in turn will change the frequency 
10c1dng threshold of a ring laser. 
An obvious and important cause of such movement of the scatterers in a 
ring laser is thermal expansion of the ring. In general, a change in frequency 
pulling is produced even if the overall path length of the ring is maintained 
constant by path length control: the distance between any two scattering mirrors 
may change even if the total roll nd trip path length remains constant. In our 
experiments, a very gentle vertical tap on the Zerodur plate with a screwdriver can 
significantly change the response of the ring, and in particular can switch it from 
10c1dng to unlocking or vice versa. This may be due to the marginal stability of the 
lasing mode-plasma system in such a case, btl t changes in the form of the optical 
beam do not always accompany the locking switch, and the event is very possibly 
and simply the result of altering the phase of the backscattering. 
This important fact, that the frequency locking threshold I, and in turn the 
average beat frequency II:> will depend on the phase of the backscattering of the 
CW and CCW beams, forces us to determine I, from precision measurements in 
our ring laser other than the simple index of mirror reflectance. 
From Eq. (7.16) we note that the average beat frequency II:> :: [f - 1,2]112 
where in the absence of dispersion effects I = SO, 0 is the rotation rate and S is 
the scale factor. One can determine the locldng threshold I, by repeating the 
measurements of the average beat frequency II:> at different rotation rates. This 
produces different II:> values and allows a fit to the above formula. This is already 
done for the commercial ring laser gyroscopes (Aronowitz 1971, Chow et al. 1985). 
However, this method is not suitable for the case of our ring laser, since at this 
stage there is no provision for adding controlled and calibrated dither to our ring 
laser cavity, which rather has a constant earth rotation rate. Determining the 
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average beat frequency [b (say by counting) from the ring laser output is itself 
inadequate to determine the two parameters, [ and [" given that the former is 
affected not only by the (known) rotation rate, but is also affected by the 
nonlinear dispersion of the active medium (as discussed in Chapter 8). 
We present a novel method to determine the beat frequency pulling and 
other parameters of a ring laser. Instead of merely counting the crests of the 
interferomgram and deducing only an average beat frequency (as in Aronowitz 
1971, Chow et al. 1985), we show the feasibility of extracting frequency pulling and 
other information concerning the ring laser from an analysis of the waveform and 
harmonic content of the interference pattern, or time-dependent output. A direct 
way of achieving this is to process the output signal using the techniques of the 
analytic signal, or Hilbert transform, so as to derive the instantaneous beat 
frequency (basically the temporal derivative of the interference phase). The 
extreme values of this beat frequency suffice in principle within the above simple 
model of pulling and locldng to derive the locldng threshold and the unpulled 
frequency. In practice this gives quite sensible results. A more general analysis of 
the Fourier transform of both the input waveform and the instantaneous beat 
frequency in principle gives even more information, such as the gain of the laser 
tube. A preliminary analysis in this direction is presented. 
7.4.2 Determination or instantaneous beat frequency 
Our aim here is to extract the instantaneous beat frequency from the interference 
or beating signal delivered by a ring laser using the model of Section 7.2. When 
dealing with a frequency modulated signal, it is often convenient to define a 
quantity called the analytic signal, which is defined so as to make deriving the 
phase of a narrow-band signal easier. We define the analytic signal: 
V(t) = 0'\t) + i0i)(t) = I V(t) I e/ll't (7.29) 
where the imaginary part 0i)(t) is related to the real part, the actual (real) input 
voltage 0'\t), by the Hilbert transform (Born and Wolf 1980) 
and 
1 J 00 V(i)(t') , 0 r)(t) = - rr- _00 t ' _ t dt. 
(7.30a) 
(7.30b) 
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In all cases the principal value of the integral is taken. The argument ¢(t) of the 
analytic function Vet) is then related to the phase of the interference pattern. 
McGregor (1992) and Stedman (unpublished) have developed various 
MATLAB programs to perform this signal processing in a manner suitable for the 
ring laser: constmcting the analytic signal Vet), deriving ¢(t), and finally 
differentiating to obtain the instantaneous beat frequency fl(t) = ¢'(t)!27r. 
A preliminary experimental result is shown in Fig. (7.6), where a waveform 
of the beat signal with backscattering is shown in the lower figure. Its 
instantaneous beat frequency fi(t) derived from this beat signal is shown in the 
upper graph. In this picture, the sample rate from the beat signal of Ollr ring laser 
is 100 kHz. Fig. (7.6) gives much fuller information on the beat signal and its 
instantaneous frequency. The waveform of this beat signal is no longer sinusoidal 
and will be discussed in Sec. 7.4.4. The instantaneous beat frequency is that of Eq. 
(7.17); as explained in the context of that equation, it is not symmetric about its 
mean, owing to the effects of backscattering. 
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Fig. 7.6. A typical waveform (lower figure) of the beat signal and its instantaneous beat 
frequency (upper figure) with backscattering. 
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The noise on the instantaneous beat frequency is caused by numerical errors 
in the various transformations and in particular the digitizing error in the sampling 
and A/D conversion. By high-pass filtering out of this noise in MATLAB, the 
smoothed instantaneous beat frequency shown in Fig. (7.7) is obtained. 
In this particular nm, the maximum and minimum values of the 
instantaneous beat frequency are 112 Hz and 63.0 Hz on average. From these 
extreme values, we obtain the nominal beat frequency I = (flma." + 11111111)/2 = 87.5 
Hz and the frequency locking threshold II = «flmax - Ilmlll)/2 = 24.5 Hz. The 
average beat frequency calculated from Eq. (7.6), Ib = (flmax Ilmlll) = 84.0 Hz, 
whHe the measured average beat frequency from Fig. (7.7) is 78.1 Hz. Fig. (7.7) 
reveals that the experimental results for the instantaneous beat frequency depart 
for lower frequencies from the prediction of Eq. (7.17); this could well reflect 
truncation error, in that the signal level may in these excursions exceed the -8V 
limit acceptable to the Strobes A/D system. 
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7.4.3 Simple Fourier analysis of the instantaneous beat frequency, and its 
experimental inadequacies 
A fuller analysis of frequency pulling information may be obtained from the 
Fourier analysis of the instantaneous beat frequency [I(t) given by Eq. (7.17). In 
principle, this allows the use of all data points and not merely the extreme values. 
We now Fourier analyse Eq. (7.17). It is convenient to choose an origin of 
time such that the waveform is even. We then obtain the spectral components: 
(7.31) 
using ¢ = 27ft/T. This integral is tractable, as can be seen by using the further 
substitution z = exp(i¢), and integrating over the unit circle with the aid of 
Cauchy's residue theorem. This gives 
[L::Jk11l FII = 2[b If bJ . (7.31a) 
Hence the Fourier amplitudes are in geometric progression. On a logarithmic plot, 
which is customary to cover the great dynamic range of our device and which is 
permitted by most computer packages including the Strobes APe package, these 
amplitude values should lie on a straight line. This immediately suggests an 
alternative and possibly a better way than taking extreme values of the 
instantaneous frequency in time is to average across all visible harmonics to gain 
an estimate of the ratio 
(7.31b) 
of this geometric progression, and from that ratio and the observed pulled 
frequency [b (the harmonic interval) to deduce the unpulled frequency [ and the 
lockin threshold [f. 
While indeed geometric progressions of harmonics were readily found, the 
initial quantitative estimates of the unpulled frequency and lockin threshold were 
remarkably disappointing. Often values were obtained which were quite at variance 
with those obtained from the temporal extremes of the beat frequency, and with 
reasonable expectations. Often the ratio was remarkably close to unity, giving 
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unconvincing values of lockin thresholds well above the pulled frequency and 
correspondingly close to the unpulJed frequency, which was thus unreasonably well 
removed from the Sagnac frequency. Clearly the model used in Section 7.1 and 
enshrined in Eq. (7.17) was inadequate. The ratio measurement was particularly 
sensitive to its inadequacies. Nor could the method of temporal extremes of the 
instantaneous beat frequency be trusted. 
There are several possible - and probably important - reasons for this, and 
accordingly several solutions, not all of which are worked out in this thesis. First, 
the effects of plasma gain and saturation on the interferometer waveform have not 
been included in Eq. (7.17). This is investigated in the next section. Second, 
numerical tests with a synthesised signal of the form of Eq. (7.17) when passed 
through the mathematical analysis (including sampling, FFT, analytic signal, 
numerical differentiation etc.) yielded a spectrum whose harmonic ratio r 
disagreed somewhat with that of Eq. (7.17). This inconsistency has yet to be 
understood, and requires some delving into the bowels of the algorithms used by 
MATLAB. Third, it was only recently realised that one factor is the phase window 
accepted by the photomultiplier. Since the photomultiplier accepts a significant 
fraction of a period of the interferometric waveform, and since this fraction varies 
with the essentially undocumented adjustment of the beam splitter feed mirrors, 
the degree of alignment of the output beams etc., the interferometer waveform is 
effectively convolved with a square window of unknown but significant size. This 
will have the effect of decreasing the amplitUdes of higher harmonics relative to 
the fundamental,. and giving a departure from a geometric progression. We shall 
assume that observation of a geometric progression in data already recorded is 
evidence that this effect may be ignored. Its effects cannot be to make the 
geometric ratio inferred from fitting to observations of Fourier amplitudes higher 
than the true value; however the first and second problem will have this effect, 
and so deserve the initial scrutiny. 
Another experimental observation which is not accommodated so far is that 
we sometimes find that the intensity of each beam in the ring laser to be 
modulated with the average beat frequency. This also makes analysis of the 
intensity of the beat signal more complicated than that of Section 7.2.4. We turn 
to a fuller analysis. 
7.4.4 Refined analysis of the temporal waveform of the beat signal 
We revert to the general development of Section 7.2.1, and avoid in particular the 
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assumption of fixed and equal intensities of the counterrotating beams. We show 
that the temporal waveform of the beat signal and its Fourier analysis together 
with the Fourier analysis of the instantaneous beat frequency can together reveal 
not only the frequency pulling parameters but other information, such as the laser 
gain and saturation effect. The interferometer signal obviously depends not only 
on the relative phase of the travelling waves, but on the amplitudes of each beam. 
These amplitudes are themselves time-dependent, from Eqs. (7.3a,b). The 
importance of this time dependence itself depends on the gain of the plasma; at 
low gains, the oscillation system can respond only slowly to changes, and little 
temporal effect is seen in the intensities of the beams, the harmonics are relatively 
small and (as we in fact obsetve) the Lissajou figure is a more pure ellipse. As the 
gain is increased, the intensity can be changed more rapidly, the waveform is more 
complicated, the harmonic ratio r increases, and the Lissajou figure on the 
oscilloscope becomes appropriately distorted. We verify these observations and 
empirical interpretations in the following analysis. In the process of verifying this, 
we explain also the observations that analysis of the intensity of a single beam 
may (if the gain is high) show beats between the beam, and that the ratio r found 
in the geometric progression of harmonics can be significantly different from that 
of Eq. (7.31a). 
Adding Eqs. (7.3a) and (7.3b) we obtain a differential equation involving the 
amplitudes of the beat signal, namely 
(7.32) 
where a == E1z/TE2 and b == E2dTEh as defined previously. In the following 
discussion of the temporal waveform of beat signals, we include the saturation 
effect, which is qualitatively related to the intensity of the laser beam. For 
simplicity, we assume E1 == E2 == E and define ag == 21l'[(omrOcj) + (Om2-0c2)]/T. 
We obtain the differential equation of the intensity of the beam: 
(7.33) 
where bg'is the saturation coefficient and 'll = ~) - co, co is defined by Eq. (7.6b). 
From Eq. (7.1S) we obtain tan('ll/2) == [f, + fbtan(ll'fbt)]/f, and then 
cos('ll) (7.34) 
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whre E = tan-l(f,lfb)' The fact that Eq. (7.33) is amenable, like Eq. (7), to an 
analytic solution was pointed out recently by Etrich et al. (1992). Following these 
authors, we substitute into Eq. (7.33) 
(7.35) 
which gives the linear differential equation 
(7.36) 
Substituting Eq. (7.34) in Eq. (7.36), we find the solution given by 
(7.37) 
Substituting in Eq. (7.35), we obtain an expression for the time-dependent beam 
intensity: 
(7.38) 
where e = tan- l{f,(ag f, - fb2)/[ffb(fb2 + a/)1/2]}. The observed signal is the 
result of beating together the two individual beams, we assume in equal 
proportions: the intensities are the same (time-dependent) value I and the phases 
differ by \II. This gives an intensity for e interferometric pattern proportional to 
X = l(t)[1 + cos(\II + 00 )]. 00 is it roduced as the extra phase difference induced 
by the external interferometer ( r beam combiner), where the two beams are 
combined for measuring the beat frequency. The optical paths of the two beams 
travelling through this interferometer may be different, and it has been found that 
when the the glass plate on which the beam combiner is mounted is touched very 
gently, the waveform of the beat signal is significantly changed because of a 
variation in 00 • As a result the full interferometer signal - incorporating both the 
intensity and phase time dependence of the laser beams - has a form in which two 
major time-dependent terms, one in the intensity factor 1 = [f+ f,sin(27rfbt+ E)]/cl 
where Cl = [ag f,sin(271Jbt+O+ f(a g 2+ ~,2)1I2] and one in the phase factor 
cos(\II+Oo) = c2/[f+f,sin(27rfbt+E)] where 
C2 = [fbcosOocos(27rfbt+E)-f,sinOo-fsinOosin(27rfbt+E)], have cancelled. We finally 
obtain a waveform which has a time dependence similar to that in each of the 
phase and the intensity: 
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(7.39) 
where g = (a/ + fh2)! and 00 = tan-l[(ft-fsinOo)lfbcosOo]. 
Eq. (7.39) is a more accurate analysis of the waveform of the ring laser 
interferometer signal, and it should be this waveform that is Fourier analysed in 
considering the FFT of the signal naturally dispJayed by the Strobes APC package, 
for example. Its dependence on Jaser gain ag helps to explain why the relative 
strengths of harmonics alter with plasma conditions within a set of runs. Indeed we 
find two limiting cases when there should be no harmonics present: either with no 
laser gain even when frequency pulling is present, or with no pulling even when 
laser gain is present; in each case the term Clgftsin(21rft,l + 0 in the denominator 
vanishes. 
The form of Eq. (7.39) is that of a product of a purely sinusoidal function 
with a denominator of the form of Eq. (7.17), but with different constants. In the 
Fourier domain, the spectrum will therefore be a convolution of the Fourier 
transforms of the numerator and the denominator. Since the numerator is a pure 
sinusoidal function with a single harmonic, its convolution will merely give an 
overall scaling of the Fourier components of the denominator, whose relative 
amplitudes are therefore preserved under the convolution. Once again, then, we 
have a geometric progression of harmonics in accordance with our observations, 
and the ratio of this geometric progression is defined (just as Eq. (7.31 b) is 
defined by Eq. (7.17» by the ratio of the constants in the denominator. This gives 
the gain-modified ratio 
(7.40) 
where It = (fg2 - a/f?)~ = (f - a/fb2)~. Clearly the presence of significant gain 
can introduce time-dependence into the beam intensities in such a manner as to 
mask the effects of pulling alone; as ag increases, g -t ago If we consider the second 
term in h 2 to be significant, we might expect that as the gain increases II -t 0 and 
the ratio increases. This accords with the effect noted in Section 7.4.4; in this case 
gain should further distort the waveform. The ratios of Eqs. (7.40) and (7.31b) are 
related in the limit g -t ag by 
r'lr = «f - f?)/(f la/ - f + f?»1I4. 
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Fig. (7.8) shows the variations of waveform of beat signal with the frequency 
threshold f" where f, = 10, 20, 50 and 65 Hz in (a)-(d) respectively, and we 
assume f = 68.8 Hz, ag = 60/s, bg = 30/s and 00 = O. In this case, both the 
average beat frequency and waveform change with the frequency locking threshold 
f,· 
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Fig. 7.8. Variation of the waveform of the beat signal with the frequency threshold [,: (a) 
[, = 10 Hz, (b) [, = 20 Hz, (c) [, = 50 Hz and (d) [, = 65 Hz. 
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Fig. (7.9) shows the variation of the waveform with the laser net gain rate 
ag , where ag = 1, 10, 40 and 100 per second in (a)-(d) respectively, and we 
suppose f = 68.8 Hz, /J = 65 Hz, bg = ag /2. Fig. (7.8) shows that the variation of 
the laser gain will change the waveform of the beat signal, but does not affect the 
average beat frequency. 
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Figs. (7.9) shows the waveform variation with the external phase difference 
00 • In this diagram, 00 = 7r/4, 37r/8, 7r/2, 57r/8, 37r/4, 7r, 57r/4, 37r/2 and 77r/4 in 
(a)-(j), respectively. Here / = 68.8 Hz, /1 = 50 Hz, ag = 60/s and bg = 30/s. This 
shows that the waveform also varies with the external phase shift, which may 
induce by the difference of the external interferometer. This variation of the 
waveform in turn will be shown in the FIT spectrum of the beat signal. 
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Figs. (7.11) and (7.12) give two typical experimental waveforms of the beat 
signals and their FFf spectra. Fig. (7.11) shows the situation where the oscillating 
frequencies of CW and CCW modes are highly affected by the backscattering. Its 
FFf spectrum is shown in the lower diagram; the average beat frequency fb is 
61.03 Hz (the first peak in the spectrum) with its harmonics caused by the 
backscattering. 
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Fig. 7.11. The typical waveform of a beat signal and its FFT spectrum with strong 
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Fig. (7.12) shows the situation where the backscattering effect on the beat 
frequency is weaker than the above case. The average beat frequency in FIg. (7.12) 
is 69.58 Hz. In all cases, the magnitudes of the harmonics of beat frequency in the 
Fourier spectrum are approximately related by a geometrical progression. 
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Fig. 7.12. The waveform of a beat signal and its FFr spectrum, but with a less 
backscattering effect on lhe beat frequency lhan the case shown in Fig. 7.11. 
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Another way of extracting information from the data is to Fourier analyse 
the instantaneous beat frequency itself, as determined from the MA1LAB analytic 
signal analysis. One's first assumption is that this numerical method is designed 
precisely to obtain the result of Eq. (7.17), and that its Fourier components at 
least, if not those of Eq. (7.39), will be in the ratio r of Eq. (7.31a). Therefore 
even if the raw signal waveform is approximately sinusoidal because of low plasma 
gain, the instantaneous beat frequency may be expected to show substantial 
harmonic structure provided only that pulling is important. However as mentioned 
previously the experimental ratios tend to be much higher than expected, nor does 
the equivalent numerical processing of a synthesised signal yield the expected 
answer. These problems have not yet been solved, but are under investigation. In 
addition, future experimental work will need to check that beam divergences are 
kept small and so only a small window of the waveform is accepted by the PMT 
(see Section 7.4.4.). 
While this analysis has therefore so far failed to achieve one objective - that 
that of confirming numerical values for the ratio of the geometric progression of 
Fourier harmonics in a. pulled waveform - on the other hand it has introduced a 
totally new idea into ring laser data analysis; it has pointed a clear route to this 
goal; it has answered several previollsly open questions, and has greatly increased 
the scope for understanding in mllch greater depth than previously the physical 
content of the signal which is obtained from a ring laser. It shows that an analysis 
of the sampled waveform has far more potential than an analysis of counts of beat 
notes for determining several key parameters of the ring laser, and gives 
considerable incentive to a new rollnd of experimental work which will implement 
these procedures and test the adequacy of the related theory. 
It may be remarked here that until the above analyses were worked through, 
we had no certain knowledge even of the true origin of harmonic terms in the ring 
laser signal. One suggestion had been that pulling was the principal factor; 
another, that nonlinearity in the gain of any oscillator would induce harmonics. 
The above solution of Eq. (7.39) is a curiously satisfying amalgam of these two 
previous thoughts on the occurrence of harmonics in the signal: both are 
necessary. Many important points may be noted as corollaries of this analysis. 
First, the harmonics are not partials; their frequencies are exact multiples of the 
fundamental. Second, any noise contribution to t, viewed as a temporary variation, 
will affect the nth harmonic frequency by a factor which is proportional to n. 
These conclusions were expected, and indeed were employed albeit without such 
thorough justification in the analysis of Stedman and Bilger (1992). 
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In short, this analysis is obviously fruitful and is quite novel as far as we are 
aware, and is being prepared for publication. 
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Chapter 8 
Dispersion of the Laser Mediunl 
The presence of the gain mediu,m (the excited He-Ne gas mixture) and in 
particular the dispersion associated with it, including the effects of its excited 
character, induce certain nonlinear shifts in the frequencies of the cavity modes, 
both excited and unexcited. Both these effects have non-negligible effects on the 
beat frequency of a ring laser, inducing a bias in its value (Aronowitz 1974). With 
the presence of gain, which is frequency-dependent, a medium will have enhanced 
frequency-dependent dispersion. The relation between gain and dispersion can be 
obtained from the Kramers-Kronig relations (Bennett 1977). Such dispersive 
effects of the laser medium on the splitting of the counterrotating ring laser modes 
has been discussed by for example Aronowitz (1971). 
The model introduced by L1mb (1964) has met with much success in 
explaining experimental results for linear He-Ne lasers, such as mode pulling and 
mode pushing phenomena (Bennett 1962). In Lamb's semiclassical self-consistent 
approach, an electromagnetic field is assumed to exist in the cavity. The 
electromagnetic field polarizes the moving atoms. A macroscopic polarization 
results, which is then used as a source term in Maxwell's equations to calculate a 
reaction field. Self-consistency gives a set of equations which describes the 
amplitude and frequencies of the oscillating modes. 
Aronowitz (1965) modified Lamb's linear laser theory to account for the 
behaviour of ring lasers as opposed to linear lasers. The basic ~istinction between 
ring laser theory and linear laser theory is that in the ring laser the number of 
degrees of freedom of the system are doubled. This is due to the independence of 
the oppositely directed travelling waves. This leads to twice as many equations and 
added complexity in the analysis. The second major distinction is the nature of 
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mode coupling. Coupling between the oppositely directed beams can occur 
through their mutual interaction with the gain medium. Aronowitz (1972a) 
demonstrated mode competition in a He-Ne ring laser with a natural distribution 
of neon isotopes (hereafter referred to for simplicity as the "single isotope case, 
since Ne20 then dominates). One of the travelling waves could be appreciably 
reduced in amplitude and even quenched. Oscillation of each mode results in a 
measure of gain saturation. The saturation extends over a large range of the 
atomic transition. Saturation due to the stronger mode can reduce the gain of the 
weaker below threshold such that it will not oscillate. 
Let us summarise here the manner in which such dispersive shifts of a beat 
frequency are induced. Even when the laser medium is neutral and unexcited, the 
neon absorption lines will induce in principle some dispersion and so will have an 
effect on the frequency of the (unexcited) ring laser cavity modes. This effect will 
be to split the counterrotating further apart, provided they lie well within the line 
profile. This and the following cases will be discussed in more detail later; the 
present case is the inverse of that for gain-induced dispersive effects. 
In an active ring laser with both (counterpropagating) modes in existence, 
gain saturation effects associated with mode coupling will act similarly on the beat 
frequency (although more strongly), since these reduce the effect of gain and so 
mimic a component of absorption: saturation pushes the resonant frequencies of 
the oscillating modes away from the centre of the gain CUlve. Since the furtherest 
frequency is pushed most, the two frequencies become more widely separated, and 
so are effectively pushed apart from each other (Aronowitz 1971). This effect of 
gain saturation on mode frequency is termed mode pushing. 
It has been found useful as an experimental way of reducing intermode 
coupling and so of reducing this pushing effect to replace natural neon, with its 
9.1:1 mixture of the Ne20 - Ne22 isotopes, by an isotopically enriched mixture with 
approximately 1:1 Ne20 - Ne22 isotopic ratio. This significantly reduces mode 
competition in ring lasers (Aronowitz 1971, Chow et at. 1980, Statz et ai. 1986). In 
this case, the oppositely travelling modes oscillate near the centre of the combined 
gain curve of the two isotopes, rather than near the peak of either, and so tend to 
interact with different velocity groups of neon atoms. The system approaches a 
limit in which the amplifiers for the cw and ccw waves are separate. A detailed 
discussion of these and other such points is given in later sections. 
Although the mode pushing problem can be largely overcome in this manner 
by using isotopically enriched neon mixtures, the beat frequency of a ring laser still 
varies with the detuning of the oscillating frequencies of the oppositely travelling 
modes from the gain centre and with the variation of the gain level of the laser 
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(Aronowitz 1974). This is because the nonlinear dispersion associated with and 
dependent on the gain will pull the frequencies of the ring laser cavity modes 
towards the centre of the gain profile, so decreasing their beat frequency. This 
effect is called mode pulling. It can be reduced by lowering the gain to its minimal 
level, and this (with the effort to achieve high frequency resolution and single 
mode operation) is another strong reason for using high-quality mirrors and 
minimal plasma excitation in such a device as the Canterbury ring laser. 
In our ring laser experiments, both the natural and various enriched Ne20 -
Ne22 isotope mixtures have been used. We indeed confirm that Ne20 - Ne22 
isotope mixture is helpful for improving the stability of the frequency splitting (or 
beat frequency) of our ring laser, and in particular prevents mode pushing in the 
earth rotation induced beat frequency at the hertz level. Another and (as far as we 
know) a completely novel finding in our experiments is that a transverse magnetic 
field applied to the laser plasma also helps to stabilize the beat frequency against 
the effects of gain fluctuations, although it introduces a relatively substantial bias, 
a simple permanent magnet being adequate to push the beat frequency from the 
nominal 68.68 Hz to well over 100 Hz. While Aronowitz (1971) has discussed 
qualitatively the effects of longitudinal magnetic fields, the mechanism of this new 
phenomenon using a transverse magnetic field is not clear and has not been 
discussed in the literature. 
The basic ring laser equations which are derived by Aronowitz (1971) and 
various equivalent forms have been widely used in the literature (Aronowitz et al. 
1974, M-Tehrani and Mandel 1978a, 1978b, Christian and Mandel 1986, 1988, 
Christian et al. 1988, Pesquera and Blanco 1989, Pesquera et al. 1989, Blanco, and 
Spreeuw et al. 1990, Chyba 1990, Etrich et al. 1992). However, if one requ ires an 
analysis of dispersion from the basic mechanisms of laser operation, the 
interpretation and analysis of these equations is difficult. 
Statz et al. (1985) presented an explicit analysis for the effects of dispersion 
in a multioscillator ring laser where four modes are operating in a nonplanar 
cavity. In the following analysis, we adopt the method of analysis presented by 
Statz et al. (1985). In Sec. 8.1, we give an analysis to explain the mode pulling 
effect on the beat frequency of the ring laser, following the calculations 
particularly for the case of our ring laser. In Sec. 8.2, we will discuss the mode 
pushing effect caused by the saturation of the gain medium in a ring laser. We use 
the Yntema diagram (Chow et al. 1980) to explain the mode pushing effect 
induced by the gain saturation. We will explain why an enriched neon Ne20 - Ne22 
mixture can avoid the mode coupling problem in Sec. 8.4. Finally, we will present 
in Sec. 8.5 our experimental results and a preliminary analysis of the effect of a 
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transverse magnetic field effect in biasing and stabilizing the beat frequency of the 
ring laser. 
8.1 Dispersion of unsaturated gain medium 
In a ring laser system, the effects on the beat frequency of dispersion in the 
unsaturated and in the saturated gain medium are totally different. In this chapter, 
. we will first discuss the case of unsaturated dispersion of the laser medium. 
8.1.1 Equations for dispersion 
We assume in the following analysis that each neon atom, when probed by a laser 
beam, exhibits a Lorentzian power gain shape of the form (Statz et al. 1985) 
(8.1) 
where go is the gain at line centre for unit density of active atoms and unit length 
of gain section, Vo is the line centre, and f:j,IJL is the halfwidth of the line at half 
maximum. This Lorentzian gain shape is produced by the homogeneous 
broadening mechanism. Homogeneous broadening in He-Ne lasers is dependent 
on spontaneous emission of the radiating atoms and on their dephasing collisions 
with various collision partners (Siegman 1986). In a typical gas mixture atoms may 
collide with other atoms of the same kind (called "self-broadening"); with atoms of 
different kinds (called "foreign-gas broadening"); or with the tube walls (generally 
not of importance at optical frequencies). The total collision-broadening 
contribution to the homogeneolls linewidth of a given atomic transition will then 
be directly proportional to the density, or to the partial pressure, of each species 
that is present. According to Statz et al. (1985), f:j,IJL will increase linearly with 
total gas pressure in the form 
f:j,IJL = (15 + 57p[Torr]) x 106 (8.2) 
where p[Torr] is the total gas pressure in Torr. A 7:1 ratio of He:Ne partial 
pressure is assumed in this result. 
The optical phase shift associated with the power gain in Eq. (8.1) is given 
by utilizing the Kramers-Kronig relation (Bennett 1977) as 
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</Jiv, yo) = g(v, vo)(v - vo)/26.1/[, 
= go{1 + [(v - Vo)/6.I/d 2V 1(1/ - 1/0)/26.1/[, (8.3) 
For a He-Ne laser system, the line frequencies Vo as seen by the laser beam 
are spread out because of the Maxwellian velocity distribution (itself of Gaussian 
functional form) of the neon atoms, thus causing a spread of Doppler shifts. 
Therefore, the actual frequency distribution of the He-Ne laser line is a Gaussian 
distribution of Lorenzians. For a ring laser, Ne20_Ne22 isotope mixture are used for 
reducing the saturation effects on the laser oscillating frequencies. Therefore, there 
are two Doppler-broadened lines, one for each isotope. The gain function and 
phase shift equtions (8.1) and (8.3) thus have to be multiplied by a weighting 
function W(I/o) which describes the relative density of atoms which have their 
resonant frequencies, as seen by the laser beam, at I/o. 
The total gain G(v) in the laser transition line may be thus be written (Statz 
et ai. 1985) 
r+ OJ G(v) = J g(v, Vo)W(I/o) e1vo 
-OJ 
and the total phase shift (])d(I/) of the complete line is similarly 
The weighting function used in Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5) is 
W(vo) = N {(F 20/ 6.1/20)exp-[(I/o-l/oo + 1/5,,/2)/ 6.V20]2 
+ (F 2z/ 6.1/22)exp-[(vo-I/oo-V 5,,/2)/ 6.V22]2} 
(8.4) 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
where N is a normalizing factor proportional to the density of Ne atoms in the 
upper state minus the number in the lower state times the length of the gain 
medium. F 20 and F 22 are the fractions of the Ne20 and Ne22 isotopes in the laser 
medium; 6.1/20 and 6.1/22 represent the l/e halfwidths of the Ne20 and Ne22 lines 
due to Doppler broadening; //00 is the average frequency of the Ne isotope 
transition; 1/51' is the isotope splitting, which is 900 MHz (Statz et ai. 1985). 
Furthermore 
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6.V20 = voo(2kT /M20C2)1I2 
6.V22 = voo(2kT / M 22C2)1I2 
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(8.7a) 
(8.7b) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, and M 20 and M22 
are the atomic masses of the Ne20 and Ne22 isotopes. 
The phase shift in Eq. (8.5) can readily be converted into a frequency shift 
6.v by 
(8.8) 
By using Eqs. (8.1)-(8.8), we can calculate the dispersion effects on the 
frequency shifts of the oppositely travelling modes in a ring laser. We assume that 
the frequency splitting of a ring laser 17 = 1/2 - V b caused by the ring rotation. For 
the convenience of calculation, we change variables to x = I/o - Voo and ( = [(1/2 
+ vl)/2] - Voo, we can rewrite Eq. (8.1) for two oppositely traveling modes as 
gl = go{1 + [«( + 17/2 - X)/6.I/LFr 1 and g2 = go{1 + [«( - 7]/2 - x)/6.vd 2rl. 
Then Eq. (8.3) for the phase shifts of the two oppositely travelling modes can be 
written as 
¢dl = gl«( + 17/2 - X)/26.I/L 
¢d2 = g2«( - 17/2 - X)/26.VL 
(8.9a) 
(8.9b) 
where the parameter ( describes the detuning of the average frequency of the 
laser modes from the average frequency of the Ne isotopes. The total gain and 
phase shift for the each mode in the ring laser can be rewritten as 
where i represents 1 and 2, and the weighting function 
W(x) = N{(F20 /6.1/20)exp-[(x + vs,,/2)/6.1/20]2 
+ (F2z/6.// 22 )exp-[(x - //s,,/2)/6. V22f} 
8.1.2 Numerical calculations for the gain dispersion 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
(8.12) 
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We assume the neon isotopes have the equal proportion in the gas mixtures. The 
neon isotope splitting are near 900 MHz (Statz et al. 1985). Fig. 8.1(a) shows a 
series of gain curves calculated from Eq. (8.10), with the peak gain of 0.05%, 
0.1 %, 0.2% and 0.5% respectively. When we neglect saturation effects, then the 
peak gain of the medium is equal to the cavity loss for steady-state operation. Fig. 
8.1(b) represents the phase shifts related with the. different gain curves. 
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Fig. 8.1. Gain (a) and dispersion (b) curves versus frequency for a He-Ne -with an equal 
isotope mixture of Ne2Q and Ne22 • Peak gain is 0.05, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.5, respectively as in 
all fol1o-wing curves. 
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The frequency shifts of a laser mode in the cavity with the different gain 
values are plotted in Fig. 8.2(a). By using this diagram, the frequency pulling effect 
of the dispersion may be more easily interpreted. When the laser frequency v is 
less than the central frequency //00 of the gain curve, the frequency shift caused by 
the dispersion of the gain medium is positive, so that the laser frequency is always 
pulling towards the centre of the gain medium. On the other hand, when the laser 
frequency is larger than 1/00, the frequency shift of the laser mode is negative, the 
laser frequency is then also pulling towards the centre of the gain medium . 
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Fig. 8.2. The laser frequency shifLs induced by the dispersion of the laser medium with the 
different gain levels are shown in (a). The beat frequency (or differential laser frequency 
shift) shifts are plotted in (b). 
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For a ring laser, what is of interest is not so much the pulling of both the 
oppositely traveling modes, as the difference in this pulling. We now examine the 
beat frequency shifts (or differential pulling) induced by the dispersion of the gain 
medium; these are presented in Fig. 8.2(b). We find that the beat frequency shifts 
. will decrease in the range between the points A and B, but will increase out of 
this range. The explanation can be given by means of Fig. 8.2(a). We assume the 
frequency difference j~ of the two oppositely travelling modes, induced by the 
rotation of the cavity, is sufficiently small (about 70 Hz for our ring laser, as 
compared to the neon isotopic linewidths of SOO MHz), that the beat frequency 
shift !::.f can be expressed as !::'f = fll dl) /dx, where lJ is the averaged laser 
frequency of the two modes and x = I) - 1)00, is the dutuning of the laser 
frequency. Then the beat frequency depends on the derivative of the laser 
averaged frequency. Therefore, for the range between points A and B, dlJ /dx < 0 
and the beat frequency wtll decrease. If the laser frequencies of the two modes are 
ou t of this range, ell) / dx becomes positive and the beat frequency will increase. 
Close inspection of the gain, phase shift, laser frequency shift and, in 
particular, of Fig. S.2(b) reveals small asymmetries for equal mixtures of the 
isotopes. This is because the atomic Doppler line width for a gas of Ne20 at a 
given temperature is greater than that for Ne22 • The linewidth ratio of Ne20 to 
Ne22 is (M2dM20)1I2, a result given by Eqs. (S.7a) and (8.7b). 
Fig. (S.3) shows the deviation of the gain peak of the isotope mixture with 
the proportion of Ne20 • For a ring laser, as we shall show, it is preferable for the 
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Fig. 8.3. The deviation of the gain peak of the isotope mixture with the proportion of Ne20• 
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laser mode frequency to be the average of the frequencies for the peaks of the 
Ne20 and Ne22 transitions, so as to reduce the mode competition effects on the 
beat frequency. To this end we make the overall gain curve itself peak at this 
average frequency of the two neon isotope transitions. Because of the slight 
difference in the Doppler widths, this iri turn requires a choice of the abundance 
ratio for Ne20:Ne22 which is slightly greater than 50%, while still much less than 
the abundance ratio for naturally occurring neon. Fig. (8.3) shows that the mixture 
with 53% Ne20 and 57% Ne22 has its gain peak at the appropriate average 
frequency. 
8.2 Hole-burning in gain curve 
The gain coefficients in laser materials are directly proportional to the population 
difference in the states involved in the laser transition. In a great many atomic 
systems the population difference in the atomic transition will very often saturate 
with increasing signal strength. This saturation of the gain medium changes the 
dispersion of the gain medium and so affects the beat frequency of a ring laser. 
The hole-burning phenomenon is the consequence of the gain saturation in the 
inhomogeneous broadening line shape (Bennett 1962). 
We have seen that the line shape of the inhomogeneous broadening gain 
medium is a Gaussian distribution of Lorenzians. All the atoms in each Lorentzian 
profile (or spectral packet) have essentially the same (homogeneous) response to 
the laser beam in the laser. The total response of an inhomogeneously broadened 
line is then the sum of the individual responses of all the spectral packets, each at 
a different resonance frequency. 
When a laser wave at frequency /11 exists in a ring cavity, this laser signal 
will saturate the population difference only for those spectral packets, whose 
resonance frequencies are in resonance or nearly in resonance with the laser 
frequency /11. These are the only atoms with which the laser signal strongly 
interacts. As the laser wave increases in strength, only those spectral packets 
coincident with or immediately adjacent to the laser frequency will be saturated. 
The spectral packets at more distant frequencies will be essentially unchanged. As 
a result, with increasing laser power the strong saturating signal will burn a hole in 
the atomic gain curve. 
Now, a spectral packet at frequency I/o, in the presence of the laser wave 
within the inhomogeneous linewidth of a He-Ne laser, will have its effective 
population reduced by a saturation factor which we will write in general as S(I/o). 
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For the particular situation of a single laser signal with the intensity 11 at 
frequency Vh this saturating factor for the packet at 1)0 will be given by (Siegman 
1986) 
(8.13) 
where the factor F is given by 
(8.14) 
and I S (1( is the saturation intensity, or the value of laser signal intensity passing 
through the gain medium whose saturation effect reduces the gain coefficient to 
one half of its unsaturated value. 
8.3 Mode-pushing effect 011 beat frequency 
8.3.1. Laser frequency far away from gain centre 
For a He-Ne laser, the atoms in the atomic gas will have thermal or kinetic 
motion with a Maxwellian or Gaussian distribution of kinetic velocities, given by 
(e.g. Siegman 1986) 
(8.15) 
The rms spread is given by a} = kT /M. For a ring laser in a nonrotating state, 
the two oppositely travelling modes oscillate at the same frequency v. Let us 
assume that the clockwise (cw) wave moves parallel to the local z axis used to . 
describe the velocity of the gas/plasma particles, and that the laser cavity mode 
frequency 1) is detuned from the central frequency, 1)0, of the gain curve of the 
plasma. In this case, as shown in Fig. 8.4(a), the cw mode will interact with, and 
will tend to saturate, those atoms whose axial velocity v + is given by 
(8.16a) 
where c is the speed of light. Now the counterclockwise (ccw) beam oscillating at 
the same frequency will interact with an oppositely moving group of atoms whose 
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velocity v_ is given by 
(8. 16b) 
Therefore, for the inhomogeneous-broadened line shape, the saturation caused by 
the laser waves, even through they have the same frequency, will burn two holes 
which are symmetrically on opposite sides of the excited-atomic distribution of the 
kinetic velocities, as shown in Fig. (8.4b). Here we use the Yntema diagram (Chow 
et al. 1980) to translate between mode frequency and the atomic axial velocities. 
) ~= cw ... v ~ (a) a---;.. ccw orE 
... z 
frequency 
lase .. ft'equency 
(b) I 
I I velocity 
I I 
~ I 
(c) F .op I 
I I 
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Fig. 8.4. (a) A model for analysis of He-Ne laser interaction with the excited atoms. (b) 
Yntema diagram for determine the location of the hole burning. (c) The dispersion changes 
induced by the individual hole burning. (d) This diagram shows that the CW and CCW 
modes do not interfere with each other when the separation of the two holes on the gain 
distribution is far larger than the hole width. 
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The Yntema diagram method is very useful for illustrating the mode 
interactions which will be the subject of the following discussions. In Fig. 8.4(b), 
the abscissa represents the atomic axial velocity with positive values taken 
clockwise. A Gaussian curve representing the unsaturated population inversion 
(broken line) is plotted on the abscissa. The ordinate on the right represents the 
optical mode frequencies and has the unsaturated gain plotted on it. With no 
detuning, a stationary atom (v, = 0) interacts with the natural atomic frequency 
Yo. Hence, to translate between 1/0 and v, = 0 we draw a horizontal line from 110 
that intersects a vertical line drawn from liz = 0 at point 1. Consider an clockwise 
wave with a frequency II < 110' To interact resonantly with this wave, the atom 
must have a velocity in the clockwise, or +z, direction. A vertical line is drawn 
from this velocity (the hole labelled cw) so as to intersect a horizontal line drawn 
from v at point 2. A line labelled cw is then drawn through points 1 and 2. Now 
the velocity group that interacts with any clockwise wave can be obtained by 
drawing a vertical line from the point of intersection between the line cw and the 
horizontal line from the mode frequency. For a counterclockwise wave, a similar 
analysis gives the line labelled ccw, where the ccw beam will interact with the 
atoms which have a velocity (corresponding to the bole ccw) in the anticlockwise 
direction. 
Therefore, when the laser, frequency v is far away from the central frequency 
Yo, the oppositely travelling laser modes interact with essentially different groups 
or velocity classes of the atoms, so that the saturation in the gain medium caused 
by each mode does not interfere with each other. Fig. 8.4(c) shows the dispersion 
changes in the gain medium caused by the ccw and cw waves separately. The total 
dispersion of the gain curve in this case is shown in Fig. 8.4( d). Since a hole burnt 
by one of the bidirectional travelling modes represents a symmetric removal of 
atoms about the laser frequency to first order, the hole does not have a flrst-order 
dispersive effect on the laser frequency itself (Bennett 1962). 
8.3.2 Single neon isotope 
Let us consider the case when a single isotope of neon only is present. When the 
laser frequencies of the cw and ccw wave are tuned close to the centre of the gain 
curve, as shown in the right side of the Fig. 8.S(a), a very strong interaction 
between the cw and ccw wave exists, the so-called mode competition (Aronowitz, 
1972a). In this case, the holes (broken lines) induced by the the cw and ccw waves 
will overlap. Fig. 8.S(b) shows the individual dispersions associated with each hole 
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Fig. 8.5. (a) Yntema diagram for a single isotope with the laser mode oscillating close to 
[he centre of the gain curve. In this case, the mode competition between CW and CCW 
waves will become strong as the two holes overlap partly. (c) and (d) show the dispersion 
of the gain, where the refractive index of [he gain seen by a laser mode will be changed by 
another. 
caused by the cw and ccw waves respectively. The total dispersion of the gain 
curve is shown in Fig. 8.S(c). In this case, the slope of the gain curve has been 
changed to a negative value at the portion located at the laser frequencies, and 
these two mode frequencies have been pushed away from each other, giving the 
so-called mode pushing. Therefore, the beat frequency of the ring laser will 
increase in this case. 
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8.3.3 Enriched neon isotope mixtures 
When a He-Ne ring laser has the laser frequencies of the oppositely travelling 
modes on opposite sides of the centre of the gain curve, mode competition can be 
eliminated by reducing the gain medium coupling between the oppositely directed 
beams. This can be done by operating the laser with a mixture of isotopes of Ne20 
and Nen (Aronowitz 1971, Statz et ai. 1985). The centre of the atomic transition 
of Ne22 lies 875 MHz and 261 MHz higher than the centre for Ne20 for the 0.633 
pm and 1.15 p,m transitions, respectively (Aronowitz 1971). Statz ef ai. (1985) give 
their measurement of the isotope splitting, which is near 900 MHz for 0.633 pm, 
the value we use in our discussion. 
Using an enriched neon isotope mixture largely overcomes the mode 
competition problem for a ring laser. The Yntema diagram may he extended to 
the case of two isotopes of Ne20 and Ne22 as shown in Fig. (8.6). In this a second 
diagram is superimposed upon the first. The gain curves for each isotope are 
displaced in frequency space. Thus, each isotope has a separate set of reflection 
lines CW2t and CCW2t, i 0 or 2. Keeping the two population inversions separate 
allows easy determination of which isotope's holes are involved. For a proper 
Ne20:Ne22 isotope mixture, the centre of the combined gain curve is approximately 
the average of the frequencies of the individual Ne20 and Ne22 transitions, as 
shown in the right side diagram of Fig.(8.6). In this case, the laser frequencies of 
the oppositely travelling modes of a ring laser will interact with the atoms which 
are separated in frequency from the central frequencies of each isotope by 
approximately 450 MHz (half of the isotope splitting). The clockwise wave will 
interact with the atoms which have the velocities v~ < 0 (hole CW20) for the Ne20 
isotope and V z > 0 (hole cwn) for the Ne22 isotope, respectively. On the other 
hand, the counter-clockwise wave will interact with the atoms which have the 
velocities V z > 0 (hole CCW20) for Ne20 and v'" < 0 (hole ccwn) for the Ne22 
isotope. For a He-Ne laser with a combined Ne20 and Ne22 mixture pressure of 2 
torr, the half width of the homogeneously broadening line is about 130 MHz given 
by Eq. (8.2). Then, for a ring laser with an equal neon isotope mixture, the 
oppositely travelling waves will burn four holes in the two isotopes. These holes 
are well separated in the atomic velocity distribution. This means that the 
oppositely travelling waves interact with essentially different spectral packets, and 
that there is no interference between them through the gain medium. Therefore, 
mode competition or mode pushing effects can be negligible in a ring laser with an 
enriched neon isotope mixture. In this case, the dispersion of the gain medium is 
similar to the situation of the unsaturated gain line as shown in the right side 
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diagram of Fig. (8.6). 
frequency 
CCW22 
lasel' frequency 
velocity 
o 22 velocity 
Fig. 8.6. Yntema diagram for two isotopes. This diagram allows deLermination of which 
isotope's velocity group is involved given any mode frequency. In an equal isotope mixture, 
the lascr modes oscillate around the middle between of the two isotope transitions and then 
far from the each isotope's centre. Therefore, the mode competition is avoid. 
8.3.4 Natural neon gas 
In our experiment, natural neon gas was at first used for our laser operation. 
Natural neon is approximately 91% Ne20 and 9% Ne22 (Aronowitz 1972b). The 
beat frequency of our ring laser under earth rotation is nominally 68.68 Hz. The 
operating frequencies of the cw amI ccw beams will be near the centre of the gain 
curve of the natural neon. In this case, the frequency splitting in our ring laser is 
observed to vary from 54 Hz to 76 Hz over a period of minutes or hours, as the 
excited cavity modes are tuned through the gain curve peak by thermal expansion 
and the change in optical path length. 
Fig. (8.7) shows the case for the natural neon mixture. Since the proportion 
of Ne22 in the mixtures is only about 9%, the profile of the combination of neon 
isotopes will be asymmetric and the centre of the isotope mixture will be very 
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close to the centre of the Ne20 isotope distribution. The operating frequencies of 
the oppositely travelling waves in our ring laser are therefore near the centre of 
the Ne20 isotope distrIbution. In this case, though the oppositely travelling waves 
will still burn four holes in the two isotopes, the two holes burned in the Ne20 will 
overlap to some extent. The mode competition and mode pushing effects on the 
beat frequency of a ring laser are readily apparent. 
frequency 
CCW22 
-.-l1li--.... laser frequency 
velocity 
---+-----+---+-+----+--...;....velocity 
Fig. 8.7. Yntema diagram for natural neon. In this case, the two holes on the gain curve 
partly overlap. Therefore the mode competition between CW and CCW waves is 
reasonably strong, and in tUI'l1 the beat frequency of the two modes varies with the cavity 
detuning. 
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8.4 Optical bias induced by l11ultimode excitation 
In our ring laser system, the free spectral range of the ring cavity (c/P, where P is 
the perimeter) is 86.218 M,Hz. This frequency difference is comparatively small 
compared with the FWHM of the gain curve, itself approximately 1.5 GHz and 2 
GHz for the natural neon mixture and for the equal isotope mixture, respectively. 
In order to excite just one pair of oppositely travelling modes, the laser is driven 
with these modes just above tbe lasing threshold. When the power of the radio 
frequency discharge is increased, two pairs of laser modes may be excited so as to 
oscillate simultaneollsly in the cavity. In this case, the frequency splitting of the 
ring laser becomes higher than in the case of the single frequency oscillating the 
ring. In the Canterbury ring this frequency varies from 140 Hz to 300 Hz, 
depending on the level of the discharge and the detuning of the cavity length. 
Such a phenomenon has been reported by Scully et at (1978), Anderson et 
al. (1979, 1980) and Chow et al. (1980) as a new method to overcome the 
frequency loclting problem in plane ring laser gyroscopes. A theoretical analysis is 
given by Scully et al. (1978). They show that the presence of an addItional pair of 
modes oscillating in the cavity could significantly reduce the lock-in threshold 
because of nonlinear coupling effects. They did not mention any drawbacks of this 
scheme. 
As a result of our experimental work, we find that there is a fundamental 
problem in this method of eliminating lockin, which seriollsly affects the stability 
of the beat frequency of the ring laser. To understand the principle of this 
method, let us see the situation as shown in Fig. (8.8). For simplicity of discussion, 
we assume the laser medium is an equal mixture of Ne20 and Ne22 isotopes. We 
increase the gain of our ring laser so that two strong modes and two weak modes 
oscillate in the cavity as shown in Fig. 8.8(a). The splitting of the oppositely 
directed and active modes of the ring laser is so small (tens, perhaps hundreds, of 
hertz) that it cannot be shown in this diagram; the composite atomic gain curve is 
approximately 2 GHz wide. The two strong modes are numbered 1 and 2; the two 
weak modes are numbered 3 and 4. Modes 1 and 3 are clockwise modes, while 2 
and 4 are counter-clockwise modes. 
In the case of the equal isotope mixture, these four modes will burn eight 
holes in two isotope gain curves as shown in Fig. 8.8(b). Each mode will burn one 
hole in the Ne20 isotope gain curve and another in that for the Ne22 isotope. For 
example, mode 1 will burn the hole CWl-20 in the He20 and the hole CWj-22 in the 
He22 isotope curve. On the other hand, the oppositely travelling mode 2 will burn 
the holes CCW2-20 and CCW2-22 which are symmetrically placed with respect to the 
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Fig. 8.8. Yntema diagram for the two longitudinal modes oscillating in a ring cavity with 
two isotopes. (a) This diagram shows the mode structure. For the Canterbury ring laser, 
the frequency difference between the two adjacent longitudinal modes is 86.218 MHz. (b) 
This diagram shows that the holes induced by modes 1 and 3 are overlap as well as modes 
2 amI 4. In this case, a bias on the beat frequency is induced by mode competition between 
modes 1 and 3, and modes 2 and 4. 
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holes CWl-20 and CWl-22 located in the Ne20 and Ne22 isotope gain curves, 
respectively. These four holes do not overlap. Therefore, there is no mode 
competition between the modes 1 and 2 through the gain medium coupling. 
However, the additional modes 3 and 4 will burn another four holes CW3-20, 
CW3-22, CCW4-20 and CCW4-22, which overlap with the holes burned by modes 1 and 
2. This pair of modes changes the refractive index of the gain medium, 
corresponding to the holes CW3-20, CWr22, CCW4-20 and CCW4-22, and as seen by 
modes 1 and 2. As discussed previollsly, these hole overlaps will have the effect of 
pushing the frequencies of the oppositely travelling modes and increasing the beat 
frequency of the ring laser. 
The major problem of this 11111ltimode unlocking method is the mode 
competition so induced between modes 1 and 3, and 2 and 4. This cannot be 
avoided; these modes will interact with the same group of atoms. For example, 
modes 2 and 4 will interact with the atoms which have the velocities located at 
holes CCW2-20 and CCW4-20 in the Ne20 isotope, and holes CCW2-22 and CCW4-22 in the 
Ne22 isotope gain curve. Modes 2 and 4 will interact with the same atoms because 
of the overlap of the holes~ 
When the laser modes interact with the same velocity-filtered group of 
atoms, significant mode coupling and competition wit I inevitably be present. The 
intensities of the modes will vary due to these mode competition. These changes in 
mode intensities iri turn induce further changes in the refractive index of the gain 
medium. Therefore, mode competition again changes the frequencies of the laser 
modes, and adds to the variation of the frequency splitting in the ring laser. 
Detailed discussions about mode competition can be found in the standard 
textbook (Lamb 1974). 
Although this optical bias method is very simple, it may not be suitable for 
the ring laser as a solution of the problem of the frequency locking since one 
cannot achieve the stability of the beat frequency based on the mechanism 
incorporating strong mode competition. 
8.5 Transverse magnetic field effects on frequency splitting 
8.5.1 Description of our findings 
In our preliminary experiments, a transverse magnetic field was applied to the 
discharge plasma containing a natural abundance ratio for the neon isotopes. It 
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was then found that this induced a substantial bias in the (nonreciprocal) beat 
frequency which depended on the direction as well as the magnitude of this 
transverse magnetic field. It was also noted experimentally that such a magnetic 
field stabilises this beat frequency against many practically important variations e.g 
of the gain of the discharge and changes in the detuning associated with thermal 
expansion. Both of these appear to be quite novel observations, and currently lack 
a full explanation; partial and tentative interpretations are offered in the various 
subsections which follow. 
In these experiments, a single permanent magnet in the shape of an annulus 
of diameter 6 cm was used as shown in Fig. (8.9). It provides a maximum 
transverse field of 0.014 T (140 Gauss) over a similar linear dimension (5 cm) 
when placed as close as possible to the discharge tube. This magnetic field was 
applied approximately perpendicular to both of the discharge tube or optical beam 
direction and also to the (sagittal or vertical) polarization of the laser field. When 
this magnetic field is oriented to point towards the geometric centre of the 
(square) ring cavity and the magnet itself is moved from a distance to as near the 
discharge tube as possible (corresponding to the maximum field of approximately 
0.014 T), the beat frequency increases from 65 Hz to 135 Hz. When the direction 
of the magnetic field is reversed and the same procedure followed, the beat 
frequency of the ring laser decreases typically to 45 Hz, at roughly which point the 
frequencies of the two counterpropagating modes lock. The sensitivity of beat 
frequency to magnetic field is thus of the order of 5 kHz/T or 0.5 Hz/G in this 
geometry. 
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Fig. 8.9. IllustraLion of a ring laser experiment wiLh a transverse magnetic field. 
\ 
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Fig. (8.10) show the FFf of the beat frequency and single waveform in the 
situation where the beat frequency has been increased by application of this field. 
The corresponding observation with a decrease in beat frequency is shown in Fig. 
(8.11). 
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signal is shown in lower figure. Note 1 hat t he magnetic field has markedly increased the 
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Fig. 8.11. The speclrum and waveform of the beat frequency in the same condition as Fig. 
8.11, with the direclion of the magnelic field reversed, Note the marked decrease in the 
beat frequency. 
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As far as we are aware, this nonreciprocal bias arising from a transverse 
field is an entirely novel phenomenon. It is much smaller than the Faraday effect 
and Zeeman splitting associated with the effects of a longitudinal or transverse 
magnetic field, respectively, on a He-Ne laser. For the Faraday effect in a 
nonplanar cavity, the nonreciprocal frequency splitting of the modes are (Statz et 
al. 1985) b.FL = (c/P)Op(AL)/rr and b.FR = (c/P)fJF(AR)/rr, where =AL and AR are 
the frequencies of the left-hand polarized and right-hand polarized light 
respectively, and OF = VBI and is Faraday rotation, B is the longitudinal 
component of the magnetic field, I is the thickness of the Faraday rotator and V is 
the Verdet constant. Frequency splittings for typical rotator parameters are 500 
kHz to 1 MHz for a small area ring laser (Statz et al. 1985) and for similar 
magnetic fields. For Zeeman effect, the frequency splitting of the two orthogonal 
polarization is 18.2 GRz/T (1.82 MHz/G) when a transverse magnetic field 
applying to the Re-Ne discharge plasma (Ferguson and Morris 1978). 
Fig. (8.12) shows the experimental results for the prellminary experiment for 
stabilizing the beat frequency by the transverse magnetic field, in which a single 
magnet was placed close to the discharge tube of our ring laser. The bars denote 
the experimental data for the beat frequency, and the broken line is the averaged 
beat frequency. This shows the constant bias in the beat frequency as mentioned 
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Fig. 8.12. The preliminary experimenlal results of the stabilizaLion of the beat frequency by 
using a transverse magnetic field (-0.014 T). 
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previously. Now suppose that the laser frequency is tuned from a central frequency 
by approximately one half of the free spectral range (43 MHz for our ring laser) 
by changing the cavity length, which is performed by changing the voltage applied 
on the piezo which is bound to one mirror, the beat frequency changes from 
137.81 to 139.03 Hz. Comparing the beat frequency variation from 57 to 76 Hz 
without applying the transverse magnetic field, the stability of the beat frequency is 
greatly improved by applying a transverse magnetic field. The origin of this change 
in beat frequency is possibly induced by the phase change of the backscattering in 
the ring laser, which is under investigation. 
Further experiments using a Helmholtz coil for better field control are under 
preparation and the mechanism of this nonreciprocal effect is yet to be explored 
fully. We now discuss the stabilization of the beat frequency provided by the 
transverse magnetic field. 
8.5.2 Beat frequency bias associated with the Zeeman effect of a 
transverse magnetic field 
Let us first consider the role of Zeeman splitting of the He-Ne laser frequency in 
a transverse magnetic field in induced biases in the beat frequency. We shall 
estimate the size of this bias for our system, and show that it is necessarily 
insensitive to the sign of the applied transverse magnetic field, and thus cannot 
explain our observations. 
Zeeman splitting of the He-Ne laser frequency in a transverse magnetic field 
has been studied by a number of authors (e.g. Keijser 1977, Ferguson and Morris 
1978, Tratnik and Sipe 1986). Here we adapt the discussion given by Ferguson and 
Morris (1978). 
When a He-Ne laser discharge plasma is placed in a transverse magnetic 
field, the Zeeman effect causes upper (j = 1) and lower (j = 2) level splitting. 
Each of the three (m = -1 0, 1) upper level atomic populations has an an 
associated Doppler velocity distribution, and there are three possible electric 
dipole transitions from each of the Zeeman split upper levels, corresponding to 
6.m = -1, 0, 1. When 6.m = 0, the E field associated with the transition has a 1f 
polarization (parallel to the applied magnetic field); for 6.m = ±l, the E field has 
(J polarization (perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, and for example in the 
sagittal direction, or perpendicular to the plane of the ring cavity). Thus, two of 
the transitions from each upper level will produce (J polarized E fields, while the 
third transition will produce a 1f polarization as shown in Fig. (8.13). 
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For a plane ring cavity, the reflection losses for a 7f (in-plane) polarized 
beam is approximately 90 times greater than that for the a (sagittal) polarization 
due to the differential reflectivity of the mirrors for the two orthogonal 
polarization (Bilger, Stedman and Wells 1990), and the output of the active ring 
laser is linearly polarized in the sagittal direction. Therefore only two a 
components (6111 = ± 1) of the Zeeman splitting will interact with the laser field. 
In this case, because of the change of shape of the resulting overall gain curve, the 
Zeeman splitting has the potential to provide a similar function to the adjustment 
of the relative isotopic abundances afforded by using isotopically enriched neon. 
As mentioned previously, the Zeeman splitting for the two orthogonal 
components is 18.2 GHz/T, so that the separation between the two a components 
is 36.4 GHz/T. For single isotope neon20, the weighting function given by Eq. 
(8.12) becomes 
W(x) = (N/6/J20 ){exp-[(x + g/If3H/Iz)/6/J20f 
+ exp-[(x-gltf3H /Iz)/ 61J22f} (8.12) 
where g factor is about 1.3 (Ferguson and Morris 1978), H is the magnetic field, 
jt(3 is the magnetic moment and h is Planck IS constant. 
Fig. 8.14(a) shows the variations of the gain curves with the different 
frequency splittings. In this calculation, we keep the discharge pumping parameter 
as a constant. Thus the gain at the centre of the gain curve varies with the 
Zeeman frequency splitting. The gain values at the centre of the gain curves are 
23%, 19%, 16% and 7% for frequency splittings of 400, 500, 600 and 1000 MHz, 
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different frequency splilling .6. induced by [he transverse magnetic field. 
respectively. These gain values are also used in the calculations for Fig. 8.14 (b), 
Figs. (8.ISa, b) and Fig. 8.16(a). The gain shapes will be similar to the enriched 
neon isotope mixture when the frequency splittings are less than approximately 600 
MHz. When the frequency splitting is greater than 600 MHz, the centre of the 
gain curve will become a dip. In this situation, the phase shifts caused by the 
dispersion associated with the gain curve will be different from those in the 
situation when the splitting is less than 600 MHz as shown in Fig. 8.1S(b). Fig. 
8.16(a) shows the frequency shifts of the laser modes with the detuning at these 
different splitting values. For a given value of the detuning, the shift in beat 
frequency will be a function of the magnetic field induced splitting .6. of the 
transition frequency, with an intercept corresponding to the residual beat 
frequency change at zero magnetic field as a single isotope behavior. The beat 
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frequency shifts caused by the dispersion of the gain medium are plotted in Fig. 
8.16(b) for different choices of Zeeman splitting and as a function of laser 
frequency detuning. This suggests the existence of a particular value of the 
Zeeman splitting (approximately 800 MHz in our calculation, and therefore 
beyond the reach of our currently available magnetic fields), at which the pulling 
of the beat frequency of the ring laser is zero. The existence of this residual 
pulling is less important than the stabilisation of the beat frequency under changes 
in the discharge and detuning for precision measurements. 
These figures are of interest since we expect that the laser frequency can be 
stabilized within 1 MHz; we plan to lock the ring laser frequency to the NL-1 
laser, whose long term frequency drift is 1 MHz/day. In this case the behaviour of 
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beat frequency under a change in detuning at different Zeeman splittings is of 
interest for possible experimental checking. These dependences are shown in Fig. 
8.1S(a). We notice that the curve corresponding to a Zeeman splitting of 500 MHz 
indicates greater stabiJ ity of the beat frequency at such fields. Fig. 8.1S(b) indicates 
the potential for stabilization of the beat frequency at different gain values, where 
we assume the splitting to be 500 MHz. In this case, if we tune the laser 
frequencies of the oppositely traveling modes close to the center of the gain curve, 
the precision of 0.2 11Hz or better can be achieved by locking the laser frequency 
within 1 MHz. 
We should notice that cross saturation effects (Siegman 1986) of the gain 
medium has not been considered here. If we further consider the dispersion 
change caused by the cross saturation, the laser intensity in the cavity must be 
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stabilized since the cross saturation effect of the gain medium is dependent on the 
laser intensity. 
We showed in Fig. (8.13) the dependence of the gain cutve on a transverse 
magnetic field. The induced beat frequency biases of Fig. (8.16) are, like the gain 
curve changes from which they are derived, insensitive to the sign of the applied 
magnetic field. Hence they cannot explain the linear response obsetved and 
discussed in Sec. 8.5.1. In addition, the likely frequency changes are only of the 
order of tens of millihertz (Fig. 8.16), very much less than is required to reproduce 
the data. 
8.5.3 Possible mechanisms for linear and nonreciprocal optical effects 
from a transverse magnetic field in a ring laser 
In this section I consider the category of radiati-on-matter interaction processes 
which could explain in principle our observed effect, a nonreciprocal contribution 
which has a linear dependence on a transverse magnetic field. I mention the range 
of possible optical effects which are detectable as nonreciprocal path length 
contributions for a ring laser. I then briefly review the selection rules of Stedman 
(1990, 1993b), and then apply these rules to our observation. 
A ring laser gyroscope detects the nonreciprocity in the effective path 
lengths for the countercirculating beams. By a nonreciprocal effect, we mean (with 
Statz et al. 1985) one which reverses with the sense of propagation of the beam. 
Consider a travelling electromagnetic wave in a ring laser, for which the 
classical electric field is proportional to the real part of ekjeXp i(wt - k·x); ekj (or e 
for brevity) is the polarisation vector, k the wavevector, j the polarisation, and w 
the frequency of the optical mode. Reflection at an ideal mirror interchanges the 
handedness of a beam: right circularly polarised light converts to left, and vice 
versa. 
A ring laser has four possible modes: ClockWise (CW), and 
Counter-ClockWise (CCW), and for each, two orthogonal polarisations. In a linear 
polarisation basis we denote these as s (sagittal or senschrit) for the out-of-plane 
component of electric field) and p (parallel or in-plane component); the s mode 
usually is excited rather than p since according to the Fresnel reflection 
coefficients the p reflection is inevitably more lossy for typical mirrors. 
A circularly polarised basis is of interest for a square ring, as opposed to a 
triangular one; since a circularly polarised beam reverses its handedness upon 
reflection, the legs of a circularly polarised ring have alternating handedness of 
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polarisation, and must be even in number to sustain pure circular polarisation. 
The relationship between handedness, direction and frequency itself depends 
on the physical mechanism inducing the nonlinear state of polarisation. A nonzero 
beat frequency between modes, thus giving a signal for the ring laser (as in the 
standard gyroscope application) Wew - Weew depends on having a nonreciprocal 
component of the optical path length: ncew of new, and hence (from the 
Kramers-Kronig relations) a nonreciprocal term in the absorption or loss, not 
necessarily at the laser frequency. 
A ring operating with strictly linearly polarised light has a beat signal 
dependent on linear Ilonreciprocify: an effect whose contribution J(e, k) to the 
intensity of absorption say in the UV, and so to refraction at the helium-neon 
laser wavelength, reverses in sign with l{ and satisfies the relation: J(e, k) = J(e*, 
k) ::: - J(e, -k), the first equation since the polarisation is linear and the second 
since the effect reverses with the wavevector. Such a nonreciprocal contribution is 
inevitably time-odd; the last equation simply says that time reversing all photons 
reverses the observed effect. In a quantum formulation, for effects induced by 
interactions of the electronic states with the electromagnetic field, this implies that 
an odd number of time-reversal violating electronic interaction operators are 
involved (r = -1 in the following selection rules; see the conjugation theorem of 
Stedman 1990). Such a time-odd requirement certainly includes the Sagnac effect 
since time reversal indeed reverses all effects linearly dependent on a rotation; the 
rotation itself reverses. It could also include magnetic field-induced effects such as 
the one uncler discussion. This possibility will be explored further shortly. 
On the other hand, a ring operating in circularly or at least nonlinearly 
polarised light is sensitive to any nonreciprocity induced by some medium in the 
effective refractive index for a circularly polarised beam, or to circular 
llollreciprocity. Since e of e*, it is not so obvious that a time-odd field is either 
necessary or even appropriate for inducing a nonreciprocal effect. However it will 
certainly be useful in generating the nonlinear polarisation. 
Any element of the ring which is gyrotropic, that is, exhibits circular 
birefringence or has a differentirll effect on light of different handedness, will 
throw a ring into nonlinear polarisrltion; a linearly polarised beam will inevitably 
be rotated on passage around a ring and can no longer be an eigenmode. In 
inducing image rotation a nonplanar ring also will enforce nonlinear polarisation. 
In the simplest analysis and for ideal mirrors any such polarisation rotation throws 
a four-sided ring into circular polarisation, which is an acceptable eigenmocle. In 
practice, as shown by Bilger ef at. (1990) in a different context, mirror 
nonidealities ensure that there is a finite transition region in which the polarisation 
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eigenmode varies continuously between linear through elliptical to circular 
polarisation. 
There are two basic gyrotropic devices, often termed a reciprocal and a 
nonreciprocal polarisation rotator. (This nomenclature has nothing directly to do 
with the penchant of a ring laser to measure nonreciprocal effects.) The former is 
illustrated by the Faraday effect: a longitudinal magnetic field imparts magnetic 
circular birefringence. Its dependence on polarisation and direction satisfies J(e, 1{) 
= - J(e*, -1t:) since the inducing field is time-odd, and J(e, k) = - J(e*, k) since 
the effect is opposite for light of opposite handedness. Hence the sign of k is 
immaterial. In the jargon of the selection rules of Stedman (1993b), this rotating 
element is time-odd (T = -1) and gyrotropic (, = -1). In satisfying T J( = , we 
must require J( = + 1, so that there is no dependence of the effect on an odd 
power of the wavevector. As far as parity is concerned, the rule UK = 1 for a 
centric system, where U is the combined parity of external field operators, gives no 
restriction in this case; since n = + 1 for a magnetic field and J( = 1 also, such an 
effect can be displayed by centric systems. Such a system will split CW and CCW 
waves of the same handedness, but not those with the same polarisation. If the 
rotation effect were being studied in isolation rather than through a ring, since the 
sign of the wavevector is immaterial a second and reversed passage through the 
material following a reflection will enhance the phase shift. 
By contrast, a nonreciprocal rotator is an element for which the sign of the 
wavevector does affect the sign of the rotation, and double passage leads to 
cancelling contributions. This would hold for the case of natural optical activity, 
where I( e, k) = J( e*, -k) = - I( e*, 1t:). These equations follow from its gyrotropy 
(, = -1) and its time-even character (T = 1) giving in the selection rule T K = , 
that J( = -1. It would therefore split copropagating waves of opposite handedness, 
but not counter-propagating waves of the same handedness. 
Which of these three possibilities (linear nonreciprocity, a reciprocal and a 
nonreciprocal rotator) may prove relevant for the presently observed effect can be 
assessed on the basis of general arguments incorporating these and other 
restrictions. The effect we observe is time-odd (T = -1), since it is linear in a 
magnetic field. 
We have not seen evidence for nonlinear polarisation when a field is applied 
in our experiment; I estimate from the intensity of reflection at a polarising prism, 
that any degree of ellipticity in the output beam, measured as the ratio of minor 
to major axis, is no greater than 1% when the magnetic field is present. However, 
polarisation effects somewhat below 1% may well be very significant for beat 
frequencies in our range in such a sensitive instrument. 
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Consider then the case that the effect is gyrotropic (')' = -1): a form of 
magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). In this case, K = 1 from the selection rule TK 
= ,)" and neither interference between multi poles nor the parity restriction to an 
acentric system is required. In El (electric dipole) coupling this corresponds to the 
Faraday effect. For a fluid this confines us to a geometric factor of the standard 
MCD form e x e* . B; the triple scalar product is the only rotational invariant 
which can be manufactured from the three available vectors e, e* and B. The 
inclusion of higher mllltipoies does not change this form, since other possible 
invariant combinations vanish from transversality. (To see this, note that odd 
orders in the multipole expansion are forbidden since K = 1. If two more k 
vectors are included, corresponding to a second order term in the multipole 
expansion, the five vectors e, e*, B, k, k may be combined into (e x e* . B)(k . k) 
only, since other combinations such as (e x ){ . B)(e* . k) vanish from 
transversality: e 1. k.) However e x e* . B vanishes for a transverse field; e x e* is 
parallel to the beam direction k, not to B. We have ignored fringing fields in this 
argument. For circular nonreciprocity to exist, then, our only significant remaining 
assumption, that of a randomly oriented fluid, has to be invalidated; we must 
consider seriously the existence of a minute degree of orientation of the 
constituent ions. This presumably arises from the only static orientational 
influence, the applied magnetic field. In a similar manner molecular polarisation, 
orientation and so electric circular dichroism at a parts-per-mil1ion level was 
induced by an electric field in the experiment of Buckingham and Shatwell (1980). 
Before exploring this possibility, we consider the nongyrotropic case (')' = 
+ 1) or magnetic linear dichroism (MLD) in the context of both linear and circular 
nonreciprocity. Since T = -1, we find K = -1 or multipole interference is required. 
This breaches the parity rule for centric systems, so that for linear as well as 
circular nonreciprocity to exist, our assumption of randomly oriented scatterers has 
to be invalidated by the orientational effects of the applied magnetic field. 
Oriented scatterers 
In each case, then, it seems necessary to assume that the symmetry group of 
the scatterers is no longer the full rotation group 0(3), but the subgroup C", 
where the symmetry axis is that of the applied magnetic field. We take this to be 
the y axis and the beam direction to be the local z axis for definiteness. We now 
find what invariants under ex, may be constructed from the various vectors (e, e*, 
B, k) which define the geometry at each order of multipole coupling. Such 
invariants must be found to ensure the feasibility of the corresponding interaction 
process (Stedman 1990, 1993b). 
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First we consider linear nonreciprocity when the process is gyrotropic and K 
= -1. The lowest order at which such contributions could arise is in E1/M1-E2 
interference. Three electronic matrix elements are involved in any intensity 
contribution, one from the optical interaction with operator e . p, one from the 
interaction with [(e x k)l (1' X p)l]i for j = 1 (M1) or j = 2 (E2) (one of these 
optical interactions being complex conjugated), and one from the field interaction 
B . (1 + 2s). On sunmling over randomly oriented scatterers this then requires the 
external vectors e, e*, k and B to be coupled multiplicatively to a ex> invariant, i.e. 
a function of y independent of x and z. B is already a function of y only. The 
polarisation vectors must be coupled symmetrically, i.e. only to rank 0 or 2; this 
pernlits the bilinear forms e . e*, exe/ + eye." *, e."e." *, eJe/ only. In each of these 
cases there is no possibility of combining terms with kz to give an invariant under 
rotations about y. Hence no linear nonreciprocality can occur at this order. At all 
higher orders for a nongyrotropic effect, we add an even number of wavevectors to 
the above exercise, and the same conclusion follows: in no such order can a C", 
invariant be constructed. More formally, the Cx> behaviour of the various vectors is 
given by e - aei<P + be-i<p where b = a under linear s polarisation, k - (el<P -
e-i<P)i, B - constant. The only symmetric bilinears to be formed from e and e* 
have the <P dependence aa*e2it1', hb*e- 2i <t>, (ab* + ba*). When combined with an 
odd number of e±i<l> factors from an odd number of k vectors it is impossible for 
the <p dependence to cancel. We conclude that no such effect as we observe can 
occur within the geometrical constraints of our experiment in linear polarisation. 
Now consider circular nonreciprocity. We need a gyrotropic contribution, or 
MCD. So far we have shown that MCD is forbidden for a fluid of randomly 
oriented scatterers. If now we allow for field-induced polarisation, we are 
comnlitted to search for a Coo invariant formed from e, e*, B and an even number 
of k vectors. This would seem to be feasible, since the various e±i<P factors could 
cancel. However e* necessarily couples with e antisymrnetrically. Therefore the 
product must have the spherical rank j = 1 and so the form e x e*, which is 
proportional to I{, in order to ensure gyrotropy. However no number of vectors 
parallel to z can combine to give a function of y; a product of factors each of the 
form (ei<l> - e-i<l»i cannot be independent of <p. As before, then, we find no 
possibility of such a process at any multipole of coupling even for circular 
birefringence. 
Fringing fields 
As mentioned, the above analysis ignored the longitudinal part of the 
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fringing field. To first order this may be expected to cancel, and further 
preliminary measurements with a Helmholtz coil confirm the existence of a 
contribution to the beat frequency which is linear in a transverse magnetic field. 
However in view of the strong selection rule just proved limiting effects from a 
transverse field, we must now take seriously the possibility that a net longitudinal 
component of the field is generating the observed effect. Clearly magnetic circular 
birefringence from this effect could induce the splitting of modes in the case on 
nonlinear polarisation, as in the "Zeeman laser" (Statz et al. 1985). It is clear that 
we are looldng at a very highly forbidden contribution, fortunately with a very 
sensitive instrument. More careful measurements need to be taken to establish the 
true geometry of the effect, and to direct the best model for its theoretical 
interpretation. 
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Chapter 9 
Discussion 
In this thesis we have reached five major and novel conclusions. I list these first, 
and expand on each afterwards. 
First, the ringing profile method provides a novel technique of measuring 
the losses in an optical cavity. Since these losses dictate the quantum limit of noise 
in ring laser measurements, such a cheap and accurate method is a valuable 
experimental tool. 
Second, asymmetry in this profJle is an unexpectedly significant characteristic 
when an optical cavity is scanned; both the FWHM and the asymmetry parameter 
of the profile cavity are defined by the normalised scanning rate. 
Third, the Canterbury ring laser has reached a resolution of the beat 
frequency of 11 pHz, which is of the order of the quantum noise linewidth. 
Fourth, a novel method for determining the parameters of frequency pulling 
is presented. It consists of an analysis of the waveform of the interferometric signal 
from a ring laser, or alternatively that of the derived instantaneous beat frequency. 
Fifth, in our discussion of the dispersion effects of the laser medium on the 
beat frequency, a novel method is presented and demonstrated for stabilizing the 
beat frequency of a ring laser by llsing a transverse magnetic field. An associated 
and quite novel nonreciprocal bias of the beat frequency, which is dependent on 
the direction of the transverse magnetic field, is discovered and discussed. 
9.1 Conclusion 1: Ringing profile method 
A comparison of various measurement techniques for determining precisely the 
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losses in an optical cavity has been presented in Table 2.1 in this thesis. The most 
popular method, currently used by most manufacturers of laser gyroscopes, is the 
ring-down technique (Anderson et al. 1984). Its measurement precision of losses in 
an optical cavity is 5 ppm. We have demonstrated in Chapter 3 that our novel 
method based on the ringing in the output profile of a scanned cavity, can have a 
even higher precision. In our experiment, the precision of the loss measurement is 
1 ppm by using the SR-130 supercavity. In addition, the ringing profile method 
does not need a fast optical switch, nor does the mechanical vibration of the probe 
cavity during the measurement affect the precision of measurement. A crucial part 
of the ringing profile method is the application of the relevant and (in this 
context) novel theory so as to give a fitting procedure, all of which has been 
solved in this thesis. A TurboPascnl program for the parameter fitting is presented 
as Appendix F. 
9.2 Conclusion 2: The asymmetric scanning profile of a Fabry-Perot 
cavity 
We have showed in Chapter 4 thnt asymmetry in the output profile of a scanning 
cavity is inherent to its character. The Airy function is only the description of a 
limiting case of a scanning Fabry-Perot, where the scalming speed of the cavity is 
zero. We have demonstrated that significant (5%) asymmetry appears in an output 
profile for a scanning Fabry-Perot cavity even when the time interval which is 
required for scanning over the probe frequency is as long as 100 tCI where tc is the 
intensity decay time of the cavity. In fact, this asymmetric characteristic on the 
output profile of an optical cavity also degrades the measurement of the FWHM 
increase of the profile. Both characteristics are particularly important for the 
precision measurement of a spectrum by using supercavities. 
9.3 Conclusion 3: The measurement resolution of the Canterbury 
ring laser. 
A variety of ring laser gyroscopes has been discussed in Chapter 5 and a 
comparison of these laser gyroscope sensitivities is presented in Table 5.1. We 
have demonstrated in Chapter 6 that the Canterbury ring laser has a resolution of 
beat frequency 11 {I, Hz, which is a fraction 2.32 x 10-20 of the He-Ne laser 
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frequency, and corresponds to a sensitivity of 1.6 x 10-7 OE, where OE is the earth 
rotation rate. This sensitivity is of the same order as the quantum limit for the 
beat frequency linewidth, given the present losses of our ring laser, and is at least 
two orders of magnitude lower than the sensitivities of existing laser gyroscopes. 
9.4 Conclusion 4: Novel methods for determination of the beat 
Frequency pulHng and other parameters of ring lasers 
Frequency pulling in a ring laser induced by backscattering has been investigated 
in Chapter 7. It is an important error source in our ring laser. This frequency 
pulling is dependent not only on the magnitudes of the CW and CCW 
backscattering but also on the phases of the two backscattered beams, which will 
themselves change with the length of each arm of the ring laser, for which no 
control so far exists. Therefore, it is very important to be able to abstract 
frequency pulling information from the beat signal. We have demonstrated that 
the frequency locldng threshold ff and the nominal beat frequency f (induced by 
the cavity rotation) can each be determined by analysis of the instantaneous beat 
frequency. The joint effect of laser gain, saturation and backscattering of a ring 
laser can be explored by the Fourier analysis of the temporal waveform of the 
beat signal. These novel methods are particularly important for the development 
of large-area ring lasers. 
9.5 Novel method for stabilization of the beat frequency and the 
disvovery of the nonreciprocal bias by using a transverse 
magnetic field. 
Gain-plasma induced dispersion effects on the beat frequency have been 
investigated in Chapter 8. We have shown following earlier work that mode 
competition in a ring laser will induce an increase of beat frequency, and that 
dispersion of the laser medium will cause a decrease of the beat frequency. We 
have then demonstrated that the mode competition effect, which causes the drift 
of the beat frequency of ring lasers, can be reduced by using a transverse magnetic 
field. A very interesting discovery, even more novel, is that this transverse 
magnetic field induces a bias on the beat frequency, which is dominated by an 
utterly unexpected and unexplained linear component which in particular is 
reversed with the direction of the magnetic field. This magnetic effect 
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is - 5 kHz/T (0.5 Hz/Gauss), and as such is very large compared to the expected 
effects of a transverse field on the gain curve and so on dispersion-induced shifts 
(- mHz/Gauss) but is very small compared to magnetic field effects previously 
seen in ring lasers. It cannot be explained by presently available theories. 
9.6 Goals for further study 
Short-term plans 
The i111l11edia te tasks facing t he ring laser group are as follows: 
Gas and hardware cleanliness and associated vacuum procedures are still the 
major problems, limiting data collection times effectively to a few minutes. The 
team is working to refine all aspects of mirror installation, alignment and cleaning 
procedures, and in particular is constructing a vacuum bakeout oven for fuller 
outgassing of components before assembly. Heating in situ is very difficult beyond 
80-lOerc on account of the presence of the piezoelectric transducer and O-ring 
components. The relative merits of various sizes of clean boxes and clean tents are 
being vigorously discussed at this time. 
The effect of the transverse magnetic field (Chapter 8) requires much more 
accurate and quantitative study than was possible with the data ohtained for this 
thesis. At the moment the d. excitation section is undergoing a major redesign so 
as to permit a truly Helmholtz coil configuration enclosing the active plasma. 
It is hoped to stabilise the longitudinal mode in the gain curve by beating 
the output with our NL-1 stabil ised laser and servoing with the piezoelectric 
transducer attached to one mirror. With the use of enriched neon, which proved 
only just possible in the time frame of the work reported in this thesis, this is 
hoped to provide very much improved stabilisation of the beat frequency, another 
necessary component of long-term data collection. 
Time-dependent sidebands (at -40 dB) have been noticed on the earth line 
as also has time- and run-dependent structure at low frequencies, both in the 
0.1-1 Hz range expected for microseisms. However, the microseisms as customarily 
measured by the linear EARSS seismographs (whose amplitude is of order 4 pm) 
should not appear so conspicuously, and would be expected to be several decades 
below this level. This is a significant puzzle, since our ring is firmly mounted in a 
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very stable site. We will investigate this under the sponsorship of the Foundation 
for Research, Science and Technology. 
The intriguing conclusions in Chapter 7 regarding the measurement of 
pulling parameters from an interferogram waveform analysis as presented in this 
thesis also demand further and more accurate study. It might prove helpful to 
monitor the intensity of one beam only on another channel, and to incorporate an 
analysis of its waveform in the analysis. This may help to pin clown all relevant 
parameters. We have been frustrated in this as in the possibility of beating with 
the NL-1 laser by the fact that our latest batch of mirrors proved to have 
unpolished backs, preventing the sampling of well-collimated exit beams. Other 
problems have been manifest in further work on this topic (which is not otherwise 
reported in this thesis) by Professor Stedman. For example the MATlAB routines 
for extraction of the instantaneolls frequency as applied on our SUN workstations 
seem 110t always to deliver the expected results for the geometric ratios of 
harmonics even on test waveforms, and considerable chec1dng of the performance 
of the various computer packages is also required. 
Mediulll-term plans 
The success of the quite novel design of the Canterbury ring laser has 
attracted further international interest. In particular Professors Stedman and Bilger 
have recently been contacted on behalf of a major German research programme, 
part of which is in need of improved methods of obtaining accurate, fast and (by 
German standards) relatively inexpensive data on variations in rate and orientation 
of earth rotation. Previolls to ollr work, large ring lasers had been discounted as 
impractical. A panel of ring laser experts from Hannover (Prof. Hoch), 
Braunschweig (Prof. Rodloff), Techische Universitat Munich (Prof. Schneider) and 
Wettzell Fundamentalstation etc. meeting with our collaborator Prof. Hans Bilger 
in March 1993 discussed the pros and cons of various designs for a large ring; it 
was agreed that the feasibility study had effectively been done, and by the 
Canterbury ring laser. We were visited recently by Dr Ulrich Schreiber, the 
Manager of Fundamentalstation Wettzell where laser ranging to the moon and to 
satellites is routinely performed, who inspected our system. 
The ultimate solution for their problem is certain to be a ring laser 4 m 
square crafted within a monolithic block of low-expansion ceramic. Its production, 
setup and operation would be an expense which we could not contemplate 
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within the scale of New Zealand research budgets. However it has already been 
decided first to build aIm square prototype of similar monolithic construction to 
circumvent the vacuum problems of our present ring and so allow truly long-term 
data collection. This also is beyond our means. Dr Schreiber confirmed his 
intention that the ring should be used initially at our site, to take advantage of our 
cavern which is quite unique internationally (based as it is upon a teratonne of 
basalt - Banks Peninsula), and difficult for the German group to reproduce. All 
this points to a strongly collaborative project in which this project will continue to 
make a significant international impact in the development of tl1is technology for 
practical scientific ends. 
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A characlcrislic ringing has been observed when a high linesse ring cavilY is exciled by an eXlernallaser source. It is caused by 
lhe healing belween the laser frequency and the cavill' mode frequency when eilher is swepl in lime. The lcmporal waveform is 
analysed lheorelically. eXlending similar analyses of ocean waves and or su perconducling cavilies lO the oplical case, and can bc 
broughl inlo good agreemenl wilh the experimenlal waveforms provided the effecls of nonlinearilies in the relalive frequency 
scanning ralc and or the finile laser linewidlh arc Included. This gives a novel delerminnlion of the finesse F of supercavilies 
(where F - 10·). and permils the delerminalion or a laser lincwidlh less lhan lhal or the cavilY resonance. 
1. Introduction 
The ringing ofa resonant system under swept fre-
quency excitation has been investigatcd and applied 
in a wide variety or problems. wherever the frc-
quency of a signal and the resonant frequency of the 
system cross over in time. Observations of sueh phe-
nomena have been used to perform a frequency anal-
ysis of ocean waves by Barber [ I.~ ] and Storey [3]. 
and to measure the quality factor of a supercon-
ducting cavity by Bennett [4]. They have been noted 
in acoustic waves by .-\venel [5]. Rothenberg [6.7] 
sent a frequency-swept ultrashort optical pulse 
through a resonant vapour. determining from the 
observed ringing the time-dependent phase of the ul-
trashort pulse. Loy [8] observed ringing in a Stark-
switching optical experiment when the resonant fre-
quency of the medium was swept rather than the 
pulse frequency. Loann idis et al. [9, 101 observed 
ringing in an optical fibre ring resonator. a phase 
modulation being induced by a piezoelectric cylin-
der around which was wrapped a length of optical 
fibre. 
In any experiment displaying these phenomena. 
the system must be linear. the input frequency must 
sweep through the system resonance in a time which 
is much smaller than the decay time of the resonant 
system. and the coherence length of the source must 
be long compared to the temporal width of the ring-
ing pulse. 
We report analogolls optical ringing phenomena 
when the beam from a Newport NL-I HeNe fre-
quency-stabilised laser is injected through an acousto-
optic modulator (.-\OM) as isolator and a matching 
lens into each of two passive supercavities: firstly a 
Newport SR-130 supercavity with a free spectral 
range of 6 GHz and with a finesse which is quoted 
as greater than ~()O()O. and secondly (fig. I ) a square 
ring cavity with a perimeter of 4 m and whose su-
permirrors have reflectance of approximately 
99.9985%. giving a free spectral range of75 MHz and 
also a linesse - 10". Our use of an .-\OM as isolator 
(a precedent is in ref. [II]) relies on the dQubled 
frequency shift ( 140 MHz) in the retroretlected beam 
moving its frequency outside the cavity profile (of 
width -I MHz) of the NL-Ilaser: the attendant 
beam deflection (approximately 14 mrad) varies less 
than 0.5 llrad during the ringing. so that injection 
alignment is not affected. Direct monitoring with the 
SR-130 indicates that the laser frequency fluctuates 
over about 100 kHz in the short term (5 ms). itself 
at a frequency of the order of 50-1 DO kHz; this work 
shows that a rather lesser frequency excursion is 
found over the smaller time scales probed by this 
experiment. 
While the TEM()() mode of the NL-I laser was 
matched to each cavity by a conventional lens. there 
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Fig. I. Expcriml!nlal setup for inducing ringing profiles for the ring supcrcavily. 
is no locking loop hetween the two cavities. so that 
relative frequenc~ variations also arise from varia-
tions in the passive cavity. including controlled scan-
ning in the case of the Newport SR-130. and at-
mospheric microturhulence in the case of the ring 
cavily. In each case these variations induce obsery-
able ringing. the output taking the form of a partly 
random series of pulses each with a temporal width 
ofahout 3 /lS. The PMT deleclOrs have a much faster 
response. and il \"'as checked Ihat syslCm response 
was not the limiting factor by hypassing the cavity 
with mirrors, when no ringing signals were seen. 
These pulses are caplured on a digital slomge oscil-
loscope. Each pulse is asymmetrical. the leading edge 
rising smoothly. but the trailing edge having a pro-
nounced oscillatory envelope with the characleristic 
of a chirp with ascending frequency. 
We show that this waveform depends significantly 
and characleristically on each of three considera-
tions: the quality facIO I' of the probe cavity. the func-
tional form of the relative frequency scanning. and 
the laser linewidth. Each of these may then be de-
duced from experiment. Oversimplifying somewhat. 
we can separate the role of each parameter as fol-
lows. The ratio of the cavity resonance width to the 
(linear pan of the) scanning rate determines. and so 
can be estimated from, the overall ringing pulse 
width. Several orders of nonlinear terms in the scan-
ning rate may be estimated from the temporal dis-
tribUlion of the interference maxima; the random 
variations in the nonlinear coefficients cause the dif-
ference in waveforms between pulses. The linewidth 
52 
of the laser line can he estimated from the visibility 
of the ringing oscillations. 
Although the Airy function. or filter function for 
intensities. is used in standard theoretical studies of 
Ihe scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer ( 12-18]. it 
i~ inadcquale for the analysis of ringing. II is vital 10 
include the phase shin information in the amplitude 
response. since ringing is a consequence of interfer-
ence between Ihe instantaneous laser amplitude and 
the cavity amplitude response function. Our analysis 
Iherefore avoids the Airy funclion description of an 
optical cavil)' response. 
2. Theory of the ringing profile 
Let Ad r) be Ihe incident complex wave amplitude 
for one choice of linear polarisation of the beam in-
cidem on an optical cavity. Its Fourier transfonn will 
be written .4{ ((U). 
In the simplest approximation of a wave with con-
stant amplitude, Aj(f)=Aoexp[ilO(t)t]. The effect 
of residual laser jitter needs inclusion; we use a sto-
chastic model for phase noise and write the input field 
at time I as 
.'l;(I)=Aoexp[iw(t)I] exp( III/r.), (I) 
where r, is an effective decay time. and lOU) is the 
instantaneous angular frequency. A derivation is 
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given in the appendix. The angular frequency can be 
expanded in a Taylor series: w(l):::::wo+w()t+ 
!W~(2 + ±w~' IJ, where the expansion coefficients are 
wo, the injected frequency at (=0, w;l' the (linear 
approximation to the) relative scanning rate, and 
w~, w~' representing nonlinearities in the relative 
scanning rate. w(l) -Wo is to be interpreted as the 
instantaneous difference between the laser frequency 
and the cavity resonance, arising from scann ing of 
the SR-130 and from microturbulence of the air and 
motion of the cavity mirrors for the ring cavity, after 
taking a short-time (sub-mill isecond I average over 
jitter. Over the microsecond timescale of the exper-
iment we may expect the linear term wi) to domi-
nate. so that the response of either the SR-IJO scan-
ning Fabry-Perot cavity or the I mC ring cavity to a 
monochromatic wave will be similar to the response 
ofa stable c:lVity to a wave with linear FM. We shall 
attempt to determine the quudrat(c and cubic terms 
(I);;. (I);;' as well as the linear term (IJi, applicable in 
any particular run. together with the effective laser 
linewidth and the cavity linesse. from the prolik or 
the system response. 
The transfer function of the optical cavity is 
ff «(I)) = T/ [ I - R exp ( - i(})]. T is the equivalent 
transmissivity of the cavity mirrors. and R their re-
tlcctam:e: typically T - 4 ppm. I R - 15 ppm. the 
difference representing the effects of absorption and 
scattering in the multilayer dielectric coatings [19]. 
The round-trip optical phase shift (i=;(w-lve)L/c 
where We is the resonant frequency of the cavity. L 
is its optical path length and c is the speed of light. 
In such a supercavity with finesse F of order 104 , 
() will be of order 10- 4 modulo 2rr when the trans-
mitted field "",;(w) .':I,(w) H(w) is significant. 
Hence [20] we may expand the exponential in H(w). 
and retain only the linear term: H(w) Bj[;'e+ 
i(w-lv"l] where B=cT/RL and the cavity width 
)',.=c(I-R)/RL. We work in the time domain, 
where the transmitted amplitude AI(t) is the con-
volution orA,(t) and the impulse response hU), the 
inverse Fourier transform of Fl{f!). so that 
(2) 
where S(t) is Heaviside's unit step function [21]: 
S(I)=O for (~O and S(t)= I for (>0. Then: 
Co 
A,U)= f d(' Aj(t') hU-t') 
-<,",;0 
I f dt' .clj(t') h(t-t') . (3) 
We choose the origin of time so that Wo=Wc and ob-
tain from the above equations, with the change of 
variables r=ycf', l=yct, b= l/(ycr.), a, w()/y~, 
a~ == ~w;;;i'~, aJ = tw;;' /},~, C;;;::AoB/i'c: 
I 
A,(t)=Cexp(-r)exp(iwcl) f drexp(r-blrl) 
(4) 
This equation encapsulates the ringing phenome-
non. The simplistic discussion of section I may be 
justified as follows, The final complex exponential 
(sinusoidal) factor represents the beating of the am-
plitudes (particularly for r> O. i.e. l> 0 and so the 
decay or the pulse. since the accompanying expo-
nential factor then enhances the contribution I. its 
nonlinear form characterising the spacing of inter-
ference maxima: the resulting oscillations are damped 
by the term involving h. and the overall envelope is 
provided by the remaining real exponential terms. 
We perform a least squares fit of the model param-
eters al' h. (/" and aJ to the experimental pulse wave-
form. and in doing so find this parametrisation to be 
both adequate and informative. 
This is demonstrated by the curves (a), (b), (c) 
of fig. 2. which give the predictions of eq. (4) when 
each of b, a! and a respectively are varied over a cer-
tain range. A comparison of these figures gives fur-
ther emphasis to our earlier qualitative discussion. 
The major effect of the (renormalised) effective laser 
width parameter Ii is on the visibility of the ringing. 
The nonlinear coefficients a~. a) squeeze the oscil-
lations o'n the tail, as observed experimentally. but 
their variation affects ringing in the precursor (i.e. 
the protile for times prior to the main peak), some 
evidence of which can be seen in the experimental 
profile. 
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(b) 
Fig. 2. (a). (h). (c); the prediction; of cq. (51 wlwn each of the hlser ltm'widlh parameter 1>. Hlld Ille nonlinear scanning ralc parameters 
II~ and II, arc varied. Unles~ Olhcrwis<, slaled. 11, (wlll're II, =< W;I/;'; ) 's ~CI 10 4.0. whik b (h= !lII,.1 !ll', I' ) and till' nonlinear paramelers 
II~ (II~= !w;;/;'.' I and II, (1.1.' lu;;'/Il;'~ Jan.' St'11O /l·rn.ln (a). h f(,ngc~ from 0.0 (hea\') Imello 2.0: in (h). II~ ranges from -0.810 
+ 0.11; in (C). II, rafl(!.l'S from - 0.2 In + O.B. (d J .\ IYPlcal iiI HI expt'rimt'nl. The Ihcoft'ueal cllrve is rcpe'lIt'd wilh a displaecmen! 10 
silo\\' ils form more riearly. . 
3. Anal,'sis of experimental fits 
3.1. lllfrodllC{ioll and g('lll'l'al/eawl'C's 
I n fig. 2d. a comparison is given of a typical ex-
perimental profile obtained from the SR-130 super-
cavity with a fitted theoretical curve from cq. (4). 
the laner is also reproduced with a displacement so 
as to show its shape more clearly. The success of our 
model is apparent in that ajudicious combination of 
the fitting coefficients reproduces all the main fea-
tures of the pulse. Without this judicious combina-
tion. it is very difficult for example to position the 
first fringe maximum in the tail of the profile suf-
ficiently close to the main peak. The limitations of 
the model are also apparent: it is hard to force the 
theory also into keeping the visibility of the inter-
ference pattern as high in the tail as the experiment 
indicates. 
3.2. SR·130 supercQl'ity 
Data from three ex.perimental runs, together with 
theoretical fits using eq. (4) I are given in fig. 3. The 
fitting parameters and derived constants are listed in 
table I. 
First we comment on the run-dependent param-
eters. The value for the linear scan rate w;) varies be-
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tween runs even in this case because of scanning range 
variations imposed on the SR-130. Except for the 
relatively poor fit of fig. 3c these run-dependent pa-
rameters can be estimated for each run from the fit 
to an accuracy of 2%. The nonlinear terms w;;. 
(I);;' are particularly affected by the data, and also the 
quality of the fit. for the. tail of the ringing waveform. 
They are consequently much more sensitive to the 
details of the fit. such as choice of starting point and 
number of iterations, and relative weighting of peak 
and tail data points. The effective laser width .6.JlL is 
markedly less than that inferred by direct observa-
tion of transmission through the SR-130 Fabry-Perot 
on a standard oscilloscope (see section I ). presum-
ably because of the shorter time scale of this exper-
iment. In principle, these various parameters con-
tain information on the phase jitter in the laser, and 
it is noteworthy in view of the relative stability of the 
SR- 130 cavity that these parameters vary signifi-
cantly between runs. However more accurate results 
would be .needed for worthwhile deductions to be 
possible. This is a possibility for future work. 
The averaged finesse estimate from these runs is 
85000 ± 4000. Such a value ex.ceeds the specifica-
tions (F-40000 at centre wavelength) for the SR-
130, corresponding to a resolution of the order of 0.6 
!lA. This is consistent with the (undoubtedly con-
servative) est imate of 3 IlA quoted by Boero [22]. 
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Fig. 3. E.\pl,rtl1l~nlal r~sulls and lh~orclil'allilS /()r lhrel' rum us-
Ing lhl' Ncwpml SR-130 supcrl'ul'ilY. 
The quoted error in F is associated with calibration 
of the time axis and is itself readily capable of im-
provement: the mutual consistency of our various 
estimates of the finesse is 1.5%, 
J. J. Square rillg cm'il.\' 
A similar set of results. now for the setup of fig. I, 
is given in fig. 4. The derived titting parameters are 
given in table 2. 
it is gratifying that similar values are obtained to 
those in table I for the laser effective linewidth pa-
rameter. The relatively low values obtained for Q. 
despite the use of supermirrors. and their variations 
between runs. may be attributed to difficulties in 
Table I 
Filling paramelers for the lheorelical plOlS in figs. 3a-c for lhe 
SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perol supercavily. ESlimaled errors in lhe 
lasl decimal place from calibralion errors and from varialion be-
lween differenl fils in the case of the run-dependenl paramelers 
IV;). w;;, w::' are quoled in square brackels. The mirrors have a 
separalion L of:!5.3 mm, giving a free spectral range LlIIFsR (=cl 
:!L) equallo 6.0 GHz. Orlhe lWO run-independenl filling param-
elers, one parameler is variously expressed as the qualily faclor 
Q. lhe corresponding frequency resolulion LlIIl/2 (lhe full widlh 
al half-power, equallo ;'cIn) given by LlIII/2= II/Q, and the cor-
responding finesse F=QLlIIFSR/II, where II is the oplical fre-
quency of 474 THz. The olher parameler is the effeclive laser 
linewidlh C.I'L given by C.I'L= linT,. 
Run 
(a) (il) (c) Unils 
IJ 6.79 6.73 6.61 10· 
j, ",! ~ 6.98 7.04 7.17 10· Hz 
F 8.60 H.5~ 8.37 10· 
~\1'1. 3.1 8.6 9.5 10· Hz 
W;I 1).115 15 J O.JX7 [51 0.71 R (MHzl' 
w;; 0.0017 r ~ I 11.000 [4 J 0.OO7~ (MHz)" 
w;;' IJ.0005 r 51 II.OO()() III 0.0001 ( MHzl· 
matching the injected beam to the cavity mode. 
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Appendix 1 
Phase noise lI1od£'! .tin' laser lI'idtll 
We model the optical tield emitted by the NL-I 
laser as a quasi monochromatic amplitude-stabilized 
field undergoing a phase fluctuation [23] 
(AI) 
where (Vo is the mean optical frequency and rp(t) the 
random phase fluctuation from those stochastic pro-
cesses leading to the frequency jitter and spectral 
broadening of the laser line; it is assumed that the 
gain tube makes amplitude fluctuations relatively less 
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Fig. 4. Experimcmal resulls and theoretical fits for threc rUfl~ us-
ing the ring supercavit}. 
Table 2 
Fitting parumeters for the theoretical plot~ in figs. 4a·l' for thr 
ring supercuvity. Notation is as for table 1. The ring has a perim-
eter of 4.0 m, giving a free spectral range of? 5 MHz. 
Run 
(a) (b) (c) Units 
Q 9.4 8.4 7.5 10~ 
,6"J /2 5.0 5.7 6.4 10' Hz 
F 1.5 1,3 l.:! 103 
t:.VL 1.6 4.1 7.'1 10' Hz 
(Un 0.:!15 [3] 0.248 (4) 0.43[4] (MHz)' 
Wo -0.0039 fa] 0.007 (8) 0.01 [I} (MHz)' 
wo' 0.000 [I) 0.0007 17] 0.003 (3) (MHz)' 
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important [241. The autocorrelation function de-
fined as 
Gl,'I(T)::;;;(E"'(f) E(t+T» 
= (exp[iL\if;(I. Tll) exp(iwnT), (A2) 
where L\4>( /, ¢) is the phase jitter, i.e. the random 
phase change between time I and t + T. L\¢(t, T) is as-
sumed to be a non-zero stationary gaussian proba· 
bility distribution. The ensemble average can be re-
written using the relation [25]: 
(A3 ) 
The instantaneous frequency fluctuation spectrum is 
taken to be flat [26]. leading to a linear time de-
pendence of the mean-square phase jitter. This re-
sults in a lorentz ian line shape. (L\¢l2 (T) > can be ex-
pressed as [27] 
(A4) 
where 2;', is the angular full line width at half max-
imum of the lorcntzian spectrum of the laser field. 
Using (A I )-( A4) and changing the \'ariables ;',= 
liT, and T= t, we obtain eq. (I). 
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Ring Laser for Precision Measurement of 
Nonreciprocal Phenomena 
Hans R. Bilger, O. E. Stellman, M. P. Poulton, C. H. Rowe, Ziyuan Li, anll P. V. Wells 
Ab.!lracl-We constructell a 1l.7S 111 2, sqllare-riul(lascr uper-
otlng at the hellum-neoll wovelelll(th 633 11m (474 '1'117.), fnr 
[lrecisilln experiments in 1I[l[llled sciellces as well liS for fllndll-
mental experiments In the Ilhyslcs nf nunrecil,rucill oplicalllnil 
other [lhenomeno. Jllgh-llulility mlrrurs IInll the IIhsence nf me-
Ilia, eXce[l1 for Ihe lIe-Ne glls mixtnre III the hCllm, Insure a 
high-quality foclor of the covily 111111 low luck-in frelluency. The 
Sagnoc elfecl by the earth rotollon sufllcell tn unluck the cllun-
lercircnlollng molles, withoul the neell tn restnre 10 dUher, nr 
other means of biasing, 1I111s provldlnl(ll very stllhle hillS wllh 
a slahlilly nf Ihe nrder of J pari In Ill'. Once Ihe ring Is nn-
locked hy this means IInll Is In single mude excllllllon, Ihe re-
sponse is extremely linear In any odlll1lnnlll fre!lllency, whether 
Inlluced mechonlcnlly or yla ciccI rOlllol(netic fiehls; In Ihe Four-
Ier 1I0moln, all lines lire elluolly alfectell hy frel,uency Ilu((lnl( 
onll by suscelltihility changes. As n resnlt, Ihelr relative posi-
tions arc not offectell, onll their IIhsolnte frelluencles may he 
callbrutell from Ihe eurth rotutillnal frelluency. We ohservell a 
net line wldlh of 32 ± 2 Mllz. The center of the earth line Is 
lIetermlned wllh a III'eclslon of nhont I m1l7., that Is, II'l1h a 
frucllonol [lrecislon of 1 MII7./474 '1'117. == 2 X 10- 1", which 
outclasses MUsshaner III and maser 121 lines hy several orders 
of mag,lUnlle. This Imlliles thut It is 1I0W Ilosslhle 10 ohlilin ac-
cl/racies of snch IIl1dl1lonlll elfects uf the ordcr of mllllhert7 .. We 
Inlenll to exploit this exiroorlllnllrily hll(h resolullon In sels-
mogrllphy, In particulllr shellr WllVes, liS well liS In II nnmher of 
physics eXllerlments such as Fresnel IIrag. 
1. INTlWDUCTION 
I N a ring laser (Fig. I) atlcasllwo countcrrotaling luscr beall1~. are createll in a cavity with perim~tcr P IInll area 
vector A (in our case P = 3.48 III, anll IAI = 0.7481112 
respectively). The Iheory anll operation have been llealt 
with in various publications [3[-[5[. As the beams travel 
in exactly the same patll, any change in gcometry, for 
example, llue to temperature changes, stress of the sup-
port, and so on, alrects both beams equally, and the coun-
terrotating beam frequencies are split only by nonre-
ciprocal phenomena. This stability has enabled the 
measurement of fundamental noise limits [61, [71 and has 
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Fi~. I. Sehellllllie nr Ihe sqllure ring I"scr wllh rour comer bo~cs con lain-
Ing hi~hl)' ,elleel;ye lIIulliluYcr tlielcetrle IIIlrrnrs. The rill~ I. bllsed on a 
2.54 elllihick loerm]ur ptule Ihlll illlu", Is placed on n leyeled gmnlle block 
"r "hnul H' elll Ihiekness. The IIpper side eonlal ... Ihe H F e~cllalion of Ihe 
helium-ne"" gus. The inlerfere""eler is pluced u(the lIutpul of Ihe mirror 
til Ihe upper right comer. The luser nClllUs lruvel inside the pyrex. lubes, 
wllh nil inlerfnee •. lIerurc Iilling Ihe ring wilh Ihe gil. "r ndjusillble 1l11~lng 
rUlin umllotlll prcRslirc. iI is CYlIcuulcd lliuboul 10-) In ((r J Pn. 
enuhlcll us in the pasl to pcrfonn precision measurements 
of Frcsnel drag [HI. 
Given 1\ frequency-splitting phenomenon, Ihe resulting 
frequcncy dilrercnce can ellsily be obtainell by combining 
the two beams lit somc mirror output, where 1111 interfer-
ometer prolluces a lUllIling fringe pattern such that a co-
rotating lletcctor observes precisely the beat frequency. 
Ring lasers thus act as llifferential sensors for effects 
Ihat iulluence the two c()unterrotllting beams differently. 
No externlll reference is in priilciple needed, and fre-
quency llilferences in the microhertz range can be estab-
lishell with suituble measuring time lengths. As this is 
done with optical frequencies of the order of 1015 Hz, the 
achievable sensitivities for such phenomena as Faraday 
elrect, Fresnel drug, magnetic-field inlluced changes of 
the index or refraction [9J, mechanical rotation, and so on 
lire corresponllingly high. 
11. CONSTRUCTION 01' RINO LASHH AND FIRST RHSUL TS 
The ring Inser has a nearly square, plane geometry. The 
ring gcometry is dctined by highly rellecting multilayer 
dielectric mirrors with original rellectance of 99.9985% 
OOI8·9456/93S03.00 @ 1993 IEEll 
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for s-reflection as measured in a ring-down cavity. Ultra-
high vacuum coated Si02-Ti02 A/4 layers give losses of 
4 ppm due to scattering (TIS), 4 ppm from transmission 
and absorption (by difference) of 7 ppm, approaching that 
of the bulk materials. For further mechaniclll and thermul 
stability the mirrors are mounted in superinvar holders 
resting on a I X I m2 Zerodur plate, itself on a granite 
base. The stainless steel corner boxes uvoid mechanical 
contact with the mirrors; their hottoms arc open lind ure 
seaied by Viton O-rings against the Zerodur plate. The 
corners are connected with each other by pyrex tubes (sec 
Fig. I) which also contain the helium-neon mixture. The 
beams can easily be accessed with electric und magnetic 
fields. To insert materiul media into the bellll1s, Brewster 
or antireflection windows havc to he introduce(!. 
High-frequency (RF) excitation for the HeNe plasma 
amplifier is chosen at various frequencies between 10 and 
SO MHz. This mode of excitation has the advllntflge of 
easy adjustability; it avoids biasing ell'ects like Langmuir 
Ilow [5), find it obviates the need for internal electrodes. 
The ring presents no interfaces to the beam; that is, the 
beam travels through the HeNe mixture only. The mixture 
ratio and the total pressure are vllriahle. The present re-
sults below are obtained with a nuturul isotope mixture, 
although we intend to use an isotope mix New: Nell = 
54: 46 l51 in the future, for better control on the compos-
ite gain curve. 
All data were taken while the ring operated in single 
longitudinal gaussian mode, as observed on a high-reso-
lution Fabry-Perot with a free spectrul range of (i GHz 
and an observed finesse'" 60000 (NL-I from Newport). 
Starving out all but one mode proved to be surprisingly 
easy, despite the relatively small longitudinal mode spac-
ing of 86 MHz. Our applications rcquire snlUlI band-
widths-typically less thun I HZ-lind therefore need only 
low beam power for an udequate signul/noise ratio. We 
had previously estimated that reducing the gain to the 
point when the output bealll power was approximately 30 
nW would sufllce to starve out all but one mode; the 
measured output beam power under single mo(le opera-
tion was typically 16 nW. 
The ring-down decay time is T = IS ).IS, which trans-
lates into a quality factor Q = WT = 4.5 X 10 111 • This 
value is substantially lower thl1n that given through the 
reflectivity of the mirrors above heclluse of contllmina-
lion. 
After several (up to eight) hours of operation, the lock-
ing frequency increases noticeably, and ultimutely the ring 
locks. This is due to contamination of the gas; the pro-
totype uses Viton a-rings for ease of assembly. Fortu-
nately, the ring may be regeneruted essentially to its pre-
vious level of performance by thorough pump-(lown and 
a gas refill. It seems that this contamination is associated 
with the a-rings. It affects the gas much more than the 
mirrors. A next generation ring now under design avoids 
a-rings altogether. Independently of this, we also ob-
served slowly" increasing mirror damllge, which could only 
partially be restored by special cleuning und annelliing by 
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117-1112111. Idenlilielll;IIn IIf lines: II) 50 Hz fnr vihralilln ,hIe 10 funda-
l1Ienllll pnlVer li"e frell"eney, hI lower oldebllnd wilh pmlllineni peuks 01 
11 . .1116 Hl. hclow II"d uhove Ihe cnrth line. 1'hi. io tluc In lo,.ln".1 nscil-
Itlllo"s of Ihe ring hISer hllse. c) earth line, tI) uppu sideband, oymmelric 
In Illwer sillehtlnd /', IIlIc 10 Ihe Sllllle CIIUOCO, e) IIHI Hz harmonic of power 
line I"rell"eney. NIlI ~hnlVn nre Ihe hannonie. or Ihe eorth line al 152 Ht 
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sideha"d. o"tllhe fundolllenlill frequencies of Ihe mlallo" of Ihe ring loser 
hase In Ihe I"rc'luency rllnge 'J-2S Hz. 
the manufacturer. This appears to be related to our initial 
use of an oil-dill'usion pump, albeit with 8 liquid nitrogen 
cold trap; a turbomolecular pump and mass spectrometric 
leak detector system are presently being installed. 
I'm an initial demonstration of the oJleration of our ring 
we observed the frequency splitting due to the earth ro-
tation. The beat frequency between the counterrotating 
bellms of II ring op!:.rating at wavelength A, that is sub-
jected to a rotation n. is given by the Sagnac equation 
fl.! = 40 . 'A/( AP). (I) 
The ring is placed level. At Christchurch (latitude 43° 
29'), where the ring is working, we eXJlect a beat fre-
quency of 68.5 Hz. Fig. 2 shows one of the spectra ob-
taineu frolll ring output for a duratioll of T = 16.384 s, 
with II sampling rute of 500 s -I. It may be emphasized 
agllin that no extra frequency splitting was introduced; the 
ring is free-running, subject only to the earth rotation. 
The ring laser output WIIS preliltered with a simple low-
pass filter of bandwidth 500 Hz. 
We observe several characteristic features. The peak at 
76 Hz is due to the earth rotation (the next two hamlOnics 
have been observed as well). The noise power spectral 
density is approximately 32 dB below the observed peak 
anu constllnt in the observeu frequency range or 0.2-250 
Hz. The.peaks lit SO Hz and at 100 Hz are most probably 
due to residual power line hum, that is, modulution of the 
RF-excitation power by the electricity mains supply. 
Symmetric sidebllnds to the earth rotution-induced peak 
appear in the frequency range 50-76 Hz, and 76-99 Hz. 
These sidebands nre due to the various mechanical reso-
nances of the ring bllse which are excited by molion of 
the building. For an analysis, see Section Ill. 
With a !ilter whose bandwidth (full width at half max-
imum) is 164 MHz to suppress sidelobes in the frequency 
domain, we observe the data in Table I for the three earth 
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TAIll.E 1 
EXAMPI.E UF EVAI.UIITIOt-l OF Ot-lll IWt-I 
6 
:> 
E 400 ;;-
200 
ERr1hline 
Center frequency 1Hz) 76.1238 ± 0.41011 
tlasc frequency (l1/.1 76.1238 ± IUlIll1 
Llnewidth II'WIIM) 
With wlmlow (Ill) 0.1649 ± tUI027 
Wilhout wiou<)w (lIl1 1I.1I(.H4 ± tI.(lIll~ 
(b) , 
68.4 ~1.5-
mHz 
Pig. 3. I'll of Oausslan! (conlilluullN lines) Ie> Ihe IIIc"'''r"d !'nuricr CIlIII' 
ponents of Ihe ear1hllne Icircles). 3(B} !'fllm a IUn Ihlll was prcliherctl 10 
avoid sidclobes. J(b) Wllh .. ul prctillertl.g. The he'I-lillcd P'trU'"cle,. lull· 
WiUlh-81·h8If·maxilllulll (PWHM) oml cenler-uf·line are givcn. logelher 
with thcir errors •. 
lines (see also Fig. 3(a)). The etluivalent hUlIe fretillencies 
are the same within I MHz, while the errors given show 
that the evaluations are compatible. 
Without filtering, the IIlIewldths arc much smaller, see 
Fig. 3(b). The harmonics are no longer dominated hy the 
time window; the net ring luser linewidth is in this run 
thus detennined by deconvolution as 32 ± 2 MHz In[IO], 
together with further details of the statistical anulysis of 
the prototype output. 
The precision of the determination of line position. I 
MHz, is a fmction 2.3 x IO-IM of the laser fn.Hjuency at 
474 THz. As a fraction of the ellrth rotation peak (76 Hz 
in Fig. 2), the relative precisloll is I MHz/76 Hz = 1.3 
x 10-5• 
Under simplined conditions we expect Iloncorrelated 
white noise in the beams. If ubserved through a square 
window in time (duration '1'). the rills frequency fluctua· 
tion of the beat frequency is expected ttl be 
Illnn• == [21rIVQ 2PIIT]I/2. (2) 
With a measured decay time of T := 15 JjS (Q = 4.5 x 
101U). a measurement duration of T = 16.384 s, and an 
estimated power loss or Pn == I p.W (the latter is diflielllt 
to ascertain). we calculate Ilfr"" - 2 MHz due to qUlin· 
tum noise. A few estimates of the sensitivity of the In· 
stnunent for various planned experiments arc given ill 
Section IV. 
lluuble Line Triple EBr1hllne 
1!l2.2474 t. O.IK'211 228.3698 ± 0.0026 
16.12J7 ± O.OUIO 16.1233 ± 0.0009 
0.11411 ± tU~MR 11.18311 ± 0.0074 
IUIR31 ± IUIl140 11.1 lSI ± O.III!) 
Ill. CALIIlRATION OF RING LASBR OUTPUT 
It is of considerable importance to know the properties 
of the ring laser as a transduc~r for measuring nonreci-
procal "effects. To this end, we report here an analysis of 
the satellite frequencies ("sidebands") band d in Fig. 2, 
in particular those due to the prominent lines arising from 
the ring laser base resonance (which was also directly 
measured) atfr 11.306 ± 0.009 Hz, with the relatively 
high llulliity fllcttlr Q = 34. 
This ring laser base resonunce was determined to gen-
emte a peak-Ill·peak angular motion of 1.1 p.rad. which 
produced sutellites whose relative amplitudes. agree with 
standard frequency-modulation theory, four being above 
the noise. The Inlier also predicts thut these sidelobes 
should have an equidistunt frequency separation of Ir. 
Their center Ih~lluencies lire plotted in Fig. 4 (filled cir-
cles) versus the order of the sidelobe, where zero corre-
sponds IU the earth line itself. A straight line in Fig. 4 
verifies this; it has II slope of 11.300 ± 0.010 Hz. The 
agreelllent between the values of this slope and of fr dem~ 
llnstmte the linearity of the ring laser as a transducer. The 
sidelobes cover the frequency range of 53 to 98 Hz. 
A much larger frequency range is covered by the 50 Hz 
sidclobes. nUllIely from 26 Hz to 226 Hz. The four ana-
lysed sidelobe frequencies are plotted in Fig. 4 as hollow 
dotted circles. The lilted straight Iille has a slope of 
50.0162 Hz, compared to a measured 50 Hz line center 
of 50.0155 ± o.nolO Hz. This fit is particularly good, 
the residuals ill this case having an rms value of 6.3 mHz. 
We would like to include a word of caution; while the 
table resonance satellites at 11.306 Hz stem clearly from 
a mechanical frequency modulation of the earth line and 
sullice to show the extreme linearity of the device, the 50 
111. slItellites muy not necessarily have the same cause; as 
already suggested above, the satellites could be partly due 
to the ell'ects of hUIll at the International power line fre-
(luellcy of 50 Hz (lnd its harmonics, giving rise to ampli-
tude modulation of the optical beum through the RF ex-
citation. 
This result is exceedingly simple: Any additional os-
cillatory elrect such as an oscillatory rotation will produce 
sidelines to the earth rotation line at a spacing given pre-
cisely by their oscillation frequency, even if (liS in our 
cllse) the earth mtution line itself sufrers systematic shifts 
(up to severnl hertz) from the value given by (I). The 
situation is equivlliellt to frequency modulation with a 
drifting currier frequency (which In our case is the Sagnac 
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conditions; the ring WIIS on the sixth floor of a nine-story 
building when the dlltll presented in Figs. 1-4 were taken. 
At present, Ihe ring is being trunsferred into II cave on 
Banks Penill!lula ncar Christchurch, New Zealllml, where 
it will be mounted on a concrete socket directly to the 
grunite of lin II mil1ioll-yenr-old volcano. One of the uses 
is the detectioll of secondary shear waves, or any waves 
with II curioI' ground velocity. The site is 131 km orr the 
very active Indian-I'ucilic tcctonic pillte Imulldllry and 5.1:1 
km from thc PllcHic ocean. Thus we will be in a good 
position to evuluate thc ring's potential aN a seismo-
graphic dctcctor of a novel kind. 
II is complcmentary to mcthods like very-long-baseline 
interferometry 1121, 1131 which are sensitive to transla-
lion only. As opposcd 10 classic seismogrnphs thc ring 
needs no externlll refercnce, nor a virtual reference, since 
it is an indicator or nbsolute rotillioli. Seismic activity will 
be obselved as a time-dependent frequency (or phase) de-
viation from the average earth rate. For example, the seis-
mometer inl\lalled ntthe present site of the ring laser shows 
as u predominant feature a background lit 0.2 Hz, with 4 
/Lm peak-to-peak displucement which originlltes fmlll in-
teraction of the nir Illass with ocellns, and is observed at 
o '--_____________ "-__ --1 all cOllstal stations within severnl hundred kilometers from 
·2 -1 0 1 2 3 the coastline. As \Ill early applic\llion we will attempt to 
Sideband Ntunber 
Pig. 4, Calibration of the spectrum. The fre<iuency dIO·erence. uf the SUi-
elliles 10 the earth line arc ploued versus Ihelr order. The solid circles rep-
reBenl pns\tluna Ilf Ihe salellite rrequencies In the ellrth line doc hI Ihe I J .JOr, 
Hz mechanical resonnnce of th_ ring Inser .uppnl1; Ihe npcn circlcs lire 
from Iho 5(1 Hz vlbrulionN, The "el1leul errur burs ure uille .. lh.n I~ Mill. 
rrtlS and Iherefore nrc nllt vi.ihle. The .llIpe5, In hert7, etl'uol Ihe Iwn hu.ic 
sideband frequencies. 
frequency of the earth line). The relative positions of the 
modulation frequencies are not thereby alrected, 
IV. FUTURB ApPLICATIONS or RING LASI!RS 
A. Seisl/lograpflY 
The ring will sense rotation of the buse on which it is 
mounted, or generally the curl of the nbsolute velocity. 
For example, if a horizontal sheur wave from seismic ac-
tivity moves the base, the ring output will show side bands 
to the earth's rotation, whose IImplit\ldes lire proportional 
to the linear amplitude of the seismic wave, Expressed as 
a limit of sensitivity to rotlltion, the results Ilbove give at 
present (10-3 Hz/68 Hz) x (2'l1-jduy) "" I x 10-'1 rud/s. 
From III], we estimate a level of microseisms that is 
within the reach of such rings. 
The sensitivity to IIdditional rotation of the ring base is 
seen in Fig. 1 where sidebands to the eUl1h line of up to 
about 50 Hz are created, We independently verified with 
motion detectors that the mHunting balle of the ring Ims 
torsional resonances in thut range, with a quulity factor of 
Q == 34. Such torsional resonances are excited by build-
ing vibrations: It WIIS found impossible to gel good spec-
trll during business hours, or even at night under windy 
measure the curl of this ground motion; iI should appeur 
as side lobes to the earth line at ±O.2 Hz, etc. 
n. NOllreciprocal Optical PlIIillellglh V(Jrim;olls 
A rough estimute of the minimum re<luil'ed nonrecipro-
cal change along the beam path for un obselvllble signul 
is (1/' - 11-) == A/If"" O.()OI 1474 x 10 12 - 2 X 10- 18 
which improves presently known Illeusureillent limits of 
such ell'eets by severnl orders of magnitUde 1141. 
Any pllelHl111CnOn thut inlluences the cll'ective optical 
puth of thc ring in this way can be considered II candidate 
for a ring laser experiment. This includes searches for 
various conceivuble nonlinear field-induccd properties of 
vacuulll und of llIaterial media, for example all types of 
Fresnel drag. In this laller case, the conlirmation of the 
role of Lorentz and Laub drag by earlier precision exper-
iments 18). 1 15) is still incomplete, since in these eases 
either the resitlual discrerllncies in the eXlleriment were 
greater than the statistical errors, or else the theoretical 
analysis was insu1lieiently refined compared to the cara-
bilities of modern experiments such as the present ring. 
These und other appliclltions are discussed in more detail 
in Stedman el (/1. 1161, where the potential of this ring for 
a wide-mnging set of applications in fundulI1ental physics 
is IInulysed lind a lirst upper bound for 11 novel special-
relativity-violating pllrameter is estimated. 
V. CONCLUSION 
The 0.75 111 2 area of our ring laser is sullicient for it to 
be unlocked by the Sagnac en'ecl IIrising from the very 
stuble earth mtution ulone und with no other meuns of 
biassing. The lines in the Fourier tmnsl'orm of the ring 
interferometer output had a width of 32 Hz convolved 
BlLGBR, .1 .1: RING LASBR FOR PRIlCISION MF!ASURIlMRNT 
with the width due to the finite observation time of 16 s. 
The net width is approximately an onJer of magnitude 
above the estimated quantum noise limit. We observed 
pulling and pushing of the earth line of up to several hCI1Z 
due to Adler pulling and susceptibility changes. We are 
currently seeking to include \I fre(IUency stabilizatioll of 
one of the eounterrotating beams with lin external iodine 
cell to reduce the drift associated with susceptibility 
changes. Calibration of additiollul oscillatory phenomena 
is however both simple and precise, since they give rise 
to sidebands which are placed very precisely at the appro-
priate frequencies (see Seclion Ill). Hannonies of the earth 
rotation line which are produced by the nonlinearity or the 
laser gain medium were used to evaluate the frequency 
resolution of the line centers as being approximately 1 
MHz. The accuracy with which the relative frequency of 
the sidebands may be detennined is beller than 10 MHz 
over a frequency range of 26-226 Hz. The extreme line-
arity will allow us to determine ensily the lock-in thresh-
old frequency, since the lines can be shifted by upplying 
a trHnsverse magnetic field to the plaslllll. A sensitivity of 
104 Hz/T has been observed for such shifts. 
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Abstract 
An historic and simple experiment has been revitalised through the availability of supercavity 
mirrors and also through a heightened interest in interferometry as a test of physical theory.' 
We describe our helium-neon ring laser, and present results demonstrating a fractional 
frequency resolution of 2·1xlO- t8 (1·0 mHz in 474 THz). The rotation of the earth unlocks 
the counterrotating beams. A new field of spectroscopy becomes possible, with possible 
applications to geophysical measurements such as seismic events and earth tides, improved 
measurements of Fresne[ drag, detection of u[traweak nonlinear optical properties of matter, 
and also searches for preferred frame effects in gravitation and for pseudosca[ar particles. 
1. Introduction 
A few years after the advent of the laser, Macek and Davis (1963) demonstrated 
the first ring laser, and also its unique potential as a rotation detector via the 
Sagnac effect. The optical lengths of the closed paths for the counterpropagating 
beams are made unequal by rotation of the whole device. In an active device 
the frequencies adapt to this, the corotating beam becoming more red and the 
counterrotating beam more blue (Reer 1964). Both beams take essentially the 
same path within the cavity, so that when the beams transmitted at any mirror 
interfere, the resulting beat frequency of reflects only the difference in optical 
path length, and not any common-mode effects such as frequency jitter. The 
beat frequency depends on the angular frequency n of rotation with respect to 
the local inertial frame, the area A and perimeter P of the ring, and the optical 
wavelength ,,\ (Post 1967j Anandan 1981j Chow et al. 1985j Stedman 1985a): 
oj = 4A. n. 
"\P (1) 
Any nonreciprocal effect, i.e. one which distinguishes the optical path lengths of 
the counterpropagating beams, will give rise to a frequency shift, malting the 
ring laser more versatile than merely a rotation sensor. 
Macek and Davis (1963) (see also Macek et al. 1963, 1964) used a 1 m2 square 
helium-neon ring laser at 1 ·15 J..Lm to measure beat frequencies down to 5 kHzj 
• Paper presented at the Tenth AlP Congress, University of Melbourne, February 1992. 
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backscattering from the 16 beam interfaces (the Brewster windows on the four 
gain tubes) and the corner mirrors caused the two counterpropagating modes to 
lock at 2 kHz (for discussions of locking, see Aronowitz 1971, Statz et al. 1985). 
If we assume a Rayleigh or 1/>..4 variation of backscattering with wavelength, 
the equivalent locking threshold at 633 nm is 22 kHz. 
In effect, we have repeated the Macek et al. experiment, and on a ring of 
similar shape and size. The key experimental differences are the use of supercavity 
mirrors, whose refiectances approach 99·999% - an ultimate, since it demands 
surface preparation which is smooth over atomic dimensions - and the complete 
absence of interfaces. This reduces the locking threshold to the point where the 
beat frequency induced by earth rotation (at 68 Hz) unlocks the ring without 
the need for any other biassing or dithering systems. 
The development of supercavity mirrors has been vigorously driven by the 
potential for their application as ring gyros, now used for aviation inertial guidance 
systems in aircraft (e.g. the Airbus 320), and in various missiles (e.g. the Patriot 
system). An optical gyro with an area of the order of square decimetres has a 
sensitivity to rotation rates of order 1O-4DE, where DE is the earth rotation rate .. 
Recently supercavity mirrors have been incorporated in such commercial items 
as the Newport SR-130 spectrum analyser. The scientific applications of the 
resol ution enhancement inherent in these mirrors have not been fully explored. 
2. Theoretical Aspects 
(2a) Introduction 
At the time of the Macek et al. experiment, only the application as a rotation 
sensor was demonstrated. This itself takes on a new interest with the increase 
in precision achieved over the intervening years. Some theoretical revitalisation 
is illustrated by the papers of Forder (1985), Scorgie (1990, 1991), Dieks and 
Nienhuis (1990) and Hendriks and Nienhuis (1990). 
Less obvious physical effects could also generate a nonreciprocal effect in a 
ring laser (Macek et al. 1964; Bilger and Stowell 1977). There has been a 
renaissance of interest in interferometric tests of fundamental physical theory; 
the SQUID in the 1960s, the neutron interferometer in the 1970s and 1980s, 
and more recently atomic interferometry (Levi 1991) have spawned a variety 
of demonstrations and tests of quantum theory, relativity and related topics. 
These various interferometers are largely complementary, as discussed by Stedman 
(1985a, 1986) and Bilger et al. (1990), although atomic interferometry has much 
untapped potential (Clauser 1988; Levi 1991) and has demonstrated the Sagnac 
effect (Riehle et al. 1991; see Al'tshuler 1992). It is therefore appropriate to 
re-evaluate any unique potential that ring lasers may have as probes for old and 
new physics. 
This potential rests partly in the geometry of the closed, as opposed to an 
open, interferometer; and partly in the unique characteristics of photons as the 
workhorse of the ring laser (Post 1972; Stedman et al. 1991), an electromagnetic 
system with the capability of detecting a parity-violating effect, in the sense 
that any frequency difference must be reversed by mirror refiection. Indeed 
effects which are detectable uniquely in a ring laser are not necessarily chiral (or 
gyrotropic, Stedman 1991) in the sense used in chemical physics; the relationship 
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depends on the configuration of the ring laser (Stedman 1992). There has been 
considerable interest over the last decade or so in setting experimental limits on 
possible parity-violating effects within relativity or gravitation theory on the one 
hand, and quantum field theory and particle theory on the other. 
(£b) Rotation Sensing and Seismology 
Since the earth rotation unlocks the Canterbury ring, it is a free device, 
sensing absolute rotation without the need of any external bias or dither (tricks 
whose absence prevented the first ring laser from showing the earth rotation, 
and which are otherwise universally applied for ring lasers). It becomes possible 
to sense seismic events and earth tides as they affect the observed earth rate, at 
a precision better than 10 ppm. A ring-laser-based seismometer would measure 
information on any rotational effects, associated for example \vith horizontal shear, 
in seismic waves which would complement that derived from the traditional linear 
accelerometers, and at comparable precision; the rotation detection sensitivity of 
10-9 rad/s or 0·01 rad/yr demonstrated in this paper is quite enough for detecting' 
microseisms according to the data of Giazotto (1989); see Robertson (1991). The 
cave in which our ring is due to be installed is built into an 11 million year old 
volcanic basalt, 131 km off the very active Indian-Pacific tectonic plate boundary. 
In collaboration with Ojai Research, we have shown the possibility of using the 
polarisation state of a square ring laser to measure mirror tilt with an accuracy 
of the order of picoradians. This suggests a new technique for linear seismometry 
(Bilger et al. 1990). 
According to general relativity, the local Lorentz frame itself can rotate with 
respect to the fixed stars, or be 'dragged', by a nearby rotating object such as the 
earth. This Lense-Thirring field exemplifies the gravitomagnetic effects in general 
relativity which so far have been tested only indirectly (Nordtvedt 1988). An 
experiment to detect this frame dragging, based on mechanical gyros, is due to be 
put into orbit by the Space Shuttle in 1996. Scully et al. (1981) have considered 
the possibility of their detection by a land-based experiment using a ring laser. 
Since such effects arise at lO- lOSlE. rather than the 1O-5-1O-7SlE sensitivity of 
the present ri~g, rings of a larger area/perimeter ratio are required. 
(2c) Acceleration in Dispersive Media 
Equation (1) for the response of a ring laser to rotation is sufficiently general to 
hold under linear and angular acceleration to very high precision. However, there 
has been some interest recently in examining the validity of (I), especially in the 
presence of dispersive dielectric media, under rotational and linear acceleration 
(Post 1972; Kuriyagawa and Mori 1979; Takahashi 1985; Fabri and Picasso 1989; 
Scorgie 1990, 1991; Kowalski et al. 1992). We mention also the increasing 
development of fibre optic gyro systems, e.g. Dennis et al (1991); however we 
consider the lack of solid material in our basic ring to be a potential advantage 
in reducing field- and stress-induced biases, as well as error and noise sources. 
(2d) Fresnel Drag and Special Relativity 
A popular application of ring laser precision is in tests of special relativistic 
effects in the dragging of the speed of light in moving media. The classic 
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experiments of Zeeman (1920) have now been considerably improved by Bilger 
and Stowell (1977) and by Sanders and Ezekiel (1988), although in each case 
the analysis and comparison with theory has left somethlng to be desired. In 
the former case there is a residual small discrepancy between the theoretical 
estimate and the experimental value. In the latter case some questionable 
assumptions in the theory need examination, for example the use of the refractive 
index of the sample with respect to air in lieu of that in vacuo, and various 
problems of nonreciprocity of beam path in view of the use of nonperpendicular 
moving medium boundaries. The presence of counterrotating beams whlch may 
physically coincide makes the ring laser an ideal instrument for Fizeau-type drag 
experiments, with greatly increased precision and accuracy. Further experiments 
of this type would be one obvious test for a ring laser with increased precision. 
(£e) Tests of Preferred-frame Theories 
rung interferometry per se has a long history in tests of relativity, going 
back at least to the 1851 experiments of Fizeau on Fresnel drag, but still has· 
a confused status. Stedman (1972, 1973) and Anderson and Stedman (1977, 
1992) pointed out some misconceptions arising from a neglect of the logically 
distinct role of ring interferometry in the kinematical development of special 
relativity. Tests of relativity have often been motivated at this kinematic level. 
The test theory of Mansouri and Sexl (1977) has been widely used to motivate 
Michelson-Morley-like and other experiments with linear lasers (see for example 
lliis et al. 1988; Will 1992a,b), albeit still in a form whlch is flawed by the claim 
of permitting one-way measurements (Vetharaniam and Stedman 1991, 1992). In 
the same vein one might well motivate searches for violations of special relativity 
in the conjugate ring geometry (Post 1972; Stedman et al. 1991) by postulating 
a parity-violating preferred-frame test theory. 
For example, let us suppose that a boost, induced by the rotation of the 
eart h carrying the ring laser into a new frame whlch is approximately inertial, 
generates a gravitomagnetic field h (hi = gOi) whlch is proportional to the velocity 
v relative to the preferred frame. It is customary but not necessary to identify 
the preferred frame as that in which the microwave background is isotropic. Let 
the proportionality constant be a parameter u : 
\l x h = uv. (2) 
From equation (1) in its general relativistic form (Post 1967; Anandan 1981), 
as applied to the earth-rotation-induced beat frequency in the Canterbury ring 
laser, we would have a (sidereal) diurnal variation in the beat frequency given 
by 8f 8[2foA· \l x hIP] = 2foAuv8(cosO)1 P, where 8(cosO) is the maximum 
diurnal change in the projection cos 0 of the direction of the ring area A on the 
direction v of the velocity with respect to the preferred frame, on the assumption 
that the magnitude v of this velocity is much greater than its diurnal variation. 
We take the magnitude and declination of the preferred frame velocity from 
Narlikar et al. (1991) as 'Ii ~ 6x10!i m S-l and 8 ~ -260 so that, at the latitude 
of Christchurch (A ~ -430 .5), 8( cos 0) = COS(A - 8) - cos( 1f - A - 8) = 1· 30. Hence 
8 f I (J' ~ 1 . 6 X 1020 m2 and an experiment searchlng for a variation in the 
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Canterbury ring laser beat frequency with the Fourier period of one sidereal day 
and amplitude !::!.W would give an estimate of d as 
a -:::.::, PSI12.6/oAv; (3) 
Equation (3) shows that at a beat frequency precision of 1 mHz we may set a 
bound on a to an accuracy of the order of 10-23 s/m2 • 
Why might we do such a test? While a purely kinematic postulate of such 
a gross assumption in flat spacetime and in the absence of matter has little 
appeal, the Mansouri-Sexl (1977) test theory was equally kinematic in motivation, 
but has still proved useful. One could argue, as did Okun (1988), on the 
possibility of testing the exclusion principle (whose possible violation, as Okun 
was concerned to show, is even less credible), that 'in fundamental physics if 
something can be tested it should be tested.' Franklin (1986) has emphasised, 
and recent stirring events in condensed matter verify, that novel experiments 
do not require a supporting theory; physics is an experimental science. Telegdi 
(1990) has emphasised such points in the context of a warm tribute to the skill' 
of Michelson and Gale (1925) in their historic interferometric measurement of 
the Sagnac effect from earth rotation. 
However, most physicists prefer to have a dynamic model, for example a 
Lorentz-invariance-violating term in the Lagrangian underpinning any test theory 
to motivate an experiment. The kinematic approach of Mansouri and Sex1 (1977) 
for linear tests of special relativity has often been replaced (Will 1992b) with the 
dynamic model of the'TH€j,L theory. In this the assumption is made that Lorentz 
invariance may be broken by differentiating the speed of light and the limiting 
speed of matter. This still permits an elegant classical Lagrangian formulation 
and most importantly a quantised form which enables the use of high-precision 
atomic spectroscopy to place more accurate bounds on the parameters (Will 
1992b). 
Parity-violating models of gravitation have been of renewed interest (Gibbons 
1992). Possible effects from a gravitational anomaly have been discussed by Dolgov 
et al. (1988, 1990). Ni (1977) has proposed, and llitter et al. (1990) have tested, an 
alternative and parity-violating gravity theory in which a postulated constitutive 
tensor density, dependent in part on a scalar function of the gravitational fields, 
gives rise to anomalous torques on electromagnetically interacting and polarised 
bodies. The possible effects of spacetime torsion have been discussed by a number 
of authors such as Hojman et al. (1980) who showed that with torsion, gravitational 
theories admit a parity-violating term in the action. Hehl et al. (1976, 1992) 
considered the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity whose non-zero torsion tensor is 
proportional to the antisymmetric part of the connection, and which gives rise to 
a non-propagating torsion inside matter. Hojman et al. (1978, 1979) developed 
a theory using Cartan's torsion tensor but departed from the Einstein-Cartan 
theory by modifying the concepts of gauge invariance and minimal coupling, thus 
obtaining a propagating torsion even within a vacuum. Propagating torsion was 
also discussed by Hammond (1990). Moffat (1989, 1990) considered the physical' 
cousequences of his nonsymmetric gravitation theory in which the fundamental 
geometric object is the non symmetric connection compatible with a complex, 
nonsymmetric metric. Others (Mashhoon 1975, 1988, 1989; Gabriel et al. 1991) 
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have discussed the electromagnetic effects of gravitational coupling to the rotation 
of the earth. 
Dynamic support for an effect related to that of equation (2) was illustrated 
within the parametrised post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism by Scully et al. (1981). 
A variation in the apparent earth rotation rate with the period of one sidereal 
day could be interpreted in terms of a nonvanishing value for the preferred-frame 
PPN parameter a, which vanishes in general relativity. Presently a is bounded 
to vanish to 1 part in 104 (Will 1992b). 
Other derivations of equation (2) from the rather more drastic parity-violating 
modifications referenced above can be expected to yield models that will also 
justify a search for bounds on the parameter cr. 
(2f) Small Material Nonreciprocities 
Nonreciprocal physical effects giving absolute phase shifts of 10-10 rad between 
counterrotating beams should be detectable (Stedman 1985; Ross et al. 1989; 
Stedman 1992). This would allow sensitive tests of nonlinear optical effects in gases' 
associated with the chiral effects of electric and magnetic fields. Field-induced 
magnetic linear dichroism in gases is one obvious candidate. In chemical physics, 
absolute measurements of such parameters are often very difficult, and the 
determinations of the hyperpolarisabilities of helium by Buckingham and Dunmur 
(1968) and the quadrupole moment of CO2 by Buckingham and Disch (1963) 
(see also Buckingham 1968) have stood unimproved for many years. Such devices 
as the ring laser give hope of new results in these directions. Finally, rotation 
could itself make an atomic gas optically active at a very low level (Silverman 
1989; Stedman 1990). 
(2g) Anomalous Interaction with Pseudoscalars 
The anomaly or triangle diagram occurring in the quantum electrodynamics 
of pseudoscalar particles has been the focus of an extended literature. Since it is 
concerned with a parity-violating effect, a ring laser detection system has some 
relevance. 
There has been speculation that even within QED, triangle diagrams provide 
physically detectable effects (Stedman and Bilger 1987). We are now convinced 
that such speculation is not well founded (Ross and Stedman 1988; we may note 
in passing that the work of Maiani et al. 1986 is not thereby compromised as 
Ross and Stedman suggested, since their ¢ does not correspond to measurement 
of optical activity). However, as discussed above, a novel experiment is worth 
doing whether or not theorists are sufficiently inventive to get a plausible test 
theory to justify it. 
One can search for upper bounds on electric and/or magnetic field-induced 
optical properties of the vacuum. The Canterbury ring could set sensitive 
bounds on such effects. Like the above-mentioned special relativity test, these 
are particularly clean experiments, requiring no medium and consequently no 
degradation of cavity finesse. In many respects the vacuum behaves as a nonlinear 
medium for quantum optical experiments. It can be squeezed, in that some 
field amplitude fluctuations can be reduced below the levels suggested by the 
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uncertainty principle, at the expense of others. According to QED, the most 
well-tested of all physical theories, the vacuum is predicted to permit nonlinear 
processes such as light-light scattering, but at levels below detection by our 
present ring, although Ni et al. (1991) have proposed an interferometric technique 
for achieving the required sensitivity of 10-25 in a refractive index measurement. 
The triangle diagram has noncontroversial application when the anomaly is 
external, and the pseudoscalar particle exists in nature, as for example in the 
analysis of ?fo -+ 'Y'Y decay. Various candidates for new neutral pseudoscalar 
particles have been proposed, including the axion (e.g. Sikivie 1992), the arion 
and the majoron (Fischler 1991). In principle, these if they exist will interact by 
the axial anomaly or triangle diagram to couple with two photons. Searches have 
been conducted for axions, in which one photon is that of a magnetic field, and 
an optical effect is sought to reveal the otherwise invisible particle. The coupling 
strength is set through the mass of the pseudoscalar. If (as for Hagmann et al. 
1990) a tunable microwave cavity were included in the ring laser optical path, 
it would be possible in principle to detect the effects of circularly polarised 633 
nm photons .created through the anomaly coupling with incoming pseudoscalars. 
The microwave magnetic field tunability of say 4 GHz is admittedly only a few 
ppm of the laser photon energy, 2·0 e V, an energy range which nevertheless is 
not covered by present axlon searches (Sikivie 1992). 
3. Canterbury Ring Design and Performance 
(3a) Noise Limits 
The fundamental limits on the resolution attainable with a ring laser are 
determined by quantum noise (Dorschner et al. 1980; Hellwig 1975) and 1/ f 
noise. The transition between these two noise sources is clearly evident in the 
earlier work of Bilger and Sayeh (1983), and when 1/ f noise takes over, further 
time averaging does not improve the data. However, both of these are reduced 
by a factor of order 1/ pn, where P is the perimeter and n ,...., 2-3, by using larger 
rings through the increasing finesse and the decreasing solid angle in backscatter. 
When this is done, as in our present ring, 1/ f noise is essentially eliminated 
in that the ultimate resolution is restricted by other considerations such as laser 
stability. Methods such as quantum nondemolition measurement, which extend 
the resolution. of optical systems to break the barrier imposed by quantum noise, 
are not of prime interest in this application at least at this stage; our strategy 
is to lower, rather than breach, the standard quantum noise limit itself. The 
introduction of squeezed light, say by introducing a nonlinear optical element 
into the cavity, while an exciting theoretical possibility, could in practice risk the 
very quality of cavity finesse that led to the lowering of the standard quantum 
limit. Our success in this direction, without resorting to squeezing etc., again 
illustrates that the potential of the ring laser for precision measurements is still 
quite underdeveloped. 
In confirmation of. these comments, we write the power spectral density of 
the beat frequency fluctuations as S6f = ho + h-l/ f, where f is the Fourier 
frequency. The coefficient for quantum noise is given by ho = 2hf&3/ poQ2 with 
the value ho = 3 X 10-6 Hz2/Hz for a total optical power loss Po = 0·1 j.tW 
and the ideal cavity quality factor Qj fo is the laser frequency of 474 THzj 
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Ll = 8f5JQ4 (this is an empirical relation, for which see Sayeh and Bilger 
1987). With a measurement time T, the rms frequency fluctuation of the beat 
frequency is then 
3 2 ! ~frms = [2hfo /Q PoT] . (4) 
The analysis leading to equation (4) assumes that the cw and ccw beams 
are uncorrelated; willIe methods for inducing and exploiting a correlation for 
noise reduction are riow well discussed and physically demonstrated, there is 
no immediate prospect of using tills in systems such as ours. With the above 
specifications and T = 1 h, a frequency fluctuation of 20 ttHz can be achieved 
in principle, corresponding to a frequency resolution ~f / fo = 4 X 10-20 • Other 
interferometric techniques have been proposed (Ni et al. 1991) which could 
improve on tills figure, and which would correspond to the performance that we 
may expect of a ring laser with an area of say 50 m2 (as in Scully et al. 1981). 
From this viewpoint, even the earlier ring lasers have already outclassed (Bilger 
and Sayeh 1986) other precision tools such as the Mossbauer effect (Pound and 
Snider 1965) and the maser (Vanier 1982). 
Fig. 1. The Canterbury ring laser. The RF excitation section is in the topmost leg, and the 
superinvar mirror mounts are visible through the glass lids of the corner boxes. The green 
helium-neon laser for alignment is in the foreground. 
(3b) Construction 
The Canterbury ring laser (Fig. 1) is designed to realise the potential of .the 
recent advances. So that the cavity finesse is maximised, the beam paths are 
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entirely in the helium-neon gas; the Rayleigh scattering of neutral neon gas at 300 
Pa has a negligible effect on the quality factor. Neither do the beams intersect 
any interface, although for some applications Brewster windows will be both 
necessary and tolerable. Supermirror coatings were generously provided by Ojai 
Research. Zerodur blanks were used which have 0·1 nm rms surface roughness 
(Le. smoothness to atomic dimensions), achieved through ion beam milling with 
argon and nitrogen beams. Ultrahigh vacuum coated Si02 /Ti02 ),,/4 layers give 
losses of 4 ppm due to scattering (TIS), 4 ppm from transmission, and absorption 
(by difference) of 7 ppm, approaching that of the bulle materials. The observed 
total reduction in reflection is then 15 ppm, corresponding to a reflectivity of 
99·9985%. After extended use in our environment the total losses increased 
significantly. 
The radio frequency excitation mechanism is novel, involving a magnetic 
coupling at 50 MHz. The laser gas is 7:1 He:Ne with a nominal total pressure of 
2·3 Torr (300 Pa); however the latter can successfully be varied over an order of 
magnitude. A natural mLxture of neon isotopes (Ne20:Ne22 = 9:1) and natural 
helium is used at present. 
For further mechanical and thermal stability the mirrors are mounted in 
superinvar holders resting on a 1 x 1 m2 Zerodur plate, itself on a granite base. 
The stainless steel corner boxes avoid mechanical contact with the mirrors; their 
bottoms are open, and are sealed by Vi ton O-rings against the Zerodur plate. 
A triangular ring was used in earlier lasers such as that of Bilger and 
Stowell (1977). We have used a square ring primarily to optimise the parameter 
G = A/ P N, where A is the area, P the perimeter and N the number of mirrors. 
From earlier equations, together with the dependence of Q on mirror losses, 
G is proportional to the signal/noise ratio of the system. Since there is an 
odd number of reflections, each of which reverses handedness of the beam, a 
triangular ring cannot be put in circularly polarised mode. A square ring could 
be put in circularly polarised mode, should applications require it, for example 
by introducing nonplanarity (Bilger et al. 1990), another impossibility with a 
triangle. The increase in angle of incidence means that backscatter is reduced; 
indeed, Lambert backscatter formally vanishes at 45° incidence. Together these 
measures help to avoid locking. 
Partly to preserve the advantages sought from a simple open design with 
mechanical and thermal isolation for the mirrors, and partly on account of cost, 
no feedthroughs are installed at this stage in the corner boxes. Hence alignment 
to 20 arcsec in angle and 10 p.m in position has to be achieved before adding 
vacuum sealed covers to the corner boxes, pumping down, gas handling and 
initiating the lasing. Mirror holders were machined to locate the poles to this 
precision. A green helium-neon laser beam was overhi.id with that of a standard 
red laser to preserve alignments under a sequence of operations where the mirrors 
were rotated from retroreflecting configurations, in which tilt about a horizontal 
axis was adjusted and from which mirrors were rotated about a vertical axis 
to reach the final positions. The output interferometer was mounted on top of 
the glass cover for one corner box. Its components were aligned to overlay the 
emergent beams to a precision of 0·3 mrad. 
This device will shortly be taken to an underground cavern giving further thermal 
and mechanical stability. The results reported here are therefore only preliminary. 
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(:le) Results 
The Canterbury ring generates a nominal beat frequency {j f of 68·826 Hz, 
given the latitude of 43° 29' South, (vacuum) wavelength A = 633·0 nm, perimeter 
P = 3477 ·1 ± O· 1 mm (measured from the free spectral range of 86·218 MHz 
determined from the beat frequency between neighbouring longitudinal modes) 
and area A = 0·748 m2 (given with lesser accuracy from the two sides of 898 
rom, 837 mm). Since the gain curve for natural neon has a width of order 
1 GHz, several longitudinal modes could readily be excited, and of course the 
intermediate transverse modes. A fused silica tube of length 30 cm' and 4 mm 
internal diameter served both as RF-excited amplifier and as an aperture. Our 
design aimed to achieve single mode operation by reducing the gain so that 
(thanks to the variation of gain with wavelength) all longitudinal modes except 
one would be starved. In principle this required output power reduction to the 
manageable level of 30 n W. In practice, we were pleasantly surprised at the ease 
at which such gain control achieved single mode excitation of the ring. Typical 
RF powers for single mode excitation were 5-7 W, and output beam powers 
were then indeed of the order of 30 nW. For higher excitation power, say 30 W,' 
output beam powers reached 2 j.LW, which corresponds (since mirror transmission 
is 4 ppm) to a circulating power of 0·5 W. Although high circulating powers 
reduce quantum shot noise, they induce nonlinear effects in mirror media, and 
as noted by Chow et al, (1985) multimode rings give new branches in the 
beat-frequency-rotation-rate plot. Mode structure was monitored with a Newport 
SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perot. 
The ringdown decay time of the ring was measured to be approximately 
T = 15 j.LS by monitoring lasing output as the RF is turned off using a digital 
storage oscilloscope. This translates into a quality factor Q = WT = 4·5 X 1010 , 
noticeably below the ideal. The causes of this long-term contamination of mirror 
coatings have been identified, and within our limited budget we are working 
towards their elimination. 
The interference fringes on detection were processed by a Strobes Acquisition-PC 
data collection system (equivalent to Rapid Systems R380), which permitted 
runs of 16·384 s with a 2 ms sampling time. A spectrum obtained is given in 
Fig. 2. 
While the 50 Hz signal from mechanical motion induced at the frequency of the 
New Zealand mains power supply, together with its harmonics, is conspicuous, 
the spectrum is dominated by the line associated with earth rotation in the 
region 67-78 Hz. Even the subsidiary features of the spectrum are sharp; the 
mechanical resonances of the ring support system (at 15 and 19 Hz for example), 
which appear at those frequencies and as sidebands to the main features, reflect 
their relatively high mechanical quality factor (measured to be 34 ± 1). Indeed in 
our current site on the sixth level of a multi-storey building facing the prevailing 
wind, data of the quality of Fig. 2 can only be obtained under relatively wind-free 
conditions and late at night, when other uses of the building are minimal. 
The earth-rotation-induced signal is almost as sharp as the mains frequency 
line. Its width is dominated by the windowing resolution of up to 160 mHz 
(Fig. 3). However, a careful analysis (Stedman and Bilger 1992) has shown that 
the net optical line width of the beat frequency may be extracted by deconvolution, 
and by using the second and third harmonics of the earth-rotation-induced signal 
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Fig. 2. A spectrum from the Canterbury ring. The beat signal from earth rotation, together 
with its two higher harmonics, are marked by an asterisk. Sidebands arising from the 
mechanical resonance of the support are marked by a tilde, and mechanical rotation from the 
AC mains with its harmonics by a plus sign. 
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Fig. 3. The effect of windowing on the raw data for the fundamental earth rotation line in 
Fig. 2; on the left is a Nuttall window (Stedman and Bilger 1992), and on the right a square 
window corresponding to the time gate of 16·384 s. 
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the widths of the raw data for all harmonics in Fig. 2. The fitted 
curve is a convolution of the known window function and a net laser line shape function, 
whose width is thus determined consistently to be 33 mHz. As noted in Fig. 3 and in the text, 
the line positions may thus be determined to 1·0 mHz, or 2·1x10- 18 of the laser frequency. 
(Fig. 4) it is possible to check the consistency of this procedure,' and obtain 
at present a laser beat frequency full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 
32· 7±1· 7 mHz for the runs of 16·384 s duration. This is an order of magnitude 
larger than the expected quantum noise limit. Most importantly, the line profile 
can be fitted to a Gaussian and the position of the centre of the line obtained 
to a precision of 1· 0 mHz; this estimate also was reduced by a comparison of 
harmonics. This justifies our claim for a fractional frequency resolution capability 
of 2·1 x 10- 18 • The earth-rotation-induced line position in our as yet unstabilised 
ring drifts typically by several hertz in a few minutes. Such drift during the 
sampling time explains the difference between the observed line width and the 
quantum noise limit. Shorter sampling times lead to wider windows, and to no 
improvement in resolution; at this stage our maximum data collection time is 
(fortultously) optimal. 
We attribute this drift to the well-known effects of the susceptibility variation 
over the composite neon gain curve when the path length, and with it the 
resonance frequency, varies, compounded by saturation effects (Aronowitz 1971; 
Sargent et al. 1974; Siegman 1986). Thermal expansion effects even in Zerodur 
would induce shifts of the cavity modes within the gain curve by several per 
cent of the free spectral range per Celsius degree, and the counterpropagating 
waves sample the gain curve at different frequencies. The difference in optical 
path length for these modes itself depends on the position within the gain curve. 
We are therefore deferring the proposed test of relativity suggested earlier in 
this paper until present work on stabilising the cavity modes within the gain 
curve via feedback is completed. The forthcoming transfer to the cavern will also 
markedly help reduce drifts and mechanical interference. 
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The cavity parameters appropriate for the original mirrors and for the results 
given above are given in Table 1, together with comparative figures for the 
Newport SR-130 supercavity. 
Table 1. Ring parameters 
We give the performance limit obtainable in principle given supercavity mirror parameters 
as measured by the manufacturer, the performance actually attained in our environment, 
and for comparison the corresponding figures for the Newport SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perot 
supercavity (Li et al. 1990). In all cavities, the quality factor is Q = fo/~!t = WT, where 
"2" fa = w/27r = 474 THzj the finesse is F = S/~f~ = Q>./P, where the free spectral range 
(FSR) is S = c/ P, P is the round trip length and ~f 1 is the power FWHM of the cavity 
response. In a Fabry-Perot, T F = 7r where the mirror 10wer transmittance T = 1 - R, and 
~f' = cT/7rPj in a four-mirror ring, TF = 7r/2 and ~h = 2cT/7rP. The nonreciprocal 
~ 2 
refractive index and rotational velocity limits are estimated as in Stedman et al. (1987) 
Ring laser Fabry-Perot 
Design Achieved SR-130 
Perimeter P (mm) 3477·1 50·6 
FSR S (GHz) 0·086218 6·0 
Cavity finesse F ...... 200000 30000 85000 
FWHM ~f I (kHz) ...... 0·5 10·6 70 
7 
...... 10 12 4x 1010 7x109 Quality factor Q 
Resolution 8f ...... 20 tLHz 1·0 mHz 70 kHz 
averaging time 1 h 16 s 
relative 8v /v ...... .t x 10- 20 2·1 X 10- 18 
rotation (rad/s) 10-10 
refractive index 10-20 
At this stage we estimate the beat frequency to be stable to the order of Hz 
over a time scale of hours, and that a in equation (3) vanishes to a precision 
of the order of 10- 19 s/m2 • It is hoped to improve this bound significantly in 
the future. This interferometric determination of the earth rotation rate already 
makes an interesting comparison with the historic interferometric measurements 
of Michelson and Gale (1925) using light and Werner et at. (1979) using neutrons. 
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The finite scanning speed of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer induces asymmetry in the response profile to a monochro-
matic input beam. The amplitude of this profile is mathematically that of a fixed interferometer subjected to an input beam with 
suitable frequency scanning, and is related to the complex error function. The extent of the asymmetry thus depends on a single 
parameter, r,= Pt~, where P is the frequency scanning rate and te is the power decay time of the interferometer. To obtain an 
asymmetry less than 5% in the profile obtained from scanning a monochromatic beam requires a scanning time as much as 100 
times of the decay time of the interferometer. Experimental data are in good agreement with our calculations. 
1. Introduction 
In high resolution spectroscopy with a Fabry-Perot 
interferometer, the extraction of the input spectrum 
from the output profile is of great importance. Most 
of the literature on this subject uses the symmetric 
Airy function in the deconvolution algorithm [1-3]. 
However, the Airy function for the intensity distri-
bution in the fringe pattern is strictly valid only for 
a source of constant brightness and spectral distri-
bution and for a non-scanning interferometer. For a 
scanning interferometer, the limitations on rapid 
scanning were discussed by Greig and Cooper [4]. 
They estimated a time to establish the interference 
pattern as approximately 104FT, where F is the fi-
nesse and T is the round trip time of the interfero-
meter. We can rewrite this expression as 1.4FT= 
2.Snte since F=S/AJ;/2 and T= 1/ S, where S is the 
free spectral range of the interferometer and AJ; /2 is 
its power fwhm in frequency; AJ;/2= 1/2nte where te 
is the decay time of the power in the cavity. How-
ever, their analysis was based on the Lummer-
Gehrcke plate [5], and is relevant only for the steady-
state multiple-beam interferometer. Optical ringing 
[6] occurs when the input frequency sweeps through 
an interferometer in a time which is not large com-
pared to te' The ringing profile is caused by the beat-
ing between the input frequency and the cavity mode 
frequency when either is swept in time. 
We find that the asymmetry in fringe profiles can 
occur in a scanning interferometer even when the 
time interval which is required for scanning over the 
probe frequency is as large as 100te. This is partic-
ularly important for spectral measurements using a 
supercavity interferometer. In using the Newport SR-
130 supercavity (whose free spectral range is 6 GHz 
and finesse ~ 60000 [6] ) to measure the mode spec-
trum in our 1 m 2 ring laser, we can see the asym-
metry of the fringe profiles of the interferometer out-
put over a large range of interferometer scanning 
rates, from 3-50 GHz/s. When we further increase 
the scanning rate of the interferometer, the ringing 
profile discussed earlier [6] becomes conspicuous. 
We will present an analysis of this asymmetric fringe 
240 0030-4018/93/$ 06.00 © 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. All rights reserved. 
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profile of a scanning interferometer in sec. 2. Gen-
erally, the response of a scanning interferometer can 
be expressed as a series in the intracavity field am-
plitudes. The asymmetry of the fringe profiles might 
be expected to depend on the three parameters: the 
reflectivity R of the mirrors, the round trip optical 
path L of the reflected beams in the interferometer 
and the scanning rate of the interferometer. While 
the influences of the three parameters on the asym-
metric line profile could be determined by numerical 
calculations, its physical significance would be ob-
scured. We will prove that the response of a scanning 
interferometer to a signal of constant frequency is 
equivalent to the response of a fixed interferometer 
to a frequency which is scanned in a certain linear 
manner. The asymmetry of the profiles will then de-
pend on the single parameter 1'/ where 1'/=f3t~. The 
experimental results and discussion will be given in 
sec. 3. 
2. Response of scanning Fabry-Perot 
Let us consider a monochromatic wave Ain (t, z) = 
Ao exp i (koz - wot) to be injected into a scanning in-
terferometer (fig. 1). The mirrors are separated by 
a length I; one of these mirrors is moving at a con-
stant speed v so as to increase I. The frequency of the 
transmitted wavelet A,,( t, z) will be Doppler shifted 
on each reflection; after the nth reflection, the wave 
has a frequency Wn = Wo ( 1-2nv I c) and wavevector 
kn=w,,/c to first order, where c is the speed oflight. 
The output of the scanning interferometer is the sum 
of the waves An (t, z). Although the cavity length is 
modified by Al=vr within one round trip of a light 
pulse, we take a snapshot picture of the infinite wave 
trains at the given time t when the moving mirror is 
at and demand only that the boundary con-
-f 
o 
z 
Fig. 1. The scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. Details are dis-
cussed in appendix A. 
ditions be satisfied at each reflection in order to de-
termine the phases of the components. We relegate 
the essential mathematical development to the ap-
pendices. Applying the boundary conditions for re-
flection and transmission in each mirror rest frame, 
and Lorentz transforming where necessary to the 
laboratory frame, we obtain the transmitted field 
given by eq. (A.l): 
<:.0 
Aout(t, z) =Ain(t, z)( l-R) L: R" exp(i4Jn), (1) 
n=O 
where 
4Jn =wo{n[Bo+(B\HB2 )v/c]+n 2Cv/c}, (2) 
and Bo= -C=21/c=T, B\=2, B2 = -2(z+1)/c. 
Bo represents the phase shift from repeated inter-
nal reflections with. a stationary mirror, and would 
in isolation lead to the Airy function. B\ arises from 
a combination of effects associated with the Doppler 
shift, including both its direct effect on the phases of 
the emerging partial waves and its indirect effects on 
the phase shift accumulated in internal reflections. 
On its own B\ simply modifies the effective cavity 
length by a velocity-dependent amount, without af-
fecting the symmetry of the Airy profile. Part of the 
indirect effect of the Doppler shift is to induce a term 
in the exponent which is quadratic in n (the term C) 
since on the nth bounce the frequency is shifted by 
n steps; it is this term which will induce asymmetry 
in the interferometer profile. 
Now the response of a fixed interferometer to a 
signal whose frequency is scanned at a rate f3 has a 
modulus of the form of eqs. (1) and (2) (see eq. 
(B.2» in which vic is replaced by f3r/2wo and the 
same values are obtained for Bo, C, Bl and (to within 
a change of time origin) B2 • This proves the formal 
equivalence of the two problems: we can express the 
output of a scanning interferometer as that for a in-
terferometer with a frequency scanned input beam. 
Neither eq. (1) nor its counterpart (eq. (B.2» 
for the fixed interferometer is easily solved; a series 
of the form Lnanbn2 is involved. Instead, we use the 
equivalence described above to derive an alternative 
solution. Details are given in appendix C. The ratio 
of the outgoing and incoming intensities lout 
(IAoutI2), 10 (IAoI2) is then given by 
(3) 
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where w{ 0 is given in eq. (CA) and is related to the 
error function. 
Figure 2 shows this calculated intensity response 
(solid line) of a scanning interferometer for three 
values of the normalized scanning rate: rl=0.5, 0.1, 
and 0.01. The dashed line and the dotted line in fig. 
2a represent the real and imaginary parts respec-
tively of the transmitted amplitude. The definitions 
of the characteristic parameters of an asymmetric 
transmission profile as shown in fig. 2b; b is the de-
viation of the profile peak from the ideal case. AI and 
Ar describe the half-width of the intensity profile on 
the left and right side, respectively. For convenience 
of discussion, we define the deviation parameter 
be = 2b / Aft!2 and the asymmetry parameter in the 
frequency domain of Aa=2{AI-Ar)/Aft/2' For the 
case rI = 1 % as shown in fig. 2c, the corresponding 
scanning time over the probe frequency is 100 times 
the decay time of the interferometer, and the asym-
metry parameter Aa is less than 5%. As the normal-
0.8 
0.4 
0.0 
-0.4 
~ -4 -2 0 2 4 
il (a) 
~ 
t;; 
.~ 
.~ 
1 
] 
1 -5 0 5 10 
~ (b) 
1 
(c) Normalized scanning time 
Fig. 2. Amplitude and intensity profiles from numerical evalua-
tion of eqs. (C. 7) and (3) at various normalized scanning rates 
'1: (a) '1=0.5, (b) 11=0.1 and (c) '1=0.01. Throughout, the solid 
line represents the intensity profile, and in (a) the broken and 
dotted lines represent the real and imaginary parts of the ampli-
tude. Here and in following figures the normalized time I' is re-
lated to real time I by I' ""Tel. 
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ized scanning rate increases, the profile of the trans-
mitted intensity ofthe scanning interferometer varies 
in four ways: the asymmetry and the peak shift of the 
profile change, the relative fwhm increases, and the 
transmitted intensity decreases. Figure 3 shows nu-
merical calculations ofthe variations in the intensity 
ratio lout/lo at the peak and the peak deviation b with 
the normalized scanning rate rIo An analytic approx-
imation to the integral in eq. (3) is derived in ap-
pendix D, with the result 
lout/lo =exp[ - (2rI) 3/2t' ] / [I + ht '2 + J"St'rI 3/2 ] • 
(4) 
A comparison in the case rI= 1 % of the results of eqs. 
(3) and (4- ) shows that even for this relatively large 
parameter value eq. (4) is accurate to - 10%. The 
asymmetry parameter is given from eq. (4) by a 
weighted average of the solutions T ± of lout/lo=!; 
on using a linear expansion of the exponent we find 
(appendix D) 
(5 ) 
This equation (to be plotted in fig. 7) shows that rI 
values of 1 %, 5% and 10% translate into asymmetry 
parameters of approximately 6%, 26% and 43%, 
respectively. 
3. Experiment and discussion 
The experiment setup is shown in fig. 4. A New-
port NL-1 ReNe frequency-stabilised laser is used as 
1.0 ,---,--------.,.---------:1.1.5 
C 0.9 ••••• ..,. ..••.•• 'V'- ............. 'I:< •• 
'iii § O.B ~~ 
.5 
1) 0.7 
.::; 1 0.6 
z 
0.5 
i!l 
1.0 ~ [ 
'" 
·8 
0.5 .~ 
~ 
0.4 "'-1..-'-'-'-'--_-'---'-............................ _--'----'--'-....1-.\-l..1...l..I 0.0 
10° 
Normalized scanning rate 
Fig. 3. The variation ofthe output intensity ratio lout/lo (broken 
line) and the peak deviation (j (solid line) with.the normalized 
scanning rate 1'/ from numerical calculation ofeq. (3). 
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for measurement of the asymmetry in 
the response of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. 
a light source. Its rms frequency fluctuations are 100 
kHz in short term (5 ms) and 5 kHz in medium term 
(lOG's), respectively. An acousto-optic modulator 
(Newport N24080) inserted between the HeNe Laser 
and the scanning interferometer (Newport SR-130 
supercavity spectrum analyzer) has two functions. 
First it is an optical isolator to reduce the influence 
of the feedback of reflection from the interferometer 
mirror [6]; we observed that the intensity of the NL-
1 laser output could have low frequency (a few Hz) 
fluctuations in the absence of the acousto-optic mod-
ulator. Secondly it supplies a frequency scanning cal-
ibration since the relation between voltage and ex-
pansion of the piezoelectric material is in general not 
exactly linear [8]. In principle, we could use an AM 
or FM calibration of the scanning rate. Since the 
nonlinearity ofthe frequency sweeps of the driver of 
the acousto-optic modulator for FM is 15%, we chose 
the AM modulation in our experiment. A modula-
tion signal of l.5 MHz is used as input to the mod-
ulator driver and a frequency counter with a frac-
tional precision of 10- 7 (l Hz in 10 MHz) is used 
to monitor the modulation frequency. The laser beam 
passing through the optical modulator is injected into 
the scanning interferometer with TEMoo mode 
matching by a conventional lens. Fringes from the 
scanning interferometer are detected by a photo-
multiplier (Thorn EMI 9214) with a bandwidth of 
100 MHz and its output is sent to a digital storage 
oscilloscope (Hitachi Denshi Models VC-6275) with 
a maximum sampling rate of 200 million samples per 
second and a fractional precision of time scale read-
ing of 10-4 • 
Frequency jitter in the output of the NL-l fre-
quency-stabilized laser is evident when the reso-
nance of the interferometer is scanned over this probe 
frequency. The effect of this frequency jitter on the 
calibration of the scanning rate increases as the scan-
ning rate slows down. We averaged runs to reduce 
this err()r. A single run with a scanning rate of 3.25 
GHz/s gives sidebands whose fwhm is approxi-
mately that of the carrier. Figures 5a and 5b shows 
profiles from the average of 64 runs with the scan-
ning rates 9.29 GHz/s and 3.46 GHz/s. The varia-
tion of the fwhm of the sidebands reflects the fre-
quency jitter of the NL-l. Figure 6 gives an extreme 
example of the effect of jitter for a very low scanning 
rate; the separation~ of the side bands from the cen-
tral peak differ by more than 20%. 
The experimental data on profile asymmetry is 
compared with numerical calculations, both on the 
full and approximate models of eqs. (3) and (5), in 
fig. 7. Scales have been chosen for best fit, and this 
with the value of the known absolute frequency scan-
ning rate p gives a fwhm ~!t/2= (l/2n)(p/rt) 1/2 for 
~ 
.~ 
~ 
C'J 
.~ {3 
C'J 
'--' 
.E' 
~ QJ 
+-' 
,E 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
(a) 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
Av64 
200 400 
Av64 
l04.0kHz 
400 800 
Scanning rate 
9.29GH7/s 
600 800 
Sc:anning rate 
3.46GH7/s 
1200 1600 
(b) Scanning time (microsecond) 
1000 
Fig. 5. Joint effect on the profile of probe frequency jitter and 
frequency scanning rate. The averages of 64 runs at scanning rates 
of 9.29 GHz/s (a) and 3.46 GHz/s (b), with the oscilloscope 
triggering on the central peak. The larger width of the side peaks 
reveals the variation in scanning rate and so averaging of non-
coincident peaks. 
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Fig. 6. A profile obtained at very low scanning rate (0.93 GHz/ 
s). (a) Unequal spacing of sidebands caused by jitter during col-
lection of the profile. (b) Ragged shape of the profile for one 
such peak, reflecting shorter-term frequency jitter of the NL-l 
laser. 
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o Experimental data 
10 
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Fig. 7. Variation of the asymmetry da of the profile with the scan-
ning rate (the normalized rate '1 used in the calculation being 
plotted on the upper axis, and the absolute value fJ for the exper-
iment on the lower). The solid (broken) line is the numerical 
prediction from thefull (approximate) theory (eqs. (3) and (5), 
respectively) . 
the SR-130 supercavity interferometer. Figure 8 
shows the variation of the observed fwhm with the 
scanning rate. The squares represent the experimen-
tal data, the fwhm being determined by Ah/2 = 
3At l / 2 /M (MHz), where At is the time interval be-
tween the two sidebands and MI/2 is the fwhm in the 
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Fig. 8. The increase of the full width at half maximum (fwhm) 
of the profile with the scanning rate. The broken line is the theo-
retical prediction and the solid line is a fit to the experimental 
data. 
time domain. The experimental data are in excellent 
agreement with the numerical calculation from eq. 
(3) . 
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Appendix A 
Response of a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer 
to a monochromatic field 
The wave Ao exp [i(koz-wot) ] is incident on the 
back, stationary mirror of a scanning Fabry-Perot 
interferometer (fig. I). Within the interferometer the 
waves reflected from the front (and moving) mirror 
have the form 
Ao=Aorqexp[ -i(klZ+Wlt)] , 
A; =Aor3q exp [ -i(k2Z+W;at- 2kl/)] , etc. 
The transmitted wave has the components 
Ag=Aoq2exp[i(koz- wot)] , 
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Ai =Aor2q2 exp[i(kl z-wl t+2kl /)] , 
A~ =Aol.4q2 exp{i [k2Z-W2t+ 2 (kl + k2)]}' etc. , 
where q is the transmission coefficient of the wave 
amplitude at each reflection. 
These give rise to a total transmitted amplitude of 
Aout(t, z) =Ain(t, z) (l-R){ 1+ R exp{i [(kl -ko)z 
- (wl-wo)t+2k l /]}+R 2 exp{i[ (k2 -ko)z 
- (W2 -wo)t+ 2kll+ 2k2/]) + ... } 
=Ain(t,z)(l-R) I Rnexp(ict>n) (A. I ) 
n=O 
(using I3m=n(n-l)/2) in agreement with eqs. 
(l) and (2). 
Appendix B 
Response of a steady-state Fabry-Perot to a 
frequency modulation field 
The amplitude transfer function of a fixed inter-
ferometer for a beam Aoexp[i(koZ-wot)] has the 
formH(w) = (l-R) I (l-R exp i~), where~= (w-
wo) r is the phase delay in a round trip of the injected 
wave in the interferometer relative to that (a mul-
tiple of 2n: Wo= 2nNlr, NA= 2/) for exact resonance, 
and as before r= 211e. H(w) = (l-R) InR n expinwr, 
and its Fourier transform is given by h(t) = 
(I-R)InRn ~(t-m) where ~ is the Dirac delta 
function. For small detuning: w:::; Wo [6], this may 
be approximated by H( w) = [1-2i(w-wo) I Te]-I, 
where the power rate of decay in the cavity is Te = I I 
te=2nIJ.h/2; note that Te is twice the amplitude rate 
of decay Ye used in ref. [6]. The quality factor 
Q=wte, the free spectral range (FSR) is e12/, the fi-
nesse is F = nRI (l-R) = QA12/, and the power full 
width at half maximum IJ.h/2=!oIQ=e( I-R)/2nIR. 
Let us consider an input field which is ramped in 
frequency: 
Ain(t, z) =Ao exp{ -i [wo + !jJ(t-zl e)] (t-zle)} . 
(B.l) 
jJ is the frequency scanning rate; the instantaneous 
frequency w=wo+ jJ(t-zle) and is related to the 
time derivative of the phase [9], and because of the 
dependence on t and z through (t-zle) the above 
form satisfies the wave equation with k=wle. The 
output of the interferometer is given by the convo-
lution of the input field and the impulse response of 
the cavity: 
Aout(t, z) = (l-R) I RnAin(t-m) 
n 
= (l-R)Ao exp [i(koz- Wot+ jJtzle- !jJt2 
_jJz2/2e 2)] I Rnexp(ict>n) , (B.2) 
n 
where 
ct>n =wo{n [Bo + (jJr/2wo)(BI t+ B2)] 
+n2jJrC/2wo} . (B.3 ) 
Apart from the complex factor, which does not affect 
the magnitude of the temporal profile, this has the 
form of eq. (2) for the scanning interferometer un-
der constant excitation, where (jJr/2wo) now plays 
the role of vie and as before the parameters 
Bo= -C=r, BI =2. B2= -2zle and is now different 
to that for the scanning interferometer case; however 
this difference amounts merely to a change in the or-
igin of time. Hence the cases of a linearly scanned 
interferometer with fixed input frequency and a fixed 
interferometer with a linearly ramped input fre-
quency give indistinguishable intensity profiles at the 
output. 
Appendix C 
Solution for the temporal profile 
We use the solution from appendix B for the scan-
ning interferometer to solve for the cases of both ap-
pendices A jmd B. The input field Ain (t, z) has the 
Fourier transform 
Ain(w, z) =Ao exp [i(koz- jJZ2 le2)] 
00 
X f dtexp{i[(w-wo+jJzle)t-!jJt2]} (CI) 
and with the change of variable t--->u=(jJI2)1/2[t-
(w- wo) I jJ- zl e], this gives 
Ain(w, z) =Ao(21fJ) 1/2 exp{i[koz+ (w-wo)2/2jJ 
+ (w-wo)zle]) I, (C2) 
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where 
00 
1= J duexp(-iu 2 )=nI/2exp(-in/4). 
-00 
Multiplying this hy the response function of the fixed 
interferometer (see appendix B; rc= I ftc) and Four-
ier transforming, we obtain 
00 
Aout(t,z)= 2In J dwexp(-iwt)Ain(w,z)H(w) 
00 
2 P 1/2 J 1 ( n ) dw 1-2i(w-wo)/rc 
-00 
xexp{i[ (w-wo)2/2P+ (w-wo) (z/c-t) 
-wot+koz-n/4]). (C.3) 
This can be cast into closed form using the complex 
error function in the form [7] 
w(o= i ""J dv exp (-v 2 ) 
n ,-v 
-00 
=exp( (2)erfc(-iO (Im'>O). (C.4) 
To this end we now change variable W-> v where 
v= G exp( -in/4) [(w-wo) / (2P) 1/2 
+ (P/2) 1/2(Z' / c-t' )] , (C.S) 
and the sign factor G= -sgn[l + (1]/2)1/2(Z'/C-
t' ) ], where z' = rcz, t' = ret, I] = P / r~; this is chosen 
so that the expression 
G{l/81])1/2[ -exp(in/4} 
+exp( - in/4 )(1]/2 )1/2(z/ c- t)] (C.6) 
always has a positive imaginary part. We then have 
the closed form for the resultant amplitude: 
Aout(t, z) "=' - G exp( - in/ 4) (7&/81]) 1/2AO 
Xexp{i[kDz-wot-!P(z/c-t)2]} w(O. (C.7) 
Hence the corresponding intensity ratio lout (IAout 12), 
10 (lAo 12) of the outgoing and incoming beams is 
given by eq. (3). 
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Appendix D 
Analytical formulae for limiting cases 
We expand eq. (3) for small normalized scanning 
speed 1]. In the limit that the scanning rate P (and 
therefore 1]) tens to zero, and omitting an unobserv-
able overall phase, 
( 
IP 00 
Aout/Ao"=' ;1]) W(O(8n\1/2 J _d_v~-,-;=-~ 
-00 
where 1:;=jr". The denominator factor may be re-
written as exp( jr,v/1:;+ tl]v 2 / 1:;2) to O( I]V2), and on 
completing the square of the gaussian integral and 
expanding the result to O(I]V2) we obtain 
i 
Aout/Ao= (8a) 
=exp [ - (21] )3/2 /' ] / [1 + *17t'2+ J8t'11 3/2 ] • 
In the time domain the asymmetry parameter 
Aa=2(2To-T+-T_)/(T+ T_), where the max-
imum of lout is at t' = 8(211)1 /2, and the half-
powers points are the solutions of tlo, giv-
ing !t/Tl+3(21])3/2T± 1=0. Hence +L= 
-12 (81]) 1/2, (2 To- L) 8(21]} 1/2, and 
T+-T_ 72113+11)1/2/1]. We obtain 4[2173/ 
(721]3+I])p12, whose form is plotted in fig. 7. 
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Appendix E 
Experhllental records of the ringing profiles 
A series of ringing profiles llsing the SR-130 sllpercavity with the frequency 
scanning range from 185.8 GHz/s clown to 16.90 GHz/s are presented. 
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AppendixF 
TurboPascal progralll for theoretical fitting 
In this program, 600 experimental data points are read in from each ringing profile 
which have been recorded by the digital storage oscilloscope (Hitachi Denshi 
Model VC-6275). These data are then rescaled for the theoretical fits, and plotted 
on the computer screen for comparison with the theoretical fits. 
Six parameters are needed for the fit to each ringing profile: two 
ringing-dependent parameters al and b, and four scale parameters Vo, Vs , Ho and 
Hs where Vo and Vs are the origin and scale of the vertical axis, and H 0 and Hs 
are similar parameters for the horizontal axis. 
($N+,R+) 
program Datafitting; 
{fitting the theoretical curve to the experiment data} 
uses crt, graph, dos, printer; 
const 
type 
var 
Vhight=500; 
Maxstep=600; 
maxtime=600; 
Hrang=10.0, 
c=14; 
alpha:::1; 
gamma=2; 
beta:::0.5; 
itmax=100; 
ndim=6; 
mp=?; 
np=6; 
ftol=0.001; 
total=900, 
glmpnp [l..mp, l..npJ of real; 
glmp =array .. mp] of real; 
glnp =array [1 .. np) of real; 
Edata= array [l .. total, 1 .. 2] of integer; 
Tdata= array [1. .maxtirne, 1. .2] of integer; 
Odata= array [1 .. total, 1 .. 2] of real; 
a2,a3,hwidth,tau,time,tstep,step,p1,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,sl,s2, 
dy,yprr,ypr,rtol,x1,x2,x3,x4,y1,y2,y3,y4,y5,zl,z2,z3,z4:real; 
int1,int2,intmod:array [0 .. BOOJ of real; 
points, iter, mpts, inhi i ilo, il1i, i, il, i2 , 13, i 4, i 5, j, j 1, j2 , j 3, j 4, j 5, 
r1,r2,r3,m,n,gd,gg:integer; 
ye1:0data; 
buffer:Tdata; 
y:glmp; 
ye,yt,dye:Edata; 
pr,prr,pbar,pmeter: glnp; 
p:g1mpnp; 
Lst : Text; 
{----- ----------------------------------- -
procedure readdata; 
{reading the experimental data of ringing profile} 
var 
filein: text; 
fileout1:text; 
label 10; 
begin 
assign (filein, 'out.txt'); 
reset (filein); 
assign (f i leout 1, 'a: Edatout 1. pas' ) ; 
rewrite(fileoutl); 
for i1:= 1 to total do 
begin 
readln (filein,ye1 [i1, 1] ,ye1 tiL 2]); 
points:=i1; 
ye ( i 1,1] : =t runc ( (ye1 [ i 1, 1] ) * 1 .2) ; 
Hwidth:=ye[i1,1]-ye[1,1] ; 
ye(i1,2] :=trunc(300-1.5*ye1(i1,2]); 
wri teln (f ileout 1, ye (il, 1], ' , ,300 -ye [ i 1,2] ) ; 
if eof(filein) then goto 10; 
end; 
10 : 
close (fileoutl); 
end; 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure plotdata; 
(plotting the exprimental curve on the screen for comparison) 
label 20; 
begin 
readdata; 
gd:=O; 
initgraph(gd,gg, '\tp'); 
setlinestyle(O,gd,I); 
drawpoly(points, ye); 
end; 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure compute (var polypts:tdata;al,ho,vo,hs,vs,a:real); 
(calculating the theoretical data for ringing profile) 
begin 
a2:=0; 
a):=O; 
xl:=O; 
x2: =0; 
step:=IO/maxstep; 
tau:= -c; 
for i2:=1 to maxstep do begin 
tau:= tau+step; 
x):=exp(tau-a*abs(tau»*cos({(a2+a)*tau)*tau+al)*sqr(tau»*step; 
x4:=exp(tau-a*abs(tau»*sin( ((a2+a)*tau)*tau+al)*sqr(tau) )*step; 
xl: =xl+x); 
x2:=x2+x4; 
writeln(tau,xl,x2) ; 
end; 
tstep:=Hrang/maxtime; 
yl:=xl; 
y2:=x2/ 
time:=- (c-IO); 
for j2:= I to maxtime do 
begin 
end; 
end; 
time:=time+tstep; 
y):=exp(time-a*abs(time) )*cos( ((a2+a)*tillle)*time+al)*time*time)*tstep; 
y4:=exp(time-a*abs(time) )*sin( ((a2+a)*time)*time+al)*time*time)*tstep; 
yl:=yl+y); 
y2:=y2+y4; 
intl [j2] :=exp(-time) *yl; 
int2 [j2] :=exp(-time) *y2; 
intmod[j2] :=(intl[j2]*intl[j2]+int2[j2]*int2[j2]); 
(H-scale) 
zl:= Hwidth/maxtime; 
z2:=j2; 
z):=zl*z2; 
z4:= Ho + Hs*z); 
polypts[j2,1] :=Trunc(z4); 
[V-scale} 
y5:= Vs*Vhight*intmod[j2]; 
polypts[j2,2] :=Trunc(vo-y5); 
(-----------------------------------------------------------------------) 
function func(parameter:glnp) :real; 
(least squar calculation) 
Var 
lsqr : Real; 
begin 
pI:=parameter[l); 
p2:=parameter(2); 
p3:=parameter(3); 
p4:=parameter(4]; 
p5:=parameter[S]; 
p6:=parameter[6]; 
compute(buffer,pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p61; 
lsqr:=O; 
for 13: 
rI: 
for 
1 to points do begin 
[U,ll; 
:=1 to maxstep do 
r2:=buffer[j3,1]; 
begin 
if (r2=rII then begin 
r3:=buffer(j3,2]; 
end; 
yt [ 13 , 11 : =ye { 13 , 11 ; 
yt (i3, 2] :::: r3; 
end; 
writeln(i3:2,' ','ytI:, ',yt[i3,lJ,' ','yt2: ',yt[i3,2]'" 
'yel: ',ye[13,l],' ','ye2: ',ye[iJ,2]); 
dy: yt[i3,2]-ye[13,2]; 
lsqr:= lsqr + sqr(dy): 
func:=lsqr; 
end; 
end; 
(-----
writeln (i3, , 
procedure matrix ; 
, ,dy,' ',lsqrl; 
(producing the paramter matrix for fitting) 
var 
f iledata: text; 
begin 
assign (filedata, 'datain.pas'); 
reset (filedata); 
for i4:= 1 to mp do 
begin 
---------- ) 
writeln ('point', i4 ','al? ','Ho? ','Vo? ','Hs? ','Vs? ','a? '); 
for j4:= 1 to np do 
begin 
read (filedata, pmeter(j4)I ; 
read(pmeter[j4] I; 
p[i4,j4]:= pmeter[j4]; 
end; 
writeln ('data input ... '1; 
y(i4]:=func(pmeter); 
writeln (' ',i4:2,', P[i4,1]:5:2,' ',p[i4,2]:5:2,' 
p[i4,3] :5:2,' ',p[i4,4] :5:2,' , ,p[i4,S] :5:2,' 
p[i4,6]:5:2,' ',y(i4] :5:2); 
writeln (Lst,' ',i4:2,' ',p[i4,1]:5:2,' ',p[i4,2]:5:2,' 
end; 
end; 
p[i4,3]:5:2,' ',p[i4,4] :5:2,' ',p[i4,5):5:2,' 
p[i4,61 :5:2, I , ,y[i4] :5:2); 
{---------
--------------------------------------------------} 
procedure amoeba; 
{six dimension fitting} 
label 99; 
begin 
mpts := ndim+1; 
iter :=0; 
while true do begin 
Ho :=1; 
if (y(1]>y[2j) then begin 
ihi := 1; inhi :=2 end 
else begin 
ihi :=2; inhi :=1 end; 
for i:=1 to mpts do begin 
end; 
if (y[iJ < y[ilo)) then Ho :=1; 
if (y[i) > y[ihi)) then begin 
inhi :=ihi; ihi:=i end 
else if (y[il>y[inhi]) then 
if(i <> ihi) then inhi::i 
rtol :=2.0*abs(y[ihi] - y[ilo])/(abs(y[ihij) + abs(y[ilo]»); 
writeln('rto1:', rtol); 
writeln(Lst,'rtol:', rtol); 
if (rtol < ftol) then goto 99; 
if (iter =itmax) then begin 
writeln('pause in amoeba - too many iteration'); readln 
end; 
iter :=iter + 1; 
for j:=l to ndim do pbar[jJ:=O.O; 
for i:=l to mpts do 
if (i <> ihi) then for j:=1 to ndim do pbar[j] :=pbar[j]+p[i,j]; 
for j:=l to ndim do begin 
pbar[j] :=pbar[jl/ndim; 
pr[jJ :=(1.0+alpha)*pbar[j]-alpha·p[ihi,j] end; 
writeln 
writeln 
writeln 
write1n 
( , al: ' , pr [1], ' Ho: 
( , Hs: ' ,pr [4], ' vs: 
(Lst, 'a1: ',pr[l],' 
(Lst,'Hs: ',pr[4].' 
ypr ::::func(pr); 
writeln ('func: ',ypr); 
write1n (Lst, 'func: ' ,ypr); 
if (ypr <= y[ilo] )then begin 
, ,pr[2J,' VOl 
, ,pr[5],' a: 
Ho: ' , pr [ 2 J , , 
Vs: ',pr[5].' 
, ,pr[3]); 
, ,pr[6]); 
Vo: ' , pr [3 J ) ; 
a : ' , pr [ 6 J ) ; 
for j :=1 to ndim do prr[j] ::::gamma*pr[jJ+(1.0-gamma)*pbar[j); 
yprr:=func(prr); 
if (yprr <y(ilo]) then begin 
for j :=1 to ndim do p[ihi.j] :=prr[j]; 
y[ihi) :=yprr end 
else begin 
for j :=1 to ndim do p[ihi,j] :=pr[jJ, 
y[ihij :=ypr end end 
else if (ypr >= y[inhi]) then begin 
if (ypr < y[ihij) then begin 
for j:=l to ndim do p[ihi,j]: pr[j); 
y(ihiJ ::::ypr end; 
for j:= I to ndim do prr[j] ::beta*p[ihi,j]+(1.0-beta)*pbar[j); 
yprr:=func(prr); 
if (yprr < y(ihi]) then begin 
for j:=1 to ndim do p[ihi,j] := prr[j]; 
y[ihi) :=yprr end 
else begin 
for i:=l to mpts do 
else begin 
if (i <>ilo) then begin 
for j:=l to ndim do begin 
end; 
pr [j j : =0 . S * (p [i. j] +p [ilo, j] ) ; 
p [ i , j] : =pr [ j ] 
y[i] :=func(pr) end end end 
for j:= 1 to ndim do p[ihi,j] :=pr[j]; 
y[ihij :=ypr end end; 
99: End; 
(------------------------------------------------------------------------) 
procedure determine; 
{output theoretical' data and plotting the theoretical carve} 
var 
fileout2 :text; 
begin 
gd:=O; 
end; 
writeln ('determine ','a1? ','Ho? ','Vo? ','Hs? ','Vs? ','a7 '); 
readln (p1,p2,p3,p4,pS,p6); 
compute(buffer,p1,p2,p3,p4,pS,p6) ; 
Assign (fileout2, 'a:Tdatout2.pas'); 
rewrite(fileout2) ; 
for is:= 1 to maxtime do begin 
writeln(fileout2, buffer[iS, 1],' , ,300-buffer[iS,2]); 
end; 
close (fileout2); 
initgraph(gd,gg, '\tp'); 
setlinestyle(O,gd,l) ; 
drawpoly (maxtime, buffer); 
{----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
{Main program} 
begin 
end. 
Assign(Lst, 'LPT1'); 
rewrite(Lst) ; 
readdata; 
determine; {only for output data of the theoretical carve} 
plotdata; 
matrix; 
amoeba; 
Close(Lst) ; 
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Appendix G 
Theoretical fittings to the experhnental data 
Five experimental results and theorelical fits for the ringing profiles using the 
SR-130 supercavity are presented. For investigating the tiny differences between 
the experimental results and the theoretical predictions given by Eq. (3.4), we have 
magnified these diagram by a factor of 3 in the vertical scale. Of these pictures, 
Figs. Gi, 3 and 5 are duplicates of (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. (3.4), except for the 
magnified scale. 
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